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Revised 1/17/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Pressure test all new, relocated, or reinstated mains prior to it being placed into service.

NOTE
DO NOT pressure test against stoppers, bags, diaphragms, squeezed off plastic, or valves (other than HP regulator or
service stands as directed in  and 

).
Practice 018, Distribution Regulator Stand Construction Practice 020, Pressure

Testing Services

Use weld or fusion caps as end closures for the pressure testing of all mains. Weld or fuse the caps to the main being tested.

For steel, repair any leakage indicated by the pressure test and retest the main.

DO NOT pressure test existing SP cast iron mains.

SAFETY WARNING
During pressure test of all mains (SP, MP, and HP) DO NOT leave unsupervised.

Plastic Pipe Pressure Testing
Avoid joints or connections where failure may occur.

DO NOT pressurize over 8 hours — Test in segments, if necessary.

DO NOT leave unsupervised.

DO NOT conduct pressure test on unrestrained pipe.

If a fused joint is leaking, the employee’s joining qualification is immediately suspended. Another joiner must repair the leak. Refer
to .Practice 035, Plastic Joiner Qualification

For plastic pipelines and fittings, DO NOT exceed 120 psig for all high and medium density plastic

EXCEPTION: 112 psig for 1-1/8” OD high density

EXCEPTION: 115 psig for 1-1/8” OD medium density

Maximum pressure is based on a pipe’s Dimension Ratio.

Dimension Ratio (DR) = Pipe Outside Diameter / Pipe Wall Thickness

If a plastic main is not going to be pressurized with gas after the pressure test, leave 60 psig of air on the tested segment of main.

HP Steel Pipe Pressure Testing
Pressure test durations will be specified by Engineering on the Form 671.

Minimum required pressure test durations will range from 1 hour to 8 hours.

Pressure tests exceeding the required minimum duration are acceptable.

Cylinder Replacements
If possible, use pretested pipe. Retain all pressure test information from the pretest so that it may be attached to the SAP
order, entered into the Field Device, added to the work order drawing, or entered on the Form 3999.

If pretested pipe is not available, test pipe per the  section within this
Practice.

Pretesting Pipe and Emergency/After-Hour Testing

001 Pressure Testing -Mains
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Soap test all completion joints and fittings while at normal operating pressure.

Testing Procedure
Requirements

The following requirements for the project should be specified on the construction drawings or on a filled out copy of Form 671
( ) from Engineering:Figure 2

Test pressure (psig)

Test medium (air, water, nitrogen, compressed air, natural gas)

Type of pressure gauge (recording or indicating)

For Medium Pressure (MP) and Standard Pressure (SP), the following information must be determined by operations personnel:

Test duration (using the )Pressure Test Duration Calculator

Segmentation

For High Pressure (HP) main pressure testing, operations personnel must do the following:

Test as indicated on the construction drawings or Form 671.

The maximum test duration is 24 hours, regardless of length.

If changes are necessary, contact Engineering for pressure testing requirements.

During the test, all personnel not essential to the operation are to remain safely away from the equipment under test. Ensure that
every reasonable precaution is taken to protect personnel and the general public during the test.

NOTE
Normally, pressure test after backfilling the main trench.

Testing Separate Segments of a Construction Project
The construction drawing (or Form 671, ) will provide test requirements for the total project. If a change to segmentation for
pressure testing is necessary:

Figure 2A

Medium and Standard Pressure — Use the  to determine the pressure test duration for each
segment.

Pressure Test Duration Calculator

High Pressure — Contact Engineering for the segment pressure test requirements.

Pressure Control Fittings, Service Tees, Valve Tees, and Save-A-Valves
Pressure test the fittings prior to cutting or tapping the main:

Medium and Standard Pressure — Test at a minimum of 90 psig for 10 minutes. See  section within
this Practice. Document the pressure test using the components section of the Form 3999 if the fitting is not being pressure tested
with the main.

Plastic Pipe Pressure Testing

High Pressure — Test at 100 psig for 10 minutes then at 600 psig for 1 hour. Document the pressure test using the components
section of the Form 671 if the fitting is not being pressure tested with the main.

NOTE
Jackson Area Only — For a 500 psig design, pressure test at 100 psig for 10 minutes, then at 750 psig for 1 hour.

Distribution Regulator Stands
For Distribution regulator stands, refer to .Practice 018, Distribution Regulator Stand Construction
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After the main is purged and pressurized with gas, soap test final connections not pressure tested and all completion fittings (caps,
plugs, etc.) that were installed on fittings used for pressure testing and purging.

Pretesting Pipe and Emergency/After-Hour Testing
SP and MP Pipe Testing

Perform the test under the following conditions:

With air

With a 0–160 psig indicating gauge

At a minimum of 90 psig — See the  section within this PracticePlastic Pipe Pressure Testing

Perform the test for the duration specified using the Pressure Test Duration Calculator

Document the pressure test, and mark the following information on the pipe. This becomes the pipe’s pressure test certification.
Include the following information:

Pipe manufacturer’s identification markings

Employee responsible for the test

Test medium used (air, water, nitrogen, compressed air)

Test pressure (psig)

Test duration (hours)

Date

HP Steel Mains 1”–12” Pipe (<180’ in length)
Contact Engineering for pressure test requirements and a filled out copy of Form 671 ( ).Figure 2

Perform the test under the following conditions:

With air (preferred) or nitrogen

With a 0–1000 psig indicating gauge

Perform a leakage test by pressurizing the pipe to between 100 and 150 psig, and holding the pressure 10 minutes. If a leak is
indicated during the hold, find and repair the leak, and then restart the pressure test.

If no leakage is indicated, gradually increase the pressure to 600 psig and hold it at that pressure for 1 hour.

Document the pressure test on Form 671 ( ). Include the following information:Figure 2A

Pipe manufacturer’s identification markings

Employee responsible for the test

Test medium used (air, water, nitrogen, compressed air)

Test pressure (psig)

Test duration (hours)

Leak test results with any failures noted and their disposition

Date

Operator’s name —

If tested by Consumers Energy, write “CE.”

If not tested by Consumers Energy, record the testing company’s name.

Gauge Usage
Use an approved gauge (refer to Gas Operations Manual, Reference 7-C, Pressure Gauges).

Before each test, inspect and test the gauge for proper working condition according to Gas Operations Manual, Reference 7-C,
Pressure Gauges.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-c
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-c
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For tests less than 3 hours:

For SP and MP mains, use a 0–160 psig gauge.

For HP mains, use a 0–1000 psig gauge.

For tests 3 hours and greater, use a recording pressure gauge.

Test Recording Equipment
Any recording pressure gauge, digital gauge (such as a Crystal gauge), analog chart recorder, or similar device used to record pressures
during the test must be calibrated at least once per year (pressure gauges are excluded from this requirement). See 

 for use and inspection.
Gas Operations

Manual, Reference 7-C, Pressure Gauges

NOTE
When doing a long test with chart recorder, install new batteries.

Records
SP and MP – Pretested or Emergency/After-Hours Tested Pipe

Document the pressure test on the Field Device, on the SAP work order, or on the Form 3999 ( ).Figure 1

If using pretested pipe or emergency/after-hours tested pipe, attach the pipe’s pressure test certification to the work order.

If the pipe’s pressure test certification is marked on the pipe, copy the information to the work order.

HP – Pretested or Emergency/After-Hours Tested Pipe
If using pretested pipe or emergency/after-hours tested pipe, attach a copy of the pipe’s pressure test certification Form 671 ( ) to
the work order.

Figure 2A

Charts
If using a recording pressure gauge, sign and date the chart.

Standard and Medium Pressure Air Tests
Complete the “Pressure Test Information” portion of the SAP order and the Form 3999 ( ). Include the actual pressure used
during the test.

Figure 1

Each segment tested requires a separate “Pressure Test Information.” Record the location of each segment on both the Form 3999
( ) and the SAP order. Attach additional copies of the Form 3999 if needed.Figure 1

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-c
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 Form 3999, Standard/Medium Pressure Main Qualification RecordFIGURE 1

High Pressure Tests
Complete Form 671 ( ).Figure 2

If tested in segments, identify segments on both as-built drawings and Form 671 ( ). Attach additional copies if needed.Figure 2A
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 Form 671, High-Pressure Main Qualification Record, page 1FIGURE 2A
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 Form 671, High-Pressure Main Qualification Record, page 2FIGURE 2B
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FIGURE 3A

TYPICAL HIGH PRESSURE TEST HEADER BILL OF MATERIALS

Item Material No. Description

1
10088090 For 2” mains, use 3/4” HP Save-A-Valve

10088112 2” x 3” HP Save-A-Valve

2
- For 2” main, use HP steel gate valve, 3/4”

- HP steel gate valve, 2” (Part number H-10916)

3
10085657 For 2” mains, use 3/4” black steel nipple, schedule 80, threaded

10084587 2” standard weight seamless black steel nipple

4
10054587 For 2” mains, use 3/4” steel pipe cap

10054857 2” steel pipe cap

10088903 3/4” HP service tee

Only use components rated at 720 psi or higher.

DO NOT use cast iron or malleable iron fittings.

FIGURE 3B

If more than four types of pipe are being installed, use additional copies of Form 671 ( ).Figure 2A

Calculate Pressure Test Duration
The pressure test duration should be calculated by using the Pressure Test Duration Calculator.

Applet Pressure Test Duration Calculator



Length of  
Pipe (feet):

Instructions:

1. Select the diameter of the pipe being tested.
2. Select all materials that apply.
3. Enter the length of the pipe in feet.
4. The test duration will be calculated and displayed.

Material:

Diameter:

Note:
• DO NOT test plastic pipe for over 8 hours, test in segments if

necessary.
• Pressure testing steel pipe beyond 8 hours is not required, but

it is still acceptable. There is no need to segment tests for steel 
pipe that are calculated to last longer than 8 hours.

• If the calculation doesn’t work or is suspected to be incorrect,
contact Engineering to verify the correct value.

If testing pipe with mixed diameters:

1. Measure each segment with differing diameters.
2. Follow the instructions for each segment.
3. Record each duration.
4. Add the durations together and test.

Pressure 
Test Duration:

Pressure Test Duration Calculator
For Medium and Standard Pressure Mains ONLY

2” 4” 6” 8” 10” 12” 16”

SteelPlastic

(and smaller)

(check all that apply)

Try typing 
a length!
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Revised 01/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides guidelines for leak and strength tests required to establish or confirm the maximum allowable operating pressure
(MAOP) on transmission pipelines (as defined by 49 CFR 192.3).

This Practice applies to transmission piping in city gates, compressor stations, storage fields, or transmission operated by
distribution (TOD).

This Practice does not apply to non-gas systems at transmission facilities (such as air or liquids).

Definitions
WP — Non-shock working pressure

Responsibilities
Field Leader or Designee
Ensure the proper proof test was performed on all piping, fittings, and equipment prior to being placed into service.

Project Engineer (or Engineering Designee)
Prepopulate Pressure Test Report (Form 1359) with all information identified as “Completed by Engineering.” Provide Pressure Test Plan
Drawing(s) as needed, which includes the following:

Test Medium, Minimum Duration, Minimum Pressure, Maximum Pressure, Proposed MAOP, Pressure that the segment is being
qualified for, and Design Pressure.

Design Class Location and Current Class Location (where facilities will be installed).

Whether elevation changes will be significant to the test as designed.

Spike Test requirements pressure and duration, when required.

Pipeline Engineering Designee
Provide the current Class Location for installation to the Project Engineer.

Reporting
For instructions for filling out forms, see  within this Practice.Completing Documentation Records

Form 1359 — Pressure Test Report
Complete Form 1359 ( ) for each pressure test conducted.Figure 8

Keep records locally for the life of the facility using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available for
retrieval.

Form 1608 — Pressure Test Recording Chart Label
Form 1608 ( ) may be placed on Circular Pen Charts, or the information contained therein, written directly on the chart.Figure 7

Pressure Test Recording Chart Labels may be printed on Avery 8164 labels.

002 Proof Testing Requirements (T&S)
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Form 1608 is not required for digital recorders. However, the information identified on Form 1608, is to be programmed into the
digital recorder for printing on the report header.

Form 2786 — Pipe MAOP Summary
If multiple tests occur per project, complete Form 2786 ( ) for each pressure test conducted.Figure 9

Keep records locally for the life of the facility using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available for
retrieval.

This form may be exempted from project records based on Project Engineering discretion.

Pressure Test and Test Media Temperature Recordings
Project Engineering will designate any specific use and setup requirements regarding Circular Pen Chart or Electronic Recorders. If
uncertain, do not proceed with the test and contact Project Engineer.

With Engineering approval, pressure and media temperature readings may be exempted prior to “Start of Test” however, must be provided
with Required Leak Tests.

Frequency
Test Recording Equipment

Any gauge, recorder, chart, or similar device used to record pressures and media temperatures during the test must be calibrated at
least once per year.

Calibration certificates are to be on site during pressure tests and copies provided for the project folder.

Circular pen chart recorders may be calibrated for each use in accordance with Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Work Method 158,
Pressure Chart Calibration

Requirements
All pipe, valves, fittings, and equipment, permanent or temporary, must be proof tested prior to being placed in service.

The proof testing and any leak tests must be completed using the test criteria identified on the prepopulated Pressure Test Report –
Form 1359 as “Completed by Engineering.”

SAFETY WARNING

All connections must be of good quality and securely fastened to prevent separation during the pressure test.

Temporary welds for pressure test connections need to be of the same quality as welds being tested.

Leak test the instrument, control, sampling pipe, and sampling pipe components at operating pressure. Strength testing of these
lines is not required.

A strength test after installation is not required if all the following conditions are met:

Only one component other than pipe is being replaced or added to the pipeline, such as a valve, regulator, or meter.

The manufacturer certifies one of the following:

Component tested to 1.5 times MAOP (documentation required).

NOTE

Valves made to API 6D and ASME B16.34 are pressure tested to 1.5 times their pressure rating.

API 6D valves and ASME Pressure Vessels have test pressure information on the nameplate.
Record the serial number, working pressure rating, and test pressure from the nameplate.

Manufactured under a quality control system that ensures that each item manufactured is at least equal in strength
to a prototype and that the prototype was tested to at least the pressure required for the pipeline to which it is being
added.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12w-158
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Component has an appropriate ASME/ANSI or MSS pressure rating. All equipment must be rated for the MAOP of the
attached piping.

Spike Testing
A spike test is utilized when time-dependent threats, such as stress corrosion cracking; selective seam weld corrosion; manufacturing and
related defects, including defective pipe and pipe seams; and other forms of defect or damage involving cracks or crack-like defects has
been identified or suspected. Project Engineer to consult with System Integrity to determine if a Spike Test is necessary when performing a
pressure test on an existing pipeline.

Whenever a segment of steel transmission pipeline that is operated at a hoop stress level of 30 percent or more of SMYS is spike tested,
the spike hydrostatic pressure test must.

Use water as the test medium.

The test must be conducted by maintaining a pressure at or above the baseline test pressure (MAOP establishing test pressure) for
at least 8 hours.

After the test pressure stabilizes at the baseline pressure and within the first 2 hours of the 8-hour test interval, the hydrostatic
pressure must be raised (spiked) to a minimum of the lesser of 1.5 times MAOP or 100% SMYS.

This spike hydrostatic pressure test must be held for at least 15 minutes after the spike test pressure stabilizes.

Proof Testing Not Required
Proof testing is not required for the following:

Regulator bodies

Factory tested equipment (must have copies of factory test report on file)

Certain fittings (see the  section within this Practice)Requirements

The following welds:

Tie-in welds (defined as girth welds that tie new pipe to existing pipe).

On Transmission line pipe projects such as pipeline replacement and remediation.

2 girth welds may be exempted from proof testing, excluding tie-in welds, where post installation proof testing is
deemed impractical.

On Transmission station pipe projects such as compressor stations, regulator stations, city gates, and valve sites, etc.

Projects with less than 300 welds may have up to 9 welds exempted from proof testing, excluding tie-in welds, where
post installation proof testing is deemed impractical.

Projects with greater than or equal to 300 welds may have up to 3% of welds exempted from proof testing, excluding
tie-in welds, where post installation proof testing is deemed impractical.

Any project that exceeds the amount of girth welds listed above and are not subject to proof test (excluding tie-in welds) will
require a technical review completed and signed by a Director of Engineering or higher representative that is knowledgeable
of the project being reviewed. This technical review will include:

Review of the overall design/configuration of the new or replacement facility plans.

Review of the number of girth welds proposed by the Project Engineer and justification reasons for number of girth
welds not subject to proof test.

Review Post-installation pressure test practicality regarding environmental and site conditions.

The review will be recorded on the as-built print of the project

NOTE
If this type of exempted weld requires repair or removal due to NDT testing, refer to the Weld Rejection
section in the 

.
Gas Operations Welding Standards, Section 1-8, Inspection and Testing of Joint

Preparation and Welds

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-8
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Pressure Excursions
If the test pressure falls below the minimum test pressure at any time, restart testing.

If the test pressure exceeds the maximum test pressure, contact Engineering immediately for analysis and disposition of the test.

Procedures
Written test criteria for the work to be performed must be completed and approved prior to testing.

The criteria may be documented on Form 1359 - Pressure Test Report, pressure test schematics or written procedures.

No changes to the test criteria are to be made without Project Engineering preapproval.

The requirements of Gas Operations Manual,  and Gas Operations
Manual,  must be followed.

Procedure 1.5, Project Outage Procedures for T&S Facilities
Procedure 1.6, Local Outage Procedures for T&S Facilities

1. The test criteria must be on-site and must include the following:

Purpose of test

Duration of test

Pressures required

Test medium to be employed

Special equipment required for test

Pressure recording method

Disposal of test medium to minimize environmental damage

Perform the following critical valve operations and sequence to be during and after the test:

Return all valves to the fully open or closed position

Remove all fluids from valves per Work Method 72, Valve Commissioning and Storage

Ball valves: if requested by Engineering, perform an air seat test per Work Method 72, Valve Commissioning and
Storage

Once the test is complete, return all valves to the fully open or closed position.

NOTE

Engineering must evaluate elevation changes to ensure the following:

The maximum elevation is subject to at least the minimum test pressure.

The minimum elevation does not exceed 90% SMYS at maximum test pressure.

If these conditions cannot be met, pressure testing must be separated into two or more tests.

2. Before testing, confirm the acceptable stress levels of all piping as well as the maximum test pressures allowed on all equipment
and fittings involved. Ensure equipment is in good working condition:

Visually inspect all pipe, fittings, and equipment for cracks and damage that may affect the safe performance during the
test.

Replace items as needed using properly rated components.

NOTE

DO NOT exceed the maximum test pressure for valves and fittings (unless otherwise specified by
Engineering).

Valve and fitting WPs and maximum test pressures are provided in , 11, and .Figure 10 Figure 12

3. Monitor the system under test. If a leak is detected:

DO NOT tighten threaded fittings or connections under pressure. Flange bolts may be tightened if the piping is well
supported and the torque rating is not exceeded.

Contact Project Engineering if leakage is detected.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_1-5
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Confirm location of the leak.

If leakage is on the test header components, document that the leak is on the test header.

Monitor minor leaks on the header, if test pressure can be maintained within the pressure limits and continue test.

Document pressure excursions on Form 1359 – Pressure Test Report.

When significant leaks occur that prevent the test pressure from being maintained, de-pressure the system, seal
leak(s), and restart test.

If leakage is on gas-carrying components, depressurize the system, visually inspect and replace leaking components and
then restart test.

NOTE
For tests on small component assemblies (e.g. 4” or smaller) where significant pressure excursions occur during
leakage and/or strength tests:

Contact Project Engineer

Test may be deemed acceptable by Project Engineer and approval be given to proceed if documentation
justifying pressure variations is provided, and strength test pressure can be maintained within specified
limits.

Safety During Test
During the test, all personnel not essential to the operation are to remain safely away from the equipment under test. Ensure that
every reasonable precaution is taken to protect personnel and the general public during the test.

If the test pressure exceeds 50% SMYS, only persons involved in test operations are allowed in the area of the test until the
pressure is reduced below the intended MAOP.

A pressure test in progress must be attended by those performing the test for the duration of the test.

Test Failure
Should the pipe or a component fail during the test, refer to Gas Operations Manual, , for
investigation and reporting requirements.

Procedure 4.4, Gas System Failure Investigation

Completing Documentation Records
Form 1359 – Pressure Test Report

Non-Gas Code Pressure Tests are not subject to the following documentation requirements. Contact Project Engineering for
completion instructions.

To be considered complete, all fields on the form must be filled in or marked not applicable (N/A).

Information must be provided as described in this section. Only changes approved by the Project Engineer are allowed for test.

Project Engineer – Before the Test
Design Information (Completed by Engineering)

Responsible Engineering Group

Project name (Line Number/Station)

SAP ID Number and SAP Superior Work Order Number

Installation location

Test location, if tested off-site (if not yet determined enter TBD)

Current Class Location (at installation location)

Design Class Location

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_4-4
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Pressure Test Type Hydro, if applicable

Pressure Recorder Location and its Elevation

Maximum Elevation Difference or

Elevation Variation Not Significant

Pressure Test Type Compressed Gas, if applicable

Test Medium

Leak Test Pressure

Leak Test Duration

Greatest % SMYS Value (for components permanently installed and included in test at the Maximum Test Pressure)

Proposed MAOP

Pressure Test Duration

Minimum and Maximum test pressures

Design Pressure

Spike Test, if applicable

Spike Test Pressure

Spike Test Duration

Description of Materials Tested (Completed by Engineering)

Attached drawing number(s), if applicable

Weakest component permanently installed and include in test

Item No. Sheet No.

Weakest Component Design Specifications

Weakest Component Design Pressure

Materials tested not on Drawing(s)

Person Responsible – On Location Before the Test Instrument Information (Completed in Field)
Serial numbers and “calibrated on” or “expires on” date for the following:

Test Medium Temperature Recorder (e.g. Circular Pen Chart Recorders and Electronic Recorder Temperature Module)

Temperature Sensor Location Internal or Skin

Pressure Monitor– used to enter values on Test Log (e.g. Deadweight, Digital Gauge, Electronic Pressure Recorder Chassis)

Pressure Recorder (e.g. Circular Pen Chart Recorders and Electronic Pressure Recorder Pressure Module)

Circular Pen Pressure Recorder Calibration Values (if calibrated in the field)

As found

As left

Individual Responsible for Completing the Test Log – On Location During the Test
Test Log (Completed in Field)

Record the pressure and temperature readings at least every 15 minutes during test. It may require multiple pages to
complete the reads.

Record Start and End of test times for Pressure Test

Record Start and End of test times for Spike Test, if applicable

Note any leaks or failures, including what was done to address the issue.

Note and significant pressure excursion and what caused them.

Note any adjustments made and the reasoning for making the adjustment and any other notes.

Print name, sign and date last page of Test Log.
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Witnessed By – On Location During Test
Test Certification (Completed in Field)

If leak test performed, list pressure and duration. If not performed, check N/A box.

If optional leak test was performed (e.g. not identified within criteria Completed by Engineering), indicate so by checking
box.

List actual Minimum and Maximum Test Pressures. The min/max may occur between the 15 minute readings recorded on
Test Log.

Identify if Leaks or Failures occurred during test. If yes, describe in Comments. If None Observed, check box.

Tested by (Consumers Energy or other)

List Name of Other Testing Company.

Print Name of individual identified as “Witnessed By”

Sign and Date.

CE Employee or Designee Responsible for Test – After Test
Document Certification and Distribution

Review completed Pressure Test Form to ensure all fields contain information, are marked N/A or have an associated N/A
check box checked

Collect documentation identified and complete upload per instructions

Print Name Sign and Date or check Same as “Witnessed By” check box if applicable.

Form 1608 Pressure Test Recording Chart Label
Witnessed By – On Location During Test

Record Pressure Test Date

Indicate which test number X of Y when multiple test are completed on the same date.

Copy SAP Superior Work Order# and ID# from Completed by Engineering section of associated 1359 Form

Copy Project (Line Number/Station) from Completed by Engineering section of associated 1359 Form

Indicate Type of test by checking Hydro or Compressed Gas

Indicate pressure or temperature recording by checking Pressure Recorder or Temperature Recorder

Indicate applicable recorder serial number

Provide any comments associated to the recording

Indicate Tested by CE or Other. If Other, list Company Name

Print name of individual identified as “Witnessed By”

NOTE
Recording Chart Labels (Form 1608) may be placed on Circular Pen Charts, or the information contained therein, written
directly on the chart. Do not obscure the trend line.

Form 2786 – Pipe MAOP Summary
Copy Project (Line Number/Station) from Completed by Engineering section of associated 1359 Form

Order Number, Copy SAP Superior Work Order# from Completed by Engineering section of associated 1359 Forms

If test completed at facility with physical address, enter here.

Print name of individual who completed the form.

Indicate date form was completed

Provide description for tested Pipe and indicate its length

List type of test as either hydrostatic or compressed gas

List the minimum test pressure observed for each test

List the date of each test

List the MAOP for each test
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Facility Types and Testing Situations
Reference , , and  , a “Normal” section of pipe is defined as ≥ 500’ in length and a “Short” section of
pipe is defined as < 500’.

Figure 3 Figure 6 Figure 13

Project Pipe that is pretested and ≥ 500’ before it is sectioned into shorter lengths for installation, is considered a Normal section.

Eight-hour tests may be specified for relatively short pipe if engineering determines that a post-installation test is practical or
otherwise preferred.

When a post-installation test is impractical, short portions of station piping (less than all the piping in a given pressure stage) may
be tested prior to installation.

NOTE
Refer to the Proof Test Pressure and Duration Flowchart (see ).Figure 15

Test Requirements — City Gate Stations and Compressor
Stations

1. Test to at least 1.5 times the MAOP to meet Class 3 design requirements.

2. Determine test medium (see ).Figure 1

figure1" >
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TEST HOOP STRESS (% SMYS)

Class Location
Test Medium

Natural Gas Air or Inert Gas (nitrogen) Hydrostatic (water, liquid)

1 80% SMYS 80% SMYS 100% SMYS

2 30% SMYS 75% SMYS 100% SMYS

3 30% SMYS 50% SMYS 100% SMYS

4 30% SMYS 40% SMYS 100% SMYS

FIGURE 1

3. If natural gas, inert gas, or air is the test medium and the segment is to be stressed ≥ 20% SMYS during the test, perform a leak
test between 100 psig and the pressure required to produce a hoop stress of 20 % SMYS for at least 15 minutes before start of
strength test.

NOTE
For hydrostatic test, leak tests are optional.

4. Verify fittings and valves have a sufficient MAOP rating or maximum test pressure rating (see , , and .Figure 10 Figure 11 Figure 12

5. Determine the proof test pressure (minimum) using .Figure 2

figure2" >
MINIMUM PROOF TEST PRESSURE

MAOP Minimum Test Pressure

≤ 60 psig 90 psig minimum

> 60 psig 1.5 x MAOP

FIGURE 2

6. Determine the minimum test duration using .Figure 3
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figure3" >
MINIMUM TEST TIME (MAOP ≥100 PSIG)

Maximum Allowable Operating Hoop Stress Facility Type Minimum Duration

≥ 30% SMYS
Normal Section 8 hours

Short Section 4 hours

< 30% SMYS* All 1 hour

< 100 psig
Normal Section 1 hour

Short Section 30 minutes

*Use a Hydrostatic liquid OR leak test the line at > 100 psig and < 20% SMYS before pressure test.

FIGURE 3

Test Requirements — Transmission Pipeline
When pressure testing new pipelines, new segments of existing pipelines, rack-pipe, or retesting existing pipelines, perform the following
steps:

1. Determine test medium (see ).Figure 4

figure4" >
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TEST HOOP STRESS

Class Location
Test Medium

Natural Gas Air or Inert Gas (nitrogen) Hydrostatic (water, liquid)

1 N/A 50% SMYS 100% SMYS

2 N/A 50% SMYS 100% SMYS

3 N/A 50% SMYS 100% SMYS

4 N/A 40% SMYS 100% SMYS

FIGURE 4

2. Test to at least 1.5 times the MAOP to meet Class 3 design requirements.

3. If natural gas, inert gas, or air is the test medium and the segment is to be stressed ≥ 20% SMYS during the test, perform a leak
test between 100 psig and the pressure required to produce a hoop stress of 20 % SMYS for at least 15 minutes before start of
strength test.

NOTE
For hydrostatic pressure tests, leak tests are optional.

4. Verify that the fittings and valves have a sufficient WP rating or maximum test pressure rating (see , , and
.

Figure 10 Figure 11
Figure 12

5. Review the welding report against the weld drawing to ensure all welds have been radiographed prior to the hydrotest.

6. Use  to determine the minimum proof test pressure.Figure 5

figure5" >
MINIMUM PROOF TEST PRESSURE

MAOP Test Pressure

≤ 60 psig N/A

> 60 psig 1.5 x MAOP

FIGURE 5

7. Determine the minimum test duration.

See  for minimum test duration based on operating pressure and facility type.Figure 6
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See  (Proof Test Pressure and Duration Flowchart).Figure 13

figure6" >
MINIMUM TEST DURATION

Operating Pressure Facility Type Minimum Duration

≥ 30% SMYS Normal Section 8 hours

≥ 30% SMYS Short Section 4 hours

< 30% SMYS N/A N/A

FIGURE 6

 Form 1608, Pressure Test Recording Chart LabelFIGURE 7
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[Figure 8A | Form 1359, page 1 | Form-1359-p1.png]
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 Form 1359, page 2FIGURE 8B
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 Form 1359, page3FIGURE 8C
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 Form 2786FIGURE 9

Fittings and Valves — WP and Maximum Test Pressures
Engineering may specify pressures exceeding the standard pressure rating classifications listed in Figures 10–12.
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figure10" >
ASME – WP AND MAX TEST PRESSURE

ASME WP (psig) Max Test Pressure (psig)

150 285 425

300 740 1110

400 985 1480

600 1480 2220

900 2220 3335

1500 3705 5555

2500 6170 9255

NOTE:

Based on Material Group 1.1 (includes A 105 forgings) and 100°F maximum operating temperature. Pressure ratings at temperatures above 100°F are lower.

Refer to ASME B16.5 for other materials and applications

FIGURE 10

figure11" >
API – WP AND MAX TEST PRESSURE

API WP (psig) Max Test Pressure (psig)

1000 1000 1500

2000 2000 3000

3000 3000 4500

5000 5000 7500

FIGURE 11

figure12" >
WOG - WP AND MAX TEST PRESSURE

WOG WP (psig) Max Test Pressure (psig)

100 100 100

200 200 200

300 300 300

400 400 400

Etc. Etc. Etc.

FIGURE 12
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≥50% SMYS Test
at test pressure

≥30% SMYS
at MAOP

≥20% SMYS Test
at test pressure

≥100 psig 
Operating

Normal: 1 hr
Short: 30 min

1.5*MAOP
90 psig min

Medium: Water
Normal: 8 hr
Short: 4 hr
1.5 x MAOP

Leak Test
(Except Water)

Normal: 8 hr
Short: 4 hr
1.5 x MAOP

Leak Test
(Except Water)

1 Hour
1.5 x MAOP

*For exceptions, see Figure 4.

Medium: Water,
Air, Nitrogen

Medium: Water,
 Air, Nitrogen, 
Natural Gas*

Medium: Water,
 Air, Nitrogen, 
Natural Gas*

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

 Proof Test Pressure and Duration FlowchartFIGURE 13
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
SP to MP Tagging
Services converted from Standard Pressure (SP) to Medium Pressure (MP) will be tagged with a fluorescent green wire tie labeled “Medium
Pressure” (Material Number 10017507), as soon as the pressure on the service is increased.

SAFETY WARNING
Tagging applies to SP to MP Conversions, including project renewal work where SP system has been upgraded/renewed to MP
system (main and services).

Meter Change Out
If the meter, regulator, and fuel line work are being completed by the same crew doing the service line work, it may not be necessary to lock
and plugging/cap the riser or the below grade service entrance fitting, provided the two tasks (service line and meter work) are done
together.

Converting Existing SP 1-1/8” Plastic Services to MP
Meter Outside

1. (Steps 1–4: Disconnect SP service line.) Close and lock the lockwing.

2. Disconnect the riser from the meter and plug the riser end.

3. Tag the riser with a MP green fluorescent wire-tie label.

4. Complete the service conversion to Medium Pressure.

5. (Steps 5–8: Install MP meter.) Remove the plug from the riser.

6. Use a 1” x 3/4” galvanized bushing (Material Number 10084933) on the 1 inch lockwing to accommodate the new MP meter
installation.

7. Remove the SP meter (if still present).

8. Install a meter with a regulator to ensure the pressure is reduced to delivery pressure (refer to Gas Service 
).

Practice 6-4, Setting
Gas Meters

Meter Remaining Inside
SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT increase service pressure unless access to the inside meter is available.

1. (Steps 1–5: Disconnect SP service line.) Close and lock the below grade service entrance fitting.

2. Disconnect the SP meter.

3. Cap the service line.

4. Tag the entrance fitting with a MP green fluorescent wire tie label.

5. Complete the service conversion to Medium Pressure.

003 Converting Standard Pressure to Medium Pressure

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gsm/gsm.pdf#gsm_6-4
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6. (Steps 6–9: Install MP meter inside.) Remove the existing SP meter.

7. Install a new MP meter with a regulator (refer to Gas Service ).Practice 6-4, Setting Gas Meters

8. Install a vent line extending from the regulator to the outside of the building, and hang a curb box location tag on the exterior
portion of the vent. Refer to the following:

Gas Service .Practice 6-4, Setting Gas Meters

Gas Operations Construction & Field .Practice 032, Below Grade Service Entrances

9. Remove the cap on the below grade entrance fitting, and tie-over the piping from the meter to the customers’ existing fuel line.

New Plastic Service Installations
If Moving the Meter Outside

1. (Steps 1–5: MP service installation.) Install new service with riser (refer to Gas Operations Construction & Field 
).

Practice 022, Gas
Service Construction

2. Install meter template (refer to Gas Operations Construction & Field ).Practice 029, RM/Metris Meter Stand Installation

3. Tag the riser with a MP green fluorescent wire-tie label.

4. Lock the lockwing in the closed position.

5. Complete the MP service installation and retire the old SP service in accordance with .Procedure 3-5, Retiring Gas Services

6. (Steps 6–9: Install MP meter.) Remove the template from the riser, and install a MP meter with a regulator to ensure the pressure is
reduced to delivery pressure. Refer to the following:

Gas Service Practice 5-15, Meter Location

Gas Service Practice 6-4, Setting Gas Meters

7. Remove existing inside SP meter and any associated piping.

8. Remove any abandoned fuel line or below grade entrance piping. If it cannot be removed, plug or cap the lines. Refer to Gas Service
Manual .Practice 6-12, Rebuilding Risers and Moving Out Meters

9. Install new fuel lines to connect the outside meter installation to the customer’s existing fuel line.

If the Meter Was Not Moved Outside
Field Service

If the meter was not moved outside, the new service line will terminate with the below grade service entrance fitting, which
will be locked and tagged with the fluorescent green wire tie.

Install a new meter with a regulator and vent line. Tie over piping to customer’s existing fuel line.

Distribution

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT increase service pressure unless access to the inside meter is available.

1. (Steps 1–6: MP service installation.) Close and lock the below grade service entrance fitting.

2. Disconnect the SP meter.

3. Cap the service line.

4. Tag the entrance fitting with a MP green fluorescent wire tie label.

5. Install new service (refer to Gas Operations Construction & Field ) and connect to the
existing below grade entrance fitting.

Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

6. Complete the MP service installation, and retire the old SP service in accordance with .Procedure 3-5, Retiring Gas Services

7. (Steps 7–10: Install MP meter.) Remove the existing SP meter.

8. Install a new MP meter with a regulator (refer to Gas Service ).Practice 6-4, Setting Gas Meters
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9. Install a vent line extending from the regulator to the outside of the building, and hang a curb box location tag on the exterior
portion of the vent. Refer to the following:

Gas Service Practice 6-4, Setting Gas Meters

Gas Operations Construction & Field .Practice 032, Below Grade Service Entrances

10. Remove the cap on the below grade entrance fitting, and tie over all piping to the meter and to the customers’ existing fuel line.

Check Customer’s Fuel Line, Regulators, and Appliances
Check fuel line and appliances for proper operation.

Also check for regulators that may be removed.

NOTE
Regulators that were installed to address equipment that is sensitive to floating or higher operating pressure (above 7”
WC) may be removed.

Turn on the meter in accordance with Gas Service .Practice 6-5, Gas Meter Turn-On

Relight residential customers in accordance with Gas Service Manual, .Practice 11-16, Relighting Residential Customers

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gsm/gsm.pdf#gsm_6-4
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Revised 10/01/2019

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for minimizing introduction of harmful bacteria in the pipeline system due to cleaning and hydrostatic testing.

Microbiological induced corrosion (MIC) is caused by corrosive byproducts of certain bacteria species, such as hydrogen sulfide
from sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB). Water can be the source of both sulfate and SRBs.

The harmful effects of the resulting corrosion must be mitigated when transporting corrosive gas. Systems must also be monitored
to prove mitigation is successful.

Corrosive constituents in gas are hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and water. Harmful bacteria in water (and deposits) can
dramatically increase their corrosive effect.

NOTE
Related to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure, 10-1 Internal Corrosion Monitoring for T&S Facilities

Pipeline Cleaning
Dry Gas Systems (Transmission Lines)

Ensure the water truck and hoses are clean. A prudent step would be to flush with biocide treated potable water and dispose of
properly.

Use only potable water with cleaning solution and for all rinse runs.

Dry to the point that standing water is eliminated or at least minimized.

Wet Gas Systems (Storage Lines)
Ensure the water truck and hoses are free of bacteria by flushing with a biocide treated potable water solution. Dispose of in the
disposal well.

Use only potable water with cleaning solution and for all rinse runs.

Treat the final rinse run with an approved biocide. Dispose of in the disposal well.

Hydrostatic Testing New Pipe and Pipelines
Testing in Shop or Yard

Use only potable water.

Drain and air dry.

Testing on Site
Use the best available water quality that meets volume requirements.

Drain and dry to the point that standing water is eliminated or at least minimized.

Caution should be exercised before welding new pipe sections in existing storage lines.

Pipe sections must be either thoroughly dried or flushed with a biocide treated potable water solution.

004 Hydrostatic Test and Pipeline Cleaning Water Quality

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_10-1
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Hydrostatic Testing Existing Pipelines
Dry Gas Systems (Transmission Lines)

Use the best available water quality that meets volume requirements.

Drain all free water.

Clean the pipeline.

Wet Gas Systems (Storage Lines)

Clean the pipeline.

For testing, use the best available water quality that meets volume requirements.

Drain all free water.

Rinse pipeline with an approved biocide treated potable water solution.
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice outlines typical excavation, cover, and cleanup requirements.

Refer to the construction permit and work order drawing for specific requirements.

Refer to Gas Operation Safety  for excavation requirements such as spoil piles, ladders,
sloping, and shoring.

Practice 05, Excavation and Trenching

DO NOT install any pipe through foreign structures.

Refer to  for road crossing depth requirements at the following locations:Practice 014, Road Crossings

Municipal roads

County roads

State highways

Mark all existing gas facilities within the construction zone.

For staking requirements, refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 6-2, Temporary Staking — Mains and Services

For boring requirements, refer to .Practice 013, Boring Near Existing Gas Facilities

NOTE
Mark facilities that will be abandoned in a manner that makes the markings easier to remove after construction
(such as only using flags or chalk paint). This will minimize confusion with live facilities after construction.

Definitions
Transmission Line — A Transmission line is a pipeline that meets any of the following criteria:

It transports gas to one of the following:

A distribution center

Storage facility

Large volume customer that is not downstream of a distribution center

It operates at a hoop stress of 20% or greater SMYS.

It transports gas within a storage field.

Reporting
In-Service Pipelines
If replacing, relocating, or changing for minimum cover, report on the condition of pipe and coating, per Gas Operations Manual, 

.
Procedure

11-7, Pipe and Coating Inspection — T&S Facilities and Distribution Mains Operating at ≥20% SMYS

New Construction Pipelines
Report as part of the as-built drawings, and include cover requirements.

005 Excavation, Cover and Cleanup

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_05
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-2
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-7
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Work Site Visual Inspection Before Construction
Inspect the construction zone for adequate staking.

Check the Miss DIG positive response system to ensure all utilities have been identified as “Marked,” “No Conflict,” or
“Facility Response Not Required” in the system.

If a utility is not marked or cleared, contact MISS DIG for re-staking.

If a positive response indicates “Utility Required on Site,” “On- Going Coordination,” or “Additional Staking Required,”
contact the utility to clarify what areas are staked.

NOTE
If the positive response system indicates that a utility is staked but no marks/flags are found in the field, contact
MISS DIG for re-staking.

Inspect sewer and water manholes to identify the direction and depth of sewer leads and water mains.

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT enter manholes or extend any part of your body below the surface of manholes.

Trench Depth
Minimum cover should be specified on the construction print. If it is not, there are standard minimum coverage requirements
shown in  and .Figure 1 Figure 2

Install all sizes of Transmission lines and all 8” and larger Distribution lines with 36” or more of cover (as shown in ). For a
definition of what qualifies as a Transmission line, see the General  section within this Practice.

Figure 1
Definitions

GRADE

36″ MIN.

Transmission: All Sizes
Distribution: 8” and Larger

FIGURE 1

Install Distribution lines smaller than 8” with 24” minimum cover (as shown in ).Figure 2
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24″ MIN.

GRADE

Distribution: Smaller than 8”

FIGURE 2

When unable to obtain minimum cover due to unforeseen underground interference, case or protect the pipe with a suitable shield
to protect against external loads. Refer to .Practice 014, Road Crossings

Additional cover — Provide more than 36” of cover in these areas:

Where farming or other operations might result in deep plowing.

In thoroughfares or other locations where grading is anticipated.

Where erosion may occur.

Where right of way and other agreements require specific depths.

Miscellaneous covers:

For pipelines crossing rivers, county drains, ditches, etc., install according to the government issued permit.

Navigable rivers, streams, and harbors have a minimum cover of 48” in soil and 24” in consolidated rock (unless impractical
due to underground structures).

If impracticable, ensure the installed transmission line or distribution main is installed with additional protection to
withstand anticipated loads.

Minimum cover exceptions — Where impractical to get minimum cover, case, bridge, or shield the pipe for protection from
superimposed loads or other external damage.

Trench Bottom
Remove all rocks, bricks, frozen chunks of dirt, and other objects from the trench bottom that may damage the coating, gouge, kink
or impinge on the plastic pipe.

Area with cinders, core sand, or protruding rocks — Pad the trench bottom with a minimum of 3” of sand or clean soil. Foot or
power-tamp to prevent shifting during installation.

Maintain the contour of the trench bottom that is compatible with the flexibility of the pipe being installed.

Fill and compact all voids under the pipe before backfilling.
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Backfilling
Backfill as soon as possible after completing repairs or pipe installations.

When backfilling over metallic piping, do not use corrosive materials such as salvaged foundry sand or core sand.

If disposal of excavated material is required, contact the Environmental Coordinator, refer to Gas Operations Safety 
.

Practice 12,
Disposal of Excavation Material

Be careful when backfilling to prevent damaging coatings or denting steel pipe; or gouging, kinking or impinging plastic pipe.

Use 3” of clean, spoil free of rocks, bricks, frozen chunks of dirt, and other objects as your initial backfill. This includes hand
pad with three inches of clean suitable soil free of rocks, bricks, frozen chunks of dirt or any other foreign objects.

When clean spoil is not available, use sand to cover the pipe by at least 3”.

Compaction
Operator is required to compact backfill in six to twelve inch stages.

Before power tamping — Foot tamp at least 3” of initial backfill. Do not use power tamping after only using three inches of initial
backfill. 24 inches of clean suitable material need to be placed before using power tamping.

Maintained or established areas — Compact the backfill in stages before restoring the surface.

Roadway or shoulder — Restore to the original condition by compacting with the same material that was excavated.

NOTE
If excavated spoil cannot be properly compacted, sand backfill and compact to avoid washouts and settling.

Pavement Repair
Place a temporary cold patch over compacted area until permanent repairs are made.

Cleanup and Restoration
Definitions
Cleanup — Removing all excess materials and debris from the work site and backfilling all excavations as soon as practical after the work is
done. Inform the property owner when clean-up will be deferred.

Remove — Includes MISS DIG markings/flags from abandoned facilities.

Restoration — Returning the property as near as possible to its original state.

Clean the work area promptly. Rake and remove all materials, equipment, and debris.

Restore the disturbed area according to .Figure 3

PROPERTY RESTORATION

Type of Property Was Construction Work Done at Owner’s Request? Restore

Public - Yes

Private
No Yes

Yes No, but backfill and mound all excavations

FIGURE 3

Cash or Cash and Material Settlement Option
Contact business services real estate for assistance as needed.

To release the Company from all further liability, include the following endorsement on the back of all checks (see ).Figure 4

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_12
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 Form - Back of Check EndorsementFIGURE 4

Enter note into SAP (on A2 or V5) that states that “Customer was paid a sum of $XX.XX in lieu of yard repairs at (Address).”

Treat all property owners equitably.

Ensure that a settlement cost does not exceed the cost of Company crews doing the work.

When Seeding
Spread a layer of fertile soil over the area.

Seed to match with surrounding grass.

Spread a layer of mulch to protect the new seed and to prevent soil erosion.

When Sodding
Square off the existing sod.

Spread a layer of fertile soil over the area.

Sod to match the surrounding grass.
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Procedure
Hand fill area around tile to ensure proper alignment.

Use fill material like that removed

See  and .Figure 1 Figure 2

4″ or 6″ 
Plastic Pipe

to firm
bearing

Grade

12″ Min.

30″ Max.

Gas
Line

FIGURE 1

006 Field Drain Tile Repairs
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Steel Half Sole
or Equivalentto firm

bearing

Grade

12″ Min.

30″ Max.

Gas
Line

Gap between new
tiles to be equal to 
existing tiles

FIGURE 2
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Contents

Extension Lateral Relocation

Plastic from SP Cast Iron

Permasert Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 1A Figure
1B

711 Coupling (  and )Figure 2A Figure 2B

39-62 Coupling (  and )Figure 3A Figure 3B

Plastic from SP Cast Iron

Service Tee (  and 
)

Figure 18A Figure
18B

Permasert Coupling (  and
)

Figure 19A
Figure 19B

711 Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 20A Figure
20B

39-62 Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 21A Figure
21B

Plastic or Steel from SP Cast Iron

Permasert Coupling (  and )Figure 34A Figure 34B

Plastic from SP Cast Iron (  and 
)

Figure 35A Figure
35B

Steel from SP Cast Iron (  and 
)

Figure 36A Figure
36B

Plastic from SP Steel

Permasert Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 4A Figure
4B

711 Coupling (  and )Figure 5A Figure 5B

40 Coupling (  and )Figure 6A Figure 7A

39-40 Coupling (  and )Figure 8A Figure 8B

Plastic from SP Steel

Permasert Coupling (  and
)

Figure 22A
Figure 22B

711 Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 23A Figure
23B

40 Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 24A Figure
24B

39-40 Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 25A Figure
25B

Plastic or Steel from SP Bare or C&W Steel

Permasert Coupling (  and )Figure 37A Figure 37B

711 Coupling (  and )Figure 38A Figure 39B

40 Coupling (  and )Figure 39A Figure 39B

39-40 Coupling (  and )Figure 40A Figure 40B

Steel from SP Cast Iron or Steel

39-62 Coupling (  and )Figure 9A Figure 9B

711 Coupling (  and )Figure 10A Figure 10B

40 Coupling (  and )Figure 11A Figure 11B

39-40 Coupling (  and 
)

Figure 12A Figure
12B

Plastic from Plastic

Service Tee (  and 
)

Figure 26A Figure
26B

Saddle Branch (  and 
)

Figure 27A Figure
27B

Branch In-Line Tee (  and
)

Figure 28A
Figure 28B

Plastic or Steel from SP, MP, or HP Steel

Plastic from Steel, Mueller Bottom-Out (
and )

Figure 41A
Figure 41B

Steel from Steel, Mueller Bottom-Out (
and )

Figure 42A
Figure 42B

Plastic from SP or MP Plastic

Butt Fused Extension (  and
)

Figure 13A
Figure 13B

Extension with Reducer (  and
)

Figure 14A
Figure 14B

Plastic from SP or MP Steel

Service Tee (  and 
)

Figure 29A Figure
29B

TDWilliamson M-Stopp (  and
)

Figure 30A
Figure 30B

Mueller Bottom-Out PCF (
and )

Figure 31A
Figure 31B

Plastic from MP Steel

Mueller Nipple (  and )Figure 43A Figure 43B

Plastic from MP Steel

Mueller Nipple (  and )Figure 15A Figure 15B

Mueller Full Encirclement PCF (
and )

Figure 16A
Figure 16B

Steel from HP Steel

Mueller Bottom-Out PCF (
and )

Figure 32A
Figure 32B

Mueller Valve Tee (  and
)

Figure 33A
Figure 33B

Steel from HP Steel

Pressure Control Fitting (  and
)

Figure 17A
Figure 17B

General
The illustrations in this Practice show typical piping assemblies and connections and corresponding construction drawings. For drawing and
map symbols, refer to .Practice 075 Drawing and Map Symbols

007 Main Assembly and Construction Drawing Examples
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Extension: Plastic from SP Cast Iron — Mechanical Coupling
(CPL)
Permasert Coupling

FIGURE 1A

FIGURE 1B

711 Coupling
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FIGURE 2A

FIGURE 2B

39-62 Coupling
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FIGURE 3A

FIGURE 3B

Offset required to prevent pullout from coupling.

Extension: Plastic from SP Steel — Mechanical Coupling (CPL)
Permasert Coupling
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FIGURE 4A

FIGURE 4B

711 Coupling
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FIGURE 5A

FIGURE 5B

40 Coupling
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FIGURE 6A

FIGURE 6B

Style 40 Strapping Requirements:

Ensure the strapping material is not smaller than 1” wide and 3/16” thick.

Use the appropriate number of straps and weld both sides of the strap a minimum of 2” onto the pipe at each end.
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FIGURE 7A

STRAPS FOR PIPES

Pipe Size (inches) Number of Straps

4” or less 2

6” and 8” 3

10”–16” 4

FIGURE 7B

39-40 Coupling
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FIGURE 8A

FIGURE 8B

For Style 39-40 Insulating Strap Requirements, refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Reference 2-M, Insulated Fitting Maintenance

Extension: Steel from SP Cast Iron or Steel — Unrestricted
Flow — Mechanical Coupling (CPL)
39-62 Coupling

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-m
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FIGURE 9A

FIGURE 9B

Offset is required to prevent pullout from tee.

711 Coupling
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FIGURE 10A

FIGURE 10B

40 Coupling
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FIGURE 11A

FIGURE 11B

39-40 Coupling
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FIGURE 12A

FIGURE 12B

Extension: Plastic from Plastic
Butt-fused
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FIGURE 13A

FIGURE 13B

Reducer
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FIGURE 14A

FIGURE 14B

Extension: Plastic from MP Steel — Mueller Nipple (MN)
Mueller Nipples are now called Mueller Half Stops.

Mueller Half Stop (MN) – Preferred Construction
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FIGURE 15A

FIGURE 15B

Extension: Plastic from MP Steel (and Steel from HP Steel)
Plastic from MP Steel – Mueller Full Encirclement (M) and Mueller Bottom-Out (MB)
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FIGURE 16A

FIGURE 16B

Steel from HP Steel – Mueller Full Encirclement (M) and Mueller Bottom-Out (MB)
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FIGURE 17A

FIGURE 17B

Lateral: Plastic from SP Cast Iron
Brass Service Tee (BST)
Offset is required to prevent pullout from tee.
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FIGURE 18A

FIGURE 18B

Permasert Coupling
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FIGURE 19A

FIGURE 19B

711 Coupling
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FIGURE 20A

FIGURE 20B

39-62 Coupling
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FIGURE 21A

FIGURE 21B

Lateral: Plastic from SP Steel
Permasert Coupling
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 Permasert CouplingFIGURE 22A

 Permasert CouplingFIGURE 22B

711 Coupling
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FIGURE 23A

FIGURE 23B

40 Coupling
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FIGURE 24A

FIGURE 24B

39-40 Coupling
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FIGURE 25A

FIGURE 25B

Lateral: Plastic from Plastic
Plastic Service Tee (PST) or Electrofusion
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FIGURE 26A

FIGURE 26B

Saddle Branch
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Terminal Box Terminal Box

2” × 24” Nipple
Reducer

Purge cap

Plastic pipe
(2”-4”)Plastic reducer (4”)

Locate wire
Saddle branch
(2” outlet only)

FIGURE 27A

P
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YEAR

P-SP or MP

P-
SP
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r M

P

FIGURE 27B

Branch In-line Tee

FIGURE 28A
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FIGURE 28B

Lateral: Plastic from SP or MP Steel
Mueller No-Blo Service Tee (MST)

FIGURE 29A
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FIGURE 29B

NOTE

The following is an alternative to using weld-on pressure control fittings.

DO NOT use couplings if future conversion to MP is anticipated.

T. D. Williamston M-Stopp (MS) Side Tap

FIGURE 30A
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FIGURE 30B

Mueller Bottom-Out (MB)

FIGURE 31A
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FIGURE 31B

Lateral: Steel from HP Steel
Mueller Bottom-Out (MB)

FIGURE 32A
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FIGURE 32B

Mueller Valve Tee (MVT)

FIGURE 33A
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FIGURE 33B

Relocation: Plastic or Steel from SP Cast Iron — Mechanical
Coupling (CPL)
Cast Iron to Plastic – Permasert Coupling

FIGURE 34A
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FIGURE 34B

Cast Iron to Plastic – Style 711 Coupling

FIGURE 35A
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FIGURE 35B

Cast Iron to Steel – Style 39-62 Coupling

FIGURE 36A
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FIGURE 36B

Relocation: Plastic or Steel from SP Bare or C&W Steel —
Mechanical Coupling (CPL)
Steel to Plastic – Permasert Coupling

FIGURE 37A
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FIGURE 37B

Steel to Plastic – Style 711 Coupling

FIGURE 38A
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FIGURE 38B

Steel to Steel – Style 40 Coupling

FIGURE 39A
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FIGURE 39B

Steel to Steel – Style 39-40 Coupling

FIGURE 40A
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FIGURE 40B

Relocation: Plastic or Steel from SP, MP, or HP Steel —
Mueller Bottom-Out (MB) — One-Way Feed
Steel to Plastic – Mueller Bottom-Out (MB) Fitting

FIGURE 41A
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FIGURE 41B

Steel to Steel – Mueller Bottom-Out (MB) Fitting

FIGURE 42A
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FIGURE 42B

Relocation: Plastic from MP Steel — Mueller Nipple (MN) —
Two-Way Feed
Mueller Nipples are now called Mueller Half Stops.

Steel to Plastic – Mueller Half Stop (MN)

FIGURE 43A
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FIGURE 43B
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Prejob Review
Inspect the construction zone for adequate MISS DIG staking. If un-staked facilities are suspected (such as near a drop from a
utility pole) call for a re-stake. For additional information on MISS DIG, refer to Gas Operations Manual 

.
Procedure 6.7, MISS DIG

Notification

Locate sewer and water utility access holes and open them to identify direction and depth of sewer leads and water mains. For
additional information on locating sewer and water, refer to Gas Operations Manual Reference 6-B, Protecting Water and Sewer
Facilities.

Pipe manufacturer’s identification markings — The following markings are required:

Size and sizing system (IPS, CTS or OD) Size and sizing system (IPS, CTS or OD)

DR or minimum wall thickness

Manufacturer

GAS

Material

ASTM number (D2513)

Date manufactured

NOTE
If using pre-tested pipe, Ensure the date and markings printed on the pipe is legible
(normally printed every 2') along with pressure test certification. DO NOT use pipe or fittings if the markings are
not legible

Handling Requirements
General Practice
When handling plastic pipe, prevent cuts, gouges, kinking, or scraping:

Inspect all pipe, fittings, and other components for damage before assembly.

Inspect for manufacture date to ensure that the date does not exceed 3 years for MDPE (yellow) and 10 years for HDPE (black) from
the date work is being performed.

Cut out scrapes, gouges, and cuts that exceed 10% of the wall thickness (see ).Figure 1

Cuts, scrapes, and gouges are measured using a PLCS Electronic PE damage indicator or an approved pipe pit gauge.

If the necessary tools are not available to measure the damage, cut out the damage.

Cut out pin-holes and kinks.

Replace damaged fittings.

008 Plastic Main Construction

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-7
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PLASTIC PIPE WALL THICKNESS

Pipe Size (inches) Pipe Color₁ Minimum Wall (inches) 10% of Wall Thickness₂

1-1/4” B 0.151 0.0151

1-1/4” Y 0.166 0.0166

2” B and Y 0.216 0.0216

3” B 0.318 0.0318

4” B and Y 0.409 0.0409

6” B and Y 0.602 0.0602

8” Y 0.784 0.0784

12” B 1.159 0.1159

1. B = Black; and Y = Yellow.

2. For information on how to read a pit gauge, refer to .Work Method 116, Wall Loss, and Pit Depth Measurement

FIGURE 1

2” Straight Pipe Lengths
Use for jobs in which the segment length is less than 300’ or where cold temperature (approximately 20°F) makes coiled pipe
difficult to handle.

The pipe (Material No. 10084822) comes in 20’ lengths.

Transportation
Prevent damage to plastic pipe and fittings while in transport:

When possible, use pipe trailers and reels specifically designed for this purpose.

Protect plastic pipe and fittings from damage by other material, tools, or items being carried in truck bed.

Field Stockpiling
Keep pipe stored on dry and level ground, free from objects that could Cut or gouge the pipe.

End Enclosures
Be sure that pipe end closures (such as transportation caps or tapered wood plugs) are put in ends of pipe when main is unattended or
when foreign matter could enter the pipe.

PLASTIC CAPS

Size (inches) Material No.

2’ 10097502

4’ 10037658

6’ 10037759

8’ 10038269

12” 10225026

FIGURE 2

Stringing Pipe
String pipe out on level, dry ground, free from objects that could cut or gouge the pipe.

1-1/4” and Larger Coiled Pipe

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/CRSWorkingFiles/CRSWorkingFiles.pdf#GOM
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SAFETY WARNING

Polyethylene coiled pipe has a memory and wants to return to its original position (it has a significant amount of stored
energy). Stored energy increases as temperatures drop.

Coiled pipe can uncoil unexpectedly, which poses a safety hazard for anyone in close proximity.

All non-participating personnel should maintain a safe distance from the pipe coil and trailer during installation to avoid injury.

Avoid being in the Zone of Influence, which is the area between the pipe trailer and where the pipe enters the ground. Take caution
when coiled pipe is being pulled from a pipe trailer and when cutting.

Manually secure the end of the pipe as it is pulled off the pipe trailer to avoid recoiling.

Be aware of all surroundings and any potential hazards.

When utilizing coiled pipe, maintain radio contact using the repeat back process with the person plowing, trenching, or boring.

For 4” and 6” coiled pipe:

Use commercially-produced straightening equipment to straighten the pipe before installation.

Use the manufacturer’s re-rounding procedures.

Re-round to within 5% ovality or less

Excavation Installation
Prevent Cuts, Gouges, Kinks, Scrapes, and Stretching

Inspect pipe for damage where it emerges from bores and pull- plows. If the leading edge of the pipe is damaged, continue to pull
the pipe until undamaged pipe is observed.

Cut out damages that exceed 10% of the wall thickness (see ).Figure 1

Remove the cause of the damage (impingement) if the same bore hole or plow slot will be used.

For long bores or pulls, digging spot holes to examine the pipe for damage is recommended.

Cut out stretched and kinked pipe.

If the pipe encounters an obstruction or obstacle when pull plowing or boring, investigate the cause, if practical.

Do not install at 25’ depth or below without Engineering approval.

NOTES

For typical cover, backfill, and cleanup requirements, refer to .
Refer to the construction permit and work order drawing notes for specific requirements.

Practice 005, Excavation, Cover, and Cleanup

For separation from other underground facilities, refer to .Practice 012, Foreign Crossings and Clearances

Weak Link Devices — 1-1/4” and Larger PE
For pulling 1-1/4” and larger PE pipe while boring or pull plowing, the use of a weak link device is required.

Inspect the weak link device prior to installation.

For weak link device Material Numbers, see .Figure 3

If the pipe diameter weak link is not available, use a smaller diameter pull head and reducer in its place.
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WEAK LINK DEVICE MATERIAL NUMBERS

Pipe Size Weak Link Device Material Number

1-1/4” 10220302

2” 10220303

4” 10220304

6” 10220305

8” 10220306

12” 10230682

FIGURE 3

Boring
For boring and auger procedures:

For details on road crossings, refer to .Practice 014, Road Crossings

For tree boring requirements, refer to .Practice 015, Tree Boring

When boring near existing gas facilities, refer to .Practice 013, Boring Near Existing Gas Facilities

NOTE
Inspect the leading edge of the installed pipe for damage.

Trenching
Allow for the natural slack of the plastic pipe in the trench.

Protect plastic pipe from stress and damage by following proper trench bottom preparation and backfilling procedures (refer to
).Practice 005, Excavation, Cover, and Cleanup

Plowing
Plow chute method:

To minimize pipe damage, direct bury the main through a plow chute.

Since plowing does not create a permanent bend, the plow chute can have the minimum radius shown in .Figure 4

PLOW CHUTE SIZES

Pipe Size (inches) Minimum Chute Radius (inches)

2” 15”

4” 40”

6” 60”

FIGURE 4

Pull plow method.

Inspect the leading edge of the installed pipe for scratches, cuts, gouges, and stretching.

Cut out damage that exceeds 10% of the wall thickness (see ).Figure 1

Cut out any stretched pipe.

Temporary Above Grade Installation of Plastic Pipe
Uncased plastic pipe may be temporarily installed above grade under all the following conditions:
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Installation of a temporary above grade main is approved by the Senior Field Leader.

Any hazards and sources of external loading can be identified and avoided.

The pipe is located where damage by external forces is unlikely.

The pipe is clearly marked and protected using barriers, cones, caution tape, etc.

The pipe is used above grade for no more than six months.

Based on the manufacture date, the pipe is less than two years old during the period it is above grade.

The work order is completed with “Further Action Required” to indicate that a permanent below grade replacement is
required.

Example of hazards can include but are not limited to the following:

Automobile traffic

Farming equipment

Off-road vehicles

Lawn mowers

Construction equipment

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT install aboveground pipe if hazards cannot be avoided.

Insertion Installation Procedure
1. Before inserting the plastic, cut out pinned service taps and other known obstructions.

2. Bush the leading edge of the casing and the edges of the cutout sections with end protector bushings to prevent scratching the
plastic. See .Figure 5

PLASTIC END PROTECTOR BUSHINGS

Casing Size* (inches) Material No.

2 and smaller 10028853

3 and larger 10028855

*2 casings needed for 6”; and 3 casings needed for 8”

FIGURE 5

3. Attach the locating wire as indicated in the  section within this Practice. Complete all Thermite welding before
inserting the plastic.

Locating Wire

4. Close the leading end of the plastic and begin inserting the pipe. Use a fusion cap or a mechanical bull-nose (see ).Figure 6

BULL-NOSE

Size (inches) Material No.

5/8 10099721

1-1/8 10099733

1-1/4 10099735

2 10099737

FIGURE 6

5. While inserting the main, take accurate measurements of the length of pipe installed to determine locations of possible
obstructions that may need to be cut out.

6. As the plastic passes through casing cutouts, inspect it for damage.

7. After completing the insertion, pull enough pipe through to inspect it for cuts, gouges, or deep scratches.

Cut out damage that exceeds 10% of the wall thickness (see ).Figure 1
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Locate and remove the cause of the damage.

 Pipe Bending RadiusFIGURE 7A

Regulation § 192.313(d) requires that the manufacturer of plastic pipe’s minimum bend radius not be exceeded. Specifically, the radius
cannot be less than the minimum radius specified by the manufacturer.

MINIMUM BENDING RADIUS*

Pipe Diameter (inches) Minimum Bending Radius “R” (feet)

1-1/4” 3-1/2’

2” 5’

4” 9-1/2’

6” 14’

8” 18’

12” 27’

*To make sharper bends, use fusion elbows.

FIGURE 7B
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Pipe Joining
Plastic Piping and Fitting

Use heat fusion or electrofusion for plastic joining. Refer to Practices 039–042.

Refer to Practice 036, Plastic Joining

Plastic Pipe to Steel Pipe

NOTES

Do not shorten the steel side of a transition fitting. Heat from the weld could damage the O-ring at the center of the
fitting.

Typically, plastic and steel are joined with a plastic-to-steel transition fitting. See 
 and .

Practices 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adapters,
and Elbows for Medium Density PE 044, Mechanical Service Tees and Saddle Tees for Medium Density PE

Transition fittings can only be installed horizontally.

For standard-pressure alternatives, refer to Practice 007, Main Assembly and Construction Drawing Examples

Locating Wire
For ordering details of different lengths of locating wire, see .Figure 8

NOTES

DO NOT spiral wrap locating wire around the pipe.

Minimize contact with the pipe.

LOCATING WIRE ORDERING DETAILS

Locating Wire Length (feet) Material No.

No. 12 500 10097072

No. 12 1000 10097061

No. 12 2500 10099810

FIGURE 8

Continuity Test (No Breaks)
All newly installed pipe must be locatable. Test all newly installed mains and services with electronic pipe locators for continuity,
repair if needed. All newly installed mains and services must be staked upon completion of installation. For clarity on painting and
flagging, refer to .Reference 6-D, Staking New or Replaced Mains and Service Facilities After Construction

If you cannot see all the locating wire after the installation (tie-overs, conversions, plowing, bores, insertions, cave-ins), test the
continuity with a pipe locator. Refer to Work Method 47, Electronic Pipe and Cable Locators.

Verify continuity and paint/flag facilities placed in service (gassed up) daily.

Trenching
Use No. 12 locating wire.

Install locating wire near the pipe to ensure accurate future locating.

DO NOT spiral wrap the locate wire.

Plowing

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-d
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Use No. 12 locating wire.

DO NOT spiral wrap the locate wire.

If possible, install with a second chute mounted above the pipe chute.

Boring
Use No. 12 locating wire.

DO NOT spiral wrap the locate wire.

Inserting in Steel
Use No. 12 locating wire to span casing gaps.

Attach the wire to the steel casing with a Thermite weld before inserting the plastic.

Inserting in Cast Iron or Plastic
Use No. 12 locating wire and insert it along with the plastic pipe.

DO NOT spiral wrap the wire.

Offsets
Using tape or plastic ties, secure locating wire at all offsets.

Pipeline Markers and Terminal Box Installation
Install where indicated on the construction print.

If not noted on the print, install at new tie-ins, the end of mains, and at intervals less than 2,000’.

Refer to  for typical
installations.

Work Method 110, Test Lead Wire Installation, Sizing, And Tagging — Distribution Facilities

Refer to Gas Operations Manual, , for pipeline marker terminal installation.Procedure 2.1, Pipeline Markers

Wire Splicing
Use either of these connectors:

Split bolt (Material No. 10099644) covered with Aqua-Seal tape (Material No. 10010584) OR

Silicone-filled wire nut (Material No. 10099646)

It can connect as many as three No. 12 wires.

This connector cannot be reused.

Piping Assemblies
Refer to , for illustrations of tie-ins and piping assemblies for
extensions and laterals from existing plastic, steel, and cast iron mains. The counterpart construction drawings also are shown.

Practice 007, Main Assembly and Construction Drawing Examples

When required to install a poly valve, use Form 1676 Designated Valve (  ).Figure 15

See  for tagging options.Work Method 70, Valve Box Identification

Tie-Ins
General

Allow pipe to “relax” before making final tie-in. Indications that the pipe needs time to relax include:

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-110
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-70
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Pipe moves when cut (gap widens)

Butt fusion — Pipe will not fit properly in the lineup clamps

Electrofusion — Pipe peeler will not fit on the pipe correctly and a proper peel cannot be achieved, or the pipe will not fit
properly in the lineup clamps

Refer to , for typical tie-ins to plastic, steel, and cast iron
mains.

Practice 007, Main Assembly and Construction Drawing Examples

Refer to Gas Operations Welding Standards,  for welded tie-ins to steel
main.

Section 11, Construction, Fabrication, and Maintenance

Pressure Control References
For preplanning checklist and cutting and stopping instructions, refer to Gas Operations Manual, 

.
Reference 7-A, Control and

Purging Gas Mains

For stopping equipment and gauge usage, refer to the following Work Methods:

Work Method 51, MP, and HP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Work Method 52, SP Gas Mains Pressure Control

For pipe squeezing, refer to .Work Method 54, Squeezing Plastic Pipe

Cathodic Protection
Plastic Installations Off Steel Mains
If the construction print does not provide specific details, use the following procedure:

1. Examine the pipe for external and internal corrosion.

Refer to Gas Operations Manual, Procedure 11.3, Above Ground Corrosion Inspections — Distribution Facilities

Record the condition on the work order

2. Take a P/S (pipe-to-soil) read (refer to Gas Operations Manual, )
and record the read on the work order.

Procedure 11.8, Pipe-to-Soil Measurements, Surveys, and Repairs

If the P/S read is less than -0.9 V install a 17 lb anode and a terminal box (unless directed otherwise Cathodic Department).
Refer to .Work Method 106, Magnesium Anode Installation

Record the anode and box location on the construction print for entry into the Field Device.

3. Install the plastic main locating wire in the terminal box

NOTE
DO NOT connect the locating wire to any other wire.

4. Install test lead wires (refer to ), or if
an anode is necessary, refer to .

Work Method 110, Test Lead Wire Installation, Sizing, and Tagging — Distribution Facilities
Work Method 106, Magnesium Anode Installation

5. Tag all wires (refer to ).Work Method 110, Test Lead Wire Installation, Sizing, and Tagging — Distribution Facilities

6. Coat and wrap the main and connections (refer to 
)).

Work Method 174, Field Coating Application, and Inspection — Maintenance
and Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping

Plastic Installations Off Cast Iron Mains
1. Install a 5-pound anode on saddle tees, vented band clamps and couplings.

2. Coat and wrap all attachments to cast iron main (refer to 
)).

Work Method 174, Field Coating Application, and Inspection —
Maintenance and Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_11
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-a
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/CRSWorkingFiles/CRSWorkingFiles.pdf#GOM
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-52
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-54
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-3
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-106
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-110
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-106
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Internal Cleaning

NOTE
Prevent foreign material from entering the pipe during and after installation.

Internally clean all piping after assembly but before tie-ins, and the installation of valves and caps. Avoid pigging through Poly Valves.

Internally clean all newly installed 2” and larger pipe using an approved medium density polyurethane foam pig. For material
numbers of approved pigs, see .Figure 12

Sections of pipe less than 60’ can be cleaned without pigging using full volume compressed air.

All mains being pigged must utilize one of the following approved pig catchers: Field Constructed PE Pig Catcher or Cumberland Pig
Pen Pig Catcher.

Cumberland Pig Pen Catcher
A Cumberland Pig Pen catcher ( ) can be utilized for 2”, 4”, and 6” pig runs, below and above grade.Figure 9

Refer to Manufacturer’s pdfs for .Pig Pen Operating and Care Instructions

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/cumberland-pig_pen_operating_instructions2-22-22.pdf
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 Cumberland Pig Pen Pig CatcherFIGURE 9

Stop plate must be utilized and intact prior to pigging operations per manufacturer instructions.

If pigging above grade, main pipe MUST lay flat to allow bag to roll out.

Field Constructed PE Pig Catcher
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When pigging 2” mains, only the 4” reduce-up pipe pig catcher ( ) can be used. The reduce-up pig catcher can only be
increased by one pipe size.

Figure 10

When pigging 4”– 6” mains, either the reduce-up pipe pig catcher ( ) or the same-size pipe pig catcher ( ) can be
used.

Figure 10 Figure 11

When pigging 8” and 12” mains, only the same-size pipe pig catcher ( ) can be used.Figure 11

NOTES

To remove the pig, the pig catcher must be cut.

Reduce-up pig catchers can be reused as long as the 30” minimum length is maintained.

Number of holes in the pig catcher:

Number of holes — See  for the number of 1-1/2” holes that are required based on the size of the pig catcher.Figure 13

1-1/2” drill bit — See  for an image of the recommended drill bit (10061344).Figure 14

Leave enough space between holes to be able to cut and re-fuse for future use.

1-1/2” holes equally 
distributed around the catcher

30” min

1-1/2” hole at 
center of end cap

 Reduce-Up Pipe Pig CatcherFIGURE 10

The distance between the last hole and the end cap must not exceed the length of the pig being used.

30” min

1-1/2” holes equally 
distributed around the catcher

1-1/2” hole at 
center of end cap

 Same Size Pipe Pig CatcherFIGURE 11
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MEDIUM DENSITY POLYURETHANE PIG DETAILS

Pig Size (inches) Pig Material No. Recommended Launching/Running Pressure psig

1-1/4” coated 10098977 100-120

2” 10217833 100-120

2” coated 10099177 100-120

3” coated 10099179 75-100

4” 10217980 75-100

4” coated 10099181 75-100

6” 10217978 50–100

6” coated 10099193 50–100

8” 10217979 30–100

8” coated 10099194 30–100

12” 10230514 10-50

FIGURE 12

HOLES NEEDED ON PIG CATCHER

Pig Catcher Pipe Size (inches) Number of 1-1/2” Holes

4” 8

6” 14

8” 24

12” 56

FIGURE 13

RECOMMENDED DRILL BIT

Drill Bit Size (inches) Material Number Image

1-1/2” 10061344

FIGURE 14

All pig catchers must be fused to the end of the main. For fusion instructions, refer to the following Practices as applicable:

Construction & Field Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

Construction & Field Practice 042, Electrofusion

Prior to pigging operations, secure the pipe and pig catcher in the excavation. Pressurized air escaping through the discharge holes
could eject debris or cause other damage.

Consider how to prevent dirt and debris from being carried toward buildings based on wind conditions.
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SAFETY WARNING

Barricade the discharge pigging area.

Keep all people and vehicles a safe distance away.

When selecting an area to discharge the pig, consider potential damage to nearby vehicles or property from
debris released through discharge holes.

Complex Gas Operation
A written procedure may be required (refer to Gas Operations Manual, ) if:Procedure 1.4, Complex Gas Operations (Involving Mains)

Pressure control work is on a 4” or larger Medium Pressure main that may contain compression couplings, OR

Purging 6” or larger mains, OR

A job has many tie-ins or purge points.

Pressure Test
For information on pressures testing, refer to .Practice 001, Pressure Testing — Mains

Purging
For typical purging procedures, refer to Gas Operations Manual, Procedure 7.1, Purging Gas Mains and Services 3” and Larger

Stake Facilities After Construction
For instructions, refer to Gas Operations Manual,  and 

.
Procedure 6.1, Inspection/Observation of Third Party Excavations Procedure 6.2,

Temporary Staking — Mains and Services

As-Built Prints
Correct or add dimensions to the construction drawings as needed, to clearly show actual locations of the pipe and fittings

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_1-4
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-2
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 Form 1676 - Designated ValveFIGURE 15
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Revised 01/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice describes typical joint trench construction requirements. Refer to , for additional
details common to all main installations.

Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

Excavation
Remove embedded rocks, frozen chunks of dirt, and other debris on or protruding from the trench bottom, to prevent damage to the
cable insulation.

Fill any holes with sand and compact.

Ensure the trench bottom is smooth enough so the cable does not bend sharply when installed.

FINAL GRADE

30″
MIN.COMMUNICATION

CABLES

TRANSFORMER
SIDE

SECONDARY

PRIMARY

FIGURE 1

009 Joint Trench Main Construction
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FINAL GRADE

GAS MAIN

COMMUNICATION
CABLES

24″
MIN.

12″ MIN.

44″
MIN.

FIGURE 2

Separation and Depth
Gas from Electric and Communications

Provide 12” minimum vertical separation between gas mains and cables.

Vertical separation is the preferred installation method for joint trench construction.

NOTE
 — At road, culvert, or drain crossings, changing from vertical to horizontal separation is allowed. 12”

minimum separation is required.
EXCEPTION
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

Site is brought to rough grade. Refer to the Site Readiness Requirements job aid

Rough grade must be within 3” of final grade.

Increase minimum trench depth to compensate for larger pipe and cable

Install electric and communication cable random-lay flush to the trench bottom (communication cables include telephone and/or
cable TV). For non-random cable installation, see Exceptions to Typical Joint Trench Construction section within this Practice.

Use two-stage backfill for separation between cables and the gas main (see Backfill section within this Practice).

Install secondary vaults, transformer pads, and telephone pedestals at least 12” from the edge of any joint construction trench.
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FIGURE 5

Roadway
DitchDitch

Boring Pit Wall
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FIGURE 6

Typical Road, Culvert or Drain Crossing
Minimum depth for crossings are as follows (unless otherwise specified on the construction print or permit:

≤ 6” MP mains: 24” minimum depth

≥ 8” MP mains and all HP mains: 36” minimum depth

NOTE
DO NOT install communication cables in the same duct or casing with primary and secondary cables.

Exceptions to Typical Joint Trench Construction
High-Water Tables

In areas with high-water tables, horizontal separation is allowed with Principal Field Leader approval.

12” minimum separation is required.

Non-Random Cable
If non-random cable installation is required, separate the cables by laying them on opposite sides of the trench bottom or by
increasing the trench depth by at least 12”.
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Always have at least a 12” vertical separation between the cables and the gas main.

Backfill
First Stage or Cable Only
Electric cables require backfill padding if the excavated material contains:

Sharp or large rocks

Bricks

Frozen chunks of dirt

Debris

Corrosive material such as salvaged foundry sand or core sand

NOTE
If the excavated material contains rocks larger than 1” or is otherwise unsuitable, install 3” of clean backfill padding
over the cable.

Second Stage
Compact the first stage by “walking the trench” or by using a mechanical compactor. This is to prevent the gas pipe from settling.

NOTE
When using a mechanical compactor, be careful to prevent any damage to the cable insulation, plastic pipe, or the steel
pipe coating.

Prepare, backfill, and clean up according to non-joint construction procedures (refer to 
).

Practice 005, Excavation, Cover, and
Cleanup

Records
Correct the construction drawings and other required records to clearly show actual main locations.

Record on Form 931, Joint Use Record ( )Figure 8

Modular Main Construction
Modular main construction may be used with joint trench construction to minimize road crossings.

The modular portion of the main serves 3 to 6 lots.
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Forms

 Form 931 – Joint Buried FacilitiesFIGURE 8
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Revised 6/1/2022

Gas Operations Construction and Field Practices

General
This practice provides guidelines for the required activities to be performed during steel main construction of a gas facility. Conduct a
prejob review as described in the  section within this Practice.Steel Pipe Construction Prejob Review

Pipe, Fittings, and Material Identification Markings
Refer to Practice 91, Steel Material Marking for pipe, fitting, and other materials identification and material guidance

NOTE

Use Form 1452, Direction Bore Pre-Shot Checklist ( ) when performing directional bore operations during the
construction of a gas project.

Figure 4

Use Form 2834, Boring Procedure Validation ( ) when performing any bore operation (directional, missile,
squeeze bore, etc.) during the construction of a gas project.

Figure 5

Handling Requirements
Handle Pipe

To prevent cuts and gouges to its coating and dents to the pipe, refer to .Practice 071, Handling and Storing C&W Pipe

Transport Pipe
Load pipes on the trailer pyramid style or planking style with chock to keep pipe from rolling.

Pad the trailer pipe racks to prevent damage to the pipe coating. If using a flatbed trailer to transport, clean the bed.

Use padded tie-downs to prevent shifting of pipe during transport.

Ensure that the load does not exceed the recommended cargo weight of the trailer.

Special highway permits are needed if the total length of the truck trailer, and pipe exceeds 55’.

Ensure that the pipe does not overhang the trailer end by more than 4’.

Field Storage — Stockpiling
Store the pipe off of the ground.

Be cautious when stacking pipe. If stacked too high, it may become unstable or present a risk of pipe falling or rolling off.

Pipe can be stored in one of two ways:

Pyramid style (as shown in )Figure 1

Planking style with wood chock that keep the pipes from rolling

010 Steel Main Construction
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 Pyramid StileFIGURE 1

Stringing
Lay pipe on level, dry ground free from objects that could damage the coating. If there is a possibility of damage, string pipe on 4x4
skids.

If there is a possibility of water or dirt entering the pipe, lay the pipe on 4x4 skids or use wooden plugs or end caps

Pipe Joining
Follow procedures for Welding and Fabrication as described in  and the following Gas Operations Welding
Standards:

Practice 084, Hot Work (T&S)

Section 1-5, Welding Procedures

Section 1-6, Qualification of Welders

Section 1-7, Joint Preparation for Welding

Section 1-8, Inspection and Testing of Joint Preparation and Welds

Section 1-9, Acceptance Standards for Non-Destructive Testing

Section 1-11, Construction, Fabrication, and Maintenance

Section 3-1, Appendix A, Integrally Reinforced Branch Fittings

Laterals
For the installation of miscellaneous weld fittings, refer to the following Gas Operations Welding Standards:

Section 1-5, Welding Procedures

Section 1-7, Joint Preparation for Welding

Section 3-1, Appendix A, Integrally Reinforced Branch Fittings

Pipe Bending
Bending is a permanent change to a pipe’s shape before it is installed in a trench.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-6
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-7
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-9
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-11
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_3-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-7
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_3-1
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If a pipe is not shaped in excess of its natural flexibility and would spring back to its original shape if taken out of the trench, it is
not considered bent.

Change direction by cold bending or using welded fittings (refer to the construction print).

Mitered or wrinkled bends are not permitted.

A bend must not impair the serviceability of the pipe.

Limit deflections caused by misalignment to 3° or 1/8” gap, whichever is smaller.

Ensure that bends have a smooth contour and are free of buckles, cracks, and other mechanical damage.

Position the pipe seam near the neutral axis of the bend. For horizontal bends, the seam’s position is at the top or on the bottom.

Radiographically inspect circumferential welds in a bend section following the bending process.

Cathodic Protection References
CATHODIC PROTECTION REFERENCES

Protection Activity Reference

Examine existing pipe for corrosion Procedure 11-8, Pipe-to-Soil Measurements, Surveys, and Repairs

Record P/S read and pipe condition Procedure 11-8, Pipe-to-Soil Measurements, Surveys, and Repairs

Field Coating Practices Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Thermit welding Procedure 11-1, Exothermic Weld Procedures

Anode installation Work Method 106, Magnesium Anode Installation

Test wire installation Work Method 110, Test Lead Wire Installation, Sizing, and Tagging — Distribution Facilities

Test wire tagging Work Method 110, Test Lead Wire Installation, Sizing, and Tagging — Distribution Facilities

FIGURE 2

Excavation
For typical cover, backfill, and cleanup requirements, refer to . Refer to construction
permit and work order drawing notes for specific requirements.

Practice 005, Excavation, Cover, and Cleanup

For boring and augering procedures, refer to .Practice 014, Road Crossings

For separation from other underground facilities, refer to .Practice 012, Foreign Crossings and Clearances

Internal Cleaning

NOTE
Remove all foreign material from all fittings, lengths, and sections of pipe before assembly.

Internally clean the pipe before tying in and installing line tees and valves:

Use full volume compressed air for 1-1/4” pipe and for larger pipe that can be visually inspected.

Pig all 2” and larger pipe that cannot be visually inspected.

Use a suitable pig catcher. Weld it to 4” and larger steel mains to control the exit of the pig.

Place the exit end of the main in the bottom of the trench before starting the pigging operation.

Place barricades around the pig trap area to keep vehicles and pedestrians away.

Consider how to prevent dirt and debris from being carried toward buildings based on wind conditions.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-106
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-110
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-110
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Pig Material Numbers

Pig Size
Material Numbers

Pig Cup Brush

2” 10098979 — 10099000

4” 10098981 10098995 10099012

6” 10098993 10098998 10099014

FIGURE 3

Pressure Control
For fittings and cutting & stopping equipment, refer to the following Work Methods:

Work Method 51, MP and HP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Work Method 52, SP Gas Mains Pressure Control

For preplanning checklist, refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Reference 7-A, Control and Purging Gas Mains

For gauging, refer to the following:

Work Methods 51, MP and HP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Work Method 52, SP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Gas Operations Manual, .Reference 7-C, Pressure Gauges

Complex Gas Operation
A written procedure may be required (refer to Gas Operations Manual, ) if:Procedure 1-4, Complex Gas Operations (Involving Mains)

Pressure control work is on all high pressure and on 4” or larger medium pressure main that may contain compression couplings.

Replacing main on major feed mains.

Purging a ≥6” main or if a job has many tie-ins or purge points.

Hydrostatic pressure testing.

Testing
Pressure — Refer to Practice 001, Pressure Testing — Mains

X-ray — Refer to the following Gas Operations Welding Standards:

Section 1-8, Inspection and Testing of Joint Preparation and Welds

Section 1-9, Acceptance Standards for Non-Destructive Testing

Section 1-10, Repair and Removal of Weld Defects

Purging
Preplanning checklist — Refer to Gas Operations Manual, Reference 7-A, Control and Purging Gas Mains

Typical procedure — Refer to Gas Operations Manual, Procedure 7-1, Purging Gas Mains and Services 3” and Larger

As-Built Prints

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-51
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-52
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-a
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-51
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-52
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-c
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_1-4
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-9
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-10
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-a
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-1
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Correct or add dimensions, as needed, to the construction drawings to clearly show actual locations of pipe, fittings, terminal boxes, and
anodes. Refer to Gas Operations Manual,  for
Paint/Staking requirements and Gas Operations Manual,  for Main Marker requirements.

Procedure 6-D, Staking New or Replaced Mains and Service Facilities After Construction
Procedure 2-1, Pipeline Markers

Steel Pipe Construction Prejob Review
1. Review , prior to constructing steel mains.Practice 010, Steel Main Construction

Inspect the construction zone for adequate MISS DIG staking. If unstaked facilities are suspected (such near a drop from a
utility pole) call for a restake.

NOTE
Material Test Reports (MTRs) are not required for distribution steel pipe or components that will be operated
below 20% SMYS.

Locate sewer and water manholes, and open them to identify direction and depth of sewer lines and water mains.

2. Welding procedures/qualifications —

Verify Welder Qualification (refer to Gas Operations Welding Standards, ).Section 1-6, Qualification of Welders

SMAW — Stick/Rod

GMAW — Wire

Is welder qualified to weld on size of pipe being joined? Refer to Gas Operations Welding Standards, 
 and .

Section 1-5, Welding
Procedures Section 1-6, Qualification of Welders

Verify proper electrodes, stick, or wire is being used. Refer to Welder Procedure Specification.

Verify Welder cleaning between bead. Refer to Welder Procedure Specification.

Review pipe preheating if temperature is below 40°F. Refer to Welder Procedure Specification.

Review radiographic requirements. Refer to Gas Operations Welding Standards, 
 and 

Section 1-8, Inspection and Testing of
Joint Preparation and Welds Section 1-9, Acceptance Standard for Non-Destructive Testing.

3. Field coating procedures —

Type of pipe coating:

X-Tru Coating

Fusion Bonded Epoxy

Review field coating procedure (refer to 
).

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel
Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

High Voltage Electrical Coating Inspection (Jeeping) is required on all 4” and larger steel pipe. Refer to 
.

Work Method 173,
Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Visually inspect all pipe just prior to lowering it into the ditch and backfilling.

4. Miscellaneous —

Electrical Grounding Plan (refer to the work order for grounding requirements) if necessary.

Odorization (pickling) and Pipeline Freeze Protection (refer to ).Practice 017, Pipeline Freeze Protection

NOTE
Refer to Gas Operations Manual,  and 

.
Procedure 6-7, MISS DIG Notification Reference 6-B, Protecting Water

and Sewer Facilities

Forms
Form 1452

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-d
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-6
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-6
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-9
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-7
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 Form 1452 - Boring Procedure ValidationFIGURE 4

Form 2834
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 Form 2834 – Boring Procedure ValidationFIGURE 5
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for installing the facilities for hot tap operations. The hot tap process is also detailed to ensure proper operation of
the equipment.

Records
Form 2782, Hot Tap Installation and Test Record (Figure 10)

Complete for each hot tap

Retain information for the life of the facility

General
Pressure
The allowable pipeline pressure at which welding may be safely carried out is calculated by using the following formula:

Where:
 = Pressure level for welding on in-service pipeline (psi)Pw

 = Specified Minimum Yield Strength (psi)S
= Nominal pipe wall thickness (inches)t 
 = Nominal pipe diameter (inches)D

This formula assumes a non-flow condition and takes into consideration depth of heat penetration into the pipe wall with 1.75
safety factor.

Depending upon the line pressure at the time of welding, the pressure may or may not need to be lowered.

Normally, the work procedure will cover the pressure reduction requirements.

Surface Preparation And Examination
1. Remove the coating or paint in the tap area, down to bare pipe.

Refer to , for lead paint abatement when removing lead-based
paint.

Gas Operations Safety Practice 26, Lead Paint Abatement

Refer to , for asbestos abatement when removing coatings
containing asbestos.

Gas Operations Safety Practice 27, Asbestos Abatement

2. Lightly grind or file the immediate tap area.

3. Ultrasonically test the tap area to determine pipe wall thickness and check for pipe lamination. If the reading indicates an existing
wall thickness of less than 90% of nominal wall, move to another location and test again.

4. Inspect for the longitudinal seam in the pipe.

Establish where the longitudinal seam is located (X-ray or ultrasonic wall thickness gauge may have to be used to find the
longitudinal seam).

011 Standard Procedure For Hot Tapping (T&S)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_26
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_27
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If the longitudinal seam is within 2” of the cutter and weld area, move or rotate to another area.

5. Clean ultrasonic coupling grease from the immediate tap area

NOTE
The area is now ready for welding.

Welding
Use pre-tested pipe for the nipple or pup that goes between the run pipe and the valve (unless the entire valve and nipple assembly
is being tested as a unit before installation).

Manufactured fittings such as weld-o-lets are used in some smaller diameter taps.

Where a 4”–6” diameter pup is required for the hot tap, the pup must be cut, beveled and ground to the contour of the run pipe.

Normally, the valve and pup are pre-welded as an assembly and X-rayed before installation.

Use care in aligning the valve and pup to ensure the cutter will not contact the pup during tapping.

1. When welding in preparation for hot tapping, follow the appropriate in service welding procedure.

2. Leak test the completed weld.

Use a pump or whatever high-pressure gas is available at the location to test the weld at 100 psig above existing pipeline
gas pressure.

On tap sizes 2” and smaller, inert gas is recommended as the test medium.

Use water as a test medium when the test pressure is 40% SMYS or greater.

Inert gas or water are acceptable test mediums when test pressures are less than 40% SMYS.

NOTE
T&S Engineering is responsible for specifying SMYS level of test.

Test for at least five minutes. Since X-ray or other nondestructive methods of testing of fillet welds are non-conclusive, this
test will be considered the final non-destructive test.

The blind flange must have a venting valve to eliminate air for a good hydro-test.

3. Install the split tee (if required, per Engineering).

Use backup strips to eliminate the possibility of arc burning the run pipe. (Refer to applicable in service welding Procedure).

Consult with Engineering regarding welding ends to the run pipe.

4. The line pressure, if reduced, can now be raised to its normal pressure, if required. However, if operating conditions permit, make
the tap at the reduced pressures.

Hot Tap Machines
3” and Larger — TD Williamson Model 660 Tapping Machine

MOP (Maximum Operating Pressure) 1440 psig at 100°F, 42” maximum travel.

See  for parts identification.Figure 7

1. Select the correct cutter, cutter holder, and insertip pilot for the size tap to be made (see T D Williamson #660 Tapping Machine
section within this Practice).

2. Assemble the cutter, cutter holder, and insertip pilot to form the cutter assembly.

Ensure that all parts are tightly fastened.
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Ensure that all cutter teeth are in good condition.

3. Install the correct tapping machine adapter to the frame assembly of the machine. Take care in tightening the ring-type joint, to
keep the faces parallel.

4. Attach the cutter assembly to the boring bar of the tapping machine. Thread the retainer rod securely into the cutter holder. All
parts should be wrench-tight on assembly. Install the locking pin and snap ring.

5. Confirm that the tapping machine has enough travel (42” maximum) to pass through the valve, pup, and pipe wall to complete the
tap.

6. Mount the tapping machine on the closed valve to ensure the cutter assembly does not interfere with opening and closing the
valve. Install temporary support for the tapping machine to reduce strain on the fitting and valve.

7. Perform leak test on the tapping machine.

8. With the machine securely mounted, open the valve and extend the boring bar until the pilot tip touches the pipe.

Use the measuring rod to confirm that the cutter assembly has reached the surface of the pipe.

The cutter should not drag on any surface while being extended.

9. Verify that the bleeder valve is installed and open.

10. Attach hydraulic hoses and prepare for tapping.

11. Extend the cutter through the open valve until it touches the pipe. Slowly retract while pushing the clutch handle, until the clutch
engages in automatic feed.

12. Set the collar stop on the measuring rod for depth of cut. See  and  for proper cutting depth.Figure 6 Figure7

13. Start tapping by opening the control valve.

14. As soon as the pilot penetrates and air is purged from the valve assembly and tapping machine (about 10 seconds), close the
bleeder valve.

15. As soon as the measuring rod indicates the tap is finished, disengage the clutch into fast feed and crank the cutter into the pipe to
verify completeness.

If the hole is complete, the cutter can be advanced by hand.

If the tap is not finished, retract the cutter one turn, engage the clutch and resume operations.

16. When the tap is complete, retract the cutter and close the valve.

17. Relieve pressure by opening the bleeder valve, then remove the machine.

18. Magnetic head

Remove the cutter assembly and attach the magnetic head to the retainer rod, similarly to the cutter attachment.

Attach the tapping machine securely to the valve.

Open the valve and extend the magnet slowly, collecting metal shavings.

Retract the magnetic head and close the valve.

Remove the tapping unit and collect the shavings.

19. For maintenance of the machine, refer to the manufacturer’s manual.

2” and Smaller — Mueller Tapping Machine Model DH-2
MOP 1200 psig at 100°F, 14” maximum travel and T D Williamson Model 101A tapping machine

MOP 1440 psig at 100°F, 28” maximum travel

1. Select the correct drill for the size tap to be made.

2. Assemble the drill to the machine.

3. Thread the machine on to the fitting (usually this will be a threaded 2” NPT valve).

4. Perform leak test on tapping machine, using an inert gas.

5. Confirm that the tapping machine has enough travel to pass through the valve, pup, and pipe wall to complete the tap by extending
the drill through the valve to the pipe wall.

6. Ensure the bleeder valve is in the ”open” position.

7. Retract the drill and close the valve to ensure the drill does not interfere with the valve.

8. Open the valve, extend the drill, and proceed with the tap.
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9. Close the bleeder valve once the drill has penetrated the pipe and purged the machine.

10. After the hole is complete, retract the drill and close the valve.

11. Open the bleeder valve to relieve the pressure, then remove the machine.

12. Blow out the chips as required, ensuring all persons are clear of the area where chips will be blown.

Leak Repairs
1. Grind out enough weld metal to insure the removal of the weld defect (porosity, etc) that has caused the leak.

2. Soap bubble test the final weld with 150 psig gas pressure (preferably Nitrogen).

If the repaired weld fails the soap test, proceed to Step 6.

If the repaired weld passes the soap test, proceed with the final leak test of the weld:

Use a pump or whatever high-pressure gas is available and set the pressure at 100 psig greater than the existing pipeline
gas pressure.

Water does not have to be used on tap sizes 2” and smaller.

Nitrogen is recommended for these cases.

T D Williamson #660 Tapping Machine
Specifications Description

Purchased Feb 1963

Model #660

Cutting Capabilities 3” through 12”

Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure 1440 psig (depending on adapter)

Maximum Travel Distance 42”

Drive Hydraulic

Rate of Feed 0.005 in/rev

Crank Operation 4-1/2 turns per inch travel

Magnetic Head One available

FIGURE 1

AVAILABLE CUTTER SIZES

Nominal Size Cutter OD

3” 2-7/16”

4” 3-7/16”

6” 5-13/32”

8” 7-9/32”

12” 11-7/16”

FIGURE 2
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ADAPTER

Nominal Size ANSI Rating Pressure Rating Length

3” 300# 720 psig 7”

4” 400# 960 psig 7”

4” 600# 1440 psig 7-1/16”

6” 400# 960 psig 9-1/2”

6” 600# 1440 psig 9-5/16”

8” 600# 1440 psig 4” *

12” 400# 960 psig 2-7/16”

* Also 3″ spacer

FIGURE 3

Tap Depth
To determine the drilling distance to complete the tap, see .Figure 5

 is based on the use of standard (not stopple) cutters.Figure 5

 is based on the following pipe sizes:Figure 5

3”–14” Nominal Size: Schedule 40

3” OD–30” OD: 1/2” Wall Thickness

D

D = Tapping Distance

FIGURE 4
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Nominal Cutter Size 3 4 6 8 10 12 14

Nominal Pipe Sizes

3 1’ - - - - - -

4 2’ 2-1/4 - - - - -

6 3’ 1-3/4 3-3/4 - - - -

8 1-3/4 1-3/4 3-1/2 3-3/4 - - -

10 1-5/8 1-5/8 3-1/2 3-1/8 5-1/2 - -

12 1-1/2 1-5/8 3-1/8 2-3/4 4-1/2 5 -

14 1-1/2 1-5/8 3-1/8 2-3/4 4-1/2 5 -

16 1-1/2 1-5/8 3-1/8 2-5/8 4-1/4 4-3/8 4-1/4

18 1-1/2 1-5/8 3 2-1/2 4 3-7/8 4

20 1-1/2 1-5/8 3 2-3/8 3-3/4 3-5/8 3-1/2

22 1-1/2 1-5/8 3 2-1/4 3-5/8 3-3/8 3-1/4

24 1-1/2 1-5/8 3 2-1/4 3-5/8 3-1/4 3

26 1-1/2 1-5/8 3 2-1/8 3-1/2 3-1/8 2-7/8

30 1-1/2 1-5/8 2-7/8 2-1/8 3-3/8 2-7/8 2-3/4

1/2” Flat Plate 1-1/2 1-1/2 2-5/8 1-5/8 2-5/8 1-5/8 1-5/8

X” Flat Plate 1 1 2-1/8 1-5/8 2-1/8 1-1/8 1-1/8

For cutting through plate such as tank walls, pressure vessels, etc, add plate thickness to above values of ”X”.NOTE: 

FIGURE 5

Williamson — Data Sheet
NOT for Stopple Taps.

Dimensions shown are for boring bar fully retracted.
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D

H

B

A
C

E
F G

ODT  M

FIGURE 6

660 TAPPING MACHINE STANDARD* CUTTER, INSERTIP PILOT & CUTTER HOLDER ASSEMBLY

Cutter
OD

Pilot
A B E F G H

Size Part No. Part No. D

3” 638-30* 2-7/16” 640-4 3/4” 7-1/16” 3” 3-5/16” 5/8” 7/8” 1-11/16”

4” 638-40* 3-7/16” 640-4 3/4” 7-1/16” 3” 3-5/16” 7/8” 7/8” 1-11/16”

6” 6638-60 5-13/32” 640-6 1-1/4” 9-1/4” 3” 4-7/8” 1” 2-1/8” 1-3/4”

8” 6638-80 7-9/32” 640-6 1-1/4” 9-1/4” 3” 4-7/8” 1-1/8” 1-1/8” 2-3/4”

10” 6638-100 9-7/16” 640-12 1-1/4” 10-7/8” 3” 6-1/2” 1-1/4” 2” 3-1/2”

12” 6638-120 11-7/16” 640-12 1-1/4” 10-7/8” 3” 6-1/2” 1-3/8” 1-1/8” 4-3/8”

14” 6638-140 12-11/16” 640-14 1-3/4” 10-1/4” 3” 5-7/8” 1-1/2” 5/8” 4-1/4”

16” 6638-160 14-5/8” 640-16 1-3/4” 10-7/8” 3” 6-1/2” 1-1/2” 5/8” 4-7/8”

* Indicates threaded cutter connection instead of bolted.
: C = A – B.NOTE

FIGURE 7
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Mechanical Features of WmSON-HILLCO Model 660 Tapping
Machine

MECHANICAL FEATURES OF
WmSON-HILLCO MODEL 660 TAPPING MACHINE

NOTE: When automatic feed is desired,
rotate Lower-in Crank slowly counterclockwise 
while enganging clutch.

Measuring Rod

Lower-in Crank

Disengage for 
fast travel

Clutch Operating Handle

Feed Screw

Retainer Rod

Boring Bar

Tapping Machine Adapter

Engage for 
automatic feed

Air Motor or Hydraulic
Motor Hose & Controls

Insertip Pilot

Cutter Holder

Frame Assembly

ASA 600 lb. Flange
Ring-type Joint

FIGURE 8
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MECHANICAL FEATURES OF
WmSON-HILLCO MODEL 660 TAPPING MACHINE

Measuring Rod slides
into Boring Bar to engage
end of Retainer Rod

Turn clockwise to 
engage threads

Square Shank
Square Hole

Retainer Rod

Locking Ping

Insertip Pilot

Insertooth
Cutter

Cotter Pin

Cutter Holder

Boring Bar

Retainer Rod rotates in
Boring Bar and threads
into Shank of Cutter Holder

FIGURE 9

Forms
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 Form 2782 – Hot Tap Installation and Test ReportFIGURE 10
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Revised 6/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Clearance of Other Underground Facilities
SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT enter manholes or extend any part of your body below the surface of the manholes.

Hand expose underground facilities such as telephone, electric, other pipelines at all crossings, and at reasonable intervals when
constructing parallel to and within four feet of the facilities to ensure minimum clearances are met.

For instruction on required damage prevention precautions prior to excavation and boring:

Refer to Procedure 6.1, Inspection/Observation of Third Party Excavations.

Refer to .Practice 013, Boring Near Existing Gas Facilities

Refer to Procedure 6-B, Protecting Water and Sewer Facilities

Maintain the minimum main depth from grade while also maintaining 12” clearance between gas pipe and other facilities. For 6”
and smaller MP mains, maintain 24” minimum depth (36” if through a farm field). For 8” and larger MP mains and all HP mains,
maintain 36” minimum depth.

To avoid damage to the foreign facility during boring operations, the diameter of the bore head and reamer needs to be
considered. For additional guidance on the 12” separation when crossing a gas facility, refer to 

.
Practice 013, Boring Near

Existing Gas Facilities

If minimum clearance cannot be attained, case or shield the gas main (refer to Practice 014, Road Crossings).

Normal Clearance Practices

012 Foreign Crossings and Clearances

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-1
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12” MIN

12” MIN

12” MIN

12” MIN

MAINTAIN MIN  TRENCH DEPTH

GAS MAIN

GAS MAIN

GRADE

MANHOLE

UTILITY POLE

FOREIGN FACILITY

ALT #1

ALT #2

Side View

Top View

FIGURE 1
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Revised 12/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Use the following procedures if boring parallel to and within 5’ of existing gas facilities or if boring across existing gas facilities.

NOTE

Use Form 1452, Direction Bore Pre-Shot Checklist ( ) when performing directional bore operations during the
construction of a gas project.

Figure 4

Use Form 2834, Boring Procedure Validation ( ) when performing any bore operation (directional, missile,
squeeze bore, etc.) during the construction of a gas project.

Figure 5

Definitions
Boring
For this Practice, boring is the use of any form of trenchless main or service installation procedure.

Protect our existing gas facilities from being damaged when using boring equipment to install new gas facilities.

Refer to , for specific road crossing requirements and refer to , for tree
boring requirements.

Practice 014, Road Crossings Practice 015, Tree Boring

Refer to .Work Method 7, General Practices for Work On or Near Pressurized Gas Services

Bore Head on Course
At intervals not to exceed 10’, use a locating instrument to verify that the bore head is at the designed location and at the appropriate
depth.

Missiles
Prohibited unless they are locatable.

Prohibited within MDOT rights of way.

Hand Exposure
Hand exposure is the careful use of one or more specific techniques to expose a facility without damaging it:

Wooden or non-conductive handled shovels or hand digging tools

Vacuum excavation systems

Pneumatic hand tools

Other non-powered excavation methods

For more information, refer to Reference, Hand Exposing Underground Facilities.

Parallel Installations Within 5′ of Existing Gas Facilities
Creek or Other Water Crossing

013 Boring Near Existing Gas Facilities

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3w-7
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DO NOT bore within 5’ of existing gas facilities. Re-design the route if necessary.

If boring is necessary within 5’ of a gas facility that will be retired as part of the project consider one of the following (or re-design).

If two-way feed — Retire the existing gas facility within the bore path prior to boring the new facility.

If one-way feed — Construct a bypass and retire the existing gas facility within the bore path prior to boring the new facility

Proposed Main or Service Location
Stake or paint the proposed location at intervals not to exceed 50’ to determine the bore path.

Existing Main or Service Location
Stake or paint the existing location at intervals not to exceed 10’ to:

Verify the accuracy of the work order drawing

Ensure that the main or service does not have an offset or change of direction

Provide a reference for the bore head location verification

Ensure that the bore head and/or the reamer DO NOT make contact with existing gas facilities:

Hand dig or use other nondestructive means to expose the existing gas facility at intervals not to exceed 50’.

If the existing gas facility is parallel to the pavement and under the pavement:

Initially determine locating accuracy by hand digging or using some other nondestructive means to expose the facility.

Then periodically hand dig at the road edge to verify that the existing gas facility remains under the road.

Pavement
Note B Note D

Existing Facility

Proposed BoreNote CNote ANote E

Less Than 5′

FIGURE 1

NOTE

a. Stake or paint proposed facility at intervals not to exceed 50’.

b. Stake or paint existing facility at intervals not to exceed 10’.

c. Verify that the bore head is on course at intervals not to exceed 10’.

d. Initially expose existing facility.

e. Periodically hand dig at the road edge.

If the existing gas facility crosses under the pavement: determine locating accuracy by exposing the facility at each curb.
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Pavement

Note B
Note D

Existing Facility

Proposed BoreNote C Note A

Note E

Less Than 5′

FIGURE 2

NOTE

Stake or paint proposed facility at intervals not to exceed 50’.

Stake or paint existing facility at intervals not to exceed 10’.

Verify that the bore head is on course at intervals not to exceed 10’.

Expose existing facility at each curb.

Expose existing facility at intervals not to exceed 50’.

Installations Crossing Existing Gas Facilities
Proposed Main or Service Location
Stake or paint the proposed location at the crossing and 10’ each side of the crossing to determine the bore path.

Existing Main or Service Location
Ensure that the bore head AND/OR the reamer DO NOT make contact with the existing gas facilities:

Hand expose or use other nondestructive means to expose the existing gas facility at each bore crossing.

Observe the crossing as the bore head AND the reamer pass the gas facility and make adjustments if necessary.

When installation of the new facility is deeper than an existing gas facility, it is only necessary to expose around the existing
facility to establish the separation zone. Monitor the bore head/reamer to ensure required separation is maintained (see

).Figure 3

To ensure the bore head will pass below the excavation point, verify the bore head location within 5’ of where it is expected
to cross the gas facility using a locator.

Maintain a minimum separation of 12” when crossing other gas facilities.

NOTE

Maintain integrity of the existing facility until it can be retired.

A separation of < 12” may be used when the gas facility being crossed is going to be retired as part of the
project that involves the boring.
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EXAMPLE WHEN BORING BELOW AN EXISTING GAS FACILITY (Side View)

1. Hand expose and dig below until you have reached a 
depth that includes the required separation.

2. Observe the crossing as the bore AND reamer pass 
the gas facility to assure required separation.

2. Observe the crossing as the bore AND reamer pass 
the gas facility to assure required separation.

Existing Gas Facility

Grade

12″ Min.

Bore Head

FIGURE 3

Forms
Form 1452
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 Form 1452 – Directional Bore Pre-Shot ChecklistFIGURE 4

Form 2834
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 Form 2834 – Boring Procedure ValidationFIGURE 5
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Revised 3/1/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
SAFETY WARNING
Boring is a dangerous activity. For safety precautions, refer to Corporate Safety Manual .260-6, Auguring and Boring

For precautions when boring near existing gas facilities, refer to .Practice 013, Boring Near Existing Gas Facilities

Install casings only when required on the work order or for extenuating field conditions such as:

There is danger of losing the roadbed because of sand, gravel, or unstable soil.

Damage to the carrier pipe may occur due to soil conditions where a rock shield cannot protect the pipe.

NOTE
For either case contact supervisor for further instructions.

NOTE

Use Form 1452, Direction Bore Pre-Shot Checklist ( ) when performing directional bore operations during the
construction of a gas project.

Figure 17

Use Form 2834, Boring Procedure Validation ( ) when performing any bore operation (directional, missile,
squeeze bore, etc.) during the construction of a gas project.

Figure 18

Methods of Boring
Squeeze bore — Compaction of the soil using a rotating screw like device that pulls itself through the soil.

Piercing tools (also known as missiles, moles, and thumpers) — Compaction of the soil using pneumatic or hydraulic impact power
to thrust the tool forward or backward

NOTE
DO NOT use piercing tools on State Highway crossings.

Push bore — Compaction of the soil using hydraulic or mechanical force to push or pull a bore string of connected ridged rods.

Guided bore — Combination rotary compaction and pushing machines used for controlled directional boring.

Jacking and auguring ― Pushing casing pipe while removing soil at the leading edge and through the casing.

Depth Requirements

014 Road Crossings

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/csm/csm.pdf#csm_260-6
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NOTE
Use these depths unless construction prints or permits have other requirements.

Minimum Depth of Mains, Services, and Casings Under Roads
The following depths are from top of pavement to top of pipe or casing:

Municipal Roads:

These are non-county and non-state highway roads

6”and smaller MP mains: 24” minimum depth> 8”and larger MP mains: 36” minimum depth

HP mains: 36” minimum depth

County Roads ― 48”

State Highways:

See the requirements attached to the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) permit.

If not available, use .Figure 1

For the depths listed in :Figure 1

The maximum depth is 18’ unless there is special approval.

If open cut is allowed, the minimum depth is 4’ for all pipe sizes.

BORING MINIMUM DEPTHS

Boring Method Minimum Depth

Jacking/Augering 4’

Compaction Bore (in other words, squeeze, & push boring only) 6’ or 1’ of depth for every 1” of bore head diameter (whichever is larger)

Directional Drilling* 6’

*When directional drilling, select a bore head and back reamer with consideration
for pipe size and soil type to minimize the potential for fracking or heaving at the surface.

FIGURE 1

Minimum Cover Under Ditches
 shows depths from the bottom of ditch to top of pipe or casing.Figure 2

MINIMUM COVER BASED ON LOCATION

Jurisdiction Minimum Cover

State Highway 36”

County Road 36”

 8” and larger MP mains and all HP mains 36”

All Other Cases 24”

Use these depths unless the work order indicates otherwise.

FIGURE 2

Installation without Casing
Boring — General
When soils are stable, you may bore without a casing with the following considerations:

Follow all MDOT, local, or Rail Road permit requirements for boring and road crossings.
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Minimum depth requirements need to be maintained (see  section within this Practice).Depth Requirements

NOTE
For Auger/Jack bore the diameter of the boring or auger head cannot exceed the diameter of the carrier pipe by more
than 1”.

Before pulling or pushing pipe through the hole, seal off the leading end to prevent dirt from entering the pipe.

Inspect the pipe for damage where it emerges from the bore. For long bores, it is recommended to dig spot holes to examine the
pipe for damages.

Boring Plastic
Pipe bend radius is limited by the allowable radius of the bore rods and should not be an issue.

Damage Considerations:

For 1-1/8” and smaller pipe, replace the entire damaged portion.

For 1-1/4” and larger pipe, cut out damages that exceed 10% of the wall thickness (refer to  in Practice 008,
Plastic Main Construction).

Figure 1

Remove the cause of the damage (impingement) if the same bore hole will be used.

Cut out stretched and kinked pipe.

Boring Steel
Work with local system engineer or refer to the design specification for the limits on bend radius when boring steel pipe.

Damages Considerations — Remove and repair the pipe when damages are identified.

Protect the pipe with a rock shield when soil condition warrant. Enlarge the bore or auger enough to allow the added rock shield to
pass.

Use epoxy coating on all welded joints within the bore excavation. Refer to 
 or 

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and
Inspection— New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping) Procedure 11-11, Underground Protective
Coatings — T&S Facilities.

Jacking and Pulling
See Typical Auger-Jacking Methods section within this Practice.

When steel pipe is installed by a combination of jacking and/or pulling, you can either:

Jack the jack pipe through and withdraw it OR

Jack the carrier pipe behind a section of jack pipe.

Ensure that the jack pipe opening does not exceed the diameter of the carrier pipe by more than”

Installation with Casing
General

Use casing when soil conditions warrant or when required by engineering design or permit.

Follow all MDOT, local, or Rail Road permit requirements for boring and road crossings.

Minimum depth requirements need to be maintained (see  section within this Practice).Depth Requirements

NOTE
For Auger/Jack bore the diameter of the boring or auger head cannot exceed the diameter of the casing by more than
1”.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-11
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Typical Installation with Steel Carrier Pipe

Steel Carrier Pipe Casing Spacers

Lead Wires

Welded Steel Casing Pipe
Casing Seal
(Link Seal Preferred)

Terminal Box
10097162 or 59-12944

FIGURE 3

Typical Installation with Steel Carrier Pipe With Vent Stacks

FIGURE 4

Install casing spacers every 10’–15’ and within 2’ of casing seals

Fill annular space with casing filler.

Install test lead wires on casing and steel carrier pipe.

Casing Spacers
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FIGURE 5

CASING SPACER MATERIAL NUMBERS

Size Spacer

Carrier Casing Material No.

2” 4” 10099222

3” 6” 10099223

4” 6” 10099224

6” 8” 10099226

6” 10” 10099227

8” 10” 10099228

8” 12” 10099229

10” 12” 10099230

10” 16” 10099231

12” 16” 10099252

FIGURE 6

Casing Seals
Thunder line Link Seals —

Preferred casing seal installation

Pre-assembled, 10 links per section
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FIGURE 7

CASING SEAL LINKS

Carrier Casing No. of Links Needed

For Casings One Size Larger Than Carrier Pipe, Use Seal #10099172

3/4” 3” 4

1” 3” 4

1-1/4” 3” 4

2” 4” 6

4” 6” 10

6” 8” 14

8” 10” 18

10” 12” 12

For Casings Two Sizes Larger Than Carrier Pipe, Use Seal #10099175

2” 6” 5

3” 8” 7

4” 8” 7

6” 10” 10

8” 12” 12

FIGURE 8

Molded Pull-On
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FIGURE 9

SEAL MATERIAL NUMBERS

Size Seal

Carrier Casing Material No.

2” 4” 10099117

2” 6” 10099119

3” 6” 10099121

4” 6” 10099133

4” 8” 10099135

6” 8” 10099137

6” 10” 10099140

8” 10” 10099152

8” 12” 10099154

10” 12” 10099156

10” 16” 10099158

12” 16” 10099160

FIGURE 10

Typical Installation with Plastic Carrier Pipe
2”, 4”, 6”, and 8” can be used on standard and medium pressure systems.

Omit casing filler, spacers, seals, and test leads.

Install plastic end protector bushings

BUSHING MATERIAL NUMBERS

Casing Pipe Bushing Material No.

2” and Smaller 10028853

3” through 6” 10028855

FIGURE 11

Insertion of Plastic in Wet Areas
Restrict casing sizes where water entering the casing pipe can freeze and partially squeeze off the inserted plastic.

If the water freezes, the gas flow will be reduced to the amount shown in .Figure 12
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FLOW REDUCTION BASED ON PIPE AND CASING SIZE

Pipe Size Maximum Casing Size Flow Reduced To

1-1/4” 3” 64%

2” 4” 72%

4” 8” 69%

6” 12” 67%

8” 16” 67%

FIGURE 12

Use of Duct
If subdivision road crossing ducts have been installed ahead of road pavement work, they will be shown on the work order
construction print.

Plastic pipe may be installed before paving subdivision roads to eliminate boring.

Minimum depth requirement is 24” or as otherwise specified on the construction drawing.

Minimum of 12” horizontal or vertical separation is required if joint trench construction.

No spacers or bushings are required.

If duct cannot be found or if the installed duct does not meet the conditions stated above, contact supervisor.

Rock Shield
Rock shield is a 5’ x 100’ flexible polyethylene material (#10099806).

Form around pipe.

Use in rocky areas and places where the pipe coating could be damaged.

Typical Auger-Jacking Methods
Install casing pipe in sections to ensure that the auger will not advance ahead of the casing pipe.

8” and Smaller — Stable Soil
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Auger Coupled at this point
Casing Pusher

Skid-Mounted Boring Unit

Casing Pipe

Casing Pipe
1/2″ (see Note 1)

(see Note 2)

A

A

FIGURE 13

NOTE

1/2” clearance required to eliminate scraping off coating on casing pipe.

Keep cutters flush with leading edge of casing pipe because casing and auger move horizontally as a unit (auger only
rotates). Both are mechanically attached to the same machine and driven simultaneously.

8” and Smaller — Unstable Soil
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Casing Pipe

Cutter in Retracted Position
(for removal from casing 

and for boring unstable soil)

B-B

B

B

FIGURE 14

10” and Larger — Stable Soil
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100°

Auger Stop
(see Detail “E”)

Fillet Weld

Weld pie shape segment of pipe to leading
edge of auger as reinforcement. Use same
diameter pipe as casing and shrink to match
nominal auger OD. Reinforce with gussets
where required for strength.

Auger Stop

Auger Stop

A (see Note 5)

A

B (see Note 4)

B

A-A

Detail “E”Detail “D”

B-B

B A

A

1″ (see Detail “D”)

1/2″ (see Note 1)

Casing Pipe

Casing Pipe

Casing Pipe

(see Note 5)

FIGURE 15

NOTE

1/2” clearance required to eliminate scraping of coating on casing pipe.

Boring machine is mounted on end of casing so that the casing and auger will move horizontally as a unit.

Clearance between cutting head and casing should not exceed 1/2”.

Field fabricate Dimension B to prevent auger flights from protruding past end of casing (Dimension B to be 1” minimum).

Field fabricate Dimension “A” to allow for retraction of cutter head (Dimension A to be 2” minimum).

10” and Larger — Unstable Soil
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C-C

1/2″ Diameter Rod

1/2″ Diameter Rod
(see Note 1)

Casing Pipe

Casing Pipe

Auger Stop

C

C

B
(see Note 4)

2″

(see Note 2)

FIGURE 16

Forms
Form 1452
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 Form 1452 - Directional Bore Pre-shot ChecklistFIGURE 17

Form 2834
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 Form 2834 - Boring Procedure ValidationFIGURE 18
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Revised 01/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides guidelines and requirements related to tree boring. This Practice is applicable when conducting trench installation of
pipe. Tree boring is done during trench installation in order to minimize the impact to the tree and also reduce the risk of damaging
equipment on root systems.

Documentation
Use Form 1452, Direction Bore Pre-Shot Checklist ( ) when performing directional bore operations during the construction
of a gas project.

Figure 1

Use Form 2834, Boring Procedure Validation ( ) when performing any bore operation (directional, missile, squeeze bore,
etc.) during the construction of a gas project.

Figure 2

Tree Boring Requirements
In most cases, tree boring specifications (including the bore length) will be included on the construction print.

If installation requires boring under a tree, maintain a minimum depth of 2’.

If the tree is in a right-of-way, refer to the construction print and all issued permits for boring requirements.

If details for tree boring are not called out when necessary on a construction print, contact Distribution Engineering.

In emergent cases where unplanned work is being performed:

Determine if the pipeline will exist within the Bore Zone (see the Determine if Boring is Needed section within this Practice).

If so, contact Distribution Engineering to determine the minimum acceptable bore length.

Determine if Boring is Needed
Boring is required when a pipeline is being installed within a specified distance of a tree (a distance called the bore zone). The bore zone
depends on the tree’s crown radius and the type of tree.

For leafy trees, the bore zone radius is half of the crown radius.

For needle trees, the bore zone is the same size as the crown radius.

Crown Radius
A tree’s crown radius is the area covered by the tree’s branches.

Example
The tree is a leafy tree, and the distance from the trunk to the outer branches (crown radius) is 10 feet. That means that the bore
zone extends outward 5 feet from the trunk of the tree. If the pipeline is being installed 8 feet from the trunk of the tree, boring is
not required.

For a needle tree under the same circumstances, the bore radius is equal to the crown radius, so the bore zone extends outward 10
feet from the trunk of the tree. If the pipeline is being installed 8 feet from the trunk of the tree, boring is required.

015 Tree Boring
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Forms
Form 1452

 Form 1452FIGURE 1

Form 2834
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 Form 2834FIGURE 2
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Plastic Mains
End plastic mains with heat-fused plastic caps. Figures 1–3 show the three cap types:

2” Plastic Cap with Built-In Purge Point

FIGURE 1

4” Plastic Cap

016 Capping Mains
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FIGURE 2

6” x 4” Reducer

FIGURE 3
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PLASTIC CAPS

Size (inches) Material Number Comments

1-1/4 10089400

1-1/4 10089472 Built-in purge point

2 10089121

2 10089084 Built-in purge point ( )Figure 1

3 10089401

3 10089436 3” x 2” reducer

4 10089133 ( )Figure 2

4 10089395 4” x 2” reducer

6 10089139

6 10089394 6” x 4” reducer ( )Figure 3

8 10089319

12 10225026

FIGURE 4

NOTE

To purge 6” main through the cap, fuse on a 6” x 4” reducer, a 4” x 2” reducer, and a 2” purge cap.

To purge 4” main through the cap, fuse on a 4” x 2” reducer and a 2” purge cap.

To purge 3” main through the cap, fuse on a 3” x 2” reducer and a 2” purge cap.

For purging instructions, refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Procedure 7.1, Purging Gas Mains and Services 3” and
Larger

Steel Mains
Medium and High Pressure
End all medium and high-pressure mains with a weld cap (see  and ).Figure 5 Figure 6

FIGURE 5

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-1
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WELD CAPS

Size (inches) Material Number

1-1/4 10086811

2 10086852

4 10086854

6 10086855

8 10086526

10 10086503

12 10086506

FIGURE 6

Standard Pressure
End standard-pressure steel mains with weld caps when possible.

Weld caps are required for all pressure tests. Never use mechanical fittings in pressure tests.

If using Style 31 mechanical line caps:

Secure with welded strapping

Ensure the strapping material is not smaller than 1” wide and 3/16” thick

Use the appropriate number of straps, evenly spaced around the pipe

Straps should be welded onto the pipe on one end and welded onto the body of the line cap at the other end

Weld each end of the strap a minimum of 2” onto the pipe

STRAPS FOR VARIOUS PIPE SIZES

Pipe Size (inches) Number of Straps

4 or less 2

6 and 8 3

10 and 12 4

FIGURE 7

STYLE 31 LINE CAPS FOR STEEL MAIN

Pipe Size (inches) Material Number

3 10086765

4 10086766

6 10086767

8 10086768

10 10143810

12 10143811

FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9

Style 31 Installation Procedure
1. Clean the pipe end back at least to a point where the gasket will seat on bare metal.

2. Slide the follower over pipe end.

3. Lubricate the gasket and pipe OD with soapy water.

4. Slide the gasket onto the pipe.

5. Slide the line cap onto the pipe. The head should contact the pipe end.

6. Tighten the bolts uniformly around the cap.

Tighten opposite bolts one or two turns per nut at a time (similar to mounting an automobile wheel)

Minimum 75 ft-lb each nut

7. Check the fitting for leaks by soaping it or using a leak detector.

8. Add a 5 lb. anode to crimp on the bottom of the fitting.

9. Wrap with an approved coating (refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Procedure 11.16, Field and Coating Practices (Distribution
Facilities and TOD Piping)

Cast Iron Mains
SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT strap the cap. Instead, use blocking from the cap to the end of the trench to prevent the cap from blowing off the line.

Support the main and cap prior to backfill.

Use the same installation instructions as the steel main Style 31 Installation Procedure section within this Practice.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-16
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FIGURE 10

STYLE 31 LINE CAP FOR CAST IRON MAIN

Size (inches) Pipe OD (inches) Material Number

3 3.8 10086727

4 4.8 10086729

4 5.0 10086730

6 6.9 10086731

6 7.1 10086762

8 9.3 10086763

FIGURE 11

FIGURE 12
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MECHANICAL JOINT CAP

Size (inches) Material Number

3 10086771

4 10086802

6 10086803

8 10086804

10 10086805

12 10086806

FIGURE 13

Mechanical Joint (MJ) Cap Installation Procedure
1. Clean the inside of the cap and the gland lip.

2. Clean the pipe end back far enough so the gland will not be contaminated.

3. Put the gland on the pipe with the lip extension toward the pipe end.

4. Lubricate the gasket and pipe end with soapy water.

5. Put the gasket on the pipe with the narrow edge toward the pipe end.

6. Put the cap on the pipe end. Hold it firmly against the pipe end.

7. Slide the gasket into the cap’s gasket recess.

8. Slide the gland up to the gasket and insert the bolts.

NOTE
Tighten opposite bolts one or two turns per nut at a time (similar to mounting an automobile wheel).

BOLT TORQUE

Pipe Size (inches) ft-lb

3 45–60

4 and larger 75–90

FIGURE 14

9. Holding the cap firmly against the pipe end, tighten the nuts uniformly around the pipe (see  for bolt torque).Figure 14

10. Install blocking to prevent the cap from blowing off.

11. Check the fitting for leaks by soaping it or using a leak detector.

12. Install a 5-lb anode (Material No. 10096990) to the steel cap by attaching the anode wire to one of the bolts.

13. Wrap with an approved coating (refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Procedure 11.16, Field and Coating Practices (Distribution
Facilities and TOD Piping)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-16
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Revised 10/01/2017

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Typical Manifold for Odorant or Alcohol Injection

FIGURE 1

Alcohol Blend to Prevent Pipeline Freeze
New steel or plastic main put into service between November 1 and April 1 may need alcohol blend to dry up moisture due to
condensation from the air test.

To determine the amount of alcohol blend needed, see .Figure 2

017 Pipeline Freeze Protection
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Pressure Main Length
Pipe Size/Gallons of Alcohol Blend

2” 4” 6” 8” 10” 12” 16”

Standard
and Medium

1,000’ 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 7.0

5,280’ 0.7 2.5 6.0 10.0 16.0 22.0 35.0

High
1,000’ 1.0 3.0 6.0 11.0 - - -

5,280’ 4.0 15.0 34.0 59.0 - - -

FIGURE 2

Alcohol Injection Procedure
NOTE
If water has entered the pipe during construction, use a squeegee to remove the excess water before injecting alcohol blend.

Steel Mains
Inject the alcohol blend after odorizing and purging.

Plastic Extension Off Steel Main
1. Install a short nipple ahead of the transition fitting.

2. Install a Save-A-Valve nipple on the short nipple.

3. Mount the injection manifold.

4. Inject the alcohol blend after purging.

Plastic Extension Off Plastic Main
1. Pour the alcohol blend into the new main.

2. Use a pipe squeezer to keep the alcohol blend from flowing out when using the new main to the existing main.

Alcohol Blend Handling and Storage
Handling
Use slings, barrel tongs, or other safe handling means to prevent harm to employees, containers, or contents.

Storage
Mark containers with no smoking or flammable liquid signs (see ).Figure 3

Label Material Number

“Alcohol” 10079705

“Extremely Flammable” 10079879

FIGURE 3

Place containers in an area away from traffic.

Store containers in a manner that prevents rust.

Store containers so the oldest stock will be used first.

Transporting
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Transport material in containers as specified in the Accident Prevention Manual, Section 2.16.1.

Use safety cans available through the storeroom (see ).Figure 4

SAFETY CAN

Size (Gallons) Material Number

1 10071452

2 10071431

3 10071453

5 10071430

FIGURE 4

Work Site Storage
Keep safety cans away from ignition sources.

Keep in a safe area of the truck to prevent damage to the containers.
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Revised 12/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Use these stands to supply single-feed areas off high-pressure main.

For Distribution Stands larger than 1”, contact M&R for construction design.

Installation Guidelines
Install a pipeline marker at above grade stands. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 2.1, Pipeline Markers

Install above grade regulators and automatic shutoffs with their vents aimed down.

Install the aboveground stand in private right-of-way or right next to the property line. Select a location which is not hazardous to
traffic.

Coat and wrap the below grade bare pipe and the above grade pipe to the first fitting. Refer to 
.
Work Method 173, Field Coating

Application and Inspection — New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Coat or paint exposed piping to resist atmospheric corrosion. Refer to .Work Method 133, Painting — Distribution Facilities

Lock the bypass valve in the “closed” position.

Lock above grade inlet and outlet valves in the “open” position.

Install automatic shutoff with the diaphragm casing below the valve body.

Apply a natural gas approved seal/lubricant (Material No. 10156252 or equivalent) to union and pipe threaded joints to prevent
seizing. Tighten all threaded joints firmly.

Grease valves after welding the stand.

Pressure Test Requirements
The following requirements are in addition to the pressure test procedures in .Practice 001, Pressure Testing Procedures

General
Use compressed air or nitrogen to test the high pressure piping from the main through the nipple ahead of the automatic shutoff.

Test the main beyond the automatic shutoff with compressed air.

Test Preparation

NOTE
DO NOT install the shutoff and/or the regulator until after the pressure test is completed.

Preparation — Close bypass valve.

Installations with a Regulator and Automatic Shutoff — The following steps are necessary for pressure testing the nipple and test
connection that are between the regulator and shutoff:

Install a high pressure threaded coupling (Material Number 10054918) where the regulator will be located.

Install the nipple with the test connection that goes between the regulator and the shutoff, into the coupling.

Install a threaded steel cap (Material Number 10054831) on the end of the nipple.

018 Distribution Regulator Stand Construction

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12w-133
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Installations with a Regulator and Relief Valve — Install a high pressure steel cap (Material Number 10054831) on the nipple ahead
of where the regulator will be located.

Pressure Testing Procedure
1. Install test header on top of valve tee. Refer to , for test header illustration.Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

2. Open the test header valve on the compressed nitrogen or air cylinder.

3. Pressurize to 100 psig from the valve tee to the closed bypass valve and the temporary steel cap.

4. Shut off the test header valve.

5. Lightly tap the gauge occasionally throughout the test to ensure that the needle is not stuck.

6. Test for 10 minutes. Repair any leaks, then retest.

7. Increase the pressure to 600 psig from the valve tee to the closed bypass valve and temporary steel cap.

NOTE
Cascades Area Only — For 500 psig design, pressure test high pressure piping at 750 psig.

8. Shut off the test header valve.

9. Shut off and disconnect the air or nitrogen cylinder.

10. Test for 1 hour. Repair any leaks, then retest beginning at Step 1.

11. Slowly open the test header valve to release the pressure.

12. Disconnect the test header from the valve tee.

13. Pressure test the rest of the piping before installing the regulator (and automatic shutoff) per the requirements specified on the
construction drawing.

Remove the token relief valve (Item 21 in ) and install a high pressure rated steel plug on the threadolet; or, If the
installation contains a relief valve (Item 25), shut off the inlet and pilot valves during the pressure test and reopen them
after the test.

Figure 1

Connect the test header to the piping downstream of the regulator/automatic shutoff.

14. Install the regulator (and automatic shutoff) and reconnect the piping.

15. Reinstall the token relief valve that was removed in Step 13, or if the installation contains a relief valve, open and lock the pilot and
inlet valves.

16. Tap the main.

17. Soap test all connections not pressure tested.

18. Complete paperwork, including the test certification. Indicate the times and pressures for both the high pressure and medium
pressure tests.

Regulator/Relief Valve Set Pressure
Regulator Set Pressure

Test the set pressure of the high pressure regulator to ensure proper delivery pressure.

Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 12.3, Set Pressures for Distribution Regulation Facilities

Relief Valve Set Pressure
For relief valve set pressure procedure, refer to 

.
Work Method 147, Fisher 289H, 289HH, and 289P-167AR Relief Valve Set Pressure

Inspection

NOTE
DO NOT use Fisher 289H, 289HH, or H203 relief valves as the primary overpressure protection on new or rebuilt stands.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-3
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12w-147
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 Above Grade StandFIGURE 2
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BILL OF MATERIAL FOR ABOVE AND BELOW GRADE STANDS

Item Material
No. Qty. Description

1
10090447 1 1” Sprague B-35N, 1/4” orifice, blue & white spring, range 28-48 psig, set at 30 psig,

10090449 1 1” Fisher 627, 1/4” orifice, green spring, range 15–40 psig, set at 30 psig.

2 10089860 1 1” automatic shutoff (tripout), Fisher 634, yellow fracture disk 50–60 psig (Rockwell IP-U no longer made)

3 10090016 3 1” plug valve, Rockwell, Model 2024-1/2, socket weld, 720 lb WOG

4 10084727 (a) 1” pipe, extra heavy, bare, plain ends

5 10088723 4 1/4” Threadolet

6 10099064 3 1/4” test connection

7 10088858 2 1” tee, socket weld, 3,000 lb fitting

8 10087440 3(b) 1” elbow, 90º, socket weld, 3,000 lb fitting

9 10089002 2 1” union, socket weld, 3,000 lb fitting

10
10088884 1 1” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 5/8” drill)

10088889 1 2” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 1-1/2” shell cutter and 2” x 1” reducer, Material Number 10088201)

11 10084727 1(a) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 8” long, plain ends

12 10084727 1(a) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 7-3/4” long, thread both ends

14 10085661 1 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 4” long, threaded (cut into two 2” nipples)

15 10084727 1(a) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 5-3/4” long, plain ends

16
10098765 1 Fiberglass vault, lid and basement extension (replacement lid Material No. 10098767) — Vault 18” Deep

10098769 1 Extend Vault 8” Deep (59-00113) if needed to extend vault depth

17 10089528 2 1/4” ball check valve, Fisher P-503 (for below grade only)

18 10098849 (c) Padlock

19 10089571 1 Locking device for vault bypass valve

20 10084727 6(a)
(b) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 3” long, plain ends

21 10089954 1 1/4” Kingston token relief set at 45 psig. Spring range 45–110 psig. Relief setting is adjustable. If the regulator is set higher than 35 psig,
adjust the relief setting to 10 psig above the regulator setting, but DO NOT exceed 60 psig.

22 10089593 3 Locking device for above grade Rockwell plug valve

23 Nonstock 1 Paper relief valve capacity tag from local Engineering, per GasOperations Manual, 
 (required for 1” distribution stands; not required on service stands)

Procedure 12.2, Tagging OverpressureDevices (Distribution
Facilities)

24 10090016 1 Valve, plug, 1”, 2024-1/2

25 10097170 1 Roadway box, 4-1/2” shaft

31 10087482 2 2” 90º weld ell

35 10088201 3 2” x 1” weld reducer

53 10084730 - 2” coated pipe, butt weld, cut to required length

(a) Cut from 1” pipe, Material No. 10084727. 
(b) Two additional elbows and nipples are required for below grade installation. 
(c) Below grade installation requires one padlock. Above grade installation requires three padlocks.

FIGURE 4

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-2
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 Relief Valve Set upFIGURE 6

BILL OF MATERIAL FOR 1” ABOVE GRADE STAND WITH RELIEF

Item Material
No. Qty. Description

1
10090447 1 1” Sprague B-35N, 1/4” orifice, blue & white spring, range 28–48 psig, set at 30 psig

10090449 - 1” Fisher Type 627, 1/4” orifice, green spring, range 15–40 psig, set at 30 psig.

3 10090016 3 1” plug valve, Rockwell, Model 2024-1/2, socket weld, 720 lb WOG

4 10084727 (a) 1” pipe, extra heavy, bare, plain ends

5 10088723 3 1/4” Threadolet

6 10099064 5 1/4” test connection

7 10088858 2 1” tee, socket weld, 3,000 lb fitting

8 10087440 4 1” elbow, 90º, socket weld, 3,000 lb fitting

9 10089002 3 1” union, socket weld, 3,000 lb fitting

10
10088884 1 1” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 5/8” drill)

10088889 1 2” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 1-1/2” shell cutter and 2” x 1” reducer, Material Number 10088201)

11 10084727 1(a) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 8-1/2” long, plain ends

12 10084727 1(a) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 12” long, thread one end

14 10085661 1 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 4” long, cut one threaded end off

15 10084727 1(a) 1” pipe nipple extra heavy, 5-3/4” long, plain ends

16 10085693 1 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 6” long, cut one threaded end off

18 10098849 6 Padlock

19 10084727 6(a) 1” pipe nipple, extra heavy, 3-1/4” long, plain ends

22 10089593 3 Locking device for Rockwell plug valve

23 Nonstock 1 Paper relief valve capacity tag, from local Engineering per Gas Operations Manual, 
 (required for 1” distribution regulator stands; not required on service stands)

Procedure 12.2, Tagging Overpressure Devices
(Distribution Facilities)

24 10097506 1 2” relief stack cap

25 10089961 1 1” Fisher 289P- 15 relief valve with 6358B pilot, 3-125 psig spring range, set at no greater than 60 psig

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-2
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26 10097718 1 Fiberglass enclosure

27 10087438 2 3/4” socket weld 90º ell

28 10085693 1 1” nipple, 6” long, one end threaded (cut into two 3” nipples)

29 10093013 1 Vent guard

30 10087351 1 Parker threaded adapter 1/2” FPT x 1/4” MPT

31 10087482 3 2” 90º weld ell

32 10087389 1 3/4” x 1/2” socket weld reducing coupling

33 10084781 - 3/4” pipe, coated, cut to required length

34 10084591 2 3/8” tubing

35 10088201 3 2” x 1” weld reducer

36 10088623 1 2-1/2” – 2” x 3/4” Sockolet

37 10089995 2 1/4” needle valve

38 10053492 1 1/2” nipple, threaded, 6” long, cut off one thread end to appropriate length

39 10037457 1 Parker tube fitting 3/8” x 1/2”

40 10037453 1 Parker tube fitting 3/8” x 1/4”

41 10089137 1 Parker 1/2” male branch tee

42 10053430 1 1/2” x 3” threaded nipple

43 10090046 1 1/2” Jamesbury ball valve (includes locking device)

46 10090013 1 1” full-opening WKM ball valve, both ends threaded, B138 CS 02, with locking device

48 10088607 1 1/4” Sockolet

49 10085623 1 1/4” x 3” pipe nipple, threaded, cut off one end to required length

50 10097170 1 Roadway box, 4-1/4” shaft

51 10090016 1 Valve, plug, 1”

52 10088907 1 Tee, 2” x 2” x 2”, welding

53 10084730 - 2” pipe, coated, butt weld, cut to required length

54 10089524 1 F-200, 2” expeller

55 10095352 1 2” aluminum flange, flat faced 150 lb series

56 10028541 1 2” aluminum pipe, cut to length needed

57 10087833 1 Flange, 2”, weld, FF, 150 lb

58 10098319 2 Flange ring gasket, 1-3/8” x 4-1/8” x 1/16”, for 150 lb series

59 10097104 4 5/8” x 4” studs

(a) Cut from 1” pipe, Material Number 10084727

FIGURE 7
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Construct drips from plastic pipe where possible.

If protection is needed, install drips in drip boxes (see the Steel Main Connection section within this Practice), at grade or just below
grade.

Standard Pressure Drips — Use 1-1/8” plastic pipe and a riser with a lockwing and a plug at the outlet.

Medium Pressure Drips — Use 5/8” plastic pipe and a riser with a lockwing and a plug at the outlet.

For liquid removal, containment and disposal refer to Gas Operations Safety .Practice 14, Removing Liquids from the System

NOTE
For a shorter installation, replace the insulating lockwing with a 3/4” noninsulating lockwing.

PLASTIC RISERS

Main Size Length

Standard Pressure 1-1/8”
4’4”

6’6”

Medium Pressure 5/8”
4’0”

6’6”

FIGURE 1

PREFAB PLASTIC RISER

COUPLING
PLUG

SUPPORT SLEEVE

WOOD BLOCKING (MATERIAL NO. 10097225)

6” AND SMALLER C.I

FIGURE 2

019 Gas Mains Drips

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_14
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Pressure Testing Drips
Air test new installations at a minimum of 90 psig for 10 minutes before the main is tapped.

Test through the top of the service tee or the outlet end of the drip.

Soap test any pipe or fittings that you cannot pressure test.

Cast Iron Main Connection
6” and Smaller Procedure

1. Pressure test the drip.

2. Clean the main with a chipper/scaler at the drip location.

3. Preassemble a vented band clamp with a 1-1/4” x 1-1/4” x 1-1/8” malleable service tee (10088760).

4. Place the band clamp and service tee over the main next to where the drip is to be installed.

5. Install a second vented band clamp. Place it over the cleaned main and with the outlet up.

VENTED BAND CLAMP

Main Size 1-1/4” Tap

3” 10087108

4” 10087109

6” 10087111

FIGURE 3

SAFETY WARNING
Before proceeding to the next step:

Prepare to collect liquids that will escape through the tap hole.

Consider monitoring the excavation for LEL and wearing a fire suit.

1. Install an E4 machine in the band clamp outlet and drill 3/4” holes through the top and bottom of the main.

Collect any liquids that pour out of the main.

Drilling through the bottom of the band clamp will destroy the clamp; but it can be used for drilling future drip installations.

NOTE
An alternate drilling procedure on 6” and 4” is to tap and thread the top of the main and install the E4 machine
in the tap hole. Then, drill a 3/4” hole through the
bottom of the main.

2. Remove the clamp and drilling machine.

3. Slide the clamp and service tee over the holes and tighten it onto the main.

Position the tee over the bottom hole.

The band clamp will seal the top hole.

4. Attach a 5-lb anode to a nut on the vented band clamp.

5. Complete construction of the drip with an appropriate length of 1-1/8” tubing, support sleeve, blocking, riser, locating wire and
fabricated drip box (see Fabricated Drip Box section within this Practice).

8” and Larger Procedures
1. Pressure test the drip.

2. Clean the main with a chipper/scaler.
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3. Install appropriate tapping/drilling equipment on the bottom of the main.

4. Drill and tap a 1” hole in the bottom of the main.

SAFETY WARNING
Before proceeding to the next step:

Prepare to collect liquids that will escape through the tap hole.

Consider monitoring the excavation for LEL.

Consider wearing a fire suit.

5. Install a brass tee.

6. Complete construction of the drip with an appropriate length of 1-1/8” tubing, support sleeve, blocking, riser, locating wire and
fabricated drip box (see Fabricated Drip Box section within this Practice).

Steel Main Connection
1. Weld a tee on the bottom of the main.

Main Pressure Tee and Drip Size Material No.

Medium 5/8” -

Standard 1-1/8” 10088809

FIGURE 4

2. Construct the drip using appropriate size and length of tubing, support sleeve, blocking, riser, locating wire, and fabricated drip box.

3. Pressure test the drip.

SAFETY WARNING
Prepare to collect the liquids before proceeding to the next step.

4. Tap the tee.

Plastic Main Connection
1. Fuse a tee to the bottom of the main.

MEDIUM DENSITY FUSION SERVICE TEES

Main Size

Standard Pressure
1-1/8” Outlet

Medium Pressure
5/8” Outlet

Medium Density Medium Density

2” 10089262 10089191

4” 10089264 10089213

6” 10089266 10089215

FIGURE 5

2. Construct drip using appropriate size and length tubing, riser, locating wire, and fabricated drip box.

3. Pressure test the drip.

SAFETY WARNING
Prepare to collect the liquids before proceeding to the next step.

4. Tap the tee.
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Fabricated Drip Box

FIGURE 6

Materials Needed
Pipe nipple (6”, 8”, 10”, or 12” diameter; 18” long)

1/4” flat plate steel

3/16” chain (12” long)

3” x 3” x 1/4” angle iron (if not available, use flat plate)

Fabrication
1. Cut three pieces of angle iron 2” long or flat plate steel 3” long x 2” wide.

2. Weld equally spaced around the outside diameter of the pipe even with the end of the pipe.

3. Cut the lid the same size as the outside diameter of the pipe.

4. Cut 3 guides 3” long out of the flat plate steel, and then weld them to the lid to fit the inside diameter of the pipe.

5. Weld one end of the chain to the bottom of the lid and the other end to the inside of the pipe.

6. Weld the word “Gas” or “Drip” on the top of the lid.

7. Paint the box yellow.
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Pressure Testing for Leaks

Before pressure testing service lines, ensure the internal cleaning process has occurred via 
.

Practice 22, Gas Service
Construction

Pressure test all services before pressurizing with gas.

When possible, apply the pressure test through the top of the service tee.

Pressure test from the main connection to the last lock wing valve ahead of the meter.

After stabilizing, any decrease in the gauge reading during the test is leakage.

After finding and repairing any leak, repeat the test.

After the service is pressurized with gas, soap test connections not pressure tested.

During the test, all personnel not essential to the operation are to remain safely away from the equipment under test. Ensure that
every reasonable precaution is taken to protect personnel and the general public during the test.

SAFETY WARNING
During pressure test of all services (SP, MP, and HP) DO NOT leave unsupervised.

NOTE

If using pre-tested pipe, ensure the date and markings printed on the pipe is legible (normally printed every 2”), along
with pressure test certification .

DO NOT use pipe or fittings if the markings are illegible

SP and MP Services
Pressure Testing Procedure

1. Connect the test header to the top of the service tee (see SP and MP Test Header section within this Practice).

For replacement services or service tees threaded into tapped mains, test through the gas main end of the service line
before connecting it to the tee.

For repaired, disconnected, depressed, or abandoned services, see alternate requirements within this Practice.

2. Make sure the service lockwing is closed.

3. Connect and turn on the air supply.

4. Open the test header valve.

5. Pressurize the service to a minimum of 90 psig, but no higher than 120 psig.

EXCEPTION: 112 psig for 1-1/8” OD high density

EXCEPTION: 115 psig for 1-1/8” OD medium density

6. Close the test header valve.

020 Pressure Testing Services
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7. Shut off and disconnect the air supply.

8. Lightly tap the gauge occasionally throughout the test to ensure that the needle is not sticking.

9. For service lines less than 2” in diameter, test for 10 minutes. For service lines 2” in diameter or larger, determine the test duration
using the Pressure Test Duration Calculator for Medium and Standard Pressure Mains in Practice 001, Pressure Testing — Mains.

10. Slowly open the test header valve to release the air pressure.

11. Disconnect the test header.

12. Tap the main and install the service tee cap.

13. Soap test the service tee cap.

14. Complete the paperwork including the test certification

HP Services
Test the high-pressure portion from the main to the regulator with compressed nitrogen or air at 600 psig. Test the service beyond the
regulator with air at a minimum of 90 psig. See  section within this Practice.Pressure Testing Procedure — HP Services

NOTE
For Jackson Headquarters Only: For services off the 500 psig main, test the High Pressure piping at 750 psig.

Test Preparation
DO NOT install the shutoff and/or the regulator until after the pressure test is completed.

Close bypass valve on 1” and larger stands.

Installations with Only a Regulator (3/4”)
Install a steel cap (10054829) on the nipple ahead of where the regulator will be located.

Installations with a Regulator and Automatic Shutoff
The following steps are necessary for pressure testing the nipple and test connection that are between the regulator and shutoff.

1. Install a high-pressure threaded coupling (3/4”, 10054916; 1”, 10054918) where the regulator will be located.

2. Install the nipple with the test connection that goes between the regulator and the shutoff into the coupling.

3. Install a threaded steel cap (3/4”, 10054829; 1”, 10054831) on the end of the nipple.

Installations with a Regulator and Relief Valve
Install a high-pressure steel cap (1”, 10054831; 2”, 10054857) on the nipple ahead of where the regulator will be located.

Pressure Testing Procedure — HP Services
1. Install test header (see the  section within this Practice) on top of valve tee.600 psig Test Kit for High Pressure Services

2. Open the test header valve on the compressed nitrogen or air cylinder.

3. Pressurize to 600 psig from the valve tee to the closed bypass valve and the temporary steel cap.

4. Shut the test header valve.

5. Shut off and disconnect the nitrogen or air cylinder.

6. Lightly tap the gauge occasionally throughout the test to ensure that the needle is not stuck.

7. For service lines less than 2” in diameter, test for 10 minutes. For service lines 2” in diameter or larger, obtain the pressure test
duration from the Form 671 ( ) in the work order packet. If Form 671 ( ) is not in the work order packet, contact
Engineering.

Figure 5 Figure 5

8. Slowly open the test header valve to release the pressure.

9. Disconnect the test header.
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10. Pressure test the rest of the piping before installing the regulator (and the automatic shutoff).

Remove the token relief valve (Item 21, refer to ) and install a temporary
cap on the thread let, OR

Practice 025, High Pressure Service Construction

If the installation contains a relief valve (Item 25, refer to ), shut off the
inlet and pilot valves during the pressure test and reopen them after the test. Connect the test header to the piping
downstream of the regulator/ automatic shutoff.

Practice 025, High Pressure Service Construction

Use Steps 2–11 in the SP and MP Services section within this Practice.

11. Install the regulator (and automatic shutoff).

12. Re-install the token relief valve that was removed in Step 10; or, if the installation contains a relief valve, open and lock the pilot
and inlet valves.

13. Tap the main.

14. Soap test all connections not pressure tested.

15. Complete the paperwork including the test certification and Form 671, if required. Indicate the times and pressures for both the
High Pressure and Medium Pressure tests.

Regulator Set Pressure — Test the set pressure of the high- pressure regulator to ensure proper delivery pressure. Refer to
Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 12.3, Set Pressures for Distribution Regulation Facilities

Relief Valve — Refer to ,
for relief valve set pressure procedure.

Work Method 147, Fisher 289H, 289HH, and 289P-167AR Relief Valve Set Pressure Inspection

Repaired Services
Pressure test like a new service if possible.

If not possible:

1. Pressure test from the repair point to the lockwing.

2. Soap test all connections not pressure tested, AND

3. Bar test or leak survey from the main to the repair point.

Reactivating Disconnected Services
1. Pressure test the disconnected service like a new service from the point of disconnection to the last lock wing valve ahead of the

meter.

2. Bar test (every 10’) the portion of the service that remained pressurized from the point of disconnection to the main.

Replacing Riser Only
Pressure test the riser at the time of installation or use a pre-tested riser.

Abandoned or Depressed Services
Reused Portions of Previously Abandoned Services — Pressure test like a new service. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 

, for reactivating service instructions.
Procedure 3.4,

Reactivating Services

Pressure Gauge Handling and Operations
Follow requirements outlined in Gas Operations Manual, .Reference 7-C, Pressure Gauges

Records

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-3
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12w-147
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3-4
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-c
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Report the certification of a pressure test(s) for new or replaced services on one of the following:

Form 1007, Operation and Maintenance Order ( )Figure 4

Field Device

Record the actual pressure used during the test.

HP services require two certifications: one for the HP portion and one for the MP portion

If using pretested, emergency, or after-hours pipe/riser, attach the pressure test certification to the work order.

If the pressure test certification is marked on the pipe/riser, copy the information to the work order.

SP and MP Test Header
Pressure Gauges B 0-160 psig, Material Number 10064608

Optional Adaptor ( ) is used when a pressure test is required for an incident investigation on a Standard Pressure service
because it is performed at the current operating pressure. A tire pump is used to pressurize the service.

Figure 1

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

Number Description

1 Innagoz Service Tee

2 Central Service Tee

3 Central High Volume Tee

FIGURE 4

600 psig Test Kit for High-Pressure Services
Return Nitrogen Cylinders to the distributor once every 5 years for a safety check.
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HP regulator equipped with  0–3,000 
psig cylinder gauge and a 0–1,000 
psig delivery gauge, or equal

1/4” adapter — female 
NPT, female NPT swivel

1/4” 2,280 psig minimum 
rated hydraulic hose with 
1/4” male NPT fittings

HP quick-connect coupling 
with single end shutoff, 
stem 1/4” female NPT body 
assembly, 1/4” male NPT

1/4” Threaded type ball valve

1/4” x 3” nipple, extra heavy

1/4” x 3/4” reducing 
bushing, extra heavy

3/4” x 1/4” extra heavy 
threaded tee

0–1,000 psig
test gauge (10064632)

HP nitrogen or air cylinder, 
medical Size K or industrial 
Size 3-S equipped with 
handwheel Valve CGA-580 
outlet

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
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 Form 1007FIGURE 8
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 Form 671, page1FIGURE 9A
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 Form 671, page 2FIGURE 9B
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 Form 671, page 3FIGURE 9C
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Revised 04/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice describes backfilling services, including the use of proper backfill material and the associated tasks of compaction and
cleanup.

Backfilling
Material

Use material that is free of rocks or other objects that might damage the pipe or pipe coating.

Use sand if the excavated material cannot be used as backfill.

DO NOT use corrosive material like salvaged foundry sand or core sand.

Take care to assure that damages to the coating or dents to steel pipe, and gouges or kinks to plastic pipe, do not occur during
backfilling.

Plastic Piping
Use loose soil or sand and foot tamp into voids under service piping and main to eliminate stress points.

Force wood blocking under support sleeve (if applicable).

Before power tamping, foot tamp to 3” above piping with loose soil or sand that is free from rocks and frozen material.

Compaction
Compact backfill when surface restoration is necessary.

Operator is required to compact backfill in six to twelve inch stages

In Unmaintained or Rough Areas
Compact enough to avoid either excess mounding or ditch depressions.

Roadway or Shoulder
Compaction should be with the same material excavated.

Compact to the original condition.

If excavated spoil is any material which cannot be properly compacted, sand backfill and compact appropriately to avoid washouts
and settlement.

Cleanup
Use the following table to determine the cleanup required.

021 Backfill and Cleanup (Services)
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Type/ Location of Work Task

New Business

Complete Preliminary Cleanup Remove excess material, equipment, and debris.

Public Right of Way or Easements Restore the disturbed area as close as possible to its original condition.

Customer’s Property Backfill and neatly place the excess dirt over the excavation.

Maintenance
For Customer-Requested Work (meter relocations, etc.) The customer is responsible for the final restoration.

For Consumers Energy Company Initiated Work Restore the disturbed area as close as possible to its original condition.

Pavement
Make a temporary repair using cold patch after backfilling and compacting.

Write up a Pavement Repair Ticket for final restoration.

FIGURE 1
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Pre-Job Preparation
Work Site Inspection
Look for evidence of other underground facilities:

Inspect the construction zone for adequate MISS DIG staking. If un-staked facilities are suspected (such as near a drop from a
utility pole) call for a re-stake. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 6.7, Miss Dig Notification

Locate sewer and water manholes and open them to identify direction and depth of sewer lines and water mains. Refer to Gas
Operations Manual, .Reference 6-B, Protecting Water and Sewer Facilities

If an existing service stub is used to re-establish service to a customer, the main marker to identify the stub, as well as any marker
ball installed, should be removed and returned to inventory.

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT enter manhole or extend any part of your body below the surface of manhole. Refer to 

.
Corporate Safety Manual

520-2, Working in Confined Spaces

Piping Material
Use plastic pipe or tubing for services. EXCEPTIONS:

Use steel pipe for sizes larger than 6”.

Use High Pressure steel pipe to construct piping subjected to high pressure.

Pipe Manufacturer’s Identification Markings — The following markings are required:

Size and sizing system (IPS, CTS, or OD)

DR or minimum wall thickness

Manufacturer

GAS

Material

ASTM number (D2513)

Date manufactured

NOTE
If using pre-tested pipe, Ensure the date and markings printed on the pipe is legible
(normally printed every 2') along with pressure test certification. DO NOT use pipe or fittings if the markings are
illegible.

Transporting, Storing, and Stringing Plastic Pipe —Refer to .Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

Inspect unused pieces of plastic tubing:

Fuse good pieces of 5/8” tubing (longer than 20’) to a coil of tubing for future use.

Fuse good pieces of 1 1/8”, 1-1/4”, or 2” tubing (longer than 10’) to a coil of tubing for future use.

Use short or damaged pieces of 2” for protective sleeves.

Excess Flow Valve (EFV)

022 Gas Service Construction

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-7
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Refer to  for installation guidelines, procedures, and additional information.Practice 023, Excess Flow Valve (EFV) and Curb Valve

For all services where an EFV was installed, place a Presence of EFV tag ( ).Figure 24

Service Route
Where practical, construct services in a straight line perpendicular to the main. Document tie down dimension of installed services,
if offsets are made ensure dimensions are clear enough to locate from records in the future.

Before installing new business service, renewal or tie-over of existing service refer to Gas Service Manual, 
 for meter location restrictions.

Practice 5-15, Meter
Location

Residential driveways for new construction/renewals or relocations:

If no other location is available to relocate the service to, and a meter is located on the driveway side of a residence, a
minimum distance of 3-1/2’ is needed between the driven portion of the driveway and the building

If space is not available or installation can be damaged by traffic, install guard posts or meter shroud.

Charge for the installation of posts.

Offsets — Use only when necessary, because offsets are difficult to locate and stake.

When service is complete paint and stake service route, refer to Gas Operations Manual Reference 6-D, Staking New or Replaced
Mains and Service Facilities After Construction.

Non-Joint
Avoid diagonal services that cross the entire front of the property:

D

OK OK OK Avoid

FIGURE 1

Joint
Avoid running separate gas (G) and electric (E) services in joint projects:

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gsm/gsm.pdf#gsm_5-15
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E

G
Joint

Joint

D

Best OK
Avoid

FIGURE 2

Field Changes
For pre-planned work, a Form 2802, Gas Service Work Order ( ) or Form 1007, O&M ( ) is provided with
instructions about the work to be done.

Figure 21 Figure 22

Review the information in a tailboard conference before beginning the job. The expectation is that the job will be executed as
designed.

Some changes may need to be made in the field. When field changes are proposed, follow the guidelines in .Figure 3

FIELD CHANGE GUIDELINES

Type of Change Required Action

Service route Crew may make route changes unless specifically noted on work order drawing or in special instructions. If the change is
to branch the service, contact the CES or CES Team Leader. Document new service route appropriately.

Service diameter or material Change requires CES or CES Team Leader approval.

Meter location
Change within 10’ permitted if due to location of the customer’s fuel line, an obstacle or a meter location conflicting

with Gas Service Manual,  requirements; or with customer approval signature on service
order. Document new meter location appropriately.

Practice 5.15, Meter Location

Meter size Change requires CES or CES Team Leader approval.

Riser size Change requires CES or CES Team Leader approval.

House regulator Change requires CES or CES Team Leader approval.

Service regulator stand location or
above/below grade; orifice size; or

overprotection device.

Change permitted with approval from CES, CES Team Leader or Senior Field Leader. Senior Field Leader approval
required for change to below grade regulator stand, refer to Practice 025, High Pressure Service Construction.

FIGURE 3

Riser and Meter Stand Installation
Meter Stand Installation

RM/Metris — Refer .Practice 029, RM/Metris Meter Stand Installation

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gsm/gsm.pdf#gsm_5-15
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Mobile Home Pedestal — Refer to .Practice 030, RM/Metris Mobile Home Meter Stand Installation

Temporary Support — Refer to .Practice 031, RM/Metris Temporary Meter Stand Installation

Outside Shutoff Valve
An outside shutoff valve is required on all services.

Use an above grade shutoff on residential services.

An above grade shutoff is preferred on all other services. A below grade valve is allowed if an above grade shutoff cannot be used.

Shutoff Valve Operation
Always turn valve to the right to close it.

Facilitate Emergency Shutoff
Above Grade — Install the aboveground service line valve in the riser with the valve core perpendicular to the building. Install the
valve core at least 12” above grade.

Below Grade — Install below grade valve in a readily accessible curb box near the property line. Refer to 
, for below grade entrances

Practice 032, Below Grade
Service Entrances

End Services with Closed Valves
Seal the lock wing and install a locking device on the valve unless the service will be used immediately.

Riser Assembly Installation

1. Install the riser so it is vertical entering the ground.

2. Install the unprotected plastic portion of the riser at least 18” below grade.

3. Use only heat fusion or electrofusion to attach the plastic riser assembly to the service tubing.

Use a stab fitting when connecting 5/8” dissimilar density pipe (black to yellow). This connection is approved for the
following:

Construction tie-overs

Cut and reconnects

Capping off pipe

Any other task requiring a connection of dissimilar 5/8” plastic pipe

Refer to the following:

Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

Practice 040, Hydraulic Butt Fusion

Practice 042, Electrofusion

 and  provide Material Numbers for riser assembly components.Figure 4 Figure 5

5/8” AND 1-1/8” RISER ASSEMBLY

Assembly Component
5/8” Service Size 1-1/8” Service Size

Riser Height Material Number Riser Height Material Number

Plastic Riser Assembly
4’ 10” 10097022 4’ 0” 10097027

6’ 6” 10097024 6’ 6” 10097029

Bypass Riser - - 6’ 6” 10097056

Lockwing Valve 3/4” 10089770 1” 10089768

Replacement Insulating O-Ring 3/4” 10098613 1” 10098617

FIGURE 4
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1-1/4” AND 2” RISER ASSEMBLY

Assembly Component

Service Size

1-1/4” 2”

Material
Number

Material
Number

Fusion elbow (90º) 10089440 10089349

Plastic riser assembly 10097018 10097020

Valve, lockwing 10089782 -

Valve, ball, weld x flange - 10090114

Replacement insulating O-ring 10098615 -

Insulating kit, Series 15 - 10098615

4-5/8” x 4” stud bolts with nuts - 10097104

Blind flange, Series 15 - 10087722

If a meter bypass is required, remove the plastic riser assembly from above and add the following parts.

Bypass riser 10097049 10097051

3/4” lockwing (non-insulated) 10089787 10089787

3/4” plug 10086146 -

Pin/Barrel lock 10098855 10098855

FIGURE 5

Paving Provision
If the area around a service riser or over a below grade service entrance is likely to be paved, provide for future bar testing:

Protect riser with a plastic sleeve.

On above grade service risers, tape 1-1/8” plastic conduit of suitable length to the outside of sleeving material used, a minimum of
2" above grade and 8" below grade.

Install conduit at a slight angle so the probe bar (while bar testing) will miss the meter stand assembly and service. see .Figure 6

On below grade entrances, install a lead wire box (Material Number 10097162) or plastic pipe close to the wall, slightly offset from
the service.

Figure
6

FIGURE 6

Pipe Installation Methods
Preventing Cuts, Gouges, Kinks, Scrapes, and Stretching

Inspect pipe for damage where it emerges from bores and pull-plows.

If there are cuts or gouges, expose and replace the entire damaged portion on 1-1/8” and smaller services.

For 1-1/4” and larger services, cut out damage that exceeds 10% of the wall thickness (Refer to 
).

Work Method 10, Plastic Service
Repair

Remove the cause of the damage (impingement) if the same bore hole or plow slot will be used.

For long bores or pulls, dig spot holes to examine the pipe for damage.

Cut out stretched and kinked pipe

Observe Pipe Entry while Pulling
For pulling 5/8” and 1-1/8” PE service pipe while boring or pull plowing, observe the pipe at the entry point as it is pulled in.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3w-10
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It should continue to move at a steady pace.

If pipe movement stops or its pace is interrupted, pipe yielding may be indicated. Inspect pipe and take appropriate action
according to the Preventing Cuts, Gouges, Kinks, Scrapes, and Stretching section within this Practice.

For pulling 1-1/4” and larger PE service pipe while boring or pull plowing, the use of a weak link device is required. For weak link
device material numbers, refer to the Weak Link Material Numbers table (Figure 3) in Construction & Field 

.
Practice 008, Plastic

Main Construction

Plowing
Plow chute method — Direct bury the service through a plow chute to minimize pipe damage.

Pull plow method —

Observe the pipe during entry per the Observe Pipe Entry while Pulling section in this Practice.

Inspect the leading edge of the installed pipe for scratches, cuts, gouges, and stretching.

Cut out any damage or stretched pipe.

Boring

SAFETY WARNING
Constant communication between the horizontal directional drill operator and person(s) inspecting/guiding pipe is required.
Before rotating during pullback, the horizontal directional drill operator must communicate to person(s) inspecting/guiding the
pipe, to make them aware the rods will be rotating. While the rods are roatating, the individual(s) must be ready to safely
remove themselves from the potential of injury if the pipe unexpectedly rotates.  the boring operation  until
the AOC has been identified and corrected.

STOP IMMEDIATELY

Observe the pipe during entry per the Observe Pipe Entry while Pulling section within this Practice.

For details on road crossings, refer to .Practice 014, Road Crossings

For tree boring requirements, refer to .Practice 015, Tree Boring

When boring near existing gas facilities, refer to .Practice 013, Boring Near Existing Gas Facilities

NOTE

Use Form 1452, Direction Bore Pre-Shot Checklist ( ) when performing directional bore operations
during the construction of a gas project operations during the construction of a gas project

Figure 25

Use Form 2834, Boring Procedure Validation ( ) when performing any bore operation (directional,
missile, squeeze bore, etc.) during the construction of a gas project.

Figure 26

Trenching
1. String pipe alongside the trench, making sure no objects on the ground will cut or gouge the pipe.

2. Install caps if dirt or moisture could enter the pipe (Refer to ).Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

3. Inspect the trench bottom and remove anything that could damage or impinge on the pipe.

4. Put the service pipe and locating wire into the trench. DO NOT spiral wrap the pipe with the wire.

5. Fill voids under service pipe if the backfill could put excessive external loading on the pipe

NOTE
When installing a service line parallel to a building, whenever possible install the service line in undisturbed soil.

Insertion
For details, see .Practice 026, Gas Service Insertion

Copper Splitting
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For details, see .Practice 088, Service Line Splitting

NOTE
All newly installed pipe must be locatable. Test all newly installed mains and services with electronic pipe locators for continuity,
repair if needed. All newly installed mains and services must be staked upon completion of installation.

Pipe Bending
PIPE BENDING RADIUS

Pipe Diameter Minimum Bending Radius (R)

5/8” 15”

1-1/8” 28”

1-1/4” 40”

2” 60”

For 2”, use 90º fusion elbows (Material Number 10089349) to make sharper bends.

FIGURE 7

R

FIGURE 8
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Depth and Clearances

NOTE
DO NOT install permanent service lines above grade.

Temporary Above Grade Installation of Plastic Pipe
Uncased plastic pipe may be temporarily installed above grade under all of the following conditions:

Installation of a temporary above grade pipe is approved by the Senior Field Leader.

Any hazards and sources of external loading can be identified and avoided.

The pipe is located where damage by external forces is unlikely.

The pipe is clearly marked and protected using barriers, cones, caution tape, etc.

The pipe is used above grade for no more than six months.

Based on the manufacture date, the pipe is less than two years old during the period it is above grade.

The work order is completed with “Further Action Required” to indicate that a permanent below grade replacement is
required.

Example of hazards can include but are not limited to the following:

Automobile traffic

Farming equipment

Off-road vehicles

Lawn mowers

Construction equipment for mains, refer to Gas Operations Construction & Field .Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT install aboveground pipe if hazards cannot be avoided.

Cover
Install buried service lines at the following minimum depths:

Public right-of-way — Maintain a minimum cover of 18”.

Private right-of-way — Maintain a cover of 18” where practical.

DO NOT install services with less than 15” of cover.

EXCEPTIONS: When you cannot maintain the specified minimum cover because of other underground structures, case or shield the
service:

Ream ends of casing pipe and insert protector bushings before inserting the plastic. Refer to 
.

Practice 026, Gas Service
Insertion

In high water table areas, where water can enter the casing pipe, freeze, and squeeze off the inserted plastic. Restrict
casing sizes as shown in .Figure 9

PLASTIC PIPE SIZE RESTRICTIONS

Plastic Size (inches) Maximum Casing Inside Diameter (inches)

5/8” 1”

1-1/8” 2”

1-1/4” 3”

2” 4”

FIGURE 9
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Government permits — Ensure the cover depth conforms to blanket permit specifications.

Clearance of other underground facilities — Locate and hand expose underground facilities such as telephone, electric, and
other pipelines at all crossings (refer to Gas Operations Manual, ).
See  for clearance practices.

Reference 6-A, Hand Exposing Underground Facilities
Figure 10

NOTES

When minimum clearance is not possible, case or shield the gas service with PVC. See  to
prevent freeze-off.

Figure 9

Use PVC Schedule 40 for 5/8” through 3” casings, and PVC DB (or equivalent) for 4” casing.

12” MIN

12” MIN

12” MIN

12” MIN

MAINTAIN MIN   TRENCH DEPTH

GAS MAIN

GAS MAIN

GRADE

MANHOLE

UTILITY POLE

FOREIGN FACILITY

ALT #1

ALT #2

Side View

Top View

FIGURE 10

Joining Methods
Plastic Piping and Fittings

Use heat fusion or electrofusion for plastic joining

Refer to the following:

Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

Practice 040, Hydraulic Butt Fusion

Practice 042, Electrofusion

Use a stab fitting when connecting 5/8” dissimilar density pipe (black to yellow). This connection is approved for the following:

Construction tie-overs

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-a
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Cut and reconnects

Capping off pipe

Any other task requiring a connection of dissimilar 5/8” plastic pipe

DO NOT use mechanical connections for the construction of new medium density (yellow) plastic pipe services.

Refer to , for electrofusion fitting Material Numbers and installation procedures.Practice 042, Electrofusion

For larger diameter standard-pressure services, refer to , for
examples of tie-ins and piping assemblies.

Practice 007, Main Assembly and Construction Drawing Examples

Plastic Pipe to Steel Pipe
1-1/4” and larger, with a plastic to steel transition fitting. Install transition fittings horizontally only.

Plastic Pipe to Steel or Copper Tubing
5/8” and 1-1/8”, with an approved mechanical fitting and joining technique (refer to 

 and . No permanent
fittings are available for 1-1/8” X-trube:

Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adaptors, and
Elbows for Medium Density PE Practice 044, Mechanical Service Tees and Saddle Tees for Medium Density PE)

NOTES

DO NOT use soap to assemble a compression fitting.

Soap reduces pullout resistance.

Where plastic pipe is connected to metallic piping with compression fitting, use a support sleeve that is:

12” minimum length,

Supported by wood blocking that is on firm or compacted soil,

Secured against movement, AND

Secured to the service tee at a main connection.

Steel Pipe
Use welding for steel joining. Refer to  and the following Gas Operations Welding Standards:Practice 084, Hot Work (T&S)

Section 5, Welding Procedures

Section 6, Qualification of Welders

Section 8, Inspection and Testing of Joint Preparation and Welds

Section 9, Acceptance Standards for Non-Destructive Testing

Appendix A, Integrally Reinforced Branch Fittings

Welding Procedure Specification

Use threaded pipe only, to connect auxiliary equipment such as regulators, overpressure protection devices and 3/4”, 500-lb
valves.

DO NOT use closed nipples.

Locating Wire
NOTES

DO NOT spiral wrap locating wire around the pipe.

Minimize contact with the pipe.
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LOCATING WIRE ORDERING DETAILS

Locate Wire Length (feet) Material Number

No. 12 500’ 10097072

No. 12 1,000’ 10097061

No. 12 2,500’ 10099810

FIGURE 11

Continuity Test (No Breaks)
All newly installed pipe must be locatable. Test all newly installed mains and services with electronic pipe locators for continuity,
repair if needed. All newly installed mains and services must be staked upon completion of installation. For clarity on painting and
flagging, refer to .Reference 6-D, Staking New or Replaced Mains and Service Facilities After Construction

If you cannot see all of the locating wire after the installation (tie-overs, plowing, bores, insertions, cave-ins), test the continuity with
a pipe locator. Refer to .Work Method 47, Electronic Pipe and Cable Locators

Verify continuity and paint/flag facilities placed in service (gassed up) daily.

Trenching
Use No. 12 locating wire.

Install locating wire in close proximity to the pipe to ensure accurate future locating.

DO NOT spiral wrap the locate wire.

Plowing
Use No. 12 locating wire.

DO NOT spiral wrap the locate wire.

If possible, install with a second chute dedicated for wire.

Boring
Use No. 12 locating wire.

DO NOT spiral wrap the locate wire.

Insertions
See Practice 026, Gas Service Insertion

Attaching at Plastic Main
Secure wire to main or service to prevent movement

Split bolt connector (Material Number 10099644) covered with Aqua-Seal tape (Material No. 10010584) or

Silicone-filled wire nut Material (No. 10099646)

It can connect as many as three No. 12 wires.

This connector cannot be reused.

Attaching at Steel Main
1. Attach service locating wire to main with a Thermit weld (refer to Gas Operations Manual, 

), as shown below.
Procedure 11.1, Exothermic Weld

Procedures

2. Coat and wrap the attachment point (refer to 
).

Work Method 174, Field Coating Application and Inspection — Maintenance and
Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_6-d
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Support Sleeve secured 
to service tee

Locating Wire

Blocking 
(10097225)

Exothermic Weld

Steel Main

FIGURE 12

Cast Iron Main
Secure service locating wire around service tee, as shown in .Figure 13

Vented
Band
Clamp

Cast Iron
Pipe

Support Sleeve
Secured To
Service Tee

Locating
Wire

Blocking
(10097225)

5 lb Anode
(10096990)

FIGURE 13
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Attaching at Meter End of Service
DO NOT attach the locating wire to the lock wing.

Spiral wrap the locating wire only on the above ground portion (riser protector) of the riser, as shown below. DO NOT spiral wrap the
locating wire on the below ground portion of the riser.

Secure the following with a plastic tie below the service shutoff valve (see ):Figure 14

The wire

A No Grounding tag ( )Figure 23

If an EFV was installed, secure a Presence of EFV tag ( )Figure 24

24” Maximum

1
2

” 
M

in

Plastic Tie

10099541

No Grounding tag (10099285)

EFV tag, if installed

Locate Wire 18” Min

Plastic Riser 

Assembly

FIGURE 14

Keep the locating wire away from metal structures such as siding, downspouts, pipes, and porch railings.

If attaching a new riser to an existing meter, the lock wing valve must remain accessible to operate but can be less than the 12”
minimum. (If meter stand needs to be rebuilt, due to corrosion on stand, SP to MP upgrade or relocation due to meter location
restrictions etc, lockwing is required to be at 12" minimum above grade.)

The vent on the regulator or meter should be a minimum of 12” above grade.

Main Connections
Install service tees on top (preferred) of the main. They also can be installed on the side of the main, but never on the bottom.

Plastic Main — Standard Pressure or Medium Pressure
For electrofusion service tees, refer to .Practice 042, Electrofusion

Consider using hot tap sidewall fusion for 2” service lines.

When using the No-Blow-By punch tool, refer to the manufacturer’s instructions outlined in 
.

Practice 086, Electrofusion — TN-017
No- Blow Tapping Tool

Steel Main
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Multiple mains — If same size, various pressure mains are known to be in the same area. Expose all and verify their pressures (refer
to ).Work Method 172, Pressurized Mains Work

Use weld tees in most cases. However, for Standard and Medium Pressure, if welding is not practical or welder unavailable:

Install a saddle tee or saddle and threaded tee (refer to 
, for installation procedures and Material Numbers).

Practice 044, Mechanical Service Tees and Saddle Tees for
Medium Density PE

Attach a 5 lb anode to the tee.

Support Sleeves — Install a 12” (minimum) support sleeve that extends beyond the blocking (see ).Figure 12

Pressure control fitting is required when installing either:

1-1/4” service off 1-1/4” main

2” service off 1-1/4” or 2” main

MEDIUM PRESSURE STEEL MAIN CONNECTIONS

Service Size
(inches)

Weld-On Service Tee (Material
Number)

Steel to Plastic Transition Fitting (Material
Number)

Maximum Drill Size
(inches) Weldolet

5/8” 10088823 Not Needed Self-punching -

1-1/8” 10088809 Not Needed Self-punching -

1-1/4” 10088882 10089088 7/8” Optional on 2”
main

2” 10088860 10089112 1-1/2” Optional on 4”
main

FIGURE 15

STANDARD PRESSURE STEEL MAIN CONNECTIONS

Service Size
(inches)

Weld-On Service Tee (Material
Number)

Steel to Plastic Transition Fitting (Material
Number)

Maximum Drill Size
(inches) Weldolet

1-1/8” 10088772 Not Needed 3/4” Optional

1-1/4” 10088882 10089088 1” Optional

2” 10088860 10089112 1-1/2” Optional

FIGURE 16

Cast Iron Main
For a Standard Pressure main, keep the service tap at least 12” from another tap connection or joint.

NOTE
Install a 12” minimum support sleeve that extends beyond the blocking (as shown in ).Figure 13

SERVICE TEE

Size (inches) Material Material Number Main Connection (inches)

1 x 1 x 1-1/8 Brass 10088774 1”

1 x 1-1/4 x 1-1/8 Brass 10088776 1-1/4”

2 x 2 x 2 Brass 10088803 2”

1-1/4 x 1-1/4 x 1-1/8 Malleable 10088760 1-1/4”

2 x 2 x 2 Malleable 10088805 2”

FIGURE 17

For 1-1/8” service off 6” and smaller cast iron

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2w-172
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Use an appropriate vented band clamp with a 1-1/4” x 1-1/4” x 1 1/8” malleable service tee an drill a 3/4” hole. Attach a
5-lb anode to a clamp nut.

ALTERNATE PROCEDURE: On 4” and 6” cast iron, drill and tap the main. Install a 1” x 1” x 1-1/8” brass tee.

For 1-1/8” service off 8” and larger cast iron, drill and tap a hole, then install the brass service tee.

For 1-1/4” and 2” service off cast iron:

Off 6” and smaller, use a vented band clamp and malleable service tee and attach a 5-lb anode to a clamp nut.

Off 8” and larger, drill and tap a hole, then install a brass service tee.

When using a 2” x 2” x 2” Normac brass service tee (Material Number 10088803) for a tie-in, make a 1-foot offset using
90º fusion ells.

Use 2” x 2” x 2” tee with 1 foot of 2” pipe and fusion reducer for 1-1/4” service.

If the tap has no cracks and the soil under the main has not been disturbed, reuse an existing tap with a brass service tee if:

Tap size is 1” in 4” or larger mains, OR

Tap size is 1-1/4” or 1”, in 6” or larger mains

If you cannot reuse the tap, install a vented band clamp and attach a 5-lb anode to a clamp nut.

VENTED BAND CLAMPS

Main Size (inches)
Material Number

1-1/4” tap 2” tap

3” 10087108 -

4” 10087109 10087133

6” 10087111 10087135

FIGURE 18

Maximum tap sizes — For maximum tap sizes in 3”–20” cast iron pipe refer to the following Work Methods:

Work Method 51, MP and HP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Work Method 52, SP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Swing Joint — Use only when inserting through old casing and reusing existing tap hole, as shown in .Figure 19

Cast Iron Main

1-1/8” Plastic

Max 2”

End Protector Bushing

Support

Sleeve
Brass Street Elbow

10087432

5’ max

FIGURE 19

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-51
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-52
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 NOTE
Ream all casing ends before inserting plastic.

Cathodic Protection
Services Off Steel Main

1. Examine the pipe for external corrosion, according to Gas Operations Manual, 
. Record the pipe condition on the work order

Procedure 11.4, Pipe and Coating Inspection —
Steel Mains and Services

2. Take a P/S (pipe-to-soil) read, according to Gas Operations Manual, 
. Record the read on the work order.

Procedure 11.8, Pipe-to-Soil Measurements, Surveys, and
Repairs

If the P/S read is less than 0.9 volt, install a 17-lb anode (Material Number 10096992), unless directed otherwise by the
Cathodic department, and test box where practical. Refer to , for test
lead wire installation instructions.

Work Method 106, Magnesium Anode Installation

Record the anode installation and test box location on the work order for entry into the Field Device.

3. Coat and wrap main and service tees, according to 
.

Work Method 174, Field Coating Application and Inspection — Maintenance
and Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Services Off Cast Iron Main
Install a 5-lb anode on saddle tees and vented band clamps.

Coat and wrap all attachments to cast iron main, according to 
.

Work Method 174, Field Coating Application and Inspection —
Maintenance and Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Internal Cleaning
Service with EFV

Before connecting a service line to the EFV and service tee, blow the service line with compressed air to remove any foreign
material.

Direct the flow away from structures and bystanders.

Service without EFV
Remove the cutter from the service tee and blow the service line with compressed air to remove any foreign material.

Direct the flow away from structures and bystanders.

Pressure Test
Test all services per Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

Tap or Drill Service Tee
Plastic Mains

1. Conduct any applicable safety checks of the fusion joint and pipe:

Check the manufactured fusion joint between the outlet and the EFV of all Kerotest that have 1” or smaller electrofusion
tees.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-4
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-106
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-174
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-174
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Flex the pipe in several directions looking for signs of failure at the manufacturer’s fuse joint (cold fuse). Notify the Field
Leader if this occurs.

2. Insert the tapping tool into the cutter. See the Hex Head Socket Wrench for Plastic Tapping Tees sections within this Practice.

3. Use a 1/2” ratchet or speed handle.

4. Turn the tool clockwise until the washer contacts the top of the tee.

SAFETY WARNING
Keep your head, face, and body away from the cutter in order to avoid injury from the cutter being backed out too far.

If it is turned too far (by using a tool without a washer stop), the coupon cutter will work its way off the end of the tool.

If the coupon cutter is stopped before the washer touches the top of the tee, it may only partially cut the main and create a
“flap” that could stop the flow of gas.

5. Back up the coupon cutter until it is flush with the top of the tee.

6. Replace the tee’s cap and soap test (refer to Gas Operations Manual, ) for leaks.Reference 5-E, Soap Testing

Hex Head Socket Wrench for Plastic Tapping Tees
SAFETY WARNING

Partially backfill the service up to the riser protector to prevent static electricity shock.

If backfilling is not practical, spray and wrap (refer to ) all exposed plastic that could be
touched.

Practice 037, Static Electricity

Figure
20

FIGURE 20

**When tapping tees on 8” PE, utilize non-stock 3-1/8” tapping tool.

Purging Gas Services
Before connecting the service to the meter, partially open the lock wing, but do not activate the EFV. If the EFV is accidentally
activated during purging, close the lock wing and wait for the service to depressurize. For immediate pressure equalization, run the
core of the service tee down. Refer to .Practice 023, Excess Flow Valve (EFV) and Curb Valve

Purge until gas has been released for a few moments.

Lockwings with Grease Fittings
Soap test (refer to Gas Operations Manual, ) the lockwing to verify that it is not leaking.Reference 5-E, Soap Testing

Grease the lock wing if it is leaking. Refer to , for instructions.Work Method 8, Greasing Lockwings

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_5-e
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_5-e
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3w-8
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 Form 2802FIGURE 21
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 Form 1007 – Operation and Maintenance OrderFIGURE 22

 No Grounding TagFIGURE 23
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 EFV TagFIGURE 24

 Form 1452 – Directional Bore Pre-Shot ChecklistFIGURE 25
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 Form 2834 – Boring Procedure ValidationFIGURE 26
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Revised 08/16/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
How an Excess Flow Valve (EFV) Works

An EFV is a device in a gas service line that automatically shuts off gas flow if the flow rate exceeds a certain amount (such as flow
due to third-party damage).

Before connecting a service line to the EFV and service tee, blow the service line with compressed air to remove any foreign
material.

Direct the flow away from structures and bystanders.

NOTE
A bypass is built in the EFV; therefore, a small amount of gas continues to leak out of the break during an EFV
activation.

How a Tripped EFV Resets
When the cause of the excessive flow rate is repaired, the EFV built-in bypass allows the service to repressurize and automatically
opens in the EFV.

The time required to repressurize a service depends on the length of the service and the service pressure. Refer to  in Gas
Service Manual Practice 6.5, Gas Meter Turn-On.

Figure 3

Where an EFV Is Required
An EFV is required on new and replaced service lines (replaced service lines include entire service line or replacement of any portion of the
service line where the tee or stub is exposed, if no alteration is made to an existing service, then an EFV is not required) on Medium
Pressure services (or the MP portion of a HP service) where the total installed meter capacity on the service is 10,000 CFH or less and the
service fits one of the following criteria:

Service to all single-family residential homes regardless of load.

Service to multi-unit residences with loads not exceeding the capacity of available EFVs.

Service to commercial buildings with loads not exceeding the capacity of available EFVs.

Branch services — If it is a copper service, replace the service with plastic, then branch. DO NOT branch off of a copper service.

Stubs and/or complete renewals if the tee is exposed at the main. If the tee is not exposed, install the EFV as close to the main as
possible, while ensuring accessibility to the EFV for future maintenance.

Tie-overs to new main:

SP — DO NOT install an EFV on Standard Pressure lines.

MP — Install an EFV

HP — Install an EFV on the Medium Pressure portion of service only if the regulator installation is being relocated or worked
on.

For all services where an EFV was installed, an EFV Tag ( ) must be installed on the riser.Figure 10

023 Excess Flow Valve (EFV) and Curb Valve

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gsm/gsm.pdf#gsm_6-5#figure2
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NOTES

An EFV is preferred for the installation for MP and HP mains.

If the service line doesn't meet the necessary criteria of where an EFV is required, install a curb valve as close to
the main as possible while ensuring accessibility to the valve.

Contact Engineering for a curb valve number and a Form 1676 ( ) to fill out if not located within the
work order packet.

Figure 11

Where an EFV Is Not Required
DO NOT install an EFV on the following:

A Standard Pressure (SP) service

The known main pressure is under 10 psig

Where the customer’s load exceeds 10,000 CFH

A service that is High Pressure from the main to the meter installation

MODELS AVAILABLE

EFV Size
(inches)

Maximum Flow Rate (CFH)
at 10 psig

Dresser
Manufacturer I.D.

UMAC Manufacturer
I.D.

Perfection (Elster)
Manufacturer ID

Material
No.

Meters Normally
Installed

5/8”

400 Low Capacity (Green
Label)

Series 350 (Yellow
Label) Series 400 (Blue Label) 10089819 175 or 250 Metris

700 or 800 Medium Capacity
(Blue Label)

Series 800 (Purple
Label) Series 800 (Orange Label) 10089820 425 (400 and 415)

1-1/8”

1,800 High Capacity (Red
Label)

Series 1800 (Green
Label) Series 1800 (Green Label) 10089817 630, 800 (750) and

Sonix 880

2,600 - Series 2600 (Pink
Label) Series 2600 (Pink Label) 10204054

Larger than 880 or
multiple meter
manifold services2”

2,600 - Series 2600 (Pink
Label) Series 2600 (Pink Label) 10204053

5,500 - Series 5500
(Turquoise Label)  10204052

10,000 - Series 10,000 (Tan
Label)   10204070

: The listed meters are only guidance of typical installations. Use the EFV calculator to determine the proper EFV size. 1-1/8” EFVs can be installed on 1-
1/4” services.
NOTE

Curb Valve
A curb valve or EFV (EFV is preferred) is required on any new or replaced service line where the installed meter capacity exceeds 1,000
SCFH. If an EFV cannot be installed, a curb valve is required.

When required to install a curb valve, use Form 1676 Designated Valve ( ).Figure 11

Contact Engineering to obtain a valve ID number and a Form 1676 if the form is not provided in the work order packet.

Refer to  for direction on how to tag valves.Work Method 7W-70 Valve Box Identification

NOTES

The exceptions for installing an EFV (listed in the Where an EFV is Not Required section of this Practice) do not
apply to curb valves.

Curb valves are required if they meet the curb valve criteria, even if an exception for using an EFV exists.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/make+this+a+link+to+wm70
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Flow Rates
EFVs contain a movable part that closes off the gas flow at a predetermined flow rate and inlet pressure.

Service Work Orders
Install the size and location as indicated on the order.

If a 700 CFH EFV is indicated (Medium Capacity, Dresser) and an 800 CFH EFV is used (Series 800 UMAC), correct the service order
with the 800 CFH EFV installed.

For Emergency Service Replacements
Install an EFV or curb valve when repairing the entire service or when repairing or partially replacing a service where the existing service
tee at the main is exposed.

Use the  to determine the EFV and service size based on the total installed meter capacity and the length of the
service.

EFV Calculator

For multi-unit residential stands, multiply the number of meters by the capacity of those meters to get the total installed meter
capacity for the . EXAMPLE: If the service is feeding a 3-meter Metris 250 stand:EFV Calculator

The EFV maximum flow rate for a single-meter 250 Metris stand is 400 CFH

There are three meters: 3 x 400 CFH

The total installed meter capacity is 1,200 CFH

If the total installed meter capacity is greater than 10,000 CFH, DO NOT install EFV. Install a curb valve instead.

Include empty meter slots in the total.

DO NOT install an EFV with a maximum flow less than the total installed meter capacity without engineering approval.

Note the EFV or curb valve size and location on the work order.

Contact engineering to obtain a curb valve number and to fill out a Form 1676 ( ).Figure 11

EFV Installation
The EFV is factory installed into a stick of plastic that can be fused, electrofused, or mechanically connected on a plastic service.

Install the EFV stick with the flow arrow pointing toward the customer(s).

Do not reduce to smaller diameter pipe downstream of an EFV, with the exception of the riser. Increasing pipe size diameter
downstream of an EFV will not affect performance and is acceptable.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#assets
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#assets
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EFV

EFV

EFVEFV

Match EFV and
Services Size

Increase Service Size
Downstream of EFV

Example: 5/8” Tee, 400 EFV, 1-1/8” Services

Okay to Reduce at Riser Location
Example: 2” Service, 1-1/8” Riser

DO NOT Decrease Service
Size Downstream of EFV

(Except for Risers)

 EFV Pipe Reduction ExamplesFIGURE 2

Typical EFV Stick Locations
Correct the service order if the EFV is installed at a different location (tee, branch, regulator, or other). If other, dimension the location.

For a Medium Pressure service, install the EFV at the outlet of the service tee. See .Figure 3

FIGURE 3

For a High Pressure service, install the EFV at the beginning of the plastic service (downstream of the regulator). See .Figure 4
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FIGURE 4

For a new branch service where both branches are being constructed at the same time, install an EFV at the main. DO NOT install
EFVs in branches off copper services. See .Figure 5

FIGURE 5

When branching off an existing customer’s service with no EFV present at the main, install EFVs toward each customer at the
branch tee. DO NOT install EFVs in branches off copper services.
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FIGURE 6

When branching off an existing customer’s service with an EFV present at the main, follow the instructions shown on the service
card (If the total load is greater than the EFV at the main, a larger EFV may be needed at the main).

FIGURE 7

When installing a stub or doing a complete renewal:

Install an EFV at the outlet of the service tee where the tee is exposed at the main.

If the tee is not exposed, install the EFV as close to the main as possible, while ensuring accessibility to the EFV for future
maintenance.

On the service order, document EFV location as “Other” and dimension the EFV location.

Purging
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Because the EFV closes during an excess flow, purging the service with gas must be done in a controlled manner. DO NOT fully open
the lockwing.

If the EFV is accidentally activated during purging, close the lockwing and wait for the service to repressurize.

Service Call
The EFV will activate or limit flow when:

A broken service is causing a high gas flow.

The customer’s load is higher than expected and exceeds the EFV flow rating.

A foreign object like dirt is trapped in the EFV.

Broken Service
Squeeze off or shut off the service to stop the flow.

The EFV built- in bypass allows a small amount of gas to repressurize the service and automatically opens the EFV.

High Customer Load
If a customer’s load is greater than the EFV flow rating, remove the EFV and notify CES Team Leader so the service can be re-engineered.

Foreign Object in EFV
If dirt or other object blocks off the EFV, remove EFV and blow out the service. Install new EFV.

Records for Service Call
Use the field device or Form 1007, Operation and Maintenance Order ( ) to report replacement of EFV due to capacity or
malfunction. Use Form 207, LeakCon Report ( ) if replacement is due to leakage.

Figure 8
Figure 9
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 Form 1007 – Operation and Maintenance OrderFIGURE 8
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 Form 207 – Leak Repair ReportFIGURE 9

 EFV TagFIGURE 10
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 Form 1676 – Designated ValveFIGURE 11
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice describes requirements for joint trench construction.

Refer to Service Construction Instructions in , for additional details common to all service
installations.

Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

Separation and Depth
Typical Joint Trench Service Construction Requirements

• Vertical separation is preferred. An alternative that requires local approval is Horizontal Separation (see section within this
Practice).

Electr ic −Communications

24”
Min.

Final Grade

Earth Fill

Communication
Cables

Electric
Service

FIGURE 1A

024 Joint Trench Service Construction
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Electr ic − Gas

33”
Min.

Earth Fill

Final Grade

Electric
Service

Gas Service

18” Min.

12” Min.

FIGURE 1B

The separation distance and minimum depths shown below reflect code requirements and/or Company policy. In areas with a rough
grade only, maintain an additional 6” depth.

Use random-lay between electric and communication cables. When random-lay is not permitted, use 12” of vertical or horizontal
separation (communication cables can be telephone and/or CATV cables).

Use a two-stage backfill for vertical separation. Compact the first stage of the backfill to ensure a firm base for the gas service and
to prevent pull-outs caused by settling.
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Gas −Communications
Final Grade

Earth Fill

Communication
Cables

Gas Service
33”
Min.

18” Min.

12” Min.

FIGURE 2A
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Electr ic − Gas − Communications

33”
Min.

Final Grade

Earth Fill

Communication
Cables

Electric Service

Gas Service

18” Min.

12” Min.

FIGURE 2B

Horizontal Separation
Maintain a minimum cover of 24”.

Maintain a minimum horizontal separation of 12”.
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Horizontal Service Trench
Final Grade

Communication
Cables

Electric Service

Gas Service12”
Min.

24” Min.

FIGURE 3

Typical Road Crossing

Install cable crossings without conduit unless the government permit requires conduit.

DO NOT install communication cables in the same conduit with primary and secondary electric cables.

Install road crossings to the greater of the minimum depths required by Company methods and the permit.

Top View

(Roadway)

Boring Pit

Gas
Joint Trench

Boring Pit

Cables

Conduit

12″ Min.

FIGURE 4A
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Side View

Road Crossing Depth

Ditch

Electric and/or 
Communications Cable

Roadway

Boring Pit Wall
Gas

Ditch

FIGURE 4B
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
For services off of ≥ 20% SMYS mains, refer to  for the requirement to search for
reinforcing saddle tees.

Procedure 2-2, Searching for Reinforcing Saddles

Any alterations to figures in this section require detailed drawings, alternate part numbers or specific modifications required. This
includes exact length, diameter, etc.

3/4″ Regulation
Install above grade stands only outside of the public right of way.

Select a location that is not hazardous to traffic.

Preferred locations: near trees or utility poles.

Install protective posts only on the customer’s property.

Use  or  within this Practice when the location must be in public right-of-way or if an above grade stand is not
practical.

Option 2 Option 3

Use a non-internal relief regulator (non-IRV) in buried and vault installations. Install a check valve (Fisher P-503) in the vent of both
the regulator and the automatic shutoff in the downward position (when possible). This prevents water from entering the diaphragm
case.

Install regulators and the automatic shutoff (make sure the vents on the shutoff are aimed down).

Install the automatic shutoff with the diaphragm casing below the valve body.

Use a 1” valve tee on 20”, 24”, or 26” mains. Drill by following .Work Method 62, 1” and 2” HP Valve Tees

Install EFV at Medium Pressure outlet of High Pressure stand if required; refer to 
.

Practice 023, Excess Flow Valve (EFV) and Curb
Valve

Bring wire above ground and wrap around leg of stand, and install a “No Grounding” tag (Material No. 10099285) with a plastic tie
(Material No. 10099541).

Apply a natural gas approved seal/lubricant (Material No. 10156252 or equivalent) to union and pipe threaded joints in order to
prevent seizing. Tighten all threaded joints firmly.

Coat and wrap below grade bare pipe, regulators, and automatic shutoffs; refer to 
.
Work Method 173, Field Coating Application

and Inspection — New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Loosely wrap the tape around the check valve(s) on these devices to create an air pocket.

This allows the regulator or automatic shut-off device to vent.

Coat and wrap the above grade pipe to the first fitting, per 
.
Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New

Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

Paint above grade piping according to .Work Method 133, Painting — Distribution Facilities

Pressure test according to .Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

025 High Pressure Service Construction

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-2
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-62
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12w-133
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3/4” REGULATOR SELECTION

Type Additional Automatic Overpressure Device
Required

Bury
it?

Color
When

Purchased

Approved
Manufacturer

Internal Relief Valve
(IRV) No No Grey

Actaris B35R
Schlumberger B35R
Sprague B35R
Equimeter 046-2
Invensys 046-2 Fisher 627R

Non-Internal
Relief Valve

(Non-IRV)
Yes Yes Red Actaris B35N Schlumberger B35N Sprague B35N Fisher

627

: See  for Bill of Material.NOTE Figure 7

FIGURE 1

Option 1
Preferred installation with internal relief regulator

Avoids High Pressure gas at the building wall

Cuts the pressure to 30 psig at the property line

NOTE
For Option 1, minimum distance from the main tie-in to the first elbow is 12”.
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FIGURE 2

Option 2
Install a non-internal relief regulator with an automatic shutoff in a vault where an above grade site is not available.

1. Install the High Pressure service below grade in a fiberglass housing.

2. Install a lockwing (Item 5 in ) with the grease point aimed up.Figure 3

3. Position the vaults a minimum of 12” from the main tie-in.

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT install a non-internal relief regulator with an automatic shutoff in high water table areas.
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FIGURE 3

Option 3
Use only in areas with water problems where an above grade site is not available. Approval from the local Senior Field Leader is
required.

Install a High Pressure shutoff valve (see Bill of Material — Item 22, , not on drawing) if the service regulator is installed
more than 3’ from the main or if the main is under pavement.

Figure 8

Install the valve immediately upstream of the regulator.

A curb box is not required.
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FIGURE 4

Option 4
NOTE
This option is only allowed on C&I services.

Venting of Gas CAN be Tolerated
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7

12″ Min.

Actaris
B-35-R

(see note 1)

Invensys
046-2

(see note 2)

Notes:
1. Rotate spring housing to 
aim vent downward.
2. Remove vent screen, install 
street ell and reinstall screen in ell.

FIGURE 5

Venting of Gas CANNOT be Tolerated
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FIGURE 6
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BILL OF MATERIAL FOR 3/4” HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE

Item Description Material
No.

Quantity

Option

1 2 3 4

1 3/4” (internal relief) service regulator, set at 30 psig. Actaris B35R, 3/32” orifice, blue spring, range 20–40 psig, or Invensys 046-2,
1/8” orifice, white spring, range 15–52 psig 10090445 1 1

2 3/4” (no relief) service regulator, set at 30 psig- Actaris B35N, 1/8” orifice, blue spring, range 20–40 psig, or Fisher 627, 1/8” orifice,
green spring, range 15–40 psig. : Item 3 required with these no-relief regulators.CAUTION 10090443 1 1 1

3 3/4” automatic shutoff, (tripout) Fisher 634 threaded, fracture disk 50-60 psig (Rockwell IP-L, no longer made) 10089858 1 1 1

4
3/4” weld tee, self-punching, with steel cap, OR 10088903 1 1 1 1

1” weld valve tee with steel cap 10088884 1 1 1 1

5 3/4” lockwing valve, 500-lb threaded, tamper-proof 10089791 1 1 1

6 3/4” union, socket weld, 3,000-lb 10088987 1 2 1

7 3/4” union, insulated, threaded, 150-lb 10086473 1

8 3/4” coupling, socket weld, 3,000-lb, where needed to join lengths of 3/4” pipe 10087418 1

9
3/4” x 5/8” coupling, compression, steel to plastic OR 10087274 1 1

3/4” x 1-1/8” coupling, compression, steel to plastic 10087218 1 1

10
3/4” x 5/8” adapter, threaded, steel to plastic 10096680 1

3/4” x 1-1/8” adapter, threaded, steel to plastic 10096600 1

11 Shear protector, 3” sleeve 10099198 1 1 1

12 No. 12 locating wire 10099810 1 1 1 1

13 Half of 3/4” x 6” nipple, extra heavy, black, threaded 10085655 1 4 2

14 3/4” elbow, 90º socket weld, 3,000-lb 10087438 4 6 1

15 3/4” x 3” nipple, extra heavy, black, threaded 10053563 1 2

16 3/4” street ell, 90º, extra heavy, galvanized 10085457 2

18 Half of 3/4” x 12” nipple, extra heavy, black, threaded 10085657 2 1

19 3/4” pipe, bare, cut to required length 10084725 1 1 1 1

20 1/4” ball check valve, Fisher P-503 10089528 2 2

21 Pipe wrap — coat and wrap below grade bare pipe (refer to ).Work Method 133, Painting — Distribution Facilities - 1 1 1

22 Valve, 500-lb, threaded (not shown on drawing, see  within this Practice)Option 3 10098766 ?

23 Fiberglass vault and lid (replacement lid: Material No. 10098767) 10098765 1

25 1/4”, 90º vent 10095032 1

26 1”, 90º, street elbow, galvanized 10085336 1

27 1/4” threadolet 10088723 1 1

28 1/4” test connection 10099064 1 1

29 3/4” pipe, coated, cut to required length 10084781 1 1 1 1

30 No Grounding tag 10099285 1

31 Plastic Tie 10099541 1

FIGURE 7

1” Regulation with Automatic Shutoff (Tripout)
Above Grade Regulation

See  for Bill of Materials.Figure 10

For service stands ≥1”, check with the Field Leader to determine if a shutoff valve (“G” valve) is warranted.

If so, build the stand in accordance with .Practice 018, Distribution Regulator Stand Construction
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Consideration should be given to safety, location, and potential area expansion where a distribution stand may be required in the
future.

1. Coat and wrap below grade bare pipe according to 
.

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel
Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

2. Coat or paint exposed piping to resist atmospheric corrosion according to 
.

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and
Inspection — New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

3. Install check valve in the regulator and automatic shutoff vent in the downward position (when possible).

4. Lock the bypass valve in the “closed” position.

5. Install automatic shutoff with the diaphragm casing below the valve body

6. Apply a natural gas approved seal/lubricant (Material No. 10156252 or equivalent) to union and pipe threaded joints in order to
prevent seizing. Tighten all threaded joints firmly.

7. Grease the valves after welding the stand.

8. Pressure test according to .Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services
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FIGURE 8

Below Grade Regulation
See  for Bill of MaterialsFigure 10

For service stands ≥1”, check with the Field Leader to determine if a shutoff valve (“G” valve) is warranted.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
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If so, build the stand in accordance with .Practice 018, Distribution Regulator Stand Construction

Consideration should be given to safety, location, and potential area expansion where a distribution stand may be required in the
future.

1. Coat and wrap below grade bare pipe according to 
.

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel
Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

2. Coat or paint exposed piping to resist atmospheric corrosion according to 
.

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and
Inspection — New Steel Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

3. Install check valve in the regulator and automatic shutoff vent in the downward position when possible.

4. Lock the bypass valve in the “closed” position.

5. Install automatic shutoff with the diaphragm casing below the valve body.

6. Apply a natural gas approved seal/lubricant (Material No. 10156252 or equivalent) to union and pipe threaded joints in order to
prevent seizing. Tighten all threaded joints firmly.

7. Grease the valves after welding the stand.

8. Pressure test according to .Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services
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BILL OF MATERIAL FOR 1” REGULATION WITH AUTOMATIC SHUTOFF

Item Description Quantity Material
No.

1
1” B-35N, 1/4” orifice, blue and white spring, range 28–48 psig, set at 30 psig 1 10090447

1” Fisher 627, 1/4” orifice, green spring, Range 15–40 psig, set at 30 psig 1 10090449

2 1” automatic shutoff (tripout), Fisher 634, fracture disk 50-60 psig, (Rockwell IP-U no longer made) 1 10089860

3 1” plug valve, Rockwell, Model 2024-1/2, socket weld, 720-lb WOG 3 10090016

4 1” pipe, extra heavy, bare, plain ends (1) 10084727

5 1/4” Threadolet 4 10088723

6 1/4” test connection 3 10099064

7 1” tee, socket weld, 3,000-lb fitting 2 10088858

8 1” elbow, 90°, socket weld, 3,000-lb fitting 3(2) 10087440

9 1” union, socket weld, 3,000-lb fitting 2 10089002

10
1” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 5/8” drill) 1 10088884

2” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 1-1/2” shell cutter and 2” x 1” reducer, Material No. 10088201) 1 10088889

11 1” pipe nipple, 8” long, plain ends 1(1) 10084727

12 1” pipe nipple, 7-3/4” long both ends threaded 1(1) 10084727

14 1” pipe nipple, 4” long, threaded (cut into two 2” nipples) 1 10085661

15 1” pipe nipple, 5-3/4” long, plain ends 1(1) 10084727

16
Fiberglass vault, lid and basement extension (replacement lid Material No. 10098767) — Vault 18” Deep 1 10098765

Extend Vault 8” Deep (59-00113) if needed to extend vault depth 1 10098769

17 1/4” ball check valve, Fisher P-503 (for below grade only) 2 10089528

18 Padlock 1 10098849

19 Locking device for vault bypass valve 1 10089571

20 1” pipe nipple, 3” long, plain ends 6(1)(2) 10084727

21 1/4” Kingston token relief set at 45 psig. Spring range 45–110 psig. Relief setting is adjustable. If the regulator is set higher
than 35 psig, adjust the relief setting to 10 psig above the regulator setting, but do not exceed 60 psig. 1 10089954

22 Locking device for above grade Rockwell plug valve. 1 10089593

1. Cut from 1” pipe, Material No. 10084727. 
2. Two additional elbows and 3” nipples required for below grade installations.

FIGURE 10

1” Regulation with Relief Valve
See  for the Bill of Material.Figure 12

For service stands ≥1”, check with the Field Leader to determine if a shutoff valve (“G” valve) is warranted.

If so, build the stand in accordance with .Practice 018, Distribution Regulator Stand Construction

Consideration should be given to safety, location, and potential area expansion where a distribution stand may be required in the
future.

1. Use the regulator stand with a relief valve only where a commercial or industrial customer cannot tolerate a shutdown.

2. Only install above grade installations outside of the public right-of-way

3. Install the bypass valve with a locking device, and lock the valve in the “closed” position

4. Apply a natural gas approved seal/lubricant (Material No. 10156252 or equivalent) to union and pipe threaded joints in order to
prevent seizing. Tighten all threaded joints firmly.

5. Pressure test according to .Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

6. Coat and wrap below grade bare pipe according to 
.

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel
Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-173
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7. Coat or paint above grade piping to resist atmospheric corrosion.

8. 2” expeller (Item 54) needs to be installed between 6” and 12” from grade.
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FIGURE 11

BILL OF MATERIAL FOR 1” STAND WITH RELIEF VALVE

Item Description Quantity Material No.

1
1” B-35N, 1/4” orifice, blue and white spring, range 28–48 psig, set at 30 psig 1 10090447

1” Fisher Type 627, 1/4” orifice, green spring, range 15–40 psig, set at 30 psig - 10090449

3 1” plug valve, Rockwell, Model 2024-1/2, socket weld, 720-lb WOG 3 10090016

4 1” pipe, extra heavy, bare, plain ends (1) 10084727

5 1/4” Threadolet 3 10088723

6 1/4” test connection 5 10099064

7 1” tee, socket weld, 3,000-lb fitting 2 10088858

8 1” elbow, 90, socket weld, 3,000-lb fitting 5 10087440

9 1” union, socket weld, 3,000-lb fitting 3 10089002

10
1” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 5/8” drill) 1 10088884

2” Mueller No-Blo valve tee, No. H-17656 (use 1-1/2” shell cutter and 2” x 1” reducer, Material No.10088201) 1 10088889

11 1” pipe nipple, 8-1/2” long, plain ends 1(1) 10084727

12 1” i i l 12” l d th d d (1) 10084727
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12 1” pipe nipple, 12” long, one end threaded 1(1) 10084727

14 1” pipe nipple, 4” long, cut off one threaded end 1 10085661

15 1” pipe nipple 5-3/4” long, plain ends 1(1) 10084727

16 1” pipe nipple, 6” long, cut off one threaded end 1 10085693

18 Padlock 4 10098849

19 1” pipe nipple, 3-1/4” long, plain ends 6(1) 10084727

22 Locking device for Rockwell plug valve 1 10089593

24 2” relief stack cap 1 10097506

25 1” Fisher 289P-53 relief valve with 6358 pilot, 3-125 psig spring range, set at no greater than 60 psig 1 10089961

26 Fiberglass enclosure 1 10097718

27 3/4” socket weld 90º ell 2 10087438

28 Half of 1” x 6” threaded nipple 1 10085693

29 Rockwell vent guard 1 10093013

30 Parker threaded adapter 1/2” FPT x 1/4” MPT 1 10087351

31 2” 90º ell 2 10087482

32 3/4” x 1/2” socket weld reducing coupling 1 10087389

33 3/4” pipe, coated, (cut to required lengths) 5’ 10084781

34 3/8” tubing (Cut from stock) 2’ 10084591

35 2” x 1” weld reducer 3 10088201

36 3/4” Sockolet 1 10088623

37 1/4” needle valve 2 10089995

38 Half of 1/2” x 6” threaded nipple 1 10095494

39 Parker tube fitting, 3/8” x 1/2” 1 10037457

40 Parker tube fitting, 3/8” x 1/4” 1 10037453

41 Parker 1/2” male branch tee 1 10089137

42 1/2” x 3” threaded nipple 1 10053430

43 1/2” Jamesbury valve (includes locking device) 1 10090046

46 1” full-opening Jamesbury ball valve, both ends threaded, B138 CS-02, lockable 1 10090042

48 1/4” Sockolet 1 10088605

49 1/4” x 3” pipe nipple, black, one end threaded 1 10085623

52 Tee, straight, welding, 2” 1 10088907

53 2” C&W pipe, butt weld, cut to required length as needed from stock - 10084730

54 F-200, 2” Expeller 1 10089524

55 2” aluminum flange, flat faced 150-lb series 1 10095352

56 2” aluminum pipe, cut to required length 1 10028541

57 Flange, 2”, weld, FF, 150-lb 1 10087833

58 Flange ring gasket, 1-3/8” x 4-1/8” x 1/16”, for 150-lb series 2 10098319

59 5/8” x 4” studs 4 10097104

1. Cut from 1” pipe, Material No. 10084727

FIGURE 12

2” Regulation with Relief Valve
See  for Bill of Material.Figure 14

For service stands ≥1”, check with the Field Leader to determine if a shut-off valve (“G”valve) is warranted.
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Consideration should include safety, location, or potential area expansion where a distribution stand may be required at a later
date.

If so, build the stand in accordance with .Practice 018, Distribution Regulator Stand Construction

1. Use the regulator stand with a relief valve only where a commercial or industrial customer cannot tolerate a shutdown.

2. Install above grade installation only outside of the public right-of-way and on the customer’s property.

3. Install the bypass valve with a locking device, and lock the valve in the “closed” position

4. Apply a natural gas approved seal/lubricant (Material No. 10156252 or equivalent) to union and pipe threaded joints in order to
prevent seizing. Tighten all threaded joints firmly.

5. Pressure test according to .Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

6. Coat and wrap below grade bare pipe according to 
.

Work Method 173, Field Coating Application and Inspection — New Steel
Installation (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping)

7. Coat or paint the above grade piping to resist atmospheric corrosion.
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BILL OF MATERIAL FOR 2” REGULATION

Item Description Quantity Material
No.

101 Relief valve, 2” Rockwell 257S, flanged, set at 60 psig, spring part No. 091-00-021-00; spring range 48–65 psig, color: black
(manufacturer delivers with 12–24 spring range) 1 10089928*

102 2” Weld neck flange, 150-lb flat faced 1 10087833

103 3” Weld neck flange, 150-lb flat faced 1 10087835

104 3” x 2” butt weld reducer 1 10088225

105 Regulator, Fisher 627; 2”, screwed end connections, green spring, No. 10B3077X012, Range 15–40 psig, 3/8” diameter orifice 1 10090463

106 Pipe 2”, 0.154” wall, API 5L, bare - 10084587

107 Pipe 2”, 0.154” wall, API 5L, C&W - 10084730

108 Elbow, 90°, welding, 2”, long radius, 0.154” wall 4 10087482

109 Flange, weld neck, 2”, 150-lb FF 5 10087833

110 Flange, weld neck, 2”, 300-lb RF 2 10087857

111 Bull plug, 1/4”, extra heavy, hex head 1 10088158

112 Reducer, 2” x 1” end for 0.154” wall; 1” end, 0.133” wall 2 10088201

113 Sockolet, standard weight, 1/4” 1 10088607

114 Threadolet, standard weight, 1/4” 3 10088723

115 Tee, 2” x 2” x 2”, 0.154” wall 3 10088907

116 Flange ring gasket 3-1/2” x 5-3/8” x 1/16” 2 10098333

117 Rockwell locking device for Rockwell 2024-1/2 1 10089593

118 Valve, 2” Homestead Figure-652 or Resun Figure D-451, 125-lb FF flanged, wrench operated, 200-lb WOG, with locking device 1 10089910

119 Valve, needle globe, 1/4” (female threaded) 1 10089995

120 Valve, Rockwell, 1”, 2024-1/2, 720-lb WOG socket weld with 2” square shank adapter No. 12180, wrench operated 1 10090016

121 Ball valve, 2”, 200-lb WOG wrench operated, weld by weld. Weld ends for welding to 0.154” wall pipe, 2” square shank adapter
(locking device not needed) 1 10090113

122 Ball valve, 720-lb WOG, wrench operated, weld by weld. Weld ends for welding to 0.154” wall pipe, 2” square shank adapter
(locking device not needed) 1 10090116

123 Nipple, threaded 1/4” OD x 3” long (cut off one thread) 1 10085623

124 Pipe 1”, extra heavy butt weld, API 5L, plain ends - 10084727

125 Stud bolt, 5/8” x 4” with two hex nuts 12 10097104

126 Stud bolt, 5/8” x 3-1/2” with two hex nuts 20 10097103

127 Relief cap, 3” Plastigage 1 10097527

128 Flange ring gasket, 2-3/8” x 4-3/8” x 1/32”, for 300-lb 2 10098321

129 Flange ring gasket, 1-3/8” x 4-1/8” x 1/16” for 150-lb 6 10098319

130 “Petes Plug” No. 100 pressure and temperature 3 10099064

131 Valve tee, 2”, Mueller H-17656 (use 1-1/2” shell cutter) 1 10088889

132 Padlock, No. 774 Yale 2 10098849

133 F-300, 3” expeller 1 10089525

134 3” aluminum flange, flat faced 150-lb series 1 10087812

135 3” x 10’ aluminum pipe, cut to required length 1 10028562

*Order from Metering Technology Center, Jackson

FIGURE 14
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Revised 10/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Insert new piping in retired service piping or casing when feasible.

Insertion of new piping can eliminate road bores and minimize cleanup required, especially for system improvement work.

Water can enter the casing pipe, freeze, and squeeze off the inserted plastic. To prevent this, restrict casing sizes as shown in
.Figure 1

CASING SIZE RESTRICTIONS

Plastic Size Maximum Casing ID

3/8” 5/8”

5/8” 1”

1-1/8” 2”

1-1/4” 3”

2” 4”

FIGURE 1

Flexible Conduit Installations
Insert 5/8” plastic, #12 locating wire, and attached 4’ riser into the conduit.

A support sleeve is not necessary at the conduit outlet.

Plastic Insertion Procedure (5/8”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, and 2”)

Support
Sleeve

End Protector
Bushings

Blocking

End Protector
Bushings

12”–24”

Wire

#12 Locating Wire
(10023250)

FIGURE 2

1. Remove enough old casing pipe so the plastic is not stressed between the casing and the service tee, and between the casing and
the riser.

2. Cut out the existing curb valve, if installed.

026 Gas Service Insertion
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3. Place the blocking on firm soil, and slip on the support sleeves (refer to  for requirements).Practice 036, Plastic Joining

4. Ream casing pipe ends, and install end protector bushings.

BUSHING MATERIAL NUMBERS

Bushing Size Material Number

5/8" P x 3/4" S 10086724

1-1/8" P x 1-1/4" S 10086725

2" casing 10028853

3" and larger 10028855

FIGURE 3

5. Attach the locating wire as indicated in the Locating Wire section within this Practice.

NOTE
Complete all Thermit welding before inserting the plastic.

6. Close the leading edge of the plastic with a fusion cap or a mechanical bull-nose.

FUSION CAP AND BULL-NOSE MATERIAL NUMBERS

Size Bull-Nose Fusion Cap

5/8” 10099721 10089397

1-1/8” 10099733 10089398

1-1/4” 10099735 10089400

2” 10099737 10089121

FIGURE 4

7. After completing the insertion:

Pull enough pipe through to adequately inspect for cuts, gouges, or deep scratches.

Position the support sleeve.

3/8” Plastic Insertion Procedure
Use this procedure to insert 3/8” plastic tubing into 5/8” copper or X-trube tubing.

Insert 3/8” plastic only where conventional service replacement is impractical, such as under roads or in congested underground
areas; in other words, mobile home parks.

Use 3/8” plastic as a temporary repair when replacement is scheduled.

NOTE
DO NOT insert 3/8” plastic tubing if the minimum pressure at the service tap, on peak day, is less than that shown in

.Figure 5

MINIMUM SERVICE TAP PRESSURE

3/8” Service Length
Minimum Main Pressure Needed (psig)

100 CFH 200 CFH 300 CFH

60’ 16 psig 20 psig 24 psig

40’ 14 psig 17 psig 20 psig

FIGURE 5
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5/8” OD
Plastic

Support
Sleeve

5/8” OD Copper or X-Trube

3/8” OD Plastic
10084808

5/8” OD x 3/8” OD
Coupling
10087344

5/8” OD x 3/8” OD
Coupling
10087344

End Protector Bushing
10086723

5/8” OD
Plastic

Support
Sleeve

FIGURE 6

1. Install end protector bushings.

2. Slip on support sleeves (refer to , for requirements).Practice 036, Plastic Joining

3. Attach the locating wire as indicated in the Locating Wire section within this Practice.

4. Install a plug, such as a 1/4” stove bolt, in the 3/8” OD tubing to keep dirt out and help guide the plastic tubing.

5. Insert plastic into existing service.

6. Complete service tie-ins and position the support sleeves. Refer to 
 for coupling installation procedures.

Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adaptors, and Elbows for
Medium Density PE

Locating Wire
Preferred Method
Use locating wire to span the gaps in the casing.

Attach the wire to rigid steel casings with a Thermit weld before inserting the plastic.

For copper and X-trube casings, attach the wire with hose clamps.

Alternate Method
Insert a continuous #12 locating wire through the casing with the plastic.

DO NOT spiral wrap the wire.

Test the inserted wire for continuity (no breaks) with a pipe locator.

If working on a tie over where a plastic service is already inserted into steel with no wire present, refer to Step 10 of the Connect
the Plastic Tubing section in .Practice 033, Cut and Reconnect

Main Attachment
Where using casing as the locating device, DO NOT electrically bond between casing and the main (this causes a drain on the
cathodic system).

NOTE

For casing within 2’ of the main, DO NOT install locating wire between casing and main.

For casing more than 2’ from the main (such as tieover to new main), attach locating wire to casing and wrap
around the service tee.

Where wire is inserted through the casing, attach it to the main
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Meter End Attachment
Spiral the locating wire on the riser assembly.

Secure the wire and a “No Grounding Tag” with a plastic tie below the service shutoff valve.

Keep the locating wire away from metal structures such as siding, down spouts, pipes and porch railings.

Main Connections
DO NOT insert plastic tubing into service tees used for copper or X-trube services.

Remove malleable tees that are threaded directly into a cast iron main and replace with brass tees.

Refer to  for typical main connections.Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

Cathodic Protection
If this installation leaves an isolated portion of X-trube in service, install a 5-lb anode. Attach the wire with a hose clamp and fill out
a Form 1007 ( ).Figure 7

Coat and wrap all exposed metal pipe, fittings, clamps, and connectors.

Refer to , for additional cathodic requirements.Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

Pressure Test
Test like a repaired service (refer to ).Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

DO NOT test through a tapped tee.

Forms
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 Form 1007FIGURE 7
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Revised 04/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Use branch services from an existing service or for two new services. Branch services are especially appropriate where:

Buildings are set back a long distance from the main.

Existing main stops short of a new customer and no other potential customers can be served by a main extension.

Difficult construction conditions would make a separate service costly.

Pressure test both the new line and the existing service from the branch location to the lockwing when branching from an existing
service.

DO NOT branch a third service off of an already branched service. If there needs to be three or more services, part of the service
must be converted to main and tested as such. Consult Engineering for design specifications.

DO NOT branch the service stub parallel with the road in public right-of-way without a System Engineer’s approval.

Modular construction may be used in new residential subdivisions. A modular main is installed with the original main installation
order for the subdivision. See  for design and tagging.Figure 4

Easement Requirements for Buildings on Separate Properties
Customer-initiated branches require an easement anytime the branch service crosses a disinterested property that is not being
served by the branch, even if the same customer owns all the parcels (land).

For relocation of branch services, an easement is only required if relocation affects the neighbors’ property.

Branch Services to Two Customers

027 Branch and Modular Construction
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CAP STUB TO
VACANT LOT

SERVICE TO NEW
CUSTOMER

SIDEWALK

5′  MINIMUM
(MUST HAVE 
LOCATING WIRE)

LOCATE TEE HERE IF BUILT
PRIOR TO SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION.

LOCATE TEE IN PARKWAY IF BUILT
AFTER SIDEWALK IS IN PLACE.

R.

R.

R.

No Utility Easement Utility Easement
Install EFV at Service Tee

UTILITY EASEMENT

FIGURE 1

EFV and Tagging Requirements
New Services — Install EFV at the main.

Branch Into Existing Service —

If existing service has an EFV, it’s capacity must be large enough to handle both customers. The service work order should
indicate if a replacement is necessary.

If existing service has no EFV, install EFVs to each house at the branch tee.
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Main

EFV Locations

Branch Tee

Existing Service

Red Tag Red Tag

FIGURE 2

MATERIALS

Description Material Number

5/8” Plastic Tee 10089475

1-1/8” Plastic Tee -

5/8” x 1-1/8” Reducer 10089432

5/8” Plastic Cap 10089397

1-1/8” Plastic Cap 10089398

Red Tag 10099671

EFV (if needed)

5/8” (400 CFH) 10089819

5/8” (700 CFH) 10089820

1-1/8” (1800 CFH) 10089817

FIGURE 3
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Modular Design and Tagging Procedure
Locate EFV in each branch off the main header.

Install EFV when the service is constructed.

Blue Tag Blue Tag Blue Tag Blue TagYellow
Tag

Yellow
Tag

Main

1-1/8” Main1-1/8” or 5/8” Main

FIGURE 4

Tag Location and Color Representation — Install the 0.3” x 8” plastic tie-wrap firmly around the neck of the lockwing valve just
below the core.

TIE-WRAP

Color Material Number Representation

Red 10099571 Branch service

Yellow 10099583 Angled service to corner of lot

Blue 10099585 Angled service to corner of lot and parallell across front of adjacent lot

Green 10175071 Used for Medium Pressure upgrades from Standard Pressure

FIGURE 5
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Construct 4” and 6” services according to the construction procedures in . The following
requirements apply specifically to 4” and 6” plastic services.

Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

NOTE
For end services with closed valves, install a blind flange on the valve unless the service is to be used immediately.

Refer to  for:Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

Pipe joining

Pipe bending

Purging
Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 7-1, Purging Gas Mains and Services 3” and Larger

Typical Installations
The illustrations are schematics and do not show exact valve orientations or positions.

Do not shorten the steel side of a transition fitting. Heat from the weld could damage the O-ring at the center of the fitting.

See coupling installation procedures in .Work Method 2W-1, Mechanical Couplings and Insulators

028 4″ And 6″ Services

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2w-1
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SERVICE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Item No.
Service Size/Material No.

Description
4” 6”

Common Items For Service Construction

1 10089116 10089118 Transition fitting

2 10087837 10087839 Weld flange

3 10087726 10087728 Blind flange

4 10090154 10090141 Flanged valve

5 - 10089597 Locking device

6 10098672 10098674 Insulating kit

7
10099808 10099808 No. 14 locating wire

10099810 10099810 No. 12 locating wire

8 10096990 10096990 5-lb anode

9 - 10084826 Plastic pipe

10 10084632 - Steel pipe

Additional Items for Above Grade Service Entrance

11 10087486 10087488 90° elbow

12 10099541 10099541 Plastic tie

13 10087791 - Threaded flange

Additional Items for Below Grade Service Entrance

14 - - Weld-end valve

15 10097170 10097170 Road box

FIGURE 1

ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR MAIN CONNECTION

Item No.
Main Size

Description
4” 6” 8” 10”

16

10224615 10224722 10224713 - Coupling, Style 711 (CI main)

- - - 10087297 Coupling Style 39-62 (CI main)

10088507 10088509 - 10088511 Coupling, Style 40 (steel main)

10223426 10223427 - - Coupling, Style Permaset (CI main)

17
10088933 10088936 10088938 10088940 Tee (steel)

10089295 10089297 - - Tee (plastic)

18 10096992 10096992 10096992 10096992 17-lb anode

19 10087598 10087622 - - Line stopper fitting, bottom cut

20 10087486 10087488 - - 90° elbow

FIGURE 2

Main Tie-Ins
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Style 39–62 Coupling 
(with stiffener and 5#
anode if plastic).

A short piece
(6″ Min) to be
welded (or fused)
on each end of tee

( If steel )

Test wires 

and anode

 Standard PressureFIGURE 3
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Bottom cut pressure control fitting used
on 6″ and smaller main.

 Medium PressureFIGURE 4

Service Entrances
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TRANSITION
PIECE

PLASTIC TIE

TEST BOX

BRING PLASTIC LOCATE WIRE 
UP INTO TEST BOX

12″
MIN

2

3

4

5

81

7

12

2

4 5

13

11

5#
 A

N
OD

E

 Above GradeFIGURE 5

NOTE
The preferred method is to install plastic all the way up to entering the wall.

Below Grade (preferred option)

Only use if above grade entrance is not practical.
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Locating
Wire

Road box not to rest
on valve or service

Lubricated plug valve 
with high head extension, 
equipped with 
combination button 
head fittings & 
lubricant screw

Flanged lubricated
plug valve with
locking device

With new polyvalves, 
these transitions should be removed 
and replaced with plastic Insulator

Double
coat through

wall

2′
MIN

2′
MIN

Test leads
Test box

Anode wire

FIGURE 6
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Locating
Wire

Plastic locate wire

5# Anode

Road box not to rest
on valve or service

Lubricated plug valve 
with high head extension, 
equipped with 
combination button 
head fittings & 
lubricant screw

Flanged lubricated
plug valve with
locking device

Insulator

Double coat 
through wall

2′
MIN

2′
MIN

Test leads (2)

Test box
Anode wire

Bond wire

FIGURE 7
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Revised 06/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Meter Template
A template is installed to represent the meter during construction.

The service riser attaches to the bottom of the template.

For Medium Pressure, use the black template (Material Number 10090308). It has a 3/4” MPT connection on the bottom.

For Standard Pressure, use the red template (Material Number 10090310). It has a 1” MPT connection on the bottom.

On new construction, install a 1” male swivel and nut to the template so a plumber can install an ell or coupling to connect the fuel
line.

For installation of a meter without a template, refer to Gas Service Manual, .Practice 6.4, Setting Gas Meters

Meter Bracket
The meter is installed on the meter bracket.

029 RM/Metris Meter Stand Installation

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gsm/gsm.pdf#gsm_6-4
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2-3/8”

1/8”

2-3/16”

8-1/4”

FUEL LINE

FIGURE 1

Fuel Line — Where possible, install the bracket so that the fuel line piping can be brought through the sill straight into the meter.

Bracket Installation Options:

Directly on building (see ).Figure 2

On a foundation mount attached to the foundation (see ).Figure 3

NOTE
Customer is responsible to supply a location not under 18 inches of an opening window or other building
opening including basement windows and must be
at least 3 feet from power intake or any source of ignition.

On a foundation mount with an attached base and installed adjacent to building wall (see ).Figure 4
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NOTE
DO NOT use the foundation bracket and base as a temporary or remote meter support.

On a prebrick bracket attached to the framing (see ).Figure 5

On a mobile home pedestal (see ).Practice 030, RM/Metris Mobile Home Meter Stand Installation

On a temporary meter support (see ).Practice 031, RM/TC Temporary Meter Stand Installation
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5

TC Meter Bracket
Attach meter bracket ( ) to the wall using lag boltsFigure 6

(#10097790) or concrete anchor (#10200779).

Attach TC manifold to bracket using 1/2 bolt supplied with the bracket.

The service riser attaches to the inlet of the manifold.

For Medium Pressure, install nipple to inlet side of the regulator.

For Standard Pressure, install lockwing to the inlet side of the manifold using a nipple.
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 TC Meter BracketFIGURE 6

Bracket Installation Options:

Directly on building (see )Figure 7

On a foundation mount attached to the foundation (see )Figure 8

NOTE
Customer is responsible to supply a location not under 18 inches of an opening window or other building
opening including basement windows and must be
at least 3 feet from power intake or any source of ignition.

On a prebrick bracket attached to the framing (see ).Figure 10

On a mobile home pedestal. Refer to .Practice 030, Mobile Home Meter Stand Installation

On a temporary meter support. Refer to .Practice 031, TM/TC Temporary Meter Stand Installation
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 On-Building Installation (TC)FIGURE 7
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 Foundation Mount Installation (TC)FIGURE 8
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 Foundation Mount Installation (TC) - AlternativeFIGURE 9
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 Prebrick Bracket InstallationFIGURE 10
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Revised 06/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT construct a service to an improperly installed meter post. Contact a field leader upon encountering any improperly
installed meter posts.

Customer Responsibilities
Customer required to provide and install a suitable pedestal:

The preferred pedestal is:

2” galvanized steel pipe (Schedule 40) (not fence post)

Set in 2’ of concrete

With the concrete 3’ below grade so that frost cannot heave the post and pull the service

See the installation examples on the following pages

Field Personnel Responsibilities
Provide the customer with an up to date copy of Form 515, Mobile Home Meter Support Requirements ( , , and

), to aid in constructing the pedestal.
Figure 6A Figure 6B

Figure 6C

It is acceptable to mount the meter on the customer’s overhead electric service pole if the pole meets the Company’s electric
standards

NOTE
DO NOT allow more than 2 gas meters (one on a joint pedestal) to be mounted on a single pedestal.

Discourage the use of a buried fuel line.

A buried fuel line is required in mobile home parks when the meter is more than 2’ from the mobile home.

If a buried fuel line is required, the customer must run it from the meter pedestal to the closest point of the mobile home.

The customer must NOT bury the fuel line under the mobile home.

Use a foundation mount bracket (refer to ) attached to the home if the mobile
home is permanently secured to a foundation.

Practice 029, RM/Metris Meter Stand Installation

Mobile Home Meter Support — Gas Only
Consumers Energy reserves the right to refuse to connect a gas service to an improperly installed meter support.

Changes in the meter installation designs ( , , , and ) must be approved by Consumers
Energy.

Figure 1A Figure 1B Figure 2A Figure 2B

Location to be mutually agreed upon by Consumers Energy and customer.

Single Meter Installation

030 Mobile Home Meter Stand Installation
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CC

G

D

E

A

B

F

12″ Min.

3′

3′

View 1 View 2

 Single Meter Installation - RMFIGURE 1A
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A

B

F

12″ Min.

3′

3′

View 1 View 2

 Single Meter Installation - TCFIGURE 1B

Dual Meter Installation
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H

5

4

2 1 3

S

4

Drill 1/2 in. Holes

2- 1/2″

8- 1/4″

12″ Min.

3′

Option 1 Option 2
(Branch Service)

Service Riser Service Riser

Gas Service

5/8″  Plastic

5/8″  Tee

 Dual Meter Installation – RMFIGURE 2A

H

5

4

2 1 3

S

4

Drill 1/2 in. Holes

2- 1/2″

8- 1/4″

12″ Min.

3′

Service Riser Service Riser

Gas Service

5/8″  Plastic

5/8″  Tee

Option 1 Option 2
(Branch Service)

 Dual Meter Installation – TCFIGURE 2B

The meter support is to be one piece galvanized steel pipe (Schedule 40).

A 6” (or larger) auger is recommended for posthole. Meter support must be plumb.
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CONSUMERS ENERGY TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL SINGLE AND DUAL METER INSTALLATIONS

Item Description
Quantity

Material Number
Single Dual

D Gas Meter Bracket 1 2 10090311

E Unistrut Members 2 - 10090220

- TC Meter Bracket - - 10225254

- AY McDonald 6312 Bypass Manifold - - 10225161

- AY McDonald 6410 Bypass Manifold - - 10225282

- ¾” B42 Regulator - - 10090540

- 5x5 x ¾ Bent Nipple - - 10225689

F Unistrut Pipe Clamp 2 - 10090216

G Meter Bracket Mounting Kit

Screw 2 - 10016367

Washer 2 - 10099101

LockWasher 2 - 10099113

Nut 2 - 10099115

H

Bolts & Nuts - 2 10013933

Washers - 4 10017669

Nuts - - 10014494

CONSUMERS ENERGY TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL ADDITIONAL MATERIALS FOR DUAL METER INSTALLATION

Item Description Qty Material Number

1 3/4” Tee 1 10086402

2 3/4” x 5” Nipple 1 10085873

3 3/4” x 5 1/2” Nipple 1 10085875

4 3/4” Street Ell 4 10085334

5 3/4” Lockwing 2 10089770

CUSTOMER TO PROVIDE & INSTALL

Item Description

A 2” Galvanized Steel Pipe (Schedule 40)

B Concrete

C 2” Galvanized Pipe Cap

Single - CU106170
Dual – CU106171

FIGURE 3

Mobile Home Gas and Electric Meter Support
The Meter Pedestal Committee must approve any changes in the meter support design (  and ).Figure 4A Figure 4B

Consumers Energy and the customer must mutually agree upon the meter location.

Consumers Energy reserves the right to refuse to connect either electric or gas service to an improperly installed service support.

The meter support is to be one piece steel pipe (Schedule 40).
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CONSUMERS ENERGY TO PROVIDE & INSTALL

Item Description Material Number

K Gas Meter Bracket 10090311

- AY McDonald 6312 Bypass Manifold 10225161

- AY McDonald 6410 Bypass Manifold 10225282

- TC Meter Bracket 10225254

- ¾” B42 Regulator 10090540

- 5x5 x ¾ Bent Nipple 10225689

L Meter Bracket Mounting Kit

Screw 10016367

Washer 10099101

Lock Washer 10099113

Nut 10099115

M Unistrut Members 10090220

N Unistrut Pipe Clamp 10090216

O (1) Meter Socket - 200 AMP 10029609

P 2” Locknut 10028882

R (2) Conduit 2” PVC SCH 40 10028637

S Insert Bushing 10028853

CUSTOMER TO PROVIDE & INSTALL

Item Description

A 2” Galvanized Pipe Cap

B Meter Support – 2” Galvanized Steel Pipe

C Meter Support – 2” Galvanized Steel Pipe

D Switch Box

E

Pipe Nipple Galvanized 1” Min. Size

Ridged Conduit Locknut 1” Min. Size

Grounding Busing 1” Min. Size

F 90° Watertight Elbow 1” Min. Size

G Ground Wire - #6 (Min) Bare Copper 

H Nylon Ties

I 5/8” Ground Rod/Ground Rod Clamp

J Concrete

CU106172
1: Installed by customer.
2: Designed for a maximum of 3/C #3/0 AL cable; for larger cable use appropriate conduit size. 

FIGURE 5

No customer grounds are allowed in the meter socket.

Item “D” must be marked as being suitable for use as service equipment. The entire electrical installation must comply with
whichever is applicable:

The National Electrical Code, OR

Local electrical code

The customer must do the following:

Plumb and orient the service pedestal as shown in above sketch.

Provide a concrete footing of a minimum of 6” in diameter and two feet in length starting at the bottom of the hole as shown.

Install a complete ground in accordance with:

The National Electric Code
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Existing local codes

Forms

 Form 515, Page 1FIGURE 6A
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 Form 515, Page 2FIGURE 6B
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 Form 515, Page 3FIGURE 6C
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Revised 06/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides details for locating temporary meter stand installations and temporary gas meter supports.

Temporary Meter Stand Installation
The customer must furnish and install the temporary meter support.

The temporary support may be installed without concrete.

If a temporary support for both gas and electric is required, use the mobile home gas and electric support (refer to 
), but without the concrete.

Practice 030,
Mobile Home Meter Stand Installation

Temporary Gas Meter Support
Changes in the meter support design ( ) must be approved by Consumers Energy.Figure 1

Location to be mutually agreed upon by Consumers Energy and customer.

Consumers Energy reserves the right to refuse to connect a gas service to an improperly installed meter support.

A 6” (or larger) auger is recommended for posthole. Meter support must be plumb.

Property must be graded to within 3” of final grade along the route of the service.

031 RM/TC Temporary Meter Stand Installation
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CONSUMERS ENERGY TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL SINGLE AND DUAL METER INSTALLATIONS

Item Description Material Number

D Gas Meter Bracket 10090311

- AY McDonald 6410 Bypass Manifold 10225282

- TC Meter Bracket 10225254

- ¾” B42 regulator 10090540

- 5x5 x ¾ bent nipple 10225689

E Unistrut Members 10090220

F Unistrut Pipe Clamp 10090216

G Meter Bracket Mounting Kit

Screw 10016367

Washer 10099101

Lock Washer 10099113

Nut 10099115

CUSTOMER TO PROVIDE & INSTALL

Item Description

A 2” Galvanized Steel Pipe (Schedule 40)

C 2” Galvanized Pipe Cap

CU200237

FIGURE 2

TC Temporary Meter Stand Installation
The customer must furnish and install the temporary meter support.

The temporary support may be installed without concrete.

If a temporary support for both gas and electric is required, use the mobile home gas and electric support (refer to 
), but without the concrete.

Practice 030,
Mobile Home Meter Stand Installation

Temporary Gas Meter Support
Changes in the meter support design ( ) must be approved by Consumers Energy.Figure 3

Location to be mutually agreed upon by Consumers Energy and customer.

Consumers Energy reserves the right to refuse to connect a gas service to an improperly installed meter support.

A 6” (or larger) auger is recommended for posthole. Meter support must be plumb.

Property must be graded to within 3” of final grade along the route of the service.
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A

C

D

E

F

12″ Min

D

5′ Min

3′

 TC Meter SupportFIGURE 3

CONSUMERS ENERGY TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL

Item Description Material Number

D Gas Meter Bracket 10090311

E Unistrut Members 10090220

F Unistrut Pipe Clamp 10090216

G Meter Bracket Mounting Kit

Screw 10016367

Washer 10099101

Lock Washer 10099113

Nut 10099115

CUSTOMER TO PROVIDE & INSTALL

Item Description

A 2” Galvanized Steel Pipe (Schedule 40)

C 2” Galvanized Pipe Cap

CU200237

FIGURE 4
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Use only for commercial and industrial services when an outside location is impractical. Do not use this for a residential service.

Inside meters require an outside shutoff.

A valve in a curb box is the standard shutoff used with below grade service entrances.

If it is possible to bring up an outside riser, locate the valve and regulator above grade as in the  and .Figure 1 Figure 2

FIGURE 1

032 Below Grade Service Entrances
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FIGURE 2

NOTE
This is the preferred method of installation, because the regulator lowers the MP before entering the building
and is easily accessible from outside the building.

*DO NOT bury fuel line. The definition of a service line per MGSS is : A service line ends at the outlet of the customer meter or at the
connection to a customer's piping, whichever is further downstream, or at the connection to customer piping if there is no meter.
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** Existing fuel line going through wall can be used as a carrier pipe, but will require:

Sleeving material, use a split plastic sleeve (Material Number 10090242). per GSM 12-1

Cathodically protected per 11W-174 up to building wall

Ends sealed water tight using Thunder Line Link Seals, Molded Pull-On and/or Hydraulic Cement.

Material numbers for seals can be found in C&FP 014 road Crossings

Hydraulic Cement Material # 10097550

Typical Installations
5/8” and 1-1/8” Services

Regulator

12"
Below Grade Service
Entrance Fitting
32" 10097053
48" 10097058

Locating 
Wire

Curb Box
10097201

Plastic Valve
10089813

Seal pipe entrance
in foundation wall

with hydraulic cement
10097550

Location Tag

12
" M

in
.

FIGURE 3

5/8” and 1-1/8” Insertion Replacement
Support the curb box on blocking, not on the service.

Make thermit welds before installing plastic.

Old existing pipe going through foundation wall will be replaced and a below grade service entrance fitting will be installed.
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[Figure 4 | v-g0189.png]

5/8” AND 1-1/8” INSERTION REPLACEMENT MATERIALS

Item Description
Material Numbers

5/8” P in 3/4” S 1-1/8” P in 1-1/4” S

Reducing coupling - 10087243

Curb valve 10089705 -

Bushing 10086724 10086725

Lockwing valve 10089787 10089789

5-lb anode 10096990 10096990

Hydraulic cement 10097550 10097550

FIGURE 5

1-1/4” and 2” Service with Steel Curb Valve
Place blocking on firm soil.

Use one anode and tie the steel pieces together electrically with thermit weld wires.

Thermit weld within 1-1/2” of the transition fitting butt weld.

Bring the test wire up in the road box.

Refer to Practice 028, 4” and 6” Services for drawing and parts listing.
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Weld Valve

Thermit Weld* Thermit Weld*

Blocking
Blocking

1. Blocking to be placed on firm soil.
2. Use one anode and tie steel pieces
together electrically with thermit weld wires. *No farther than 

1-1/2” from
butt weld

Thermit Weld*

Wire

Double Coat
Through Wall

Insulation

Blind
Flange

Seal pipe entrance in foundation
 wall with hydraulic cement

P S PS P S S

FIGURE 6

1-1/4” AND 2” SERVICE WITH STEEL CURB VALVE MATERIALS

Item Description
Material Numbers

1-1/4” 2”

Curb valve 10089703 (compression) — (weld-end)

Transition fitting 10089088 10089112

Inside valve 10089782 10090141

5-lb anode 10096990 10096990

Hydraulic cement 10097550 10097550

FIGURE 7

1-1/4” and 2” Service with Poly Valve
Place blocking on firm soil.

Use one anode on the steel pipe through the wall.

Thermit weld within 1-1/2” of the transition fitting butt weld.

Bring the test wire up in the road box.

Refer to  for drawing and parts listing.Practice 028, 4” and 6” Services

When installing a poly valve form 1676 will need to be filled out and a valve number created by engineering.

See Practice 23, Excess Flow Valve (EFV) and Curb Valve

See Work Method 70, Valve Box Identification

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/undefined
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-70
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Poly Valve

Blocking
Blocking

1. Blocking to be placed on firm soil.
2. Use one anode on the steel pipe through wall.

*No farther than 
1-1/2” from
butt weld

Thermit Weld*

Wire

Double Coat
Through Wall

Insulation

Blind
Flange

Seal pipe entrance in foundation
 wall with hydraulic cement

PPP S S

FIGURE 8

1-1/4” AND 2” SERVICE WITH POLY VALVE MATERIALS

Item Description
Material Numbers

1-1/4” 2”

Curb valve 10089813 10090064

Transition fitting 10089088 10089112

Inside valve 10089782 10090141

5-lb anode 10096990 10096990

Hydraulic cement 10097550 10097550

FIGURE 9
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Revised 07/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Repair/Replace Guidelines
Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 3.3, Repair/Replace Guidelines for Gas Services

Follow General Practices
Refer to .Work Method 7, General Practices for Working on or Near Pressurized Gas Services

Support of Services
Provide support when needed for services not being cut and reconnected (refer to Gas Operations Manual, 

).
Procedure 2.8, Support of

Transmission Pipelines, Mains, and Services

Charges
Contact Public Safety Outreach (PSO) Team or Field Leader for unplanned excavator requested cut and reconnects (refer to GDEM 3-540).

SAFETY WARNING

DO NOT enter any third party excavation until:

The qualified person has checked the excavation

Any unsafe conditions have been corrected

Contractor has obligation to make trench safe for entry.

Refer to Gas Operations Safety .Practice 05, Excavation and Trenching

Cut Procedure
Plastic Services Installed Before 1971

Retire entire service.

Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 3.5, Retiring Gas Services

Plastic Services Installed in 1971 or after

SAFETY WARNING
Static electricity — Refer to  for precautionary measures to be used whenever working on plastic
facilities. This includes the use of tools and the installation of repair fittings.

Practice 037, Static Electricity

1. Prefabricate one plastic tubing pigtail with:

A length of plastic tubing long enough to:

Replace the service being cut out.

Make the connection to the pipe being left in service (a minimum of 24″).

033 Cut and Reconnect

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3-3
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3w-7
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3-5
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Fuse cap onto plastic tubing pigtail:

Fuse caps are preferred.

Stab fittings are optional.

2. Squeeze the pipe off upstream of cut/reconnect excavation.

3. Cut out service.

4. Cut and remove locating wire from excavation.

5. Install plastic tubing pigtail on service downstream of cut.

6. Fuse the joint.

Fusion is preferred.

A stab fitting is optional.

NOTES
Use a stab fitting when connecting 5/8” dissimilar density pipe (black to yellow). This connection is approved for
the following:

Construction tie-overs

Cut and reconnects

Capping off pipe

Any other task requiring a connection of dissimilar 5/8” plastic pipe

For more details, refer to Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for Medium
Density PE

7. Install support sleeves over stab fitting connections (refer to ) and support on wood blocking.Practice 036, Plastic Joining

8. Cap service on the upstream side of the excavation.

Fuse caps are preferred.

Stab fittings are optional.

CAPS

Size (inches) Plastic Type
Material Numbers

Fusion Stab Fittings

5/8 High density (black) - 10087328

5/8 Medium density (yellow) 10089397 10087327

1-1/8 High density (black) - 10087330

1-1/8 Medium density (yellow) 10089398 10087330

FIGURE 1

9. Repressure service upstream of cut by removing squeezer, mark squeeze point on pipe.

10. Soap test cap after removing squeezer.

Copper and Steel Services
For 3/4”, 1”, and 2” HP steel services installed in 1958 or more recently — Provide support over entire excavation span.

For any other steel and copper service — Retire entire service (refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
).

Procedure 3.5, Retiring Gas
Services

However, If a temporary cut and reconnect is necessary instead of retiring service, perform Steps 1–5.

1. Schedule replacement to be completed as soon as possible, within one calendar year. (Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.)

Procedure
3.3, Repair/Replace Guidelines for Gas Services

2. Shut off at service tee if accessible.

3. Cut out existing compression fittings found in the excavation, using appropriate cut procedure within this Practice.

4. Use care when cutting copper or steel pipe that has plastic or copper inserted.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3-3
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5. Cut out any scored plastic or copper.

Cut Procedure — If Service Shut Off
1. Prefabricate one plastic pigtail with:

Mechanical coupling (refer to  for list
of mechanical couplings and installation procedures)

Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for Medium Density PE

Length of plastic tubing long enough to:

Replace the service being cut out.

Make the connection to the pipe being left in service (a minimum of 24”).

Fuse cap onto pigtail:

Fuse caps are preferred

Stab fittings are optional

2. Cut out service.

3. Install pigtail on service downstream of cut.

4. Install support sleeves over any mechanical coupling (refer to ) and support on wood blocking.Practice 036, Plastic Joining

5. Install mechanical coupling with cap on service upstream of cut.

6. Repressure upstream side of service.

7. Soap test the upstream cap.

Cut Procedure — If Working Service Live
1. Prefabricate one plastic pigtail with:

Mechanical coupling (refer to  for list
of mechanical couplings and installation procedures)

Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for Medium Density PE

Length of plastic tubing long enough to:

Replace the service being cut out.

Make the connection to the pipe being left in service (a minimum of 24”).

Fuse cap onto pigtail:

Fuse caps are preferred.

Stab fittings are optional.

2. Cut service at main side of excavation.

SAFETY WARNING
Avoid static discharge — .Practice 037, Static Electricity

3. Install mechanical coupling with cap on the main side of the service.

4. Soap test coupling and cap.

5. Cut service at other side of excavation.

6. Install mechanical coupling with the capped pigtail at that location.

7. Install support sleeves over any mechanical coupling connections (refer to ) and support on wood
blocking.

Practice 036, Plastic Joining

Reconnect Procedure
Install the Plastic Tubing
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1. Place the plastic tubing pigtail on compacted backfill as shown in  (preferred method) and  (optional method — if
backfill completed to service line at time of reconnect).

Figure 2 Figure 3

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

2. Provide enough slack in tubing to offset any settlement that may occur.

3. Place locating wire in same trench in close proximity to the length of pipe needed for the installation, minimizing contact with the
pipe. DO NOT spiral wrap locate wire.

4. Secure the tubing so it will not move during backfilling.

Connect the Plastic Tubing
1. Cut off the plastic tubing pigtail cap, and pressure test the service to the lockwing (including the plastic tubing pigtail) according to

.Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services
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2. If not fusing the final connection, install the appropriate mechanical coupling or stab fitting to the upstream end of the plastic
tubing pigtail in order to make the final connection to the existing upstream piping.

3. Make the upstream tie-in (Steps 4–7).

4. Remove the cap.

5. Make the final connection to the upstream piping by fusing or with the mechanical coupling or stab fitting on the plastic tubing
pigtail.

6. Install support sleeves over any mechanical coupling or stab fitting connections (refer to ) and
support on wood blocking.

Practice 036, Plastic Joining

7. Soap test the lockwing and the final connection not pressure tested. Verify they are not leaking.

8. Purge the service of air. Purge until gas has been released for a few seconds, and gas odor is perceptible.

9. Leak survey or bar test every 10’ between the upstream tie-in and the gas main, including the main connection.

10. Connect the locating wire at both end.

If the existing service is copper, X-trube, 1-1/4” and smaller rigid steel or inserted rigid steel, make the connections with
hose clamps.

If the existing service is rigid steel larger than 1-1/4”, make the connections with exothermic welds.

If the existing service is plastic:

Make the wire connections with split bolt connectors (Material Number 10099644) coated with Aqua-seal tape
(Material Number 10010584); OR

Use a silicone-filled wire nut. DO NOT reuse silicone-filled wire nuts.

11. Coat and wrap the connections.

Cathodic Protection Of Steel Services
1. Take pipe-to-soil read (P/S) on both sides of the reconnect.

2. If the P/S is less than -0.9, install a 5-pound anode according to , unless directed
otherwise by Cathodic Department.

Work Method 108, Anode Installation Services

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-108
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides requirements for sealing off and restoring gas service for nonpayment.

Collection Department or Gas Service Worker
1. Verify meter number and obtain the read.

2. Normally a turn-off involves turning off the lockwing valve or the valve on the meter bar and sealing the valve with an approved seal
or lock.

3. If a curb box is accessible, locate and dig up the curb box (if necessary), and turn the valve to the off position with a curb key.

Gas Distribution Department Inside Shutoff Options
Preferred option:

Install a new outside riser and meter stand.

Install a rubber plug in the service line entering the wall. The removal and salvage of the inside service pipe and meter
installation occurs upon turn-on.

When unable to get to inside meter locations:

Install a curb valve between the sidewalk and the curb (off the customer’s property).

EXCEPTION: Since curb valves are not available for 1-1/8” copper, cut and cap the service using compression caps
(Material Number 10086810) in both directions.

Retire service at main temporarily: Install a rubber plug in the piping going to the meter so it can be tested and reused.

Turn-on After Disconnecting Pipe for Nonpayment
Refer to Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 3-4, Reactivating Services

034 Sealing Gas Services for Nonpayment

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_3-4
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
The Operator Qualification Department is responsible for ensuring that joiner testing is performed according to this Practice.

Any deviation from this Practice and tests requires prior approval from Gas Management.

Anyone making plastic pipe joints on the Gas Distribution system must pass the appropriate plastic joiner qualification test(s)
before performing the work.

Before a joiner is qualified or requalified, the test proctor must ensure that the joiner:

Knows where to find the procedures

Is familiar with the plastic joining procedures

Knows that the procedures must be followed

Passes a written qualification test

Except where otherwise noted:

This Practice and associated tests apply to both Company and contract personnel.

All pipe diameters are nominal.

Test Attempts
Qualification Tests
Must be observed by a credentialed evaluator who is qualified on the plastic fuse they are observing.

Second Test
Testers may not attempt a retest after failing to pass the first test unless:

The evaluator rules that circumstances outside the joiner’s control may have caused failure, OR

The individual receives further training.

For performance failures, a second attempt:

Can occur the same day after the individual has completed a refresher or further practice

Should be observed by a different evaluator

Knowledge test failures —

These will require a documented review/refresher on the relevant fusing standards.

The second attempt at knowledge testing needs to be administered on a different day from the original attempt.

Third Test
A third test is not permitted until the joiner shows evidence of further training by the Gas Training Department.

Disqualification
Disqualification in one field area prohibits the joiner from retesting in another area unless approved by the Operator Qualification
Department.

035 Plastic Joiner Qualification
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Qualification Periods
Qualifications are good for one year.

The expiration date is normally set on the last day of the month a year from the month they qualified.

NOTE
Expiration dates may be set less than a year to allow for a common expiration date/month to help with coordination and
planning of the re-qualification process.

Loss of Qualification
Qualification ends under any of the following circumstances:

If an employee’s production joint fails a pressure test, the employee’s qualification is immediately suspended. The employee
is not permitted to make more joints until they regain qualification.

Qualification ends when the qualification period expires without an accepted new qualification test.

Qualification ends when the Company observer finds that the joiner has violated any of the fusion or mechanical procedures
for joining plastic pipe.

Requalification is prohibited until the Operator Qualification Department determines that the joiner is prepared to resume joining.

Fusion Joiner Qualification Tests
Pretest Requirements

Company Personnel — Have attended a Company training program about plastic joining techniques.

Contract Personnel —

Have prior training or experience in plastic joining techniques.

Contract joiners are required to participate in an anti-drug and alcohol program. Evidence of participation is validated as
dictated under the terms of their contract and overseen by Corporate Safety as part of the contractor pre-qualification
process.

All fusion equipment is subject to an inspection per manufacturers’ recommendations.

Fusion Tests
Qualification may be for one or more of the fusion tests listed in .Figure 1

FUSION TESTS

Type of Test Machine Successful Completion Qualifies Joiner For:

5/8” butt joint1 2” mechanical Using a mechanical machine to butt fuse all sizes of pipe with similar materials

5/8” butt joint1 Handheld Using a handheld machine to butt fuse 1-1/4” and smaller pipe with similar materials

2” butt joint2 2” mechanical Using a mechanical machine to butt fuse 2” and larger pipe with similar materials

2” or larger butt joint Hydraulic Using a hydraulic machine to butt fuse all sizes of pipe with similar materials

Electrofusion coupling, any size Electrofusion All sizes of electrofusion couplings and sidewall

1. This test by itself qualifies a joiner for all butt fusion with a mechanical machine.

2. These two tests together qualify a joiner for all butt fusion with a mechanical machine.

FIGURE 1

Follow the plastic joining methods described in the following Practices:

Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

Practice 042, Electrofusion
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One acceptable fusion joint is required for each test.

Joiners can perform joining only on joints for which they have successfully qualified.

Testing Fusion Joints
Butt Fusion Visual Test

1. On both sides, the double bead should be rolled over to the surface and be uniformly rounded and consistent in size all around the
joint. Reject the joint if it does not appear similar to photographs and diagrams of acceptable joints in 

.
Practice 039, Manual Butt

Fusion

2. Cut the joint into three longitudinal strips allowing approximately 6” on each side of the joint.

3. Visually inspect the fuses. Reject the joint if it contains flaws or irregularities.

4. Perform a destructive test. Reject the joint if failure begins in the joint area.

Butt Fusion Destructive Test
1. Prepare and cut joint samples into three test straps. For these qualifying procedures, limit the joint samples to pipe wall thickness

of no greater than 1” (25 mm). Refer to .Figure 2

SAFETY WARNING
Bend testing of pipes with a wall thickness greater than 1” (25 mm) can be dangerous and should be done with an
approved bending fixture that supports and contains the pipe during testing.

Butt Bent Strap Test Specimen

t = wall thickness

t

15 t
(6” Min.)

1-1/2 t
(1” Min.)

Test Strap

Butt Fusion

15 t
(6” Min.)

 Butt Bent Strap Text SpecimenFIGURE 2

2. Visually inspect the cut joint for any indications of voids, gaps, or misalignment of surfaces that have not been properly bonded
during the fusion process.

3. Bend each sample at the fusion joint with the inside of the pipe facing out until the ends touch. The inside bend radius should be
less than the minimum wall thickness of the pipe. The sample joint must be free of cracks and separations within the fusion joint
zone.

4. Repeat Steps 1–3 if failure occurs at the weld in any of the samples.

Electrofusion Visual Test
Visually inspect couplings:
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Check fusion indicators (if present). Any movement of indicators is an indicator that fusion has taken place.

Check for proper alignment (reference marks on pipe) to ensure the pipe is centered in the coupling.

Electrofusion Destructive Test
1. Cut the joint into three longitudinal strips. Leave approximately 6” of plastic on both sides of the coupling. Test each sample using

Steps 2–5.

2. Check the gap between the two pieces of pipe. Reject the joint if the gap is greater than the distance specified in the Maximum
Pipe Cut Gaps table (Figure 4) in .Practice 042, Electrofusion

3. Clamp the strip vertically in the vise with half of the fitting above the vise jaws.

4. Using pliers, grip the plastic pipe just above the fitting and rotate the pipe in one direction until it stretches (yields) or separates
from coupling.

5. Reject the joint if failure (separation) occurs between the pipe and fitting past the second heating wire.

Mechanical Joining Qualification Tests
Mechanical Tests

Qualification may be for one or more of the mechanical tests listed in .Figure 3

MECHANICAL TESTS — JOINER QUALIFICATIONS

Mechanical Test Successful Completion Qualifies Joiner For

Compression bottom-out All bottom-out Mechanical fittings

Compression non-bottom-out All non-bottom-out compression fittings

Stab type All stab-type fittings

FIGURE 3

Follow the plastic joining methods described in the following Practices:

Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adaptors, and Elbows for Medium Density PE

Practice 044, Mechanical Service Tees and Saddle Tees for Medium Density PE

One acceptable joint is required for each test.

Compression Joint Test
1. Clamp the fitting in a vise.

2. Verify any stab depth requirements for the fitting.

3. Pull on the pipe, and check for slippage.

4. Reject the joint if any slippage occurs.

Stab Joint Test
1. Verify the stab depth marking is within 1/8” to 3/8” of the fitting.

2. Pull on the tubing to make sure the gripper ring is set.

Test Reports and Records
All Company employees fusion qualification records are entered and tracked on the EWN electronic system. All contractor fusion
qualification records are entered and tracked on the Plastic Fusion Tracker.

Contract Employees: Complete Form 470, Polyethylene Joining Qualification Record ( ), and distribute copies as follows:Figure 4

White: Retained at authorized third party Training Center, with an Electronic copy sent to Consumers Energy Contractor OQ
Coordinator

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/gocfp_043html
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Yellow: To Plant/Contractor Company

Pink: To the joiner’s Contractor Company

Written Knowledge Tests
Retained at the authorized third party Training Center along with the white copy of the Form 470 ( ).Figure 4

Qualification Record Retention
Plant/Contractor

Qualification records and Form 470 ( ) must be kept for a minimum of 5 years, after which they may be discarded.Figure 4

Company Employees
Long term proof of qualification is maintained as part of the SAP qualification tracking system.

Related Documents
Authorized Third-Party Training Center Process Map

Plastic Fusion OQ Process Map

RACI Chart - Fusion

 Form 470FIGURE 4

https://consumersenergy.sharepoint.com/:li:/s/OQ/E0mUTQGdh15JrruVnT_OoIUBHxz8dhTqe8s_3qIix0VG9Q?e=Ptf7Ya
https://consumersenergy.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/OQ/EUkyI6gV1iRGi2hHzhD4TWkBLyrVKccxLCONZkMxVrrtiw
https://consumersenergy.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/OQ/EYGbRiR-OQFDntx0VaAyKI4B320dsYl2kB_xxkH3TDID4w
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Fusion Process
SAFETY WARNING
Fusion irons, electric driven facers, and hydraulic fusion equipment are not explosion proof.

General
The fusion procedure is the same for all pipe sizes.

Never bury any fused joint about which you have doubts.

DO NOT perform butt fusion on pipe of dissimilar densities. These joints must be electrofused.

Use a stab fitting when connecting 5/8” dissimilar density pipe (black to yellow). This connection is approved for the following:

Construction tie-overs

Cut and reconnects

Capping off pipe

Any other task requiring a connection of dissimilar 5/8” plastic pipe

The following methods are not approved joining methods:

Solvent cement joints

Socket heat fusion

Adhesive joints

Threaded joints

Miter joints

Heating Iron
Always keep the heating iron plugged in while performing any fusion.

Check the thermometer every time you use the heating iron. The heating iron can overheat if the thermostat fails or if it is plugged
into a DC power supply.

Overheating the Plastic
The plastic will degrade at a temperature of about 600°F.

If the joint breaks and the material is glossy with the look of melted wax, you have overheated the material.

DO NOT bury joints that look like they have been overheated.

Causes of Bad Joints
Waiting too long to bring the melted faces together can cause cold joints.

Maintaining excessive pressure during the melt cycle.

Applying excessive pressure when bringing the plastic together and pushing out all the melted plastic.

Dirt, oil, water, or other foreign material.

Improper lineup (hi-low), machine wear and tools in bad condition.

036 Plastic Joining
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Improper procedures or shortcuts.

Good joints can be ruined by not allowing proper cooling. Allow the joint to cool with fusion pressure applied until appropriate
cooling time has been observed.

Never speed up cooling by applying water or snow because rapid cooling will cause the joint to crystallize.

Failure Investigation
Whenever the cause of a fusion joint failure cannot be explained and remedied in the field, cut out the joint and contact Gas Operations
Technical Support for investigation.

Ripples (Interior Surfaces) and Wavy Texture
Stiffeners may not fit easily due to ripples inside the pipe caused by the pipe extrusion process. This condition is not harmful.

A wavy texture on the pipe ID that can be seen and felt is a sign of faulty material. The best check in the field is to fuse a small
sample and observe the interior and exterior beads. Defective pipe will show:

Additional rollbacks in the exterior bead.

A very large, ruffled appearance on the interior bead.

NOTE
DO NOT Use Defective Pipe ― Send the joint to Gas Operations Technical Support.

Defective Butt Fusion Joint

FIGURE 1

Shear Stress and Stretch
1. Shear stress and stretching damages the plastic.
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2. Do NOT leave plastic pipe with stresses on it.

3. Allow pipe to relax before making the final tie-in. Refer to  and 
.

Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction Practice 020, Pressure
Testing Services

4. Prevent plastic shear by installing a 12” or longer support sleeve at:

Metallic service tees,

Insertions (such as renewals and metallic casings), OR

Adapters and couplings at connections to metallic pipe or tubing.

5. Support Sleeve Installation:

Center over coupling.

Snug up to service tee body.

Support on wood blocking that is on firm or compacted soil.

Secure from moving.

NOTE
Plastic to plastic connections DO NOT require support sleeves or blocking.

6. Foot tamp backfill under and about 6” above the plastic before using a backfiller.

7. Prevent stretching:

Be prepared for some stretches and breaks when plowing and pulling through bore holes.

Soil that closes up behind a plow bullet or an auger head may cause plastic to stretch.

Stop plowing and use an alternate method.

If all else fails on bore holes, use a casing.

Inspect the leading portion of plowed or pulled plastic for scratches, cuts, gouges, and stretching.

Cut out any damaged or stretched pipe.

Compression Fittings
All compression fittings on plastic pipe and tubing require internal stiffeners.

Use tubing cutters for clean, square ends.

Make certain of the stab depth and DO NOT allow the gasket to cock or tip.

All compression fittings for 5/8” and 1-1/8” plastic are designed to prevent pullout of the tubing.

Some fittings are designed to bottom out and cannot be over tightened.

Others fittings use solid rubber gaskets and should be tightened according to the proper procedure (refer to 
 and 

 for the procedure).

Practice 043,
Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for Medium Density PE Practice 044, Mechanical Service Tees and
Saddle Tees for Medium Density PE

Stab fittings are sealed with an O-ring on the outside diameter of the tubing. Be sure the surface is scratch free to ensure a
leak free joint.

Plastic tubing has a tendency to wind up (twist) when being tightened into a compression fitting. Keep this torsion stress to a
minimum.

Use the correct wrench size, usually 10”, 12”, 14”, or 24”.

DO NOT use on molded fittings. Use on pipe or tubing only.

Tightening Caps On Plastic Fusion Service Tees
Some caps fit tighter than others.

Under normal conditions, the cap should be tightened down (normally by hand) until bottom out is felt.
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If the cap is turned too much, the threads may override one another. This can be felt by a loss of torque. If this happens, take the
cap off and put it on again properly.

Plastic absorbs heat from direct sunlight that causes it to expand.

If the tee body is left exposed without the cap, the cold cap may be troublesome to install.

If the cap is installed properly and then left exposed, the cap may appear to lose its torque.

NOTE
To overcome these problems, leave the cap on the tee and always resnug the cap before backfilling.

Field Fuse Failure Process

 Field Fuse Failure ProcessFIGURE 2

Process Steps
1. Fuser to perform visual inspection. If visual inspection passes, continue to step two. If visual inspection fails, refer to steps 1a-1g.

a. If visual inspection fails, fuser to determine if material is at fault.

b. If material is not at fault, fuser to cut out failed fuse and conduct rework process.

c. If material is at fault, fuser to notify Field Leader of failed visual inspection.

d. Field Leader to prepare materials for Supplier Quality.

e. Head Storeroom Manager to receive materials and create Service Now ticket and ship materials to Supplier Quality.
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f. Suppler Quality to receive materials and contact supplier for investigation.

g. Suppler Quality to perform their investigation process and notify the organization of investigation results.

2. Fuser to perform pressure/soap test to recognize Abnormal Operating Condition (AOC).

3. If pressure tests passes, fuser to document and complete work. If pressure test fails, refer to steps 4-8 and all associated sub-
steps.

If Pressure Test Fails
4. Fuser to notify the Field Leader of the failed pressure/soap test immediately.

5. Field Leader to receive notification of failure from fuser.

6. Second fuser to make repairs and complete joint.

7. Field leader to send notification to suspend qualifications to Operator Qualifications (OQ) PO Box once the repair is complete.

a. OQ Help Desk to suspend fuser’s qualifications immediately upon receipt of notification.

NOTE
All suspension notifications to be received and reviewed by OQ Help Desk. Suspension notifications to be tracked
on EWN for CE employees and on K: drive for contractors.

i. OQ Help Desk to determine if failed fuse cause by contractor or CE employee. If failure caused by CE employee, refer
to steps 7b-7e. If failure caused by contractor, then the Fusing Contract Company to perform corrective action
process and notify OQ PO Box to reinstate the contractor once complete.

ii. OQ Help Desk to receive and document completed corrective actions.

iii. Fusing contractor qualifications reinstated and can perform fusing work.

b. Certified OQ Evaluator to review suspension/reinstatement guidelines, pertinent fusing standards, and/or trainings with
fuser as soon as possible.

c. Certified OQ Evaluator to notify OQ Help Desk if retest for qualification is needed, or if the fuser can be reinstated.

d. OQ Help Desk to reinstate or reevaluate and reinstate fuser as soon as passed. Update system of record accordingly.

e. Fuser qualifications reinstated and can perform fusing work.

8. Field Leader to perform initial root cause analysis of failure.

a. If failure determined to be caused by tools or materials, or if the cause cannot be determined, then Field Leader must
arrange for defective part to be sent to Tools & Work Methods for inspection.

NOTE
Electrofusion inspection must include the battery box.

b. Tools and Work Methods to inspect defective part or send to manufacturer for inspection.

c. Tools and Work Methods to notify individuals involved and OQ of the inspections results.
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Revised 01/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice covers actions for the elimination of external static electricity when squeezing off plastic mains and services that are blowing
or being purged.

Static Buildup
Causes of Static Buildup

Cleaning the plastic pipe

The flow of gas

Flow through restrictions, such as fittings or squeeze-off points

Dirt particles and debris flowing in the gas stream

NOTE
Static electricity discharge can ignite natural gas.

Materials to Prevent Static Buildup
Materials used to disperse the buildup of static electricity on plastic pipe:

Leak soap: winter grade (10097077); or summer grade (10097075), AND

Wrapping materials: cotton gauze (10097608); or Burlap (10097632)

Avoid Static Discharge in All Excavations
SAFETY WARNING

A static discharge could cause a shock if:

Ungrounded tools come into contact with plastic pipe.

Tools without non-conducting jaws come into contact with plastic pipe.

Any part of your body (even through clothes) comes into contact with plastic pipe.

Even though a static discharge can be isolated from the operator, the static electricity may still be on the pipe and can
cause ignition.

Remember to insulate yourself from a static electric shock.

Squeeze Off Mains and Services Being Purged or Blowing
Including Control Work on PE Pipe

Squeezing can be performed outside or within a separate excavation.

037 Static Electricity
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The preferred procedure is to squeeze the pipe while in a separate excavation where gas levels are below the LEL.

Squeezing from outside a separate excavation is permitted on 1/2”–2” plastic.

Separate-Excavation Squeeze-off
1. Before touching a gas service or main with anything, spray leak soap on the entire exposed outer surface of the pipe (starting from

where it exits the soil to past the squeeze-off point).

2. Saturate the wrapping material with leak soap.

3. Starting at the edge of the bank, bury one end of the saturated wrapping material in the soil.

4. Spiral the wrapping material around the pipe. Overlap at least 1/2”.

Spiral wrap to the squeeze off point.

Leave a gap for the squeezer.

Continue to wrap any exposed pipe

5. Insert a grounding spike into the ground before bringing the squeezer into contact with the pipe. The grounding spike is not
necessary if squeezer is equipped with non-conducting jaws.

6. Keep the wrapping material moist with leak soap while in the excavation.

7. Spray leak soap on the pipe before releasing and/or removing the squeezer.

Same-Excavation Squeeze-off
When working in an excavation where gas is escaping or being purged, perform the same seven steps for squeezing while within a separate
excavation to prevent static electricity buildup and discharge when working within the excavation.

SAFETY WARNING
When working in an excavation where gas is escaping or where a gas release could reasonably be expected, refer to Gas
Operations Manual, , before entering the excavation.Procedure 4-5, Working with Blowing Gas

Purging Services
Partially backfill the service up to the riser protector.

If backfilling is not practical, spray and wrap all exposed plastic that could possibly be touched.

Purging Mains
Through a Purge Cap

Connect a temporary steel purge pipe into the purge cap of new plastic mains. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
, for example installation illustrations.

Procedure 7-1,
Purging Gas Mains and Services 3” and Larger

Ground the steel pipe to prevent an accidental ignition at the outlet of the purge point.

Spray and wrap any plastic pipe and fittings that could possibly be touched.

Through a Service Tee
Remove EFV on plastic service tees for use as a purge point.

Connect a service riser to the service tee. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
 for an example installation illustration.

Procedure 7-1, Purging Gas Mains and Services 3”
and Larger

Pressure test installation before tapping tee to use as a purge point.

Spray and wrap all exposed pipe and fittings that could possibly be touched.

Keep the wet wrap in contact with the ground.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_4-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-1
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-1
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Keep the wrap wet until the purge is complete.
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Revised 07/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Store fusion equipment inside and out of the weather whenever possible.

Pre Job Equipment Checklist
Unit

Correct lever handles are with unit

Base is not bent or damaged

Ensure generator is fueled up

All bolts and nuts tight

Movable jaws move freely

Guide rods are not damaged

Look for excessive play in bushings that could lead to misalignment of fuse

Unit free of hydraulic leaks

Clamping jaw and insert grooves are clean

Clamp knob bearings free and lubricated

Spring clips work properly

Snap rings in place

Fusion machine lubricated as often as necessary with No. 20 or No. 30 weight motor oil

Excess oil wiped off to prevent it from getting on surfaces to be fused

Guide rods cleaned with WD-40 or similar product

Facer
Cord, plug, and switch in good condition

Facer moves on guide rods without excessive force

No movement in blade holder

Inspect facer blades for damage and sharpness. Chipped or dull blades must be replaced

Bushing screws are tight and below surface

Facer does not wobble when trapped between stops

Iron
Inspect electric cord for wear and damaged insulation before use.

Heating tools have non-stick coatings for quick, complete release from melted polyethylene. Dirty or contaminated heating tool
faces can cause poor fusion and damaged coatings may not release properly from the melt. Use only wooden implements and
clean, dry non-synthetic (cotton) cloths or paper towels to clean heating tool faces. Never use spray chemicals or metal tools on
heating tool faces.

Heater plates should not have any nicks, gouges or excessive scratches in the area where the plastic pipe contacts the heater.

038 Fusion Equipment Care
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The specified temperature is the temperature on the surfaces that contact the pipe or fitting being joined, not the heating tool
thermometer temperature. Use an infrared thermometer to check for uniform temperature across both of the component contact surfaces.
Uneven temperature may indicate a faulty heater. The heater thermometer measures the internal temperature, which is usually higher than
surface temperature; however, heating tool temperature can be verified by checking the thermometer to ensure that the heating tool is
maintaining temperature. When checking surface temperature with an infrared thermometer, note the heating tool thermometer reading.
Check the heating tool thermometer reading before each fusion to verify that the heating tool is maintaining temperature properly.
Incorrect or non-uniform temperature can cause poor fusion.

Manufacturer Recommended Practices Section
All Company identified fusion equipment is subject to an inspection per manufacturers’ recommendations.

Contractors who perform plastic fusion/joining must comply with all current PHMSA requirements regarding tool maintenance. This
includes maintaining a form internally that documents equipment inspections are being completed in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommended practices. These forms are subject to inspection by the Tools & Work Methods group..

The tools to be inspected include the following:

Heating Tool/Iron

Facer

Fusion Machine

Electrofusion Processors/Boxes

Infrared Thermometer

Iron Temperature Adjustment
1. Plug in iron and wait for temperature to stabilize.

2. Check temperature with an accurate pyrometer or infrared thermometer.

3. Unplug iron to adjust temperature:

To increase it, turn adjustment screw counterclockwise (1 turn = 100°F).

To decrease it, turn adjustment screw clockwise (1 turn = 100°F). The iron must cool off before adjusting to a lower
temperature.

Newer iron models have temperature adjustment knobs.

4. Plug iron back in and allow it to stabilize.

5. Check iron temperature and repeat Steps 3 and 4 as necessary. The heating tool temperature should read between 400°F –
450°F on the surfaces that contact the pipe or fitting being joined. Not the heating tool thermometer.

6. If you have difficulty or there is no adjustment screw, remove from service.

Pipe Peeler Inspection
To ensure the pipe scraper/peeler is working correctly, occasionally inspect the pipe peeler on a scrap piece of pipe.

1. Mark a criss-cross pattern with a felt-tipped marker from the end of the pipe to the full coupling length. For an example, see 
.

Figure
1
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 Criss-Cross Pattern on PipeFIGURE 1

2. To ensure proper peeling occurs, the criss-cross markings should be removed from the surface of the pipe by the peeler. If the criss-
cross markings are still present, proper peeling has not occurred. Check the condition of the pipe peeler, and replace the blade or
peeler, if necessary.
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Revised 12/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Use this method when fusing 5/8” OD and larger plastic pipe or fittings.

Anyone making plastic pipe joints on the gas distribution system is required to pass the plastic joiner qualification test (refer to
).Practice 035, Plastic Joiner Qualification

DO NOT perform butt fusion on pipe of dissimilar densities. These joints must be electrofused.

Use a stab fitting when connecting 5/8” dissimilar density pipe (black to yellow). This connection is approved for the following:

Construction tie-overs

Cut and reconnects

Capping off pipe

Any other task requiring a connection of dissimilar 5/8” plastic pipe

SAFETY WARNING
Fire or Explosion – Electric tools or fusion equipment may not be explosion-proof and may ignite a flammable gas
or flammable dust atmosphere.
DO NOT operate electrical devices that are not explosion proof in a flammable gas or flammable dust
atmosphere. When a flammable gas-air mixture may be present, observe all gas system operator (pipeline or
utility company and contractor) safety procedures for the use of electric tools and equipment.

Key Factors For Quality Fusions
Quality fusion requires using all of the required tools and equipment, and following all of the steps in the procedure in the correct
sequence. Faulty fusion is caused by improper or defective equipment, omitting steps or doing things out of sequence.

Training and experience provide knowledge and proficiency in what to do, what to expect and recognizing potential problems in advance.
Inadequately trained or inexperienced persons can produce poor quality fusions and may expose themselves or others to hazards. Federal
safety regulations require that persons making joints in gas systems must be qualified in the pipeline operator’s qualified fusion
procedures (CFR 49, Part 192).

The key factors below are necessary for quality fusion:

Fusion tools and equipment must be correct for the job and in proper working order. Each fusion procedure requires specific tools
and equipment to do the job properly. Incorrect or poorly maintained or damaged fusion tools or equipment or using the wrong tools
or equipment can cause a poor fusion and may be hazardous. Use only the correct tools and equipment for the job. Do not use
defective or improper tools or equipment. Follow the equipment manufacturer’s procedures for equipment maintenance.

The fusion operator must be proficient in tool and equipment use and operation, and proficient in fusion procedure. The operator
should be thoroughly familiar with the tools and equipment and their use and operation. Improper use or an incorrect operating
sequence can cause a poor fusion and may be hazardous. Know how to use the equipment and observe the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Pipe and fitting surfaces must be clean and properly prepared. Dirty, contaminated or poorly prepared surfaces that do not mate
together properly cannot produce a quality fusion. Clean and prepare the surfaces before joining. If contamination is reintroduced,
clean the surfaces again.

Heating tool surfaces must be clean, undamaged and at the correct surface temperature. Heating tool faces have non-stick
coatings for quick, complete release from melted polyethylene. Dirty or contaminated heating tool faces can cause poor fusion and
damaged coatings may not release properly from the melt. Use only wooden implements and clean, dry non-synthetic (cotton)
cloths or paper towels to clean heating tool faces. Never use spray chemicals or metal tools on heating tool faces.

039 Manual Butt Fusion

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#GOCFP_035
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Heating tool temperatures are specified for each procedure. (Butt fusion and saddle fusion heating tool temperatures are different.) The
specified temperature is the temperature on the surfaces that contact the pipe or fitting being joined, not the heating tool thermometer
temperature. Use a pyrometer or infrared thermometer to check for uniform temperature across both of the component contact surfaces.
(Temperature indication crayons are not preferred. If used, temperature- indicating crayons must never be applied to a surface that
contacts a pipe or fitting.) Uneven temperature may indicate a faulty heater. The heater thermometer measures the internal temperature,
which is usually higher than surface temperature; however, heating tool temperature can be verified by checking the thermometer to
ensure that the heating tool is maintaining temperature. When checking surface temperature with a pyrometer or infrared thermometer,
note the heating tool thermometer reading. Check the heating tool thermometer reading before each fusion to verify that the heating tool is
maintaining temperature properly. Incorrect or non-uniform temperature can cause poor fusion.

Fusion In Cold Weather
In cold weather, polyethylene becomes more sensitive to impact and is less flexible. Use additional care in handling. When temperatures
are cold, avoid sharp impact such as dropping the pipe from moderate heights. Cold pipes will be harder to bend or uncoil.

Butt Fusion is generally not recommended below -4°F (-20°C) without special provisions such as a portable shelter or trailer or other
suitable protective measures with auxiliary heating. In inclement weather and especially in windy conditions, the fusion operation should
be shielded to avoid precipitation or blowing snow and excessive heat loss from wind chill. Remove all frost, ice or snow from the OD and ID
surfaces of areas to be fused. Surfaces must be clean and dry before fusing.

Maintain the specified heating tool surface temperature. Do not increase heating tool surface temperature.

Do not apply pressure during zero pressure butt or saddle fusion heating steps.

Do not increase butt fusion joining pressure.

When making a butt fusion joint with the ambient temperature below 3°F(-16°C), pre-heat the pipe ends using a heating blanket or
warm air device to elevate the pipe temperature to improve the heating starting condition.

With pipe mounted in the fusion machine, an alternate method of pre-heating is to stop the pipe ends within .25-.50 inches
(6.4-12.7mm) of the heater plate face to allow the pipe ends to warm for 30 seconds to 2 minutes, depending on the pipe
size and wall thickness.

SAFETY WARNING
The use of direct application open flame devices, such as torches, for heating polyethylene pipe is prohibited due
to the lack of adequate heating control and possibility of damage to the pipe ends.

When fusing coiled pipe when the ambient temperature is below 32°F (0°C), it may be required to remove an end section of pipe
from the coil and butt fuse on a straight section of pipe to enable correct pipe alignment. Completed joints shall be allowed to cool
to ambient temperature before any stress is applied.

When fusing in cold weather, the time required to obtain the proper melt may increase.

In butt fusion, melt bead size determines heating time. As a result, the procedure automatically compensates when cold pipe
requires longer time to form the proper melt bead size.

Before Starting
Verify pipe manufacturer’s identification markings are legible (printed every 2') and not to exceed the expiration date. Three years
for MDPE (yellow) and 10 years for HDPE (black)..

Inspect pipe lengths and fittings for unacceptable cuts, gouges, deep scratches or other deleterious defects. Damaged products
should not be used.

Remove surface damage at pipe ends that could compromise the joining surfaces or interfere with fusion tools or equipment.

Be sure all required tools and equipment are on site, in proper working order and fueled up.

The pipe and fitting surfaces where tools and equipment are fitted must be clean and dry. Use clean, dry, non-synthetic (cotton)
cloths or paper towels to remove dirt, snow, water and other contamination. 90% or greater isopropyl alcohol may be used to clean
extremely dirty pipe before facing, NEVER after facing.

Shield heated fusion equipment and surfaces from inclement weather and winds. A temporary shelter over fusion equipment and
the fusion operation may be required.

Relieve tension in the line before making connections.

When joining coiled pipe, making an s-curve between pipe coils can relieve tension. In some cases, it may be necessary to allow
pipe to equalize to the temperature of its surroundings.
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Pipes must be correctly aligned before making connections.

Allow pipe to relax before making the final tie-in. For more information, refer to .Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

SAFETY WARNING
Do not bend pipe into alignment against open butt fusion clamps. The pipe may spring out and cause injury or damage.
Pipe must be aligned before placing it into butt fusion equipment.

Setup Parameters
Heating tool surface temperature: minimum 400°F–maximum 450°F (204–232°C).

Heating tool surfaces must be clean and up to temperature before beginning the fusion procedure. All points on both heating tool
surfaces where the heating tool surfaces will contact the pipe or fitting ends must be within the prescribed minimum and maximum
temperatures. For heating tool temperature inspection, refer to .Practice 038, Equipment Care

Procedure
1. Secure. Clean the inside and outside of the component (pipe or fitting) ends by wiping with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or paper

towel. Remove all foreign matter. Align the components with the machine, place them in the clamps and then close the clamps. Do
not force pipes into alignment against open fusion machine clamps. (When working with coiled pipe, if possible “S” the pipes on
each side of the machine to compensate for coil curvature and make it easier to join.) Component ends should protrude past the
clamps enough so that facing will be complete. Bring the ends together and check high-low alignment. Adjust alignment as
necessary by tightening the high side down.

2. Face. Place the facing tool between the component ends and face them to establish smooth, clean, parallel mating surfaces.
Complete facing produces continuous circumferential shavings from both ends. Face until there is a minimal distance between the
fixed and moveable clamps. Some machines have facing stops. If stops are present, face down to the stops. Remove the facing tool
and clear all shavings and pipe chips from the component ends. Do not touch the component ends with your hands after facing. If
you touch component ends or pipe becomes dirty, start over at Step 1.

3. Align. Bring the component ends together, check alignment and check for slippage against fusion pressure. Look for complete
contact all around both ends with no detectable gaps and outside diameters in high-low alignment. If necessary, adjust the high
side by tightening the high side clamp. Do not loosen the low side clamp because components may slip during fusion. Re-face if
high-low alignment is adjusted.

NOTE
All employees should wear appropriate Company approved hand protection to safeguard against harmful temperature
extremes.

4. Melt. To prevent any contaminants such as dirt, dust or plastic pipe residue build up on the heater plate surfaces, wipe contact
surface area with a clean dry non synthetic cloth before each fusion joint. Verify that the heating tool is maintaining the correct
temperature. Place the heating tool between the component ends and move the ends against the heating tool. The initial contact
should be under moderate pressure to ensure full contact. Hold contact pressure very briefly then release pressure without
breaking contact. Pressure must be reduced to contact pressure at the first indication of melt around the pipe ends. Hold the ends
against the heating tool without force. Beads of melted polyethylene will form against the heating tool at the component ends. Use

 to approximate the melt bead size from the pipe OD. When the proper melt bead size is formed, quickly separate the ends
and remove the heating tool. This process should be completed within the recommended time in .
Figure 1

Figure 2

Pipe Diameter Approximate Melt Bead Size, in.

1/2”-1” CTS & 1-1/4” IPS 1/32”

2” – 3” IPS 1/16”

4” IPS 3/16”

6” IPS 3/16”

8” IPS 3/16”

FIGURE 1

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#GOCFP_008
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#GOCFP_038
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Pipe Diameter Maximum Heater Plate Removal Time (Seconds)

1/2”-1” CTS & 1-1/4” IPS 4

2” – 3” IPS 8

4” IPS 10

6” – 8” IPS 15

FIGURE 2

PIPE or FITTING PIPE or FITTING

“A” Minimum Melt
Bead Size Needed
Before Removing
Heater

FIGURE 3

Important: The maximum heater plate removal time for ½ in. CTS to 1-1/2 in. IPS is 4 seconds.

NOTE
During heating, the melt bead will expand out flush to the heating tool surface or may curl slightly away from the
surface. If the melt bead curls significantly away from the heating tool surface, unacceptable pressure during
heating may be indicated.

5. Join. Immediately after heating tool removal, quickly inspect the melted ends, which should be flat, smooth and completely melted.
If the melt surfaces are acceptable, immediately and in a continuous motion, bring the ends together and apply the correct joining
force. Do not slam. Apply enough joining force to roll both melt beads over to the pipe surface. A concave melt surface is
unacceptable; it indicates pressure during heating. See . Do not continue. Allow the component ends to cool and start over
at Step 1.

Figure 4

SAFETY WARNING
After heating tool removal, if there is a rough sandpaper- like, bubbly, or pockmarked appearance on the surface, this is
unacceptable. It indicates hydrocarbon permeation. Stop the fusion process. See  for possible causes.Figure 8
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FIGURE 4

The correct joining force will form a double bead that is rolled over to the surface on both ends.

6. Hold. Hold joining force against the ends until the joint is cool. Maintain fusion pressure against the pipe ends at a minimum cool
time rate of 11 minutes per inch of pipe wall thickness. See . For ambient temperatures above 100°F, additional cooling
time may be needed. DO NOT try to shorten the cooling time by applying water, wet cloths, or the like.

Figure 6

NOTE
Avoid pulling, installation, pressure testing and rough handling for at least an additional 30 minutes after removal from
the fusion machine. For 1” IPS and smaller pipe sizes, only 10 minutes of additional cooling time is required. See 

 for how long to wait before rough handling is permitted.
Figure

5

ROUGH HANDLING WAIT TIMES

Pipe Diameter Rough Handling Wait Time

1/2”– 1” CTS 10 minutes

1-1/4” – 8” IPS 30 minutes

FIGURE 5

COOLING TIME BASED ON PIPE DIAMETER

Pipe Diameter Cool Time (seconds)

1/2” CTS 1 min

1” CTS 1 min 30 sec

1-1/4” IPS 1 min 40 sec

2” IPS 2 min 22 sec

3” – 4” IPS 4 min 29 sec

6” IPS 6 min 37 sec

8” IPS 8 min 37 sec

Heavier wall thickness pipes require longer cooling times.

FIGURE 6

7. Inspect. On both sides, the double bead should be rolled over to the surface and be uniformly rounded and consistent in size all
around the joint. Butt fusion bead dimensional guidelines can be seen in . When butt fusing to molded fittings, the fitting-
side bead may have an irregular appearance due to the molded part cooling and knit lines. This is acceptable provided the pipe-
side bead is correct.

Figure 7
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These visually acce ptable beads m ay have a
gap under the bead a fter it cools.

PE Pipe (Cross Section View)
Visually Acce ptable  - Uniform Bead
around pipe

Visually Acce ptable  - Non-uniform Bead
sizes but uniform around pipe (typical pipe to
molded fitting bead or Unimodal to Bimodal
pipe bead)

PE Pipe (Cross Section View)

These visually acce ptable beads m ay have a
gap under the bead a fter it cools.

Visually Acce ptable  - Non-uniform Bead sizes 
but uniform around pipe (Outside diameter 
mismatch less than 10% of the wall)

PE Pipe (Cross Section View)

These visually acce ptable beads m ay have a
gap under the bead a fter it cools.

The V-Groove should not be deeper
than half the bead height

Visually Unacce ptable  - Non-uniform/
Uniform Bead around pipe –
V-Groove too deep at pipe-tangent

PE Pipe (Cross Section View)

FIGURE 7

Hydrocarbon Permeation
Hydrocarbon permeation appears as a rough sandpaper-like, bubbly, or pockmarked surface on melted ends when heated with the fusion
iron.

This is unacceptable, and the fusion process must stop and mechanical connections must be utilized.

Contact the Field Leader if this is observed.

Refer to .Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for Medium Density PE

See  and  for an example of hydrocarbon permeation.Figure 10A Figure 10B

CAUSES OF VARIOUS CONDITIONS

Observed Condition Possible Causes

Double bead v-groove too deep. Pressure applied during the heating cycle.

Non-uniform bead size around
pipe Misalignment; defective heating tool; worn equipment; incomplete facing

One bead larger than the other If the two materials being joined are the same, then having one bead being larger than the other bead may be a sign that
the component slipped in clamp; that the heating tool may be defective or that there may be incomplete facing

Beads too small Insufficient heating; insufficient joining force

Beads too large Excessive heating time

Rough, sandpaper like, bubbly, or
pockmarked melt bead surface Hydrocarbon contamination — See the  section within this Practice.Hydrocarbon Permeation

FIGURE 8

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#GOCFP_043
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#GOCFP_043
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/GOCFP/GOCFP.pdf#GOCFP_043
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Acceptable Fusions

 Acceptable FusionsFIGURE 9

Unacceptable Fusions
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FIGURE 10A
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 Hydrocarbon PermeationFIGURE 10B
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides procedures for the following hydraulic equipment (each described in their respective sections within this
Practice):

McElroy 26 or McElroy 28 Fusion Unit with One Hydraulic Regulator

McElroy 28 Fusion Unit with 3 Hydraulic Regulators

T. D. Williamson Centrefuse 28

Hydraulic Hand Pump Fusion Units

McElroy TracStar 412

Do not perform butt fusion on pipe of dissimilar densities. These joints must be electrofused.

Use this method when fusing 2” OD and larger plastic pipe or fittings.

Use windscreens when the chilling effects of blowing wind could spoil the quality of the fusion joint.

Protect the fusion iron from the cooling effects of wind.

A fusion iron below the proper temperature may result in a bad joint.

DO NOT use hydraulic fusion machines when the speed of the carriage becomes too slow. This could cause a cold joint.

During cold weather use a No. 4 Manual Unit for 3” and 4” pipe.

Anyone making plastic pipe joints on the gas distribution system is required to pass the plastic joiner qualification test. Refer to
.Practice 035, Plastic Joiner Qualification

McElroy 26 Or McElroy 28 Fusion Unit With One Hydraulic
Regulator

1. Check the equipment before using it (refer to ).Practice 038, Equipment Care

MINIMUM GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS

Unit Capacity Voltage Wattage

6” 120 V AC 4,000 Watts

8” 150 V AC 3,500 Watts

8” 230 V AC 5,500 Watts

 Minimum Generator
Requirements
FIGURE 1

NOTE
A minimum 5,500 watt generator is preferred to keep the iron and machine running during operation.

2. Check the hydraulic oil level.

Check fluid on sight glass on filler spout. Add fluid if necessary.

Use the manufacturer’s recommended hydraulic fluid as necessary.

040 Hydraulic Butt Fusion

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/mcelroy-tracstar-412.pdf
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3. Preheat the fusion iron to minimum 400°F – maximum 450°F. Heating tool surfaces must be clean and up to temperature before
beginning the fusion procedure. All points on both heating tool surfaces where the heating tool surfaces will contact the pipe or
fitting ends must be within the prescribed minimum and maximum temperatures. Protect it from the wind and place it in an
insulated heater stand (10098540).

4. Select and install the proper jaw inserts. Beveled edges face the end of the machine.

NOTE
The pipe and fitting surfaces where tools and equipment are fitted must be clean and dry. Use clean, dry, non-synthetic
(cotton) cloths or paper towels to remove dirt, snow, water and other contamination. 90% or greater isopropyl alcohol
may be used to clean extremely dirty pipe before facing, NEVER after facing. Verify pipe manufacturer’s identification
markings are legible (printed every 2') and not to exceed the expiration date. Three years for MDPE (yellow) and 10 years
for HDPE (black).

5. Clean the inside and outside of the component (pipe or fitting) ends by wiping with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or paper towel.
Remove all foreign matter. Align the components with the machine, place them in the clamps and then close the clamps. Do not
force pipes into alignment against open fusion machine clamps. (When working with coiled pipe, if possible “S” the pipes on each
side of the machine to compensate for coil curvature and make it easier to join.) Component ends should protrude past the clamps
enough so that facing will be complete. Bring the ends together and check high-low alignment. Adjust alignment as necessary by
tightening the high side down.

NOTE
Securely tighten clamp knobs on outside jaws first. Then tighten inside clamp knobs to adjust for alignment.

6. Determine the drag pressure for the pipe (Steps 7–11).

Always do this for the first joint and again when any of the drag conditions change.

EXAMPLES: Dragging more or less pipe, dragging on a different surface, etc.

SAFETY WARNING
Hydraulic operated jaws are operated under pressure. Anything caught in the jaws will be crushed. Keep all body
parts out of the jaw area while the machine is running.

7. Move the carriage to the far right.

8. Shift the carriage control lever to the forward position and increase the hydraulic pressure with the regulator until the pipe starts to
move.
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 Pressure RegulatorFIGURE 2

9. Quickly reduce the pressure until the carriage is barely moving.

10. Record the pressure that reads on the gauge:  
Drag pressure = psig

11. Shift the carriage control lever back to the neutral position.

12. Select the gauge pressure from .Figure 3

Pipe Size
Gauge Pressure (psig)

Medium Density and Dissimilar

2” 22

3” 50

4” 82

6” 182

8” 307

 Gauge PressureFIGURE 3

13. Determine the fusion pressure by adding the drag pressure to the gauge pressure: 

14. Set the regulator pressure to the fusion pressure obtained in Step 13.
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15. Place the facer in machine, lock it into place, and turn on the pump motor.

16. Shift the 2-position lever valve to the “Facing” mode.

Adjust the needle valve to control the feed rate.

DO NOT overload the motor.

Gauge

Forward N
eu

tra
l

Re
ve

rse

Facing Mode
Off

Facing Mode
On

Needle Valve
Control

Carriage Control Lever

FIGURE 4

17. Place the facing tool between the component ends and face them to establish smooth, clean, parallel mating surfaces. Complete
facing produces continuous circumferential shavings from both ends. Face until there is a minimal distance between the fixed and
moveable clamps. Some machines have facing stops. If stops are present, face down to the stops.

18. Shift the 2-position control lever back to the “Neutral” position.

19. Remove the facing tool, turn off facer, and clear all shavings and pipe chips from the component ends. Do not touch the component
ends with your hands after facing. If you touch component ends or pipe becomes dirty while facing, start over at Step 5.

20. Bring the component ends together, check alignment and check for slippage against fusion pressure. [Shift to neutral.] Look for
complete contact all around both ends with no detectable gaps and outside diameters in high-low alignment. If necessary, adjust
the high side by tightening the high side (inside) clamp. Do not loosen the low side clamp because components may slip during
fusion. Re-face if high-low alignment is adjusted.

21. Remove the facer and clean all cuttings from the pipe. DO NOT touch or wipe off the faced surfaces. If you touch the pipe or pipe
becomes dirty, start over at Step 5.

22. Set the initial heating pressure:
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NOTE
All employees should wear appropriate Company approved hand protection to safeguard against harmful temperature
extremes.

23. Verify that the heating tool is maintaining the correct temperature. To prevent any contaminants such as dirt, dust, or plastic pipe
residue build up on the heater plate surfaces, wipe contact surface area with a clean dry non synthetic cloth before each fusion
joint. Heating tool surface temperature should be minimum 400°F – maximum 450°F.

24. Open the carriage and put the iron into the machine.

25. Bring the pipe into contact with both heater faces.

26. Reduce the heating pressure back to the drag pressure.

27. Shift the control lever to the neutral position.

DO NOT hold high hydraulic pressure against the iron.

Observe the plastic melt bead size while the heating iron is in place. Refer to  for the proper melt bead size.Figure 5

Pipe Diameter Approximate Melt Bead Size (inches)

2” – 3” 1/16”

4” 3/16”

6” 3/16”

8” 3/16”

FIGURE 5

28. Set the fusion pressure to the value found in Step 13. Retract the jaws and remove the iron without touching the pipe.

This process should be completed within the recommended time in .Figure 6

Start over at Step 5 if the plastic sticks to the iron.

Pipe Diameter Maximum Heater Plate Removal Time (Seconds)

2” 8

3” – 4” 10

6” – 8” 15

FIGURE 6

29. Immediately after heating tool removal, quickly inspect the melted ends, which should be flat, smooth, and completely melted.

30. If the melt surfaces are acceptable, immediately and in a continuous motion shift the control lever to the “Forward” position, bring
the ends together, and apply the correct joining force. Apply enough joining force to roll both melt beads over to the pipe surface. If
the melt surfaces are unacceptable, allow pipe to cool and start over at Step 5.

A concave melt surface is unacceptable; it indicates pressure during heating. Do not continue. Allow the component ends to
cool and start over at Step 5.

The correct joining force will form a double bead that is rolled over to the surface on both sides.

31. Allow the joint to cool with the pump running and the control lever in the “Forward” position.

32. Hold joining force against the ends until the joint is cool. Refer to cooling times in .Figure 7
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Pipe Diameter Cool Time (seconds)

2” 2 min 22 sec

3” – 4” 4 min 29 sec

6” 6 min 37 sec

8” 8 min 37 sec

FIGURE 7

33. After the joint has cooled, return the control lever to the “Neutral” position.

34. Inspect on both sides.

The double bead should be rolled over to the surface and be uniformly rounded and consistent in size all around the joint.

When butt fusing molded fittings, the fitting-side bead may have an irregular appearance due to the molded part cooling
and knit lines. This is acceptable provided the pipe-side bead is correct.

Refer to , for illustrations of acceptable and unacceptable joints.Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

35. Remove the pipe from the machine. Avoid pulling, installation, pressure testing, and rough handling for at least an additional 30
minutes after removal from the fusion machine.

36. Cut out and redo any joints that are unacceptable.

McElroy 28 Fusion Unit with 3 Hydraulic Regulators

NOTE
A minimum 5,500 watt generator is preferred to keep the iron and machine running during operation.

1. Check equipment before using it (refer to ).Practice 038, Equipment Care

2. Check the hydraulic oil level.

Check fluid on sight glass on filler spout, and add fluid if necessary.

Use manufacturer’s recommended hydraulic fluid as necessary.

3. Preheat the fusion iron to minimum 400°F - maximum 450°F. Heating tool surfaces must be clean and up to temperature before
beginning the fusion procedure. All points on both heating tool surfaces where the heating tool surfaces will contact the pipe or
fitting ends must be within the prescribed minimum and maximum temperatures.

Protect it from the wind.

Place it in an insulated heater stand (10098540).

4. Select and install the proper jaw inserts. Beveled edges on 2” inserts face the outside end of the machine.

NOTE
The pipe and fitting surfaces where tools and equipment are fitted must be clean and dry. Use clean, dry, non-synthetic
(cotton) cloths or paper towels to remove dirt, snow, water and other contamination. 90% or greater isopropyl alcohol
may be used to clean extremely dirty pipe before facing, NEVER after facing.

5. Clean the inside and outside of the component (pipe or fitting) ends by wiping with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or paper towel.
Remove all foreign matter. Align the components with the machine, place them in the clamps and then close the clamps. Do not
force pipes into alignment against open fusion machine clamps. (When working with coiled pipe, if possible “S” the pipes on each
side of the machine to compensate for coil curvature and make it easier to join.) Component ends should protrude past the clamps
enough so that facing will be complete. Adjust alignment as necessary by tightening the high side down.

NOTE

Plastic pipe 4” and larger may have beveled ends. Remove any beveled ends for proper pipe wall alignment.

Securely tighten clamp knobs on outside jaws first. Then tighten inside clamp knobs to adjust for alignment.
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Setting Facing Pressure
6. Turn the machine on, shift the valve selector to the “Facing” mode. Adjust facing pressure by turning the regulator knob clockwise

to increase pressure. Set the facing pressure high enough to feed the pipe into the facer without overloading the facer motor.
Pressure may be adjusted during facing if necessary.

Close
Hold

Open

Carriage Control Lever

Selector Lever

Selector Valve

Pressure Regulator
for Facing

Pressure Regulator
for Heating

Pressure Regulator
for Fusing

Heating
Mode

Facing
Mode

Fusing
Mode

FIGURE 8

7. Shift carriage lever to “close”, bring ends together for preliminary high / low alignment check. Adjust as necessary.

Setting Heating/Drag Pressure
8. Shift the valve selector to the “Heating” mode to determine the drag pressure for the pipe (Steps 9-14).

Always do this for the first joint and again when any of the drag conditions change.

EXAMPLES: Dragging more or less pipe, dragging on a different surface, etc.

9. Open carriage up to allow 2” between the two ends of the pipe.

10. Decrease the gauge pressure to its lowest setting (30 psi).

11. Shift the control lever to the “Close” position.

12. Increase the gauge pressure by turning the heating pressure regulator until the pipe starts to move.

13. Quickly reduce the pressure until the carriage is barely moving.

14. Shift the carriage control lever back to the “Hold” position.

15. Record the pressure that is on the gauge: 
Drag/Heating Pressure = psig
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Setting Fusion Pressure
16. Shift the valve selector to the “Fusion” mode.

17. Select the gauge pressure from .Figure 9

Pipe Size Gauge Pressure Medium Density (psig)

2” 22

3” 50

4” 82

6” 182

8” 307

FIGURE 9

18. Determine the fusion pressure by adding the drag pressure to the gauge pressure:

19. Set the fusion pressure to the pressure found in Step 18.

FACE
20. Shift the selector valve to the “Facing” position.

21. Place the facer in machine, lock into place, and turn on the facer. Shift carriage control lever to close. Facing pressure may be
adjusted as necessary.

22. Face ends to establish smooth, clean, and parallel mating surfaces. Complete facing produces continuous circumferential shavings
from both ends. Face down to the stops. After facing is complete, open carriage, turn off facer, and remove facing tool. Clear all
shavings and pipe chips from the component ends. Do not touch the component ends with your hands after facing. If you touch
component ends or pipe becomes dirty, start over at Step 5.

WARNING
Hydraulic operated jaws are operated under pressure. Anything caught in the jaws will be crushed. Keep all body parts
out of the jaw area while the machine is running.

23. Shift valve selector to the “Fusion” position

24. Bring the components ends together to check for high/low alignment and slippage. Look for complete contact all around both ends
with no detectable gaps and outside diameters in high-low alignment. If high/ low adjustment is necessary, slightly open carriage
before making adjustments. Adjust the high side by tightening the high side (inside) clamp. Do not loosen the low side clamp
because components may slip during fusion. Re-face if high-low alignment is adjusted.

MELT
25. Verify that the heating tool is maintaining the correct temperature. Heating tool surface temperature should be minimum 400°F –

maximum 450°F.

NOTE
All employees should wear appropriate Company approved hand protection to safeguard against harmful temperature
extremes.

26. Open carriage far enough to inspect component ends and to insert heating tool. To prevent any contaminants such as dirt, dust, or
plastic pipe residue build up on the heater plate surfaces, wipe contact surface area with a clean dry non synthetic cloth before
each fusion joint.

Place clean heating tool on the guide rods between the component ends.

Close the component ends against the heating tool.

27. Hold contact pressure very briefly.

28. Shift the selector valve to the “Heating” position.
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29. Release pressure without breaking contact by moving the carriage control valve in the “Hold” position.

The pressure gauge should read either 30 psig or the drag pressure (see, Step 15), whichever is higher.

Beads of polyethylene will form against the heating tool at the components ends. Use  to approximate the melt
bead size from the pipe OD.

Figure 10

Pipe Diameter Approximate Melt Bead Size (inches)

2” – 3” 1/16”

4” 3/16”

6” 3/16”

8” 3/16”

FIGURE 10

30. Shift the selector valve to the “Fusion” position. Retract jaws far enough to remove the heating tool. Quickly remove the heating tool
without touching the component ends.

NOTE
During heating, the melt bead will expand out flush to the heating tool surface or may curl slightly away from the
surface. If the melt bead curls significantly away from the heating tool surface, unacceptable pressure during heating
may be indicated.

JOIN
31. Immediately after heating tool removal, quickly inspect the melted ends, which should be flat, smooth, and completely melted.

32. If the melt surfaces are acceptable, immediately and in a continuous motion shift the carriage control lever to the close position.
This brings the component ends together, and applies the correct joining force (fusion pressure) to roll both melt beads over to the
pipe surface. This process must be completed within the recommended time in . If melt surfaces are unacceptable, allow
pipe to cool and start over at step 5.

Figure 11

Pipe Diameter Maximum Heater Plate Removal Time (Seconds)

2” 8

3” – 4” 10

6” – 8” 15

FIGURE 11

33. Allow the joint to cool with the pump running and the control lever in the “Close” position.

NOTE

A concave melt surface is unacceptable; it indicates pressure during heating. Do not continue. Allow the
component ends to cool and start over at , Step 5.McElroy 28 Fusion Unit with 3 Hydraulic Regulators

The correct joining force will form a double bead that is rolled over to the surface on both sides.

HOLD
34. Hold joining force against the ends until the joint is cool. Refer to cooling times in .Figure 12

Pipe Diameter Cool Time (seconds)

2” 2 min 22 sec

3” – 4” 4 min 29 sec

6” 6 min 37 sec

8” 8 min 37 sec

FIGURE 12

35. After the joint has cooled, return the control lever to the “Hold” position.

36. Inspect on both sides.
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The double bead should be rolled over to the surface and be uniformly rounded and consistent in size all around the joint.

When butt fusing molded fittings, the fitting-side bead may have an irregular appearance due to the molded part cooling
and knit lines. This is acceptable provided the pipe-side bead is correct.

Refer to , for illustrations of acceptable and unacceptable joints.Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

37. Remove the pipe from the machine.

NOTE
Avoid pulling, installation, pressure testing, and rough handling for at least an additional 30 minutes after removal from
the fusion machine.

38. Cut out and redo any joints that are unacceptable.

T. D. Williamson Centrefuse 28

NOTE
Generator requirements ― 5,000 watts, 120 volts

1. Check equipment before using it (see ).Practice 038, Equipment Care

2. Check the hydraulic oil level.

It should be 1/2” to 1” from the top of the tank.

Use manufacturer’s recommended hydraulic fluid as necessary.

3. Preheat the fusion iron to minimum 400°F – maximum 450°F. Heating tool surfaces must be clean and up to temperature before
beginning the fusion procedure. All points on both heating tool surfaces where the heating tool surfaces will contact the pipe or
fitting ends must be within the prescribed minimum and maximum temperatures.

Protect it from the wind.

Place it in an insulated heater stand (10098540).

4. Select and install the proper jaw inserts. The inserts are marked upper and lower on the side. The marked side goes toward the
facer.

NOTE
The pipe and fitting surfaces where tools and equipment are fitted must be clean and dry. Use clean, dry, non-synthetic
(cotton) cloths or paper towels to remove dirt, snow, water and other contamination. 90% or greater isopropyl alcohol
may be used to clean extremely dirty pipe before facing, NEVER after facing.

5. Clean the inside and outside of the component (pipe or fitting) ends by wiping with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or paper towel.
Remove all foreign matter. Align the components with the machine, place them in the clamps and then close the clamps. Do not
force pipes into alignment against open fusion machine clamps. (When working with coiled pipe, if possible “S” the pipes on each
side of the machine to compensate for coil curvature and make it easier to join.) Component ends should protrude past the clamps
enough so that facing will be complete. Bring the ends together and check high-low alignment. Adjust alignment as necessary by
tightening the high side down.

NOTE
Securely tighten clamp knobs on outside jaws first. Then tighten inside clamp knobs to adjust for alignment.
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FIGURE 13

NOTE
For the following pressure sets, set all pressures with the facer motor turned off. When the facer motor is on, there is an
increase in hydraulic pressure

6. Set fusion pressure (Steps 7–10).

7. Set operating knob to “Operate”.

8. Turn drag control knob all the way counterclockwise.

9. Set function selector switch to “Fusing”.

10. Select the fusion pressure from .Figure 14

Pipe Size
Gauge Pressure

Medium Density and Dissimilar

2” 23

3” 50

4” 84

6” 181

8” 307

FIGURE 14

11. Set the heating pressure (Steps 12–13).

12. Set function selector switch to “Heating”.

13. Turn heating pressure knob all the way counterclockwise

14. Set the facing pressure (Steps 15–16).

15. Set function selector switch to “Facing”.

16. Set facing pressure to 50 psi.
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17. Determine the drag pressure for the pipe (Steps 18–20).

Always do this for the first joint and again when any of the drag conditions change.

EXAMPLE: Dragging more or less pipe, dragging on a different surface, etc.

SAFETY WARNING
Hydraulic operated jaws are operated under pressure. Anything caught in the jaws will be crushed. Keep all body
parts out of the jaw area while the machine is running.

18. Set operating knob to “Set Drag”.

19. With directional control lever held to the left, turn drag control knob clockwise until the carriage starts to move towards the facer
and overcomes the drag resistance.

20. Return the operating knob to the “Operate” position. Drag force will automatically be added to the fusion, heating and facing
pressures

21. Lower the facer into position and lock in place.

22. Set function selector switch to “Facing”.

23. Turn facer on.

24. Move the directional control lever to the left.

25. Place the facing tool between the component ends and face them to establish smooth, clean, parallel mating surfaces. Complete
facing produces continuous circumferential shavings from both ends. Face until there is a minimal distance between the fixed and
moveable clamps. Some machines have facing stops. If stops are present, face down to the stops. Remove the facing tool, turn off
facer, and clear all shavings and pipe chips from the component ends. Do not touch the component ends with your hands after
facing. If you touch component ends or if pipe becomes dirty, start over at Step 5.

26. Open the jaws.

27. Raise the facer and lock in the open position.

28. Shift valve selector to the “Fusion” position.

29. Bring the component ends together, check alignment and check for slippage against fusion pressure. [Shift to neutral.] Look for
complete contact all around both ends with no detectable gaps and outside diameters in high-low alignment. If necessary, adjust
the high side by tightening the high side (inside) clamp. Do not loosen the low side clamp because components may slip during
fusion. Re-face if high-low alignment is adjusted.

30. Remove the facer and clean all cuttings from the pipe. DO NOT touch or wipe off the faced surfaces.

NOTE
All employees should wear appropriate Company approved hand protection to safeguard against harmful temperature
extremes.

31. Verify that the heating tool is maintaining the correct temperature. To prevent any contaminants such as dirt, dust, or plastic pipe
residue build up on the heater plate surfaces, wipe contact surface area with a clean dry non synthetic cloth before each fusion
joint.

32. Shift the selector valve to the “Fusion” position.

Place the heating tool between the component ends and move the ends against the heating tool.

The initial contact should be under moderate (fusion) pressure to ensure full contact.

33. Hold contact pressure very briefly.

34. After the pipe has seated against the iron, move the function lever to the Heating position and shift the carriage control lever to the
“Neutral” position.

NOTE
During heating, the melt bead will expand out flush to the heating tool surface or may curl slightly away from the
surface. If the melt bead curls significantly away from the heating tool surface, unacceptable pressure during heating
may be indicated.

35. Observe the plastic melt bead size while the heating iron is in place. Refer to  for the proper melt bead size.Figure 15
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Pipe Diameter Approximate Melt Bead Size (inches)

2” – 3” 1/16”

4” 3/16”

6” 3/16”

8” 3/16”

FIGURE 15

36. Shift the function lever to the “Fusion” position, retract the jaws, and remove the iron without touching the pipe. Start over at Step 5
if:

Pieces of plastic stick to the iron, OR

The pipe end has a concave appearance (too much pressure has been used in the heating mode).

Pipe Diameter Maximum Heater Plate Removal Time (Seconds)

2” 8

3” – 4” 10

6” – 8” 15

FIGURE 16

37. Shift the control lever to the “Forward” position and bring the pipe ends together.

38. Allow the joint to cool with the pump running and the control lever in the forward position.

Pipe Diameter Cool Time (seconds)

2” 2 min 22 sec

3” – 4” 4 min 29 sec

6” 6 min 37 sec

8” 8 min 37 sec

FIGURE 17

39. Return the control lever to the “Neutral” position.

40. Inspect on both sides.

The double bead should be rolled over to the surface and be uniformly rounded and consistent in size all around the joint.

When butt fusing molded fittings, the fitting-side bead may have an irregular appearance due to the molded part cooling
and knit lines. This is acceptable provided the pipe-side bead is correct.

Refer to , for illustrations of acceptable and unacceptable joints.Practice 039, Manual Butt Fusion

41. Remove the pipe from the machine.

NOTE
Avoid pulling, installation, pressure testing, and rough handling for at least an additional 30 minutes after removal from
the fusion machine.

42. Cut out and redo any joints that are unacceptable.

Hydraulic Hand Pump Fusion Units
Use the manufacturer’s operating instructions for the Hydraulic Hand Pump Fusion Units.

McElroy TracStar 412
Use the manufacturer’s operating instructions for the .McElroy TracStar 412

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/mcelroy-tracstar-412.pdf
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Boiler-Heat Exchanger Systems
Boiler-heat exchanger systems are used at city gates and other T&S facilities to heat throughput gas, which is then cooled by the regulation
of gas pressure at the station.

The throughput gas is heated by a shell and tube heat exchanger passing a hot glycol/water mixture across the gas stream.

The glycol/water mixture is heated in a boiler and circulated to the heat exchanger by a positive displacement pump. The glycol/
water system contains:

A standpipe or a volume tank for expansion purposes

An air eliminator (if needed)

The necessary piping and valves to connect the boiler and heat exchanger

There may be more than one boiler and heat exchanger in the system.

One-Stage Control
Boiler on/off operation is controlled by a thermostat that measures the temperature in the gas stream.

The glycol circulating pump is “on” continuously.

Two-Stage Control
The boiler on/off operation is controlled by a thermostat in the glycol/water piping.

The glycol circulating pump on/off control is controlled by the thermostat in the gas stream.

Responsibilities
Field Employee(s)
Perform proper system maintenance and operations tasks as outlined in this Practice.

Documentation/Records
Form 2784, Boiler Maintenance Checklist ( )Figure 3

Complete for each boiler-heat exchanger system annual inspection

Keep records locally for 5 years, using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available for retrieval by
employees.

Frequency of Inspection/Maintenance
 lists the frequency of general inspection and maintenance of the boiler-heat exchanger system.Figure 1A

Monthly and quarterly activities are normally conducted when the boiler is operating during the heating season.

041 Boiler-Heat Exchanger System Maintenance and Operation
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Whenever possible, the specific boiler manufacturer’s maintenance and inspection requirements should be reviewed and used for
more detailed instructions (for that particular boiler- heat exchanger system).

Inspection/Maintenance Activity Monthly Annually

Fluids

Annual Sample X

Level Check — Boiler X

Level Check — Expansion/Volume Tank X

Exterior

Boiler Appearance/Condition X X

Heat Exchanger Appearance/Condition X X

Glycol System Appearance/Condition X X

Fuel System

Fuel Filter/Strainer X, R, C

Fuel Regulators X X, O

Fuel Meter X X

Fuel Relief Valves (if present) X X, O

Boiler Combination Control Valve/Regulator X X, O

Fuel Pressure Gauges X X

Fuel System Valves X

Boiler Box and Heat Exchanger
Boiler Box Condition X, C

Heat Exchanger Condition X, C

FIGURE 1A

Inspection/Maintenance Activity Monthly Annually

Boiler Burner and Stack
Burner Appearance/Condition X C, O

Stack Appearance/Condition X X, C

Boiler Controls

Fuel Gas High Pressure Switch X, C

High Glycol/Water Temp. Shutoff X, C

Low Glycol/Water Level Shutoff X, C

Glycol/Water Boiler Relief Valve X, C

Pilot Flame Detection/Shutoff X X, C

Boiler On/Off Thermostat X* X, C

Pump On/Off Thermostat (if present) X* X, C

Pump/Glycol System

Pump/Coupler X X

Expansion Tank/Volume Tank X

Air Eliminator X

Glycol Piping Relief Valve X

Glycol Valves & Insulation X

Temp & Pressure Gauges X

Gas/Glycol Heat Exchanger
Exterior & Insulation X

Tubes & Internals X, C (every 10 years)

X: Inspection O: Overhaul
R: Replace (if required) C: Clean
*Some weekly activities. See description of activities in Routine Maintenance
and Inspection section within this Practice.

FIGURE 1B

Routine Maintenance and Inspection
Level Checks
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On a monthly basis, check level of glycol/water mixture in boiler and system standpipe or volume tank to ensure it is close to the middle of
the reservoir, if possible.

Fluid Sampling
Annually, during the heating season when taking fluid samples from a reservoir or tank):

Take a sample from the middle of the reservoir or tank, if possible.

If not possible, sample at least 12”–18” below the top of the reservoir.

NOTE
Never sample from the bottom of the vessel or where the glycol/water mixture is stagnant (such as the bottom of
expansion tank or bottom of boiler).

1. If the sample is taken from the top of the boiler or expansion tank, use a suction pump with at least an 18” flexible hose inserted
12”–18” into the vessel.

2. Draw the sample into a glass or stainless sample bottle to send for testing. Flush the pump and hose with distilled water between
samples.

3. Send the samples to an approved testing lab for analysis.

4. If the fluid sample is low, add fluid, glycol, or water (as called for in the annual glycol analysis in ).Figure 1A

Use only deionized water (if water is called for).

The glycol/water mix should be a 40% glycol to 60% water ratio.

5. If the glycol analysis calls for the addition of additives, those should be added to the glycol/water mix when the boiler is in
operation. This allows the additives and glycol/water can mix during operation.

Presence of Arsenic
Testing for arsenic levels in the glycol/water mixture should be conducted on older heaters (pre-1980).

If arsenic is present, the boilers should be checked on 2–3 year intervals to see if it is still present and whether or not the levels
are increasing.

Exterior Inspection
Boiler

On a monthly and annual basis, check the air intake louvers, screens, and filters to ensure they are not blocked with debris.

Ensure the boiler stack connection is tight.

Check for any soot buildup at the stack connection and burner openings.

Check for any sign of mice or rodent damage to boiler or boiler controls.

Check electrical connections and grounding for corrosion and tight connection.

Heat Exchanger
On a monthly and annual basis, check for leaks at connections and check insulation for holes and/or damage.

Glycol/Water Piping
On a monthly and annual basis, check for leaks in piping system aboveground.

Check insulation for holes and/or damage.

Check valves for correct position and any leakage.

Boiler Fuel System
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Filters
Annually —

Inspect fuel filters and strainers.

Replace filters and clean strainers (if dirty).

Regulators and Relief Valve Inspection
Monthly — Inspect the regulators and relief valves.

Verify that the appropriate pressure is supplied to the burner shutoff valve, generally 5”–10” WC.

Consult the manufacturer’s instructions for specific operating pressures.

Annually — Ensure the following:

Relief valves are vented outside of the building.

Piping is adequately supported.

Bug screens are installed and clean.

Overhaul
Annually —

Inspect and overhaul the fuel regulators and relief valves in accordance with the appropriate Gas Operations Manual 
.

Chapter 12
Procedures

Inspect pilot regulators, if present, and replace if they are not operating correctly.

Fuel Meter
Monthly — Verify readout is rotating and numbers are legible.

Annually —

Check meter oil level and fill, if necessary.

Check for leaks.

Check battery and signal to RTU, if so equipped.

Replace battery, if required.

Arrange for annual inspection/testing of meter pressure and temperature compensation by C&I technicians.

Burner Main Gas Valve & Regulator
Monthly — Verify that the main fuel gas valve is operating correctly and maintaining the correct manifold pressure, per the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Annually — Inspect/overhaul the main fuel gas valve for damage or blockage. Replace valve, if required.

Pressure Gauges
On a monthly and annual basis —

Inspect for damage and verify gauges are reading correctly.

Replace if damaged or not reading correctly.

Shutoff Valves
Annually —

Check valves for leaks and tight shutoff.

Replace, if required.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#index
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Boiler Box/Heat Exchanger
Boiler Box
Annually —

Clean all boiler heating surfaces with wire brush and scrapers, as needed.

Inspect surfaces for cracks or damage.

Inspect refractory brick for cracks or damage.

Replace refractory, if necessary.

Heat Exchanger
Annually — Clean outside surfaces of heat exchanger with wire brush.

If possible, inspect and clean internal surfaces of heat exchanger of rust, scale, and solids.

If heat exchanger is cracked or damaged, replace it.

Boiler Burner & Stack
Monthly

Check burner operation and condition of flame.

Steady blue flame with yellow tips is the desired result.

Adjust air/fuel ratio, if required.

Check the appearance of the stack exhaust and connection to boiler for indications of improper combustion. Adjust burner controls,
if required.

Annually
Disassemble and clean the burner and pilot assemblies with a stiff bristle brush before each heating season.

Clean intakes of any dirt or obstructions.

Blow out any dirt or scale with compressed air.

Check for any cracked or damaged parts.

Replace parts, as required.

Visually inspect stack internals for corrosion and scale buildup.

Clean out scale with scraper and compressed air.

Replace stack components if holes or cracks are observed.

Check stack draft with candle test.

If stack has a stack drain, clean, and remove any observed solids and liquids.

Boiler Controls
Fuel Gas High Pressure Switch
Annually check the operation of the fuel high pressure switch operation.

1. With fuel supply valve shut (and with an appropriate gauge or pressure measuring device connected), increase fuel regulator
pressure until high pressure set point is reached.

2. Ensure the switch activates and closes fuel valve at manufacturer’s recommended maximum pressure.

3. Return the fuel regulator to the normal setting.

4. Replace the fuel high pressure switch, if defective.
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5. Annually inspect and clean the pressure switch.

High Glycol/Water Temperature Shutoff Switch
Annually inspect the operation of the glycol/water high temperature switch.

1. Lower the temperature setting until it is at the operating temperature of the system.

2. If the switch does not shut off the main burner, replace the switch.

3. Annually clean and test the switch.

4. Replace if defective.

Low Glycol/Water Level Shutoff Switch
Annually test glycol/water low level shutoff.

1. Verify the operation of the switch float and switch open/close operation.

2. Replace the float or switch if defective.

3. Annually clean and test the switch.

4. Replace if defective.

Boiler Glycol/Water Relief Valve
Annually inspect and test boiler relief valve for correct operation. Repair or replace, as needed.

Pilot Flame Detection — Shut off and Relight (if present)
Monthly — Inspect and test pilot flame detection and shutoff system.

With pilot flame observed to be “on,” shut off the pilot manual valve.

Thermocouple should detect the pilot going out and shut off the main fuel and pilot valves.

As an alternative test, with the pilot and main burner in operation, remove the thermocouple connection at the main gas valve.

The main burner and pilot valves should close and extinguish both flames.

Relight the pilot in accordance with the Operations section within this Practice.

If the pilot has a relight system, observe on a monthly basis to see if relighter sparks and attempts to relight the pilot. Relighter
should then shut off the main gas valve and pilot valve if pilot cannot be relight.

Consult manufacturer’s instructions for repair or replacement of flame detection/shutoff parts.

Annually clean pilot flame detection system and ensure the system is set, per the manufacturer’s instructions.

If the boiler has a main flame detection system, it should be tested on a monthly basis (and in a similar manner).

Boiler On/Off Thermostat — One-Stage Control
Circulating pump is “on” constantly and gas thermostat control boiler on/off operation.

Weekly — Check Citect to see that the gas temperature remains within the proper settings.

Monthly — Test thermostat proper settings by turning boiler “off” and then “on.”

If the thermostat and/or transmitter cannot be adjusted to the proper settings, replace it/them.

Annually clean and test the thermostat per an annual inspection.

Boiler On/Off Thermostat — Two-Stage Control
Gas temperature turns glycol circulating pump “on” and “off,” and glycol temperature turns the boiler “on” and “off.”

Weekly — Check Citect to verify that the gas temperature remains within the proper settings.

Monthly — Check the glycol system thermostat operation to see if it turns the boiler “on” and “off.” Check the gas system
thermostat to see if it turns the glycol circulating pump “on” and “off.”

If thermostats or transmitters cannot be adjusted to the proper settings, replace it/them as required.
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Annually clean and test thermostats per an annual inspection.

Pump(s) and Glycol System Piping
Monthly

Ensure pump(s) are operating correctly with system controls.

Ensure the glycol/water level is at the correct level in the boiler and expansion tank. Add liquid in a 40%–60% mixture ratio, as
required.

When necessary, check for air in the system and bleed air and remove it from the system.

Annually
Ensure the pump(s) are lubricated (if bearings are not permanently lubricated).

Ensure the electric motor(s) start and operate smoothly.

Ensure pump rotation is correct and coupler is not damaged or worn.

Check level and strength of glycol/water mixture in the system during the operating season. Level should be about the middle of the
sight glass.

Bleed air from air bleeds on startup, if necessary. Clean any strainers in the system.

Verify operation and settings of glycol/water relief valve and isolation valves.

Verify vent and relief stacks are not obstructed.

Verify temperature and pressure gauges are working correctly.

Repair or replace any components that are defective.

Gas/Glycol Heat Exchanger
Annually

Check for leakage at the heat exchanger connections.

Operate glycol and gas system shutoff and bypass valves.

Lubricate if necessary.

At Least Every 10 Years
Inspect the heat exchanger internals for blockage, corrosion, scale, and damage by removing the heat exchanger from the line or
using an inspection port.

A change in the operating pressure of the glycol system could indicate blockage of the heat exchanger (higher on the inlet side and
lower on the outlet side).

Operations
Temperature Settings

1. Set control points such that the outlet temperature of gas leaving a station is at least 35°F.

NOTE
Controllers have deadbands, which should be taken into consideration.

2. High-low variance should be about 5°F in a 24-hour period (but not more than 10°F) in a 24-hour period.
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NOTE

Inlet pressure changes affect outlet gas temperature when the boiler control thermostat is ahead of the
regulation.

Check Citect for gas temperature variance over the time period.

3. If the heater control thermostat is upstream of the regulation, calculate the required thermostat temperature setting using the
following equation:

Where:
 = Thermostat temperature setting (°F) Tt

 = Maximum pressure at thermostat Pm

 = Lowest outlet pressurePl

Boiler Startup
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions (when available) to startup the boiler. If instructions are not available, perform the following steps
for boiler startup.

1. Make sure pilot and main gas control valves are closed and manual shutoff valves are closed. Wait 5 minutes before trying to light,
this allows any gas to clear the burners.

2. Shut off electric power to the boiler.

3. Make sure the boiler has the proper level of glycol/water mixture, and then turn the boiler control thermostat to the lowest setting.

4. Turn on the glycol/water circulating pumps.

5. Open the pilot and main fuel manual shutoff valves.

Manual Method for Lighting Pilot

SAFETY WARNING
Wear a face shield when lighting pilot.

1. Turn knob on main gas control valve to pilot and depress.

2. Hold lighted match next to pilot.

3. After pilot ignites, hold knob or button in for 60 seconds.

4. Release knob or button after 60 seconds. Pilot should stay lit.

5. Turn knob to “on” position.

6. Move control thermostat to call for heat from boiler.

7. Turn on electric power to boiler.

Electric Ignition Method for Lighting Pilot

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT try to light pilot by hand.

1. Turn knob on gas control valve to “on” position.

2. Turn on electric power to boiler.

3. Move control thermostat to call for heat from boiler.

4. Listen for sparking of igniter and ignition of the main burner.
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5. If the boiler fails to light:

Check for loose or corroded wires

Correct high temperature limit setting

Ensure all upstream gas supply valves are open.

Shut off the main control valve and pilot valves at boiler.

Wait 5 minutes for gas to clear before trying to relight again.

6. If boiler burner lights, visually verify the flame quality (blue flame with yellow tips), and then set boiler control thermostat to the
desired setting.

7. Allow boiler to cycle through several normal cycles before leaving the site.

Heater Shutdown
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for boiler shutdown, when available. If instructions are not available, perform the following steps for
boiler shutdown.

1. Close the main fuel control valve knob to the “off” position.

2. Set the control thermostat to the lowest setting.

3. Shut off electric power to the boiler.

4. Shut off the manual pilot and main fuel valves closest to the boiler.

5. Verify the fuel pressure is at zero and that the pilot and main burner are no longer lit.

6. Turn off power to the circulating pump(s).

Forms
Form – Heat Exchanger Checklist
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 Form – Heat Exchanger ChecklistFIGURE 2

Form 2784
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 Form 2784FIGURE 3
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice is approved for fusing couplings, service tees, and high volume tapping tees. Electrofusion fittings can be used to join these
plastic combinations:

Medium density to medium density

High density to high density

Medium density to high density (1” or greater)

Joiner Qualification
Anyone making plastic pipe joints on the gas distribution system is required to pass the plastic joiner qualification test. Refer to 

.
Practice

035, Plastic Joiner Qualification

Electrofusion Restrictions
DO NOT use electrofusion in the following situations:

DO NOT join 5/8” dissimilar density (yellow to black) pipe. These joints must utilize a mechanical connection.

DO NOT electrofuse on pipe that has been identified as having hydrocarbon permeation. Mechanical connections must be utilized.

DO NOT remove electrofuse fitting from its original package until pipe is cleaned, peeled, and immediately ready for installation.

For mechanical connection options, refer to Construction & Field 
.

Practice 043, Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for
Medium Density PE

Required Equipment and Materials
Electrofuse processor (see  for a list of approved processors)Figure 11

Pipe peeler

Line-up clamps

Stiffeners for peeling 2” and smaller pipe

AC power source:

5000 watts

3500 watts (for 4” and smaller couplings)

120 volts

Battery box (for service tees, high volume tees, and 2” and smaller couplings)

Extension cords:

10 gauge — 25’ or less

8 gauge — 50’ or less

Scott Pure Towels (10075601) or clean, dry, lint-free cloth (10060273)

Alcohol swabs (10071499), ≥90%

Permanent Marker

042 Electrofusion
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Prepare the Pipe
Identify the manufacturer and fitting specific time requirements using the following tables:

INNOGAZ Electrofusion Procedure Times ( )Figure 11

GF Central Plastics Procedure ( )Figure 12

If the pipe is muddy or dirty, clean the fusion area with a clean rag. The cleaning area is shown in . The pipe and
electrofusion fitting fusion surface area must be free of all contaminants such as mud, oil, grease, water, bore gel, etc.

Figure 2

Pipe that has been installed by directional boring where drilling lubricants such as bentonite have been used require
particular attention to pre-cleaning before scraping as well as any cleaning after scraping.

Drilling lubricants, even when dry, can be difficult to see and are easily spread by wiping. Use extra caution to only wipe over areas
that were previously cleaned with alcohol to prevent spreading onto prepared surfaces.

Clean the Pipe

NOTE
Do Not remove electrofuse fitting from its original package until pipe is cleaned, peeled, and immediately ready for installation.

Coupling Installation
1. Cut and square the pipe to ensure the ends are square (see  for maximum pipe gaps). Use one of the following cutting

methods:
Figure 1

Scissor (through 1-1/4”) or ratchet (through 2”) shears, OR

One-wheel plastic cutter for 1-7/8” through 6”, OR

Guillotine plastic pipe cutter for 4” through 12”

MAXIMUM PIPE CUT GAPS

Pipe Size Maximum Gap

1/2 CTS to 1-1/4 IPS 1/8”

2 IPS 3/16”

3 IPS 5/16”

4 IPS 5/16”

6 IPS 1/2”

8 IPS 3/4”

12 IPS 15/16”

: If a square cut cannot be achieved, ensure the resulting gap between the pipe and the square when measured is equal to or less than what is
shown in .
NOTE

Figure 1

FIGURE 1

2. Place one mark approximately two times the length of the coupling from the end of each pipe. This will be the alcohol clean range.

3. Wipe the fusion area with a ≥90% alcohol swab to eliminate static electricity, which can attract dust or dirt. DO NOT wipe past the
cleaning area as indicated in Step 1, because it could re-contaminate the fusion area.

4. Allow the surface area to dry before continuing.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/bookmark:/figure3
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 Coupling Cleaning AreaFIGURE 2

5. Mark the pipes that are being joined a full coupling length from the end of each pipe. To ensure proper distance:

Use a ruler, tape measure, or a reference object (such as a marked piece of paper) to transfer the length of the coupling.

The coupling can be used as a reference object, but DO NOT remove it from its original packaging.

For an example, see .Figure 3

Full Coupling Length Full Coupling Length

Mark PipeMark Pipe

FIGURE 3
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6. Remove the outside surface of the pipe with an approved pipe peeler.

Use a clean pipe peeler to ensure no contaminates are added to the fusion surface.

Pipe that is 2” or smaller requires a stiffener in place while peeling. Stiffener is internal on 5/8” and 1-1/8” peelers.

For 5/8” and 1-1/8” PE, use the following measurements for peeling:

For 5/8” PE, peel 1-3/8” from the end of the pipe.

For 1-1/8” PE, peel 1-5/8” from the end of the pipe.

For 1-1/4” and larger couplings, remove the entire surface from the end of the pipe to the mark shown in .Figure 3

DO NOT use abrasive paper.

DO NOT peel twice.

To avoid surface contamination, periodically remove the peel from the peeler tool.

DO NOT touch the fusion area after proper peeling has occurred. If this area is touched or contaminated, clean it ONLY with
an alcohol swab. Allow alcohol to dry before continuing.

If alcohol doesn’t clean a contaminated peeled surface, cut out the peeled portion and start over.

DO NOT allow a large gap of time to elapse between steps in the electrofusion process. It increases the risk of re-
contamination of the fusion surface areas.

7. Remove the fitting from its original packaging.

DO NOT touch or clean the inside of the fitting.

If this area is touched, clean it ONLY with an alcohol swab. Allow the pipe and coupling to dry before continuing.

8. Slide the coupling all the way onto the pipe to the mark.

For 5/8” or 1-1/8” PE couplings, butt both ends to the stops. Validate the coupling is completely centered by following the
process in Step 7, then proceed to Step 8.

For pipe 1-1/4” and larger, butt the new piece of pipe up to the existing pipe.
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Centerline of Coupling

Pipe Marking

Pipe Marking C = Full length of coupling

C

C

 Marking DistanceFIGURE 4

9. Slide the coupling over the 2 ends, and center it between the 2 marks. For an example, see . It may be necessary to tap the
fitting onto the pipe with a hammer. If so, protect the end of the coupling with a piece of wood.

Figure 4

10. Verify the coupling is centered between the 2 marks.

Measure from the center of the coupling to both of the marks made on the pipes in Step 2. This can be done with a tape
measure, ruler, or a reference object (such as a piece of paper marked with the full length of the coupling).

Both measurements should equal the full length of the coupling.

11. Install a line-up clamp to prevent pipe movement.

12. Verify the coupling hasn’t moved after being clamped. Follow the verification process as described in Step 7.

13. Perform electrofusion. See the Electrofusion Process for Couplings and Tees section within this Practice.

Service Tee, High Volume Tapping Tee Installation
Prior to installation, perform the necessary cleaning activities as described in the Prepare the Pipe section.

1. Check the manufactured fusion joint between the outlet and EFV of all electrofusion tees 1” and smaller.

Flex the pipe in several directions while it is still in its original packaging. Look for signs of failure at the manufacturer’s fuse
joint (cold fuse).
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Notify the Field Leader if the fuse shows signs of failure.

2. Place two marks approximately three times the width of the fitting on the pipe. The area between these marks will be the alcohol
clean range.

3. Wipe the fusion area with a ≥90% alcohol swab to eliminate static electricity, which can attract dust or dirt. DO NOT wipe past the
cleaning area as indicated in Step 1, because it could re-contaminate the fusion area.

4. Allow the surface area to dry before continuing.

 Tee and Saddle Cleaning AreaFIGURE 5

5. While the fitting is still in its original packaging, place it on the main.

6. Mark the pipe on both sides of the fitting with a permanent marker.

7. With a pipe peeler, remove the surface of the pipe beyond the marked points to ensure there is enough surface peeled for the tee.

DO NOT peel twice.

DO NOT use abrasive paper.

DO NOT touch the fusion area after proper peeling has occurred. If this area is touched or becomes dirty, clean it ONLY with
an alcohol swab. Allow the surface to dry before continuing.

8. Remove the fitting from its original packaging and clamp it to the pipe.

DO NOT touch or clean the inside of the fitting.

If this area is touched, clean it ONLY with an alcohol swab. Allow it to dry before continuing.

9. Perform electrofusion. See the Electrofusion Process for Couplings and Tees section within this Practice.

Electrofusion Process for Couplings and Tees
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Identify Manufacturer and fitting specific time requirements using the following tables:

INNOGAZ Electrofusion Installation ( )Figure 11

GF Central Plastics ( )Figure 12

MTDeason ( )Figure 14

Verify the electrofuse processor is within the calibration date.

Follow the sequence of prompts on the processor’s display screen.

For complete operational instructions or if there is an error while using the device, refer to the manufacturer’s operating manual.

Phoenix Battery Box Instructions
1. Turn the power on to the electrofuse box.

Wait for the self-test to complete.

For self-contained battery boxes, verify there is sufficient battery life before proceeding.

DO NOT use the equipment if an error occurs.

2. Verify the correct connector pins (tips) for the coupling/fitting being installed are clean and not damaged.

3. Attach the Output Leads (electrofuse tips) to the coupling/fitting.

Make sure output leads fit snugly to pins.

Innogaz couplings require output leads that have white tips.

Central electrofuse fittings require output leads that have black tips.

MTDeason electrofuse fittings require output leads that have white tips.

4. In the box, select the following:

Scan the “Fusion” barcode label, or manually match the fitting/ coupling information stored in the machine.

Verify the voltage, fusion time, and cool time with the barcode on the fitting/coupling.

Some variation may occur for temperature compensation.

The processor will automatically adjust the fusion time per the measured temperature as specified by the fusion
parameters.

Fusion boxes have built in temperature sensors to process ambient temperatures. Make sure fusion box reaches
ambient temperature. Avoid exposure to direct sunlight and other heat sources, which will adversely affect accuracy.

If the information exceeds the acceptable variation, do not use this fitting/coupling.

Select START. The box will beep to verify fitting/coupling.

Ensure the displayed information is correct, then select START again to begin the fusion cycle. On barcode boxes, the fusion
process starts immediately when the start button is pushed.

5. The electrofusion box will continuously beep to indicate that fusion is complete. When this happens, select START (on barcode
boxes, selecting start again is not necessary). After electrofusion is complete, wait 15 seconds before removing the leads.

6. Verify that the fusion was successful.

Check that no error code(s) on processor/box have occurred.

Check that no physical abnormalities or any AOC has occurred on fitting or plastic.

When fusion indicators are present:

Any movement of the fusion indicators is a visual indicator that fusion has taken place.

If there is no movement in one or both indicators, it is a sign of a problem during the fusion cycle. Further
investigation and possible replacement is required.

If fusion indicators are not present, the quality of the fusion will be determined in future pressure tests or soap tests.

If the normal fusion cycle has been interrupted due to a power failure or error code on the processor, cut out and replace
the fitting/pipe.

DO NOT fuse the fitting/coupling more than once.

7. Disconnect the Output Leads (electrofuse tips) and turn the electrofuse box off.
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8. Allow the fuse to cool for the time indicated on the fitting barcode before removing any clamping devices. The clamped cooling time
is the minimum time the fitting must remain clamped after the fusion cycle is complete.

9. A good practice is to initial and record the cool times on the pipe near the fuse with a permanent marker.

10. Remove the clamps and allow for additional cooling times when necessary (for example when using the F-Type coupler by INNOGAZ
and all Central fittings) .

Time before pressure test and tapping: The minimum time before the joint can be pressure tested or tapped.

Time before rough handling: The minimum time before the joint can be subjected to forces such as pulling, lifting, pressure
testing, pigging or back filling.

 2” Tee Innogaz Fuse Completed at 12:00FIGURE 6

 6” F-Type Coupler Innogaz Fuse Completed at 12:00FIGURE 7
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 2” HVTT GF Central Plastics Fuse Completed at 12:00FIGURE 8

 ½” CTS Innogaz Coupler Fuse Completed at 12:00FIGURE 9

Electrofusion Operation Notes and Materials
Protect control boxes and processors from rain and snow. They are splash proof, but not waterproof.

Follow the manufacturer’s operating manual instructions for the electrofusion box or processor. The manual must be accessible
while performing electrofusion procedures.

Approved Electrofusion Boxes and Processors
For a list of approved electrofusion boxes and processors, see .Figure 10

Equipment not in this list must be approved using the fusion qualification process before it can be used on the Consumers Energy
gas system.
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GOTS APPROVED ELECTROFUSION UNITS

Electrofusion Brand Process

EF Technologies Phoenix Battery Box Smart Scan/Auto ID/ Manufacturer’s Manual

EF Technologies Phoenix AC Box Barcode/Manufacturer’s Manual

Unifusion 2000 Processor (Uponor) Barcode/Manual

Unifusion 2001 Processor (Uponor) Barcode/Manual

Service Pro 2000 Processor (Uponor Battery Box) Auto ID

Central Electrofusion Processor #575-0340 Autoregulated

FIGURE 10

Approved Fittings
Use only Consumers Energy approved electrofusion fittings.

Protective Caps
Remove the protective caps when using autoregulated units.

Keep the protective cap in place with the Innogaz Fitting during the fusion cycle when using a bar code, manual or auto ID mode
units.

INNOGAZ Electrofusion Installation

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/phoenixbatterybox.pdf
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/phoenixacboxmanual(acdc).pdf
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INNOGAZ Fusion Time for Couplings, Coupling Reducers

Fitting
Fusion Time @
73°F F (Sec)t 

Temperature
Comp TC /TCH C

Max Fusion Time at
Min Temp (-22°F)

Min Fusion Time at
Max Temp (-122°F)

Cooling Times For Clamp
Removal (Total Minutes

Cooling Times to Tap, Apply Pressure,
Test, or Rough Handle (Total Minutes)

Couplings

½ CTS 17 0.002 / 0.002 21 15 3 3

1 CTS 29 0.002 / 0.002 35 26 6 6

1- ¼ IPS 46 0.002 / 0.002 56 41 6 6

2 IPS 85 0.002 / 0.002 103 76 10A 10A

3 IPSB 120 0.002 / 0.002 145 107 8 8

3 IPS F –
TypeC 65 0.004 / 0.002 89 60 10 40

4 IPSB 160 0.002 / 0.002 193 143 10 10

4 IPS F –
TypeC 119 0.004 / 0.002 162 109 10 40

6 IPSB 300 0.002 / 0.002 362 268 14 14

6 IPS F –
TypeC 357 0.004 / 0.002 487 328 20 75

8 IPS F –
TypeC 481 0.002 / 0.002 656 442 20 75

8 IPSB 500 0.002 / 0.002 604 446 18 18

12 IPS F –
TypeC 550D 0.003 / 0.003 559 506 Not RequiredF 100

Coupling Reducers

1 CTS X ½
CTS 20 0.002 / 0.002 24 18 4 4

1 IPS X 1
CTS 29 0.003 / 0.003 38 25 5 5

2 IPS X 1-
1/4 IPS 65 0.003 / 0.002 85 58 10 10

Low Volume Tapping Tees

LVTT 1-
1/4 IPS
Main

 28 0.002 / 0.002 34 25 Not RequiredG 10

LVTT 2 IPS
Main 70 0.002 / 0.002 85 62 Not RequiredG 10

LVTT 3-8
IPS Main 70 0.002 / 0.002 85 62 10 10

 For 2 IPS couplings made prior to August 2015 cooling time was 20 minutes.A

 Discontinued 2019.B

 F-Type couplings available 2019 and have 1 pop-up indicator. Cannot be fused with KTEC EF Control Box.C

 For 12 IPS, fusion time shown is for each side.D

 For MVTTs 2-8 made prior to 2012, the fusion time will scan 95 seconds.E

 Clamps are not required for the NPS 12 coupling.F

 Clamps for these tapping tees are included with each tee and do not need to be removed.G

FIGURE 11
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INNOGAZ Fusion Time for High Volume Tap Tee

Fitting
Fusion Time @
73°F F (Sec)t 

Temperature
Comp

TC /TCH C

Max Fusion Time at
Min Temp (-22°F)

Min Fusion Time at
Max Temp (122°F)

Cooling Times For Clamp
Removal (Total Minutes)

Cooling Times to Tap, Apply Pressure,
Test, or Rough Handle (Total Minutes)

4 IPSx2
IPS, PE
2708A

150 0.003 / 0.002 197 134 16 16

6 IPSx2
IPS, PE
2708A

150 0.004 / 0.002 205 138 16 16

8 IPSx2
IPS, PE
2708A

160 0.004 / 0.002 218 147 16 16

 Discontinued December 2018.A

 Available 2019.B

FIGURE 12

INNOGAZ FITTING AND REDUCER MATERIAL NUMBERS

Coupling Reducer

Size Material No.* Size Material No.*

5/8” cts 10086554 5/8” cts x 1-1/8” 10086576

1-1/8” 10086556 - -

*Based on availability, Central Electrofusion fittings ( ) and Innogaz fittings ( ) can both be used and will have the same material numbers.Figure 13 Figure 12

FIGURE 13

INNOGAZ FITTINGS AND HVT MATERIAL NUMBERS

Coupling HVT Tee

Size Material No.* Size Material No.*

1-1/4” 10086554 - -

2” 10086556 2” x 2” 10086615

3” 10086558 3” x 2” 10086613

4” 10086560 4” x 2” 10086618

6” 10086572 6” x 2” 10086620

8” 10086574 8” x 2” 10086642

*Based on availability, Central Electrofusion fittings and Innogaz fittings can both be used and will have the same material numbers.

FIGURE 14

Central Fitting Electrofusion Installation
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Central Fitting Procedure Times

Tapping Tees (Listed by saddle size. Times will apply to
all outlet sizes.)

Connection
Pin Size

Fusion
Time

(Seconds)

Cooling Time in
Clamped Position

(minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Pressure/ Tap (minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Rough Handling (minutes)

1-1/4” 4.7 R 45 10 20 30

2” IPS 4.7 R 90 10 20 30

3” IPS 4.7 R 90 10 20 30

4” IPS 4.7 R 90 10 20 30

6” IPS 4.7 R 90 10 20 30

8” – 10” IPS 4.7 R 60 10 20 30

Reducers Connection
Pin Size

Fusion
Time
(Seconds)

Cooling Time in
Clamped Position

(minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Pressure/ Tap (minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Rough Handling (minutes)

1” x ½” CTS 4.7 R 25 5 15 30

1” x ½” 4.7 R 30 5 15 30

1” x 1” CTS 4.7 R 30 5 15 30

1” x 1-1/4” CTS 4.7 R 30 5 15 30

1”x1-1/4” 4.7 R 45 10 20 30

2” x 1 1/4” IPS 4.7 R 45 10 20 30

Couplings Connection
Pin Size

Fusion
Time
(Seconds)

Cooling Time in
Clamped Position

(minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Pressure/ Tap (minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Rough Handling (minutes)

½ CTS 4.7 R 20 5 15 30

1 CTS 4.7 R 40 5 15 30

1 ¼ IPS 4.7 R 75 10 20 30

2 IPS 4.7 R 60 10 20 30

3 IPS 4.7 R 180 15 30 35

4 IPS 4.7 R 200 15 30 35

6 IPS 4.7 R 500 20 40 45

8 IPS 4.7 R 500 20 40 45

** These fittings require temperature compensation. Use barcode.

HV Tapping Tees, Branch Saddles with 2” and 1 ¼
Outlets and Transition Saddles with Threaded Outlets

Connection Fusion
Time
(Seconds)

Cooling Time in
Clamped Position

(minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Pressure / Tap (minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Rough Handling (minutes)

2” 4.7 R 90 10 25 30

3” 4.7 R 60 10 25 30

4” 4.7 R 60 10 25 30

6” 4.7 R 60 10 25 30

8” 4.7 R 80 10 25 30

EF Tee Connection
Pin Size

Fusion
Time
(Seconds)

Cooling Time in
Clamped Position

(minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Pressure / Tap (minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Rough Handling (minutes)

2 IPS (EF Adapted) 4.7 S 45 (20v) 5 20 30

EF Elbow Connection
Pin Size

Fusion
Time
(Seconds)

Cooling Time in
Clamped Position

(minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Pressure / Tap (minutes)

Total Cooling Time Before
Rough Handling (minutes)

2 IPS (EF Adapted) 4.7 S 45 (20v) 5 20 30

** These fittings require temperature compensation. Use barcode.

FIGURE 15
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Electrofusion Fitting Cooling Time Table

MTDeason

Nominal Size Item ID Minimum Cooling Time (Clamp Time) Total Cooling Time (Rough Handling Time)

Reducers

12” IPS x 6” IPS TRI0248 20 60

12” IPS x 8” IPS TRI0249 20 60

Couplings

12” IPS TRI0195 30 60

Tapping Tees

12” x 1” CTS TRI0925 20 35

High Volume Tapping Tees

12” x 1 ¼” IPS TRI1010 20 35

12” x 2” IPS TRI1015 20 35

FIGURE 16
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice contains installation procedures for gas-service-sized mechanical couplings, adapters, and elbows.

See  for photos and installation specifications of each fitting.Figure 4

Metallic End Installation
Compression End (Coupling)

1. Cut the metallic tubing end squarely at a point where the gasket seating area of the metallic tubing will be a smooth, abrasion-free
surface.

2. Clean the tubing end thoroughly with a clean rag to remove dirt, grease, oil, etc., from the OD and ID of the tubing.

3. Mark the stab depth on the metallic tubing with chalk or paint stick, according to the specifications table in .Figure 4

4. Insert the tubing into the fitting until it bottoms out.

5. Tightening specifications:

Bottom out — Tighten the nut until it contacts the square shoulder.

Torqued — Tighten the nut to tightening specifications shown on .Figure 4

6. Check the stab mark. The distance between the end of the nut and the stab mark should not be more than what is specified on
.Figure 4

Threaded End (Adapter)
1. Clean the threaded end of the pipe with a clean dry rag.

2. Apply pipe thread compound to the threads.

3. Attach the adapter to the threaded end.

Plastic End Installation
1. Slide a support sleeve (12” minimum length) over the plastic pipe.

NOTE
This step (Step 1) is not necessary for plastic end caps or plastic to plastic connections.

2. Cut the plastic tubing end squarely at a point where the gasket seating area of the plastic tubing will be a smooth, abrasion-free
surface.

3. Clean the plastic tubing end thoroughly with a clean rag to remove dirt, grease, oil, etc., on OD or ID of tubing.

4. Mark the stab depth (see ) on the plastic tubing. DO NOT cut or scratch the tubing.Figure 4

5. A stiffener is required when using plastic pipe. Insert the tubing into the fitting over the stiffener until it bottoms out.

043 Mechanical Couplings, Adapters, and Elbows for Medium
Density PE
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NOTE
EXCEPTION — For the Dresser 1-1/4” (10087213) and 2” (10087214) plastic couplings you need to:

Insert the stiffeners fully into the tubing end.

Insert the tubing with stiffeners into the fitting to the stab mark.

6. Tightening specifications:

Bottom out — Tighten the nut until it contacts the square shoulder.

Torqued — Tighten the nut to tightening specifications shown on . Tighten at least the minimum turns shown.Figure 4

7. Check the stab marks. The distance between the end of the nut and stab mark should not be more than that specified on .Figure 4

8. Manually pull the plastic, and watch for any possible slippage.

If slippage occurs, remove the fitting and verify the procedure.

This test assures that the fitting is made with the proper size stiffener for our tubing.

9. Soap test the fitting.

10. Slide the support sleeve over the fitting to prevent shear. Refer to Practice 036, Plastic Joining.

NOTE
This step (Step 11) is not necessary for plastic end caps or plastic to plastic connections.

Perfection Permasert Coupling PE to PE Installation
1. Cut Pipe Ends Square. Remove any burrs from cut pipe prior to installing coupling. Pipe surfaces must be clean and free of

longitudinal scratches for at least 6" from pipe ends. Gap between pipe ends must not exceed 2"

2. Install properly identified Perfection insert stiffeners into plastic pipe ends. Stiffeners may require the use of a wood block and a
hammer to install the stiffener.

3. 2"-6" IPS Pipe: Mark each pipe 6" from end.

4. Apply soap water to gaskets and pipe ends.

5. Without disassembling, pull coupling onto one pipe.

6. Pull coupling back onto the second pipe and center between marks.

7. Uniformly torque nuts to 50-55 ft·lbs

8. Soap test the fitting at operating pressure or during pressure test.

Stab Type Fitting Installation (Plastic to Plastic)
Available Stab Type Fittings

Use only on maintenance where a fusion joint is impractical.

Use a stab fitting when connecting 5/8” dissimilar density pipe (black to yellow). This connection is approved for the following:

Construction tie-overs

Cut and reconnects

Capping off pipe

Any other task requiring a connection of dissimilar 5/8” plastic pipe

5/8” Couplings
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High density (0.062” wall thickness, black pipe) to medium density (0.090” wall thickness, yellow pipe). This fitting is either all
black or it is black on one end and yellow on the other end. Verify the different pipe wall thickness by the labels on the all black
fitting. 10087325.

Medium density (0.090” wall, yellow) to medium density (0.090” wall, yellow). This fitting is all black or all yellow. 10087249

5/8” Caps
High density: 0.062” wall. This fitting is black. 10087328

Medium density: 0.090” wall. This fitting is all black or all yellow. 10087327

1-1/8” Couplings
Joins medium density (0.099” wall) to both medium density and high density (0.101” wall).

This fitting is all black or all yellow (see ).10087251Manufacturer’s PDF

 Chamfering ToolFIGURE 1

Installation for Older Style Permasert Couplings/End Caps
1. Cut the tubing end squarely at a point where the gasket sealing surface of the plastic tubing will be a smooth, abrasion-free

surface. Clean thoroughly to assure there is no dirt, grease, oil, etc., on the OD of the tubing.

2. Use the chamfering tool (Grey 10062590- Phasing out) or (Yellow 5/8”- 10228272 or 1-1/8”- 10223220) to cut a chamfer on the
end of the tubing. The chamfer is necessary to avoid cutting the O-ring seal when stabbing the tubing.

3. Mark the stab depth on the tubing. The stab depth is noted on the fitting package. It is the approximate distance from the fuse
bead to the end of the fitting body.

4. Stab the tubing into the fitting so that the stab depth mark is visible within 1/8” of the moisture seal.

The tubing must bottom out in the fitting.

When pressure is applied or the tubing is pulled on, the reference mark may move up to 3/8”.

5. Rotate the fitting 90° or more.

6. Pull on the tubing to make sure the gripper ring is working.

7. Soap test the fitting at operating pressure or during the pressure test.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/permasert-2.pdf
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NOTE
When gas or air pressure is applied, the fitting may release a small amount of air trapped in the fitting.

Installation for Permasert 2.0 Couplings/End Caps
1. Cut the tubing so that the end is square.

2. Clean thoroughly to ensure there is no dirt, grease, oil, etc., on the outside or inside of the tubing. Inspect the tubing for surface
defects.

3. Insert the tube and rotate the chamfer tool until the tubing bottoms out. Rotate it in the direction of the arrows on the tool. The new
style chamfer tool bevels both the outside and inside diameter of the tubing

NOTE
The Yellow, new style chamfer tool  be used for the Permasert 2.0 couplings/end caps in order to bevel the inside
and outside diameter of the tubing. The tubing must be beveled on both the inside and outside of pipe so that it does
not damage the O-Rings on the stiffener.

must

4. Mark the stab depth on the tubing with a felt tip marker or grease pencil while the tubing is bottomed out in the chamfer tool (as
shown in ).Figure 2

FIGURE 2

5. Stab the tubing into the coupling until the tubing bottoms out. The reference mark will be within 1/8” of the moisture seal.

6. When pressure is applied, or during pressure testing, the reference mark can move outward up to an additional 3/8”.

Re-Activating a Permasert 2.0 End Cap
The Permasert 2.0 Blind End Cap may be used to re-connect pipe. The following steps can be utilized to reconnect service cut-backs, or
other reconnect scenarios that may apply.

1. Cut the tubing so that the end is square.

SAFETY WARNING
When utilizing a Blind End Cap for reconnections, make sure the gas source is shut off prior to cutting off the end cap.

2. Clean thoroughly to ensure there is no dirt, grease, oil, etc., on the outside or inside of the tubing. Inspect the tubing for surface
defects

3. Insert the tube and rotate it in the chamfer tool until the tubing bottoms out. Rotate it in the direction of the arrows on the tool. The
new style chamfer tool bevels both the outside and inside diameter of the tubing.
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4. Place the tubing into the blind end guide on the side of the chamfer tool

5. Mark the stab depth on the tubing with a felt tip marker or grease pencil while the tubing is bottomed out in the chamfer tool (as
shown in ).Figure 3

FIGURE 3

6. Using a tubing cutter, remove the solid (or blind end) of the coupling by cutting on the dotted line.

7. Stab the tubing into the blind end of the coupling until the tubing bottoms out. The reference mark will be within 1/8” of moisture
seal.

8. When pressure is applied, or during pressure testing, the reference mark can move outward up to an additional 3/8”.

Dissimilar Pipe Densities
The new style chamfer tool can be used on both Medium Density (yellow) and High Density (black) tubing when connecting
dissimilar pipe. DO NOT use older style chamfer tool on Permasert 2.0 couplings.

For connecting 0.090” wall Medium Density (yellow pipe) to 0.062” High Density (black pipe)

Use Permasert 2.0 installation procedures for installing Medium Density (yellow pipe). Refer to the 
 section within this Practice.

Installation for
Permasert 2.0 Couplings/End Caps

Use the older Permasert procedures for the High Density (black pipe). Refer to the 
 section within this Practice.

Installation for Older Style Permasert
Couplings/End Caps
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COUPLINGS — STEEL TO MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches)

Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench

Size

Max distance
from end of
nut to stab

mark

Material
Number Mfr.

Image

Assembled View Detailed View

Steel 3/4” 1-1/2”

Bottom out 1/8” 10087274 Chicago

PE 5/8” (0.090”) 1-3/8”

Steel 3/4” 1-7/8” 130 lb/12”

3/16” 10087274 Continental
PE 5/8” (0.090”) 1-

11/16” Bottom out

Steel 3/4” 1-1/2” Bottom out 1/8”

10087218 Chicago

PE 1-1/8” 1-5/8” Bottom out 1/8”

Steel 1” 1-1/4” Bottom out 1/8”

10087242 Chicago

PE 1-1/8” 1-5/8” Bottom out 1/8”

Steel
1-1/4” 1-7/8”

Bottom out 1/8” 10087243 Chicago

PE 1-1/8” 1-5/8”

Steel
1-1/4” 1-7/8” 140 lb/24”

3/16” 10087243 Continental

PE 1-1/8” 1-7/8” Bottom out

FIGURE 4
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COUPLINGS — PLASTIC TO PLASTIC

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches)

Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
from end of nut

to stab mark

Material
Number Mfr.

Image

Assembled View Detailed View

PE 1-1/4” 2” 100 lb/18” -

10087342 Dresser

PE 1-1/4” 2” 100 lb/18” -

PE 2” 2” 100 lb/24” -

10087214 Dresser

PE 2” 2” 100 lb/24” -

PE 1-1/4”
(0.151) 1-1/2” Bottom out 1/8” 10202301

Chicago
PE 1-1/4”

(0.166) 1-1/2” Bottom out 1/8” 10202302

PE 2”
(0.216) 2-1/8” Bottom out 1/8” 10202303 Chicago

PE 5/8”
(0.090)

1-
7/16”

Bottom out 1/8” 10087242 Chicago

PE 3/8” 15/16”

PE 5/8”
(0.090)

Bottom 75 lb/10” - 10087344 NORMAC

PE 3/8”

PE 5/8”
(0.090)

2” Bottom out 3/4” 10087344 Continental

PE 3/8”

2” - 50-55 lbs - 10222552

Perfection4” - 50-55 lbs - 10222553

6” - 50-55 lbs - 10222554

FIGURE 5

The couplings in  are for temporary repairs only for steel to steel and plastic to steel.Figure 5

These couplings are used as a permanent repair or connection on plastic pipe if Hydrocarbon Permeation is evident and fusion
procedures are not allowed. Chicago fittings are for plastic to plastic only.

The couplings in  are supplied with 3 stiffeners:Figure 5

2 for medium density yellow pipe

1 for high density black pipe
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COUPLINGS — COPPER TO MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches)

Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
from end of
nut to stab

mark

Material
Number Mfr.

Image

Assembled View Detailed View

Cu 1/2”
1-

3/8” Bottom out 3/4” 10096704 Chicago

PE 5/8”

Cu 5/8”
1-

3/8” Bottom out 1/8” 10096704 Chicago

PE 5/8”

Cu 5/8”

2” Bottom out 3/4” 10096704 Continental

PE 5/8”

Cu 1-1/8” 2-
3/8” Bottom out 3/4”

10096665 Continental

PE 1-1/8” 2-
3/8” Bottom out 3/4”

FIGURE6

COUPLINGS — COPPER TO MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches)

Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
from end of nut

to stab mark

Material
Number Mfr.

Image

Assembled View Detailed View

X-trube 1/2” 1-
7/16”

Bottom out 1/8” 10087276 Chicago

PE 5/8” 1-
3/8”

X-trube 1/2” -

Bottom out Bottoms in
coupling 10087276 Continental

PE 5/8” -

FIGURE 7
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ADAPTERS — THREADED STEEL TO MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches)

Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
from end of nut

to stab mark

Material
Number Mfr.

Image

Assembled View Detailed View

X-trube 5/8”

1-3/8” Bottom out 1/8” 10087273 Chicago

PE 5/8”

MNPT 3/4” - - -

10096680 Chicago
PE 5/8” 1-

11/16” Bottom out 3/16”

MNPT 3/4” - - -

10096680 Mueller

PE 5/8” 2-1/4” Bottom out 3/16”

MNPT 3/4” - - -

10096600 Chicago

PE 1-1/8” 1-5/8” Bottom out 1/8”

FIGURE 8
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CAPS — PLASTIC

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches) Stab Depth Tightening Spec

Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
from end of
nut to stab

mark

Material
Number Mfr. Image

PE 5/8”
(0.090) Face of bead

to weather
seal

Stab 1/8” 10087249
Continental
or
PerfectionPE 5/8”

(0.090)

PE 1-1/8”
(0.099) Face of bead

to
weather seal

Stab 1/8” 10087251 Perfection
PE 1-1/8”
(0.099 or 0.101)

PE 5/8”
(0.062)

Face of bead
to weather
seal

Stab 1/8” 10087325
Continental

or
Perfection

PE 5/8”
(0.090)

PE 5/8”
(0.062)

From fusion
bead to end of

coupling
Stab

1/8” from end
of
coupling (may
move

to 3/8”)

10087328
Continental

or
Perfection

PE 5/8”
(0.090)

From fusion
bead to end of
coupling

Stab

1/8” from end
of
coupling (may
move
to 3/8”)

10087327
Continental

or
Perfection

PE 1-1/8”
(0.099 or 0.101)

From fusion
bead to end of
coupling

Stab

1/8” from end
of
coupling (may
move
to 3/8”)

10087330 Perfection

FIGURE 9

BRASS TO MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC (SWING JOINT)

End Sizes (and wall
thickness in inches)

Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Material
Number Mfr.

Image

Assembled View Detailed View

1-1/8” Plain - -

10087432 NORMAC

1-1/8” PE * 85 lb/14”

*Disassemble the compression end.

FIGURE 10
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Connection To Main — Installation Procedure
Saddle Tee

1. Clean the main to bare metal in the area where the gasket will be placed. Remove 360 degrees of pipe coating to prevent moisture
from soap test penetrating existing coating. Refer to 

).
Work Method 174, Field Coating Application and Inspection — Maintenance

and Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping

2. Assemble the saddle on the main, making sure the straps are properly seated in the body lugs prior to tightening the nut.

3. Tighten the nut to 30 ft-lb for 1” main and 40 ft-lb for 1-1/4” to 2” main sizes.

4. Install the plastic end (see Plastic End Installation Procedure within this Practice).

5. Once the plastic end has been installed, pressure test the fitting and service (refer to ).Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

6. Use a hex wrench adapter to rotate the tapping tool clockwise until the tap is completed and seated.

A sharp tapping torque decrease indicates tool penetration through the main.

Rotate the taping tool until the torque increases to form a proper seat.

7. To gas up the service, rotate the tool counterclockwise until the top of the tapper is flush with the top of the tee body.

8. Retighten the saddle bolt.

9. Apply thread compound to the tee threads.

10. Install and tighten the cap on the tee body until it is leak tight.

Welded Tee
1. Identify fitting manufacturer.

2. Remove the tapping tool and all compression end components. DO NOT wipe the grease off the tap.

a. Dresser service tee 10088823 may or may not have internal components bound by cellophane.

3. Clean the main to bare metal in the area where the tee is to be welded. Remove 360 degrees of pipe coating to prevent moisture
from soap test penetrating existing coating. Refer to 

).
Work Method 174, Field Coating Application and Inspection — Maintenance

and Connections to Steel Pipe (Distribution Facilities and TOD Piping

4. Weld the tee to the main and allow it to cool to hand touch.

5. Reassemble the compression end components.

NOTE
The gasket, spring washer, and grip ring are held in place with shrink-wrap to facilitate assembly at the factory. The
shrink-wrap does not need to be removed and is designed to break away during installation. However, if the fitting is
disassembled following an improper installation, the shrink-wrap must be discarded prior to reassembly of the fitting.

6. Install the plastic end (see the  within this Practice).Plastic End Installation Procedure

7. Once the plastic end has been installed, pressure test the fitting and service (refer to ).Practice 020, Pressure Testing Services

8. Insert the tapping tool.

044 Mechanical Service Tees and Saddle Tees for Medium Density
PE

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-174
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-174
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NOTE
Screw the tapping tool down by hand at least 2 turns, avoiding cross threading.

9. Use a hex wrench adapter to rotate the tapping tool clockwise until the tap is completed and seated.

A sharp tapping torque decrease indicates tool penetration through the main.

Rotate until the torque increases to form a proper seat.

10. To gas up the service, rotate the tool counterclockwise until the top of the tapper is flush with the top of the tee body.

SAFETY WARNING
Keep your head, face, and body to the side while tapping or bringing the tapping tool up into the tee in order to prevent
possibility of injury from any escaping gas.

11. Apply thread compound to the tee threads.

12. Install and tighten the cap on the tee body until it is leak tight.

Plastic End Installation Procedure
NOTE
For additional installation instructions, refer to the following manufacturer’s specifications.

Dresser Manufacturer’s Specifications

Continental Manufacturer’s Specifications

1. Slide a support sleeve over the plastic pipe.

2. Cut the plastic tubing end squarely at a point where the gasket seating area of the plastic tubing will be a smooth, abrasion-free
surface.

3. Clean the tubing ends thoroughly to assure there is no dirt, grease, oil, etc., on the OD or ID of the tubing.

4. Mark the stab depth (see reference chart on the following pages) on the plastic tubing. DO NOT cut or scratch the tubing.

5. Insert the tubing into the fitting over the stiffener until it bottoms out. Stiffeners are required when using plastic pipe.

6. Tightening specifications. Use only an adjustable wrench.

Bottom out — Tighten the nut until it contacts the square shoulder.

Torqued — Tighten the nut to the tightening specifications shown on the following pages. Tighten at least the minimum turns
shown.

7. Check the stab marks. The distance between the end of the nut and the stab mark should not be more than what is specified in
 – .Figure 3A Figure 3F

8. Manually pull the plastic and watch for slippage.

If slippage occurs, remove the fitting and verify the procedure.

This test assures that the fitting is made with the proper size stiffener for our tubing.

9. Slide the support sleeve over the fitting to prevent shear. Refer to Practice 036, Plastic Joining.

10. Return to and complete the appropriate installation procedure (see  or sections within this Practice).Welded Tee Saddle Tee 

Plastic End Installation Procedure for NORMAC Fittings
1. Slide a support sleeve over the plastic pipe.

2. Cut the plastic tubing end squarely at a point where the gasket seating area of the plastic tubing will be a smooth, abrasion-free
surface.

3. Clean the tubing ends thoroughly to assure there is no dirt, grease, oil, etc., on the OD or ID of the tubing.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/dresserteeandcoupling.pdf
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/continentalsteelservicepunchtee.pdf
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4. Disassemble the compression end.

5. Slide the compression nut, retainer ring, gasket, and lock ring over the end of the tubing in the order in which they were removed.

6. Insert the stiffener into the tubing all the way to the end of the flange.

7. Insert the stiffener and tubing into the fitting.

8. Tighten the nut to the tightening specifications shown on the following pages. Refer to  – .Figure 3A Figure 3F

9. Manually pull the plastic and watch for slippage.

If slippage occurs, remove the fitting and verify the procedure.

This test assures that the fitting is made with the proper size stiffener for the tubing.

10. Return to and complete the appropriate installation procedure (see  or  sections within this practice).Welded Tee Saddle Tee

Installation of Abandonment Nut for Continental Service Tees
1. Remove the cap and turn the tapper down to shut off the gas.

2. Retire the service pipe.

3. Remove the existing compression nut and seal ring, and discard them.

4. Cut the service line as close to the end of the stiffener as possible.

5. Assemble the abandonment nut onto the outlet.

6. Tighten the abandonment nut until it shoulders against the outlet.

ABANDONMENT NUTS FOR CONTINENTAL SERVICE TEES

Outlet Size Material Number Image

5/8” outlet 10213722

1-1/8” outlet 10213723

: Slide the support sleeve over the fitting to prevent shear. Refer to .NOTE Practice 036, Plastic Joining

FIGURE 1

ABANDONMENT NUT FOR DRESSER SERVICE TEES

Outlet Size Material Number Image
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5/8” outlet 10230189
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Manufacture’s Instructions

FIGURE 2

SERVICE TEES FOR BAND CLAMPS OR SADDLES WITH MEDIUM DENSITY OUTLETS

Size Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance Between Nut
End and Stab Mark

Material
Number Mfr. Image

1” MNPT - -

9/16” 10088807 Dresser

1-1/8” PE 2-3/4” Bottom out

1” MNPT - -

3/16” 10088807 Continental

1-1/8” PE 1-7/8” Bottom out

1” MNPT - -

9/16” 10088825 Dresser

5/8” PE 2-3/4” Bottom out

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/dresserdeadendpluginstructions.pdf
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1” MNPT - -

3/16” 10088825 Continental
5/8” PE 1-

11/16” Bottom out

1-1/4” MIPS x
1-1/4” MIPS - -

3/16” 10156464 Continental

1-1/8” PE 1-7/8” Bottom out

1-1/4” weld
inlet - -

3/16” 10088772 Continental

1-1/8” PE 1-7/8” Bottom out
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3/4” weld inlet - -

3/16” 10088809 Continental

1-1/8” PE 1-7/8” Bottom out

FIGURE 3A
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WELD-ON SERVICE TEES FOR MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC OUTLETS

Size Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance Between Nut
End and Stab Mark

Material
Number Mfr. Imag

3/4”
weld
inlet

- -

9/16” 10088823 Dresser

5/8” PE 2-3/4” Bottom out

3/4”
weld
inlet

- -

3/16” 10088823 Continental

5/8” PE 1-
11/16” Bottom out

FIGURE 3B
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BRASS SERVICE TEES THREADED INTO CAST IRON

Size Stab Depth Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
Between Nut End and

Stab Mark

Material
Number Mfr. Image

1” x 1” - -

- 10088774 NORMAC

1-1/8”
PE Disassemble 100 lb/14”

1-1/4”
x 1” - -

- 10088776 NORMAC

1-1/8”
PE Disassemble 100 lb/14”

FIGURE 3C
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THREADED BRASS TEES FOR MEDIUM DENSITY PLASTIC OUTLETS

Size Stab Depth Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
Between Nut End and

Stab Mark

Material
Number Mfr. Image

2” x
2” - -

- 10088803 NORMAC

2”
IPS Disassemble 80 lb/24”

FIGURE 3D

BRASS SERVICE TEES THREADED INTO CAST IRON

Size Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
Between Nut End and

Stab Mark

Material
Number Mfr. Image

1-1/4”
IPS - -

9/16” 10088829 Dresser

5/8”
PE 2-3/4” Bottom out
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1-1/4”
IPS - -

3/16” 10088829 Continental

5/8”
PE

1-
11/16” Bottom out

2” IPS - -

3/16” 10088854 Continental

5/8”
PE

1-
11/16” Bottom out

FIGURE 3E

BRASS SERVICE TEES THREADED INTO CAST IRON

Size Stab
Depth

Tightening Spec
Pull/Wrench Size

Max distance
Between Nut End and

Stab Mark

Material
Number Mfr. Image
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1-1/2” X-
trube - -

3/16” 10088831 Continental

5/8” PE 1-3/4” Bottom out

1” X-
trube - -

3/16” 10088827 Continental

5/8” PE 1-
11/16” Bottom out

FIGURE 3F
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
The purpose of this Practice is to define location of pipeline within the right-of-way and note what contractor will do regarding trees and
corduroy roads.

Responsibilities
Gas T&S Engineering — Assure the requirements of this Standard are followed.

Singe Pipelines (16” OD and Larger)
R/W Width Required

A 75’ strip is required for construction and operating and maintenance purposes.

Locate the pipeline off center, within this strip, 30’ (spoil dirt side) and 45’ (working side) from the right-of-way edge.

See .Figure 1

045 Right-Of-Way Policy
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30’ 45’

FIGURE 1

Timber Areas
As a minimum, clear 30’ on each side of pipeline, but no more than the maximum right-of-way width of 75’.

Swamp/Marsh Area
Additional right of way width for construction is dependent upon:

Soil conditions

Length of swamp

Construction technique used by the contractor (for example, road across swamp versus flotation of pipe).

The areas will be noted on the Engineering Scout Map.

Contractor must remove stumps and grub roots 5’ each side of pipeline centerline.

When available, the contractor may use the timber for a corduroy road. However, the corduroy MUST be removed upon completion of
said crossing.

If the contractor constructs a road bed (sand or gravel) over the corduroy, the contractor may leave said road if written approval is
received from the landowner.
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Swamp (300’ or Less)
A width of 75’ is required.

If timber exists, the contractor will:

Clear a width required for construction

Will have the option of removing stumps or leveling stumps to grade for future mowing of right of way strip.

Swamp (More than 300’)
Right of way width required is determined after a field survey by Gas Construction and Gas T&S Engineering personnel (see 

).
Figure

2

The contractor must clear the width required for construction and has the option of removing or leveling stumps to grade.

30’ 45’ – 75’

FIGURE 2

Additional Temporary Working Rights Additional work area is required adjacent to:
Roads

Railroads

Creeks

Rivers
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Swamps/marshes

Private or public utilities to skid, weld, and coat line pipe prior to crossing

NOTE
Additional work area is required for excess spoil from grading or leveling irregularities of right of way topography.

1. Additional work areas are determined after a field survey is conducted by Gas Construction and Gas T&S Engineering personnel,
and these additional work areas would be noted on the Engineering Scout Map.

2. Land and Right-of-Way will secure a 50’ x 200’ easement for temporary work rights at all crossings for which rights required are not
specified on the scout map. See .Figure 3

50’
x

200’

50’
x

200’

50’
x

200’

50’
x

200’

FIGURE 3

3. Damages will be prepaid for work areas obtained for construction, except where timber exists on temporary work areas.

4. The contractor must request the use of additional work area where timber exists.

NOTE
Negotiations with the landowner must be initiated prior to use of the work area by Consumers Energy’s Right-of-Way
Department representative.
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5. Additional temporary working rights will be acquired with the understanding that:

They may be used for storage of any material connected with the construction of any part of the pipeline.

Material may be stored here at any time from the beginning of the project until final completion and cleanup.

Looping Existing Pipelines (16” OD and Larger)
A minimum of 30’ between pipelines is required.

New pipeline(s) should be located on the working side of the existing pipeline for the following reasons:

Acquisition of only 30’ will be required for looping existing pipeline(s).

When constructing, the spoil dirt will lie between pipeline and provide maximum protection to existing pipeline(s).

Previous work area provides extra cleared area for new construction, and a reduction in clearing costs should be realized.

Uniform plan for looping pipelines.

See  for an example of 30’ acquisitions for the addition of new pipelines.Figure 4

30’ 45’

75’

30’ 45’

105’

30’ 30’30’ 45’

135’

30’

NOTE:
Solid lines are existing pipelines.
Dashed lines are looped lines.

FIGURE 4

Timber Areas
Clearing requirements outlined for single pipelines also apply to new pipelines constructed adjacent to existing pipeline(s).

Swamp Areas
A field investigation by Gas Construction and Gas T&S Engineering personnel determines distance between pipelines.

Consider the following factors when determining distance between pipelines:

Soil conditions

Swamp length

Department of Natural Resources’ requirements

Construction technique

River and creek crossings also require similar investigation as described above for distance between pipelines.

The distance between lines will be noted on the Engineering Scout Map.

Additional Temporary Working Rights
Requirements are similar to additional temporary working rights outlines for single pipelines.

Special Cases
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Pipelines to be built upon multi-purpose right-of-way strips require specific investigation and consideration.

Any proposed deviation from the recommended policy must be clearly indicated on the “Pipeline Characteristics Concept Approval”
as a proposed departure from policy.
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice establishes guidelines to prevent erection of buildings and structures dangerously close to gas storage wells.

New Wells
Supervisor of Wells requires, unless otherwise approved, new well drilling to be at least 300’ from:

Existing recorded fresh water wells,

Reasonably identifiable fresh water wells utilized for human consumption,

Existing structures used for public or private occupancy, and

Surface facilities including:

Existing public recreation areas

Edge of traveled portion of existing highways (Interstate, United States, or State highways).

NOTE
Keep a 75’ radius around the well and surface facilities clear of flammable and combustible material, unless
otherwise approved by the DEQ Supervisor of Wells.

Established Wells
Review existing Conveyance and Contract to determine surface rights on parcels where new buildings or structures are proposed. These
documents may have a defined well site specified.

Defined Well Site
Make every effort to obtain 200’ standoff for safety concerns, even when the defined well site provides for a standoff of less than 200’.

No Defined Well Site
Attempt to keep proposed buildings or structures at least 300’ from wells. This courtesy aligns with the requirements for drilling a
new well.

Should it not be possible to achieve 300’, a building or structure intended for human occupancy may be allowed within 200’ of
wells.

SAFETY WARNING
For safety concerns, it should be stressed that this is the closest occupied buildings should be to a storage well.

From 100’–200’, allowed items include:

Portable sheds

Swing sets

Shrubs

Trees

046 Storage Well Encroachment
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Water wells

Septic systems

The 100’ radius of a storage well is to be clear. This is needed for the safety of our employees and contract employees when
working on the well.

NOTE
Land and Right of Way and Legal must be involved when negotiating this standoff distance to secure rights and prepare
the proper documents if necessary.
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for identifying transducers using a uniform tagging and numbering system.

Definitions
Transducers include:

Pressure, temperature, vibration, flow, level gauges, and/or level transmitters, switches, and elements.

May include other types of devices such as instruments.

Each transducer location must be identified by affixing a non-rusting (for example, brass, stainless steel) weather resistant tag and
attachment wire, with numbers inscribed (for example, stamped, etched) into the tag, on or near the transducer base.

For items not listed below, contact the appropriate Engineering Designee for number series assignment.

Coordinate with the Asset Reliability Team (ART Team) Designee when assigning location specific transducer identifications.

The transducer number is assigned as the Equipment ID # in the Work Management System for transducers.

Measurement & Regulation, Storage, and Pipeline
Measurement Transducers

If a transducer may be used in multiple classifications, the measurement convention should be followed.

EXAMPLE: Label a pressure transducer in a storage field that is used for measurement and field pressure as “23.”

Number multiple transducers of similar function on the same site by adding a numerical extension to the base identifier.

When transducers are associated with individual runs, the run number should be used for the extension. Otherwise, number the
extension starting with 1 and then following in numerical order.

When associated with multiple runs, the extension number should match the run number.

EXAMPLE: Three measurement temperature transducers at one site would be identified as 11-1 (run 1), 11-2 (run 2), and 11-3 (run
3).

TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS — 10 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

11 Measuring

12 Air

13 Dehy/Heater Bath (M&R sites)

14 Process

15 Inlet

16-HP Outlet, High Pressure

16-MP Outlet, Medium Pressure

17 Other

FIGURE 1

047 Transducer Numbering (T&S)
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS — 20 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

21 Inlet

22-HP Outlet, High Pressure

22-MP Outlet, Medium Pressure

23 Measuring

24 Interstage Primary

25 Interstage Secondary

26 Pipeline (other)

26-N North (of pipeline valve)

26-S South (of pipeline valve)

26-E East (of pipeline valve)

26-W West (of pipeline valve)

27 Storage Field

28 Other

FIGURE 2

DIFFERENTIAL TRANSDUCERS — 30 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

31 Run (use –1 for Primary, –2 for Secondary if applicable)

32 Run — CE to

33 Run — to CE

34 Bi-directional (split range)

35 Separator/Strainer DP Switch

36 Other

FIGURE 3

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSDUCERS — 50 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

51 Liquid Level/Level Switch

52 Current to Pressure Converter

53 Other

FIGURE 4

Compression
Use this system (see ) when assigning new transducer numbers and when replacing existing units.Figure 5

Each instrument shall be labeled with a seven to eight character alpha-numeric identifier:

Alpha Characters — Instrument letter identification (2-3 letters)

First Numeric Character — Specific plant

Second Numeric Character — Specific compression unit

Third Numeric Character — Specific system

Fourth and Fifth Numeric Characters — Sequential serial number
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TRANSDUCER NUMBER LABELING SYSTEM

Alpha Characters First Numeric Character Second Numeric Character Third Numeric Character Forth & Fifth Numeric Character

ISA – 5.1 – 2009 Table A.3.2 0 — Common 0 — Common 0 — Miscellaneous 01 to 99 — Serial Number

1 — Plant 1 1 — Unit 1 1 — Thru-put gas

2 — Plant 2 2 — Unit 2 2 — Starting Air

3 — Plant 3 3 — Unit 3 3 — Instrument Air

4 — Unit 4 4 — Fuel Gas

5 — Unit 5 5 — Glycol/Jacket Water

6 — Gas Conditioning 6 — Auxiliary Water

7 — Lube Oil

8 — Hydraulic Oil

9 — Plant Heating System

FIGURE 5

EXAMPLE: An instrument labeled PIT-12304 would have the following specifications:

Alpha Characters “PIT” — Pressure Indication, Transmit

First Numeric Character “1” — Plant 1

Second Numeric Character “2” — Unit 2

Third Numeric Character “3” — Instrument Air

Fourth and Fifth Numeric Character “04” — Fourth Transducer

Transducers installed prior to February 2014 used the following system. Once assigned, numbers only need to be changed
as determined by the Engineering Designee.

TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS — 60 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

61 Suction

62 Interstage

63 Discharge

64 Gas Conditioning

65 Auxiliary Fuel

66 Thru-put Heater Fuel

67 Fuel Gas

68 Air/Water/Oil

69 Miscellaneous

FIGURE 6
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS — 70 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

71 Suction

72 Interstage

73 Discharge

74 Gas Conditioning

75 Auxiliary Fuel

76 Thru-put Heater Fuel

77 Fuel Gas

78 Air/Water/Oil

79 Miscellaneous

FIGURE 7

DIFFERENTIAL TRANSDUCERS — 80 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

84 Gas Conditioning

85 Aux. Fuel Measurement

86 Thru-put Heater Fuel Measurement

87 Compressor Unit — Fuel Gas Measurement

88 Compressor Unit — Air/Water/Oil

89 Compressor Unit Misc.

FIGURE 8

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSDUCERS — 90 SERIES

Base Identifier Description

91 Liquid Level/Level Switch

92 Current to Pressure Converter (I/P)

93 Other

FIGURE 9
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides guidance for the proper calibration on most transducer units. It does not cover absolute pressure transducers.

Reporting
Complete Form 1142, Transducer Test Report ( ) —Figure 4

Complete for each Accuracy Verification and Calibration of LAUF/ measurement transducers.

For T&S forward information to the Measurement Engineering Designee (refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide, 
).

Practice 09,
Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

For C&I meter, forward information to local scheduler to store with MITS form.

Keep records locally for 7 years using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available.

Operational verification — No records (except Work Management System work orders) need to be retained.

Definitions
Accuracy Verification — A testing method to verify the transducer is functioning accurately over its range.

Analog Transducer — “Dumb” transducers that are analog devices and do not have an error-correcting algorithm. EXAMPLE: Rosemount
1151.

Calibration — This is the process of adjusting the transducer to its required accuracy.

Check Meters — Secondary metering between Consumers Energy and other companies.

Digital Transducer — “Smart” transducer that contains a digital computer that will compensate for errors caused by temperature, pressure,
etc. Example: Rosemount 3051C.

DMM — Digital Multi-Meter (such as Fluke 787).

High Flow Meter(s) — Either a multiple run station with 6” or larger meters, or single run station with 8” or larger meters.

Interchanges and Junctions — Custody transfer meters. Custody Transfer Meters are meters connected to other companies or end users,
such as Company-owned electric generation peakers.

NOTE
Stations containing Junction/Interchange in their names may or may not be custody transfer meters.

Lost and Unaccounted For (LAUF) — Meters at stations used to balance gas volumes on the T&S system. Refer to 
 for identification.

Gas Measurement
SharePoint site

Low Flow — Stations that do not meet the high flow definition.

Operational Verification — A testing method to verify the transducer is functioning properly at current conditions.

RTU — Remote Terminal Unit.

SOX — Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Meters or equipment with a SOX designation (refer to ) are identified as
falling under Consumers Energy Sarbanes Oxley program.

Gas Measurement SharePoint site

048 Measurement and Scada Transducer Calibration (T&S/C&I
Meter Stand)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/undefined
http://teams/sites/ENERGYDELIVERY/GAM/ME/Site+Pages/Home.aspx
http://teams/sites/ENERGYDELIVERY/GAM/ME/Site+Pages/Home.aspx
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Suppressed Zero — The RTU cannot read below zero psi or inches H2O (” WC). If the transducer output current is less than zero psi
(typically less than 4.00 mA) then the RTU will only read zero. The DMM is used for this test.

Test Points — Test points listed in this Practice are nominal values. Set the test equipment near the test point listed and record its actual
value.

Zero Check — Testing method to check the transducer’s zero point at operating pressure for DP transducers and atmospheric for pressure
transducers.

Intervals
TRANSDUCER INTERVALS

SAP ID Station Type Operational Verification₁ Accuracy Verification

D1

LAUF Meter(s) — Low Flow
Non — LAUF Stations/City Gates
All Other Locations
All Non-metering Transducers

Not Required 6 months

D2

Interchanges/Junctions/TMS2
All Storage Fields
All SOX Meters
LAUF Meter(s) — High flow
Check Meters

1 month 6 months

D3 Compression transducers:
Engine/compressor over speed, cooling, and lubrication,Storage wellhead measurement transducer Not Required 12 months

D4 C&I Meter Installation 1.5M to 11M Not Required 24 months

D5 C&I Meter Installation-16M and above Not Required 48 months

1. Stations known to collect liquids or contaminants must be operationally verified once each month during the season of collection risk. It is the field’s
responsibility to identify these stations. These stations should be moved to SAP ID D2 category or have operational verifications assigned during the liquid
season.

2. See Interchanges and Junctions in the Definitions section of this Practice. Contract language may require different intervals than identified above. If so, the
Contract interval is to be followed.

 IntervalsFIGURE 1

General Procedures

NOTE
Take all readings (pressure, temperature, DP) for record from RTU display.

Transducer Testing/Verification
1. Notify Gas Control and any local Compressor Station Control Room (if applicable) of the transducer test, and that the RTU will be

placed in manual mode.

2. Place RTU in Manual Mode. For Sixnet style RTUs:

See  section within this Practice.Sixnet Cabinets

Place the “Manual Override” switch in the manual hold position (ON).

Using the manual override switch on the Sixnet locks the analog output in last position.

The devices being controlled can still drift so they need to be put in local (manual) mode individually.

An example is pressure PID control loops.

3. Monitor the system pressure locally. If the system MAOP is exceeded on Consumer Energy piping, report the event to Gas Control
and the Field Leader who will follow  in the Gas Emergency Resources.MAOP Exceedance

4. Check for explosive gas mixture in the work area.

http://teams/sites/ENERGYDELIVERY/GAM/ME/Site+Pages/Home.aspx
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SAFETY WARNING
During testing, the explosion proof integrity of the electrical system may be compromised.

5. Ensure adequate ventilation of buildings in which the transducer work is to be performed, such as opening both doors of an M&R
station building.

6. Perform the required transducer tests.

After Completion of Work
1. Place the RTU back to normal operation and turn the “Manual Hold” or “Manual Override” switch to the normal operation position

(OFF). See  section within this Practice.Sixnet Cabinets

NOTE
The RTU will take some time to establish command over the control loops. Be prepared for possible unexpected
operations when returning the device to automatic mode.

2. Verify station readings are correct.

3. Place any controls back in service.

4. Notify Gas Control that the work is complete. Verify that Gas Control is receiving good readings and no alarms are present.

Equipment
Pressure generating source:

(Certified) Hydraulic deadweight, OR

(Non-certified) pressure source with volume controller (Ralston Nitro PAK or equivalent)

(Certified) Pneumatic deadweight tester for differential pressure (DP) testing, or equivalent.

(Certified) Digital multimeter (DMM). Fluke 787 or equivalent

Leak detection solution and (certified) combustible gas indicator

Communicator for digital transducer

(Certified) Temperature meter- 0.5ºF or better (for example, Oakton Temp-4, Heise PTE-1 with Class A Accuracy 4 wire Pt100 RTD)

(Certified) Heise electronic pressure gauge or equivalent

NOTE
Use the module with the lowest span covering the transducer range.

Leak Testing
Two methods are used to determine leaks in the measurement system: Leak detection solution and trap gas pressure.

Trapped gas pressure involves trapping gas between the transducer body and manifold valves.

If gas pressure keeps reducing, then the leak will be between the manifold and transducer (including the body).

Be aware that the manifold valve could be leaking which will not show up using a liquid solution.

Use a liquid or electronic test for gage line and other parts between the manifold valves and meter body.

Environmental Concerns
Environmental conditions may affect measurement accuracy including temperature, wind, and rain.

The person performing the calibration needs to determine if conditions are too harsh to maintain accuracy.
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Operational Verification Procedure
See  section within this Practice to determine if documentation is required.Reporting

Obtain all readings from the RTU display panel, Gas Control, or station control panel.

NOTE
The DMM is used to verify that the transducer zero is not being suppressed by the RTU (suppressed zero).

Differential Pressure (DP) Transducer

NOTE
Operational verification is only a zero check at pipe line pressure.

1. Perform “Zero Test,” see  section within this Practice.Differential Pressure Calibration

If transducer fails the Zero Test, then recalibrate transducer. See  section within this
Practice.

Differential Pressure Calibration

A transducer that fails 2 verifications tests in a row (based on the interval tables) must be replaced if no external cause is
determined.

2. Verify zero differential reading to the DMM (4.00 mA) and RTU display.

3. If reading exceeds the tolerance in , check the transducer current output.Figure 2

If incorrect, recalibrate the transducer (see  section within this Practice).Differential Pressure Calibration

Otherwise, have technician repair RTU.

Pressure Transducer

NOTE
Operational verification is a pipeline pressure point and zero check.

1. Close the transducer isolation valve(s) and connect the electronic pressure gauge and DMM to the pressure transducer.

2. Open, and then close the pressure transducer isolation valve, bottling in line pressure.

NOTE
A decreasing pressure indicates a leak. Repair the leak and repeat the test.

3. Compare the electronic pressure gauge reading of pipeline pressure to the RTU display. DMM (mA).

4. Bleed off the trapped gas and verify the zero reading of transducer to the RTU display and DMM (4 mA).

5. If reading exceeds the tolerance in , check the transducer current output.Figure 2

If incorrect, recalibrate the transducer (see  section within this Practice).Pressure Transducer Calibration

Otherwise, have technician repair RTU.

When ambient temperature is less than 20°F, DO NOT adjust.

Request repair Work Order to re-test when temperature is 20°F or above.

Temperature Transducer
1. Insert thermometer in well, which is in close proximity with the temperature transducer. Ensure that the well has antifreeze in it.
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2. Allow 10 minutes for temperature reading to stabilize.

3. Verify temperature reading from RTU display or by contacting Gas Control.

4. If reading exceeds the tolerance in , have technician repair the system.Figure 2

Accuracy Verification Procedure
All accuracy verifications require Form 1142, Transducer Test Report ( ), (or equivalent) to be filled out.Figure 4

All “as found” and final reading shall be recorded from the RTU display panel if site have RTU cabinet., Gas Control, or station
control panel.

NOTE
100% range may be used in place of 95% on equipment with over-range capability as determined by local operations.

DP Transducer
Accuracy verification for this unit is the same as calibration (see  section within this Practice).Differential Pressure Calibration

If ambient temperature is 20°F or above — Perform as described in the  section within this
Practice.

Differential Pressure Calibration

If ambient temperature is below 20°F — Perform an Operational Verification.

Note “Temp too cold for scheduled test” on Work Order.

Note ambient temperature on Work Order.

Only perform Accuracy Verification/Calibration if a third-party insists, or the unit fails the Operational Verification.

Have the Field Planner reschedule the test.

NOTE
Unit must be in a sheltered location if adjustments are to be made.

Pressure Transducer — Ambient Temperature >20°F

NOTE
Accuracy verification is a 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% of full scale pressure point.

1. Connect the electronic pressure gauge and DMM to the pressure transducer.

2. Verify the zero reading of transducer to the DMM (4.000 mA +/- 0.004) and RTU display. Record the "as found" zero value from the
RTU display. DO NOT adjust zero.

3. Open, and then close the pressure transducer isolation valve, bottling in line pressure.

NOTE
A decreasing pressure indicates a leak. Repair the leak and repeat the test.

4. Using calibrator, record “as found” readings from the RTU display at 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% full scale.

5. If reading exceeds the tolerance listed in , recalibrate the transducer (see  section within
this Practice).

Figure 2 Pressure Transducer Calibration

Pressure Transducer — Ambient Temperature <20°F
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1. Perform an operational verification.

Note “Temp too cold for scheduled test” on the Work Order.

Note the ambient temperature on the Work Order.

2. Only perform Accuracy Verification/Calibration if a third-party insists, or the unit fails the operational verification.

3. Have the visit rescheduled.

NOTE
Unit should be in a sheltered location if adjustments are made.

Temperature Transducer
1. Insert thermometer in well, which is in close proximity with the temperature transducer. Ensure that the well has antifreeze in it.

2. Allow 10 minutes for temperature reading to stabilize.

Record this reading as the test point on the inspection report (see Form 1142, ).Figure 4

Record temperature reading from RTU display, or by contacting Gas Control.

NOTE
If station has no (or very low) gas flow, then the temperature reading may not match due to gradient effects.

Note on Form 1142 ( ) that the station was not flowing, no corrections required.Figure 4

If a gross error exist (> 5°F), contact a technician to investigate.

Acceptable Measurement Tolerances (Limits)
The limits in  below should be obtained, if possible.Figure 2

If unable to produce the necessary results, make a note on Form 1142 ( ) and schedule the transducer for replacement.Figure 4

NOTE
Temperature transducer cannot be adjusted. If the tolerance cannot be held, report to Field Leader for repair.

Transducer Application Tolerance (+/–)

Digital Differential Transducers +/– 100” H20 0.1” H20

Digital Differential Transducers +/– 200” H20 0.2” H20

Analog Differential Transducers (all ranges) 0.2” H20

LAUF/SOX Check Meters Pressure Transducers spanned 1000 psi or less 1 psi

LAUF/SOX Check Meters Pressure Transducers spanned 1500 psi 1.5 psi

LAUF/SOX Check Meters Pressure Transducers spanned 2000 psi or greater 2.0 psi

LAUF/SOX Check Meters Temperature measuring Transducers 1.0°F

Non-LAUF/SOX Pressure Transducers 2.0 psi

Non-LAUF/SOX Temperature Transducers (heater, etc.) 2.0°F

FIGURE 2

Differential Pressure Calibration
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Zero Test

NOTE

All differential transducers will experience a zero shift when calibrated at atmospheric pressure.

This zero shift does not affect the calibration; however the transducer must be re-zeroed when it is put in service at
pipeline pressure.

1. Set the RTU to manual mode.

2. Select current mode on DMM.

3. Remove transducer cover and connect the DMM to the test terminals on the transducers. DO NOT connect the DMM (in current
mode) across the signal wires on the transducer or damage to the SCADA unit may occur.

4. Close manifold vent valve(s) and open equalizer valve.

5. Leak test:

Close both tap valves at the orifice fitting.

Close the equalizer valve.

Observe DMM or display reading for leakage. Locate and repair any leaks, as necessary: Movement of the DMM reading (up
or down) in 30 seconds indicates a leak.

Locate the leak by soap test, or other appropriate means. Repair any leaks found.

6. “As found” zero value (at line pressure):

Pressurize DP to line pressure:

Close equalizer vent, if required.

Open manifold equalizer valve.

Open, and then close tap valve on high pressure side of orifice fitting.

DO NOT adjust zero if “as found” readings are required.

Record the RTU reading for the zero “as found” pressure on the inspection report.

7. Range Test:

Ensure manifold valves on both sides of the DP transducer are closed and blow down transducer.

DO NOT adjust zero on transducer until “as found” readings are required.

On single range transducers the zero value is 4.00 mA.

On split range transducers the zero value is 12.00 mA.

Remove plugs from high and low chambers of transducers for range test. Check transducer chambers for liquid
accumulations and clean as necessary after “as found” values are recorded.

Single Range Transducers
1. Insert the pneumatic deadweight calibrator or equivalent into the high chamber.

2. Verify that the manifold equalizer valve and vent valve are open.

3. Close manifold equalizer valve.

4. Using the pneumatic deadweight tester equivalent as the pressure source, check span of transducer and the “as found” readings
(in order).

100” H2O span = 25”, 50”, 75” and 95” H2O

200” H2O span = 50”, 100”, 150” and 190” H2O

5. Record the “as found” readings for each test point from the RTU display.

6. Perform cleaning and make span and zero corrections on transducer as necessary.

7. Repeat Step 4, record the “as left” readings.

8. Remove pneumatic deadweight tester from the transducer.

9. Install high and low chamber plugs on transducer and restore manifold/tap valves to normal operating condition.
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10. Zero the transducer to pipeline pressure.

Split Range Transducers
1. Verify that the manifold equalizer valve and vent valve are open.

2. Insert the pneumatic deadweight tester calibrator or equivalent. into the high chamber.

3. Close manifold equalizer valve.

4. Using the pneumatic deadweight tester or equivalent. as the pressure source, check span of transducer and the “as found”
readings (in order).

100” H2O span = 50” and 95” H2O

200” H2O span = 100” and 190” H2O

5. Insert the Pneumatic deadweight tester calibrator into the low chamber.

6. Verify that the manifold equalizer valve is closed.

7. Using the Pneumatic deadweight tester as the pressure source, check span of transducer and the “as found” readings (in order).

100” H2O span = -50” and -95” H2O

200” H2O span = -100” and -190” H2O

NOTE

If the transducer needs to be adjusted, adjust the low value first (-100%), and then the high value
(100%).

The zero adjustment on split range calibration is used to adjust the low value.

Refer to the manufacturer’s maintenance procedure for proper method of calibration.

8. Perform cleaning and make low value and high value corrections on the transducer as necessary. Record final readings from RTU
display (in order).

100” H2O span = -95”, -50”, 0”, 50”, and 95” H2O

200” H2O span = -190”, -100”, 0”, 100”, and 190” H2O

9. Remove Pneumatic deadweight tester from the transducer.

10. Install high and low chamber plugs on transducer and restore manifold/tap valves to normal operating condition.

11. Zero the transducer to pipeline pressure.

Pressure Transducer Calibration
Zero and Span Calibration on Gauge Pressure/Transducer

1. Set the RTU to manual mode.

2. Remove transducer cover and connect the DMM to the test terminals. DO NOT connect the DMM (in current mode) across the signal
wires or damage to the SCADA unit may occur.

3. Close the valve in the pressure line to transducer.

4. Slowly loosen the pressure line fitting at the transducer to relieve pressure to the atmosphere.

5. Record the “as found” zero value from RTU display. DO NOT adjust zero.

6. Connect pneumatic pressure source and calibrated gauge (or deadweight tester) to the transducer.

7. Record “as found” readings from RTU display at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% full scale.

8. Adjust zero and span of transducer to bring readings within limits.

9. Record “as left” readings from RTU display taken in order at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95%.

10. Remove the test equipment.

11. Return the transducer to pipeline pressure and verify correct reading.
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Temperature Transducer Verification
1. Ensure temperature well contains antifreeze.

2. Insert thermometer in well, in close proximity with SCADA temperature bulb.

3. Allow 10 minutes for temperature reading to stabilize.

4. Record reading from RTU display on inspection report.

5. If temperature transducer is found to be out of tolerance, report the condition to the Field Leader for calibration by a technician.

Temperature Transducer Calibration (by Technician)
1. Connect RTD simulator (Decade box, Fluke 744, Ronan, or equivalent) to RTD terminals at transducer.

2. Set input resistance to 0%, 25%, 50%, and 95% of full scale and record “as found” readings for each value.

3. Adjust zero and span of transducer to bring readings within limits. Record readings (“as left”) taken in order at 0%, 25%, 50%, and
95%.

4. Remove RTD simulator and reconnect temperature probe.

5. If the transmitter did not require adjustment in Step 3, or if probe is replaced:

Check the RTD probe and transmitter at 2 different temperatures:

Place it into a cold liquid bath (for example, glass of ice water, snow, etc.) along with the test thermometer AND

Place it into a liquid bath at a warmer temperature (>50°F).

Compare the temperature reading.

Chromatograph Pressure Transducer Calibration
Description of Transducer

Transducers installed on chromatograph helium and calibration bottles are used to remotely monitor bottle pressures.

Span values are:

Calibration bottle: 0–300 psi

Helium bottle: 0–2,500 psi

Due to the unique application of these transducers, follow the requirements within this Practice.

Reporting
No records (except Work Management System work orders) need to be retained.

Frequency
Perform Operational Verification once per year, generally not exceeding 15 months.

Accuracy Requirements
Calibration bottle: +/- 3 psi

Helium bottle: +/- 10 psi

Testing
The full scale span of the helium transducer exceeds the capability of Consumers Energy equipment.

Test and adjust the transducer span using a pressure greater than 1,600 psi.

Use either a full helium bottle or the Ralston to generate the required pressure and the Heise’s 2,000 psi module.
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Sixnet Cabinets

Manual
Override

ONOFF

FIGURE 3

When the override switch is in the ON position, the RTU will be locked in manual mode. Gas control (GC) reading will not change.

If calling GC for readings, the RTU Override must be turned off.

It takes approximately 30 seconds for GC reading to be updated.

NOTE
Gas Control will still be able to obtain the 10:00 daily readings.

mA Conversion
To convert the milliamp readings of the transducer into engineering units (psi, °F, inches H2O, etc) use the following formula:
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Where:
= the engineering units of the transducer 

= the current reading from the DMM 
= the calibrated range of the transducer

Units 
mA 
Rng 

EXAMPLE:

Transducer is calibrated for 100” H2O full scale. DMM reading is 14.7 mA.

 Form 1142 – Transducer Test ReportFIGURE 4
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Manifold Examples

FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for inspection and adjustment of differential limit controllers.

Reporting
Document Inspections on Any of the Following:

Meter Inspection and Test Report,

Form 1142, Transducer Test Report ( ), ORFigure 3

In the Work Management System.

Include a brief description of any adjustments, cleaning, or replacement parts required as a result of the inspection.

Frequency
Annually — Inspect electronic and pneumatic differential limit controllers.

Procedures
Inspection — Complete high and low differential setpoint checks.

Adjust setpoints as needed at the time of inspection.

Check supply pressures, orifice condition, and inside the instrument case for moisture and dirt on pneumatic controller.

1. Prepare meter or transducer for testing.

2. Take motor valve or valve operator out of service.

3. Test differential limit controller

Combination Meter-Controllers
Check high and low differential control action while performing the meter pen arc test.

NOTE
If control action does not occur exactly at the index setting, adjust index (not differential pen or pointer) until the control action
and index setting coincide.

Remote Mounted Pneumatic Controllers
Test the control action when the pen arc test is done on the associated meter.

049 Limit Controllers (T&S)
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Differential Transducer (No Meter)
Valve Manifold on Limit Controller

Differential Transducer

Limit Controller

12 3 4
5

FIGURE 1

1. Close Valves 1, 2, and 5; Open Valve 4.

2. Connect DAS calibrator or gauge to output of differential transducer.

NOTE
If the run connected to the controller is in use, the control check should start with the low limit.

3. Throttle Valve 5.

Observe differential on calibrator or gauge as high differential limit is reached.

Note the differential value when the controller responds.

4. Close Valve 5, Close Valve 4, Open Valve 3. Throttle Valve 5.

5. Observe the differential on calibrator or gauge as the low differential limit is reached. Note value of the differential when the
controller responds.

6. Make adjustments to the limits (if needed) in the controller until the controller responds at the desired differential value for the
high and low limits (refer to ). No Valve.Practice 052, Orifice Plate Operation

NOTE
The Dresser equipment will have to be locked out during this procedure.

Manifold on Limit Controller
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Differential Transducer

Limit Controller

1

2

FIGURE 2

1. Close Valves 1 and 2.

2. Loosen tubing fittings on limit controller and bleed pressure to atmosphere.

3. Remove both high and low side tubing connections on the controller.

NOTE
If the run connected to the controller is in use, the control check should start with the low limit.

4. Using the differential pressure tester, connect on to the high side of the controller and run the differential up to the high limit.

5. Bring the differential pressure tester down to the low limit on the controller. Note the differential value when the controller
responds.

6. Make adjustments to the limits, if needed, in the controller until the controller responds at the desired differential value for the high
and low limits.

7. Reconnect the high and low side tubing fittings.

8. Re-pressure the controller through Valves 1 and 2. When re- pressuring the controller, do not let the differential pressure become
large enough to damage the controller.

NOTE
The differential transducer may be left in service during this procedure.

Electronic Controllers
1. Check control action while differential pressure tester is being used to calibrate the differential transducer (which is used to control

the differential limit controller).

2. Run the transducer up and down with the differential gauge and note where the control action occurs.

3. Adjust (if needed) until control action and setpoints agree.
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 Form 1142, Transducer Test ReportFIGURE 3
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for documenting appropriate information when charts are changed.

Procedures
When an orifice recorder is associated with an orifice meter, orifice plate changes must be noted on the chart. Include the following
information:

Size

Date

Time

Initials of the person making the change

Any other information necessary to properly calculate a chart. This information may concern any of the following:

Clock stoppages and estimates

High zero conditions that may be mistaken for actual flow

Unusual temperature or orifice recorder problems

Unusual operating conditions (such as a limit control malfunction)

050 Chart Changing (T&S)
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for ensuring accuracy and functionality of chart recorders used with orifice meter installations.

Reporting
Complete Form 796, Orifice Meter Chart Recorders ( )Figure 2

Complete for each inspection and overhaul

Retain information until superseded, or 2 years

Inspections
Monthly

“As Found” Readings (Differential and Static)

Leak Test

Zero Test Under Pressure

Pen Arc

Pressure Pen Time Lag

Friction Test

Quarterly
Monthly Inspections, and

Pressure Pen Test

Temperature Pen Test

Differential Pen Test

Miscellaneous

Every 2 Years
Overhaul unit

Metering
Single Tube Station

Estimate differential while meter is out of service.

Mark the chart accordingly.

Multiple Run Stations
Carry the load on in-service runs, if possible. Otherwise, estimate differential for the out of service meter.

051 Orifice Meter Chart Recorders
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Mark the chart accordingly.

Monthly Inspections
“As Found” Pressure and Differential Readings

Verify the differential read using an Ametek and record “As Found” differential pressure.

Verify actual static pressure using a deadweight tester and record “As Found” static pressure.

NOTE
As Found” readings are reported as actual pressure and variation Hi/Lo at that point. EXAMPLE: “Found 10 psi, Hi @
510 psi.”

Leak Test
1. Close tap valves at orifice fitting.

2. Leave manifold valves in normal position.

3. Observe differential pressure.

Movement of the differential pen (up or down) in 60 seconds, will indicate if leak is on the high or low side.

If leak is of sufficient size, the static pressure will show a decrease.

4. Locate the leak by soap test.

5. Note any leaks (including disposition) in Comments.
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DAMPING
VALVE3 4

5

1 2

FIGURE 1

Zero Differential Test Under Pressure
See  for valve references.Figure 1

NOTE
Under normal conditions, Valves 1, 2 and 5 are open; Valves 3 and 4 are closed.

To perform zero differential test:

1. Close Valve 5.
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2. Open Valves 3 and 4.

3. Close Valve 2.

4. If pulsation is present, close Valve 1.

5. Record “As Found” differential pressure at zero.

6. Adjust differential zero if necessary.

7. Record “As Left” differential pressure at zero.

Pen Arc

NOTE
Determine if the differential pen follows the printed time line over the full range of the chart span.

1. Close Valve 3.

2. Open Valve 4.

3. Slowly open Valve 5.

4. The differential pen should go to the upper chart limit.

5. Close Valve 5.

6. Rotate test chart to new time line.

7. Open Valve 3.

8. The pen should return to zero.

9. Bend the pen shank to correct differential error.

10. Note any adjustments made in “Comments.”

Pressure Pen Time Lag
1. Adjust differential pen to follow the arc.

2. Adjust pressure pen to have a 15 minute time lag at “0” on a 24 hour chart. Adjust by bending the pen shank.

3. Note any adjustments in “Comments.”

Friction Test
Zero the gauge:

1. Close Valve 5.

2. Open Valves 3 and 4.

3. Close Valves 1 and 2.

4. With pen on “0,” close Valve 3.

5. Slightly open Valve 5 until differential pen starts to move.

6. Close Valve 5 and Open Valve 3.

Pen should return to same “0” setting.

If it does not, “High Zero” friction is present. Note in “Comments.”

7. Close Valve 4 and slightly open Valve 5 until differential pen starts to move below zero.

8. Close Valve 5 and open Valve 4.

Pen should return to same “0” setting.

If it does not, “Low Zero” friction is present. Note in “Comments.”

Quarterly Inspection
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NOTE
Dry meters are checked with the same procedure.

Differential Pen Test (Manometer)
Read manometers to the nearest 0.05”.

Read the chart to 1/10 of the smallest chart scale. EXAMPLE: 1/10 x 2” = 0.2”

Maintain steady increase and decrease in differential levels. Observe movement for drag or binding.

1. Use a constant bleed when testing with pressure from the line.

2. Close Valve 5.

3. Open Valves 3 and 4.

4. Close Valves 1 and 2.

5. Open Valve 5, bleeding pressure from the meter.

6. Connect manometer to high side chamber and remove plug from low chamber.

7. Close Valve 4.

8. With Valve 5 open a small flow is admitted through Valve 1.

9. Take approximately 8 readings up and down scale.

Establish desired differential pressure by throttling Valve 5.

Obtain decreasing scale differential reads by slowly opening Valve 5.

Differential Pen Test (Deadweight Tester)
Use deadweight tester that measures in inches water column (”H2O). For example, Ametek PKII.

Read the chart to 1/10 of the smallest chart scale. EXAMPLE: 1/10 x 2” = 0.2”

Maintain steady increase and decrease in differential levels. Observe movement for drag or binding.

1. Close Valve 5.

2. Open Valves 3 and 4.

3. Close Valves 1 and 2.

4. Open Valve 5, bleeding pressure from the meter.

5. Connect deadweight to high chamber and remove plug from low chamber.

6. Apply 20%, 40%, 60%, and 100% pressure for test points. For each applied pressure, tap the recorder to remove pen friction errors.

7. Reduce pressures (100%, 60%, 40%, 20%, and 0%). For each reduced pressure, tap the recorder to remove pen friction errors.

Pressure Pen Test
Test using the same Differential Test method using proper units (psig).

Temperature Pen Test
Compare a standard thermometer to the temperature pen reading.

Miscellaneous Conditions
Check the unit for:

Meter leveling

Clean pens
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Maintenance
Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for maintenance of all meters.

Forms

 Form 796FIGURE 2
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for safely operating orifice plate meters while adhering to generally accepted measurement practices.

Reporting
Verbally report Gas Measurement orifice plate changes to Gas Control.

Complete Form 2795 during Orifice Plate Inspections and New Orifice Plate Installs.

Station Log
Document the following in the station log when changing orifice plates:

Date of change

Meter run ID (inside diameter)

Orifice plate size removed

Orifice plate size installed

Discussion
Flow measurement accuracy improves with a smaller orifice diameter installed.

In general, the beta ratio (plate hole ID divided by run ID) should be between 0.2 and 0.6.

Beta ratios greater than 0.6 may be used, however, the accuracy is decreased and the required meter tube roughness is reduced to
250 micro inches.

NOTE
If the beta ratio cannot be limited to less than 0.6, notify the Gas Measurement Designee for further study.

Flow measurement accuracy improves with a higher differential pressure on a given orifice meter.

In general, differential pressures of less than 12”H2O (inches water column) on a continual basis are not acceptable.

It may be difficult to select an orifice plate for a station with a single meter run for periods of low flow. This is due to the need to
ensure good measurement yet not exceed the meter’s capacity during higher gas flows.

In these cases, contact the Gas Measurement Designee about metering modifications to reduce the measurement problem.

On multi-run stations, to keep the differential pressures high during low light loads, it may be necessary to have the second
or third runs come on periods of high demand.

Procedures
Review “Daily Hi-Low” report from SCADA to ensure that each meter and orifice plate is sized correctly.

Ensure the orifice plate is causing a differential reading higher than 12” H2O, but not over ranging the transducers.

052 Orifice Plate Operation
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To Change an Orifice Plate:
1. Notify Gas Control of pending Gas Measurement plate changes.

2. Select an appropriate plate, considering the pressure differential as described in the Discussion section within this Practice. The
replacement plate condition also needs to meet the requirements in .Practice 053, Orifice Plate, Run, and Vane Inspection

NOTE
Documentation of the orifice plate inspection results is not required.

3. See  and  for the orifice plate change out procedure for a Daniel Senior fitting. See  for Daniel Junior
fittings. For other styles, refer to manufacturer’s instructions.

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3

4. Notify Gas Control of the following after the new Gas Measurement plates are installed:

The station and meter run involved

The removed orifice plate size

The installed orifice plate size

5. Notify Field Leader of the orifice plate change.
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FIGURE 1

To Remove Orifice Plate
1. Open No. 1 (max 2 turns only)

2. Open No. 5

3. Rotate No. 6

4. Rotate No. 7

5. Close No. 5

6. Close No. 1

7. Open No. 10B
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8. Lubricate through No. 23

9. Loosen No. 11

NOTE
Do not remove No. 12.

10. Rotate No. 7 to free No. 9 and 9A

11. Remove No. 12, 9, and 9A

11
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FIGURE 2
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To Replace Orifice Plate
1. Close 10B

2. Rotate No. 7 slowly until plate carrier is clear of sealing bar and gasket level. DO NOT lower plate carrier onto slide valve.

NOTE
Inspect gasket (item 9A). Replace as needed to prevent leakage.

NOTE
Inspect square-head bolts (item 11). Apply a small amount of lubricant on the threads if they are dry or rusty.

1. Replace No. 9A, 9, and 12

2. Tighten No. 11

3. Open No. 1

4. Open No. 5

5. Rotate No. 7

6. Rotate No. 6, close No. 5

7. Close No. 1

8. Open No. 10B

9. Lubricate through No. 23

10. Close No. 10B

Daniel Junior Operating Instructions
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9A

11

9

FIGURE 3

To Remove Orifice Plate
1. Isolate the fitting from the pressure system

2. Blowdown the fitting to 0 psig (leave blowdown valve open)

3. Loosen No. 11

4. Remove No. 11, 9, and 9A

5. Inspect, service, or replace orifice plate

To Replace Orifice Plate
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1. Replace No. 9, 9A, and 11

2. Tighten No. 11

3. Close blowdown valve

4. Pressurize fitting

5. Check for leaks

6. Open all valves closed to isolate the fitting
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides guidelines for inspecting primary metering elements. Dirt, wear and tear, blockages, and damages cause a meter to
measure inaccurately. Periodic inspection and/or removal of the meter and meter tubes are required to look for these conditions.

Two inspection methods are used as determined by the Measurement Engineering Designee (Refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide,
):Practice 09, Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

Visual inspection using a bore scope to determine if the flow conditioner is blocked or cleaning is required.

Removal for cleaning and inspection for mechanical wear.

Reporting
Complete Form 2795, Orifice Plate Inspection Worksheet (Figure 3)

Complete when inspecting new orifice plates before they are put in service.

Forms may be destroyed at the Field Leader’s discretion.

Complete all forms in this Practice
Electronic or hardcopy forms are acceptable.

Forms that have the same information but are formatted differently are also acceptable.

Forward all information to the Measurement Engineering Designee (refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide 
).

Practice 09, Record
Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

Keep records locally for 2 inspection cycles using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available for
retrieval by employees.

Frequency
Refer to Gas Measurement SharePoint site for run and vane inspections.

Inspect in-service orifice plates at least once every 6 months or per contract agreement and during run and vane inspections.

If orifice plate is excessively dirty during routine inspection, consult Field Leader and Measurement Engineering regarding setting
up a more frequent schedule for the locations.

Tools
The following is a list of commonly required tools that are useful when completing run and vane inspections.

NOTE
This list is neither all inclusive nor restrictive.

Orifice Plate Inspection

053 Orifice Plate, Run, and Vane Inspection

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
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Straight edge

Feeler gauge

Caliper(s)

GAR Grit Blast G-6 or equivalent roughness comparator (for visual comparison of roughness)

Run & Vane Inspection:
Wire wheel brush and tube brush with extensions. DO NOT usetwisted/knotted style wire brushes

“Ball” or “Flex” hone with extensions

Air drill/compressor or very large electric drill for driving brush and hone

Burlap

WD-40, Simply Green, or equivalent solvent

Inside micrometers or dial indicator with ring gauges

Eccentricity test plates or calipers

Tap hole micrometer

Tap hole go/no go gage

Procedures
Orifice Plate Inspection

Inspect each orifice plate prior to installation.

If orifice plate is excessively dirty during routine inspection, consult Field Leader regarding setting up a more frequent schedule for
the locations.

New Orifice Plate Inspection
Thoroughly inspect new orifice plates before sending to the field for service. Use Form 2795, Orifice Plate Inspection Worksheet ( ),
for the inspection.

Figure 3

Verify orifice plate is constructed from stainless steel.

Verify orifice diameter is the same as the size indicated by the marking on the orifice plate within +/- 0.002”.

Verify the roundness of the orifice bore using .Figure 1

ORIFICE PLATE BORE ROUNDNESS TOLERANCE

Orifice Bore Diameter Range Tolerance (+/- inches) (feet)

0.251”–0.375” 0.0004

0.376”–1.000” 0.0005

> 1.000” 0.0005 per inch diameter

FIGURE 1

Verify the bore centering of the orifice plate is within +/- 0.002”

Verify flatness (see , Orifice Plate Flatness Table)Figure 12

NOTE
If the plate is out of tolerance, verify measurements using a different caliper to confirm the error.

Field Orifice Plate Inspection
1. Remove orifice plate from the fitting as described in .Practice 052, Orifice Plate Operation

2. Verify that the plate size currently installed matches the station’s logged values and Gas Control has the correct value in Citec.
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3. Verify orifice plate is beveled as required. See Orifice Plate Bevel Requirements section within this Practice for uni-directional
plates.

4. Verify correct installation with bevel facing downstream.

5. Verify the orifice plate is constructed of stainless steel.

6. Clean orifice plate if dirt or grease is present.

7. Check for plate roughness <50 micro inches.

Orifice plates must be inspected for upstream and downstream roughness.

A visual inspection of the orifice plate face is adequate.

If a deep scratch is present, particularly on the upstream side of the plate, it should not be used.

Replace plates that appear to be “sand blasted.”

8. Check flatness (See , Orifice Plate Flatness Table).Figure 12

9. Verify that the edge seal is intact with no cracks, swelling, or other signs of deterioration.

10. Orifice plates that do not pass inspection must be tagged so they are not re-used and then reconditioned or removed from service.

Contact Field Leader to determine if the plate should be discarded or sent to Jackson (Measurement Engineering Designee)
for evaluation.

Plates used in city gates or information meters may be allowed greater tolerances for surface conditions or minor nicks.

11. Replacement plates must have a beveled edge for uni-directional meters when indicated in  (Orifice Plate Bevel
Requirements table). Non-beveled plates are typically used in bi-directional meters.

Figure 13

12. Inspect the sealing ring on universal-type orifice plates.

Seal rings should be made of viton or nitrile materials.

Remove the seal ring from the orifice plate and inspect for cracks or nicks which could cause leakage from the upstream to
downstream area of the plate (if cracks or nicks are observed on one side of the seal ring and a replacement is not readily
available, reinstall the seal ring on the plate with the best side downstream until a replacement seal ring is obtained).

Verify the seal ring is the correct schedule grade by checking for proper fit. Typically, schedule 40 or 80 are required.

Measure the seal ring width, using calipers, with the plate inserted. Acceptable measurements are:

Old style seal ring (no notch on outer edge):

>0.670 for 2” through 16” tubes

>0.860 for tubes greater than 16”

New style seal ring (4 evenly spaced notches on the outer edge):

>0.565 for 2” through 16” tubes

>0.755 for tubes greater than 16”

NOTE
Run & vane only: Verify that the inside diameter of the seal ring does not protrude into the inside
diameter of the meter tube when installed with the orifice plate. A straight edge may be used to check for
protrusions.

13. The upstream edge of the orifice plate bore must be square and sharp without nicks or gouges.

Use a thumbnail to detect nicks in the orifice edge.

Estimate suitable sharpness by comparing the orifice plate bore edge with the bore edge of a properly sharp reference
orifice plate of the same nominal diameter. The orifice plate bore edge being evaluated should feel and look the same as
the edge of the reference orifice plate.

The upstream and downstream edges of the orifice plate bore must be free from defects visible to the naked eye (such as
flat spots, feathered texture, roughness, burrs, bumps, nicks, and notches).

NOTE
If there is any doubt about whether the edge has sufficient quality for accurate metering, replace the orifice
plate.
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Bore Scoping
1. Arrange for the Measurement Engineering Specialist to bring the bore scope equipment to the site.

2. Isolate and depressurize the meter run (refer to ), and remove fittings
(3/4” or larger) to allow for access to upstream and downstream insertion of the scope’s probe. In addition, remove the carrier
plate for inspection of the fitting if applicable.

Work Method 79, Blowing Down Gas Transmission Systems

3. Inspect the condition of the meter tube internal surface, tap holes, and flow conditioner/straightening vanes.

4. Clean Ultrasonic Meter Transducers and ports as needed. For Orifice Meters, remove the drain plugs and transducers. Inspect the
ports for sludge build-up and clean all ports and bottom of the fitting as needed

5. The Measurement Engineering Specialist will determine if a full inspection, tear down, and cleaning is required based upon the
visual condition of the meter run and transducers. Some factors include:

Debris in meter

Damage to flow conditioner or meter body

Rust or material build-up on meter tube

No previous inspection on record of internal inspection

Poorly operating orifice fitting

General condition of meter tube and fitting

A light coating of oil or dust does not require a tear down

6. Replace all fittings, pressurize and purge the run (Refer to 
).

Procedure 7-5, Air to Gas Purge of Gas Transmission Pipeline
Systems

7. Return the run to service.

NOTE
On Ultrasonic Meters: Measurement Engineering Specialist or Field Technician will run a diagnostic of the unit to
acquire; maintenance log, archive logs,
configuration files, or equivalent diagnostic data.

8. Verify readings with Gas Control

Meter Runs and Straightening Vanes Internal Inspection (Orifice Meter)
1. Use the Meter Tube Inspection Report ( , , and ) and Meter Tube Measurement Form ( ) to

document inspection.
Figure 4 Figure 6 Figure 8 Figure 10

2. Remove meter run from service.

Isolate and blow down section of pipe containing meter tube.

Lock and tag each valve used to restrain gas from the blown down piping.

3. Remove all meter and gauge connections from meter tube.

NOTE
DO NOT remove the orifice plate at this point and time.

4. Ensure valves are holding, and that a hazardous atmosphere does not exist in the work area.

5. Leaving one bolt on each end loosened but in place, remove all other bolts and roll tube out of run. Alternatively, the meter tube
assembly may be completely removed to facilitate inspection.

6. Examine meter tube for dirt, grease, obstructions, and corrosion or pitting and note “As Found” condition.

7. Remove all fittings from meter taps. Examine tap holes on fitting or flange for obstructions, cracks, or other damage

8. Swab and clean internal meter tube and straightening vanes, using wire brushes and/or ball hone.

Clean the meter tube and straightening vane using Simple Green or an equivalent bio-degradable degreaser.

Polish the meter tube using a burlap cloth soaked in WD-40 (or equivalent).

Wear chemical splash goggles or wear safety glasses and face shield if using power drill to clean.

Wear nitrile gloves when using solvents.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-79
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-5
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Glove Size Material Number

7 10072475

8 10072477

9 10072479

10 10072481

FIGURE 2

9. Leave orifice plate in position and check for eccentricity, by measuring the 4 points (X, X’, Y, Y’) shown in . When an
eccentricity plate will be used:

Figure 17

Visually check orifice plate centering before removing,

Install the eccentricity plate, AND

Use an eccentricity dial indicator gauge to acquire measurements.

10. Check tap holes using go/no go gage.

Examine tap holes on fitting or flange for obstructions, cracks, or other damage.

Check tap holes for proper spacing from orifice plate surface.

11. Remove plate from fitting and conduct an Orifice Plate Field Inspection (complete Form 2795, Orifice Plate Inspection Worksheet,
).Figure 3

12. Check carrier recess in orifice fitting, carrier ring and plate, and condition of gearing.

Lubricate as necessary.

Disassembly of orifice housing may be required.

13. Examine vane for position, tightness of fastening, broken welds, and wear from “sandblast effect.”

14. Complete all measurements for the meter tube and straightening vane. Document on Meter Tube Measurement Form ( )
and the Meter Tube Inspection Report ( , , , and ).

Figure 10
Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 8

Record the eccentricity values

Record the meter tube internal roughness “As Found.” Verify that the roughness is within specifications using Roughness
Comparator.

NOTE
For beta ratios (orifice ID / Run ID) greater than 0.6, the roughness must be less than 250 micro inches.

15. Verify published bore size of meter tube A, using ID micrometers.

NOTE
The Meter Tag value is the nominal size value.

The true measured value is stamped on the top of the meter body.

It can be on the flange or near the girth of the weld on either side of the meter.

The number on the girth weld is the preferred number to use.

If stamped value cannot be found, use the tagged information.

Return to Service
1. Check and replace gaskets as necessary and roll meter tube back into normal position.

2. Lubricate all bolts and reinstall, making sure that bolts are centered in flanges (in other words, the same number of threads on
both sides of flange).

3. Install orifice plate in fitting or flanges (refer to ).Practice 052, Orifice Plate Operation

4. Reconnect instrumentation lines and all other ancillary equipment.

5. Return the run to service.
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6. Check all instrument line fittings for leaks, run leakage check on meter/ transducer, correct all leaks, and verify all measurement
readings.

7. Contact Gas Control to verify that the meter tube size, orifice plate.

8. information, and measurement readings are correct in Citec. Report meter tubes that do not meet tolerances to Measurement
Engineering Designee for further evaluation.

 Form 2795FIGURE 3

Meter Tube Inspection Report
Weldneck by Flange Inspection Form (Example)
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 Form - Weldneck by FlangeFIGURE 4

Flange by Flange Inspection Form (Example)
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 Form - Flange by FlangeFIGURE 5

Meter Tube Inspection Report Work Sheets
Weldneck by Flange
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 Form - Weldneck by Flange: EmptyFIGURE 6

For descriptions of the labels used in the meter tube illustration see .Figure 7

WELDNECK BY FLANGE METER TUBE LABELS

Label Description

A 2 diameters upstream of plate

B Weld joint upstream of plate

C 1 diameter upstream of plate

D 1 inch upstream of plate

Dm Mean diameter 1 inch upstream of plate

E 1 inch downstream of plate

F 1st downstream flange

G 2nd downstream flange

H Weld joint downstream of plate

I 2 diameters downstream of plate

FIGURE 7

Flange by Flange
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 Form - Flange by Flange: EmptyFIGURE 8

For descriptions of the labels used in the meter tube illustration see .Figure 9

WELDNECK BY FLANGE METER TUBE LABELS

Label Description

A 1 diameter upstream of weld

B Weld joint upstream of plate

C 1 inch upstream of flange

D* 1 diameter upstream of plate

E 1 inch upstream of plate

F 1 inch downstream of plate

G 1 diameter downstream of plate

H 1 inch inside of downstream flange

I Weld joint downstream of plate

J 1 diameter downstream of weld

FIGURE 9
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 Form – Meter Tube MeasurementFIGURE 10
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ORIFICE PLATE OUTSIDE DIAMETER
ORIFICE PLATE OUTSIDE DIAMETER

STRAIGHT EDGESTRAIGHT EDGE

ORIFICE ORIFICE

PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER (D)

DEPARTURE FROM
FLATNESS

(MEASURED AT EDGE
OF ORIFICE)

FLANGE UNION ORIFICE PLATE FLANGE ORIFICE PLATE

 Orifice Plate Flatness TableFIGURE 11
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Orifice Diameter, Inches
Maximum Departure from Flatness, in Inches Nominal Meter Tube Size, in Inches

2 3 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 24 30

0.125a 0.009

0.250a 0.009

0.375a 0.008

0.500 0.008 0.013

0.625 0.007 0.012 0.017

0.750 0.007 0.012 0.016 0.027

0.875 0.006 0.011 0.016 0.026 0.036

1.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.046

1.250 0.004 0.009 0.014 0.024 0.034 0.044 0.054

1.500 0.003 0.008 0.013 0.023 0.033 0.043 0.053 0.067

1.750 0.007 0.011 0.022 0.032 0.042 0.052 0.066

2.000 0.005 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.041 0.050 0.065 0.085

2.250 0.004 0.009 0.019 0.029 0.039 0.049 0.063 0.083

2.500 0.008 0.018 0.058 0.038 0.048 0.062 0.082 0.102

2.750 0.006 0.017 0.027 0.037 0.047 0.061 0.081 0.101

3.000 0.005 0.015 0.025 0.036 0.045 0.060 0.080 0.100 0.130

3.250 0.014 0.024 0.034 0.044 0.058 0.078 0.098 0.128

3.500 0.013 0.023 0.033 0.043 0.057 0.077 0.097 0.127

3.750 0.012 0.022 0.031 0.042 0.056 0.076 0.096 0.126

4.000 0.010 0.020 0.031 0.040 0.055 0.075 0.096 0.125

4.500 0.008 0.018 0.028 0.038 0.052 0.072 0.092 0.122

5.000 0.015 0.026 0.035 0.050 0.070 0.090 0.120

5.500 0.013 0.023 0.033 0.047 0.067 0.087 0.117

6.000 0.010 0.021 0.030 0.045 0.065 0.085 0.115

6.500 0.018 0.028 0.042 0.062 0.082 0.112

7.000 0.016 0.025 0.040 0.060 0.080 0.110

7.500 0.013 0.023 0.037 0.057 0.077 0.107

8.000 0.020 0.035 0.055 0.075 0.105

8.500 0.018 0.032 0.052 0.072 0.102

9.000 0.015 0.030 0.050 0.070 0.100

x.xxb

a) Use of these diameters are not prohibited but may result in greater uncertainty in measurement
b) For larger sizes, the maximum departure from flatness is equal to 0.005 (Dm – dm)

FIGURE 12

Orifice Plate Bevel Requirements

NOTE
Bevel requirements apply to unidirectional flows only

Before changing the plate thickness, refer to the tag on the orifice fixture for the designed plate thickness.

If an orifice plate cannot be selected to obtain the proper operating differentials, contact the Measurement Engineering Designee
for resolution.
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ORIFICE PLATE THICKNESS

Plate Dia. 0.125 0.1875 0.250 0.375 0.500

2” Yes n/a Yes Yes n/a

3” Yes n/a Yes Yes n/a

4” Yes n/a Yes Yes n/a

6” Yes n/a Yes Yes n/a

8” No n/a Yes Yes n/a

10” No n/a Yes Yes n/a

12” n/a No Yes Yes n/a

16” n/a n/a No Yes Yes

FIGURE 13

Explanation of Orifice Eccentricity
The orifice plate bore must be centered in both the X and Y axis of the orifice meter as determined by the following steps:

1. Verify eccentricity — Measure the 4 points (X, X’, Y, Y’) shown in  using either:Figure 1

An inside micrometer — X, X’, Y, and Y’ are readings from edge of plate bore to fitting wall.

Rotating dial indicator plate — X, X’, Y, and Y’ are the dial indicators readings.

2. Calculate eccentricity and compare to limit.

X-Axis
Subtract X’ from X and divide by 2. (Ignore the +/– sign in the answer.)

Use  to compare the results to the X-axis allowable tolerance.Figure 14

If Actual Eccentricity is less than the allowable tolerance, the meter passes in the X-axis.

Y-Axis
Subtract Y’ from Y and divide by 2. Ignore the +/–sign in the answer.

Use  to compare the results to the Y-axis allowable tolerance.Figure 14

If Actual Eccentricity is less than the allowable tolerance, the meter passes in the Y axis.

MAXIMUM TOLERANCE OF ORIFICE PLATE
BORE ECCENTRICITY (ε x) IN INCHES

Axis
Meter Tube Inside Diameter (inches)

2.067 3.068 4.026 6.065 7.981 10.020 11.938

X 0.008 0.012 0.015 0.023 0.030 0.038 0.046

Y 0.032 0.048 0.060 0.092 0.120 0.152 0.184

Meters larger than 12” : contact Measurement Engineering Department to determine tolerances.

FIGURE 14
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Eccentricity Measurement Worksheet

Location:

X:

|X - X’|
2

X-Axis: □ Pass    □ Fail

Name:

Y-Axis: □ Pass    □ Fail

Date:

X’:

X-Tolerance: Y-Tolerance:

Y: Y’:

Meter Tube Size:

=
|Y - Y’|

2 =

FIGURE 15

Eccentricity Measurement Worksheet

Location: Station Name, Run Number

X: – 0.030

|X - X’|
2

Name: Your Name

NOTES: 
a. X-Tolerance and Y-Tolerance taken from Table 14.
b. The (–) sign in the answer – 0.038 was dropped (ignored).
c. 0.019 is less than 0.023 so the meter passes the X direction.
d. 0.031 is less than 0.092 so the meter passes the X direction.

Y-Axis: d

□ Pass    
□ Fail

X-Axis: c

□ Pass    
□ Fail

Date: Today’s Date

X’: 0.008

X-Tolerance:

0.023a

Y-Tolerance:

0.092a

Y: 0.012 Y’: – 0.050

Meter Tube Size: 6”

|– 0.030 - 0.008|
2

|– 0.038|
2

0.038b

2 0.019

=

= = =

|0.012 - (–0.050)|
2

|0.062|
2

0.062
2 0.031= = =

|Y - Y’|
2 =

FIGURE 16

In most orifice fittings, the orifice plate is held in the flowing stream by a carrier mechanism. Such mechanisms theoretically produce a
repeatable eccentricity for the orifice plate; this should be checked for several operations of installing the plate in, and removing it from the
orifice fitting.

The carrier used to perform this test must be the carrier used in the field.
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If any of the fitting’s internal mechanisms are replaced, this inspection should be repeated.

Eccentricity Measurements (Sample Method)

X'

Y'

Y

X

Pipe inside diameter

Axis parallel to differential
tap center line

Axis perpendicular to
differential tap center line

Orifice bore

FIGURE 17

Nitrile versus Viton Seal Rings
Definition
The orifice seal in a Daniels style simplex (senior or junior) fitting is a “rubber” ring that fits around the orifice plate.

Daniels refers to this as a DSC or duel seal.

It is molded from 70–80 shore Nitrile or Viton material.

These rings are used in meters 2” to 10” diameter. 12” and larger are vulcanized Viton directly to the orifice plate.

According to daniels product technical guide — June 2010 Senior® Orifice Fitting Technical Guide "Differential Pressure Meters",
these rings may be used in meters with an ANSI class 600 or lower. It is recommended that for ANSI 900 and above a Teflon style
(TSC) ring be used.

Ordering Replacement Rings
When ordering replacement rings, consider the following:

Style — Old or new

ANSI class — Greater than or less than class 600

Pipe schedule — Schedule 40 or 80

Size — Meter tube diameter

Material — Nitrile or Viton

Nitrile, also known as Buna-N, is a common elastomer that has good temperature range and resistance to petroleum products.

However, if it is exposed to hydrates or other contaminants the rubber can swell causing removal or insertion difficulty.
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It is acceptable to use Nitrile on Company orifice plates.

If the nitrile seal ring deteriorates (dries or cracks) in less than a year or swells when removed, it should be replaced with a
Viton seal.

Viton is a DuPont product that will resist attacks from hydrates and other contaminants better than nitrile.

It has a longer life span but costs much more than nitrile.

Viton is recommended for all custody transfer meters.

 Old StyleFIGURE 18

 New StyleFIGURE 19
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for turbine meter inspections, and ensures accuracy of gas measurement within acceptable limits.

Reporting
Form 2781, Spin Time Test Report ( )Figure 2

Report turbine meter inspections as each unit is tested.

Send information to the Gas Measurement Designee.

Keep records locally for 2 years using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available for retrieval by
employees.

If the internal assembly is changed, report the new K Factor to Gas Control to update parametric data.

Frequency
Inspect each turbine meter at least once every 3 months.

Conduct a run and vane inspection on the upstream meter tube once each 5 years.

Procedures
Baseline — Conduct an initial spin test on a new or newly recertified meter or measurement cartridge (completely assembled except
for register or recording gauges, where gear-driven).

When accessory devices (register, integrating gauge, pulse generators, etc.) are installed:

Care should be taken to ensure that no excess friction is introduced.

Perform a spin test to determine whether the accessory device has affected the meter.

NOTE

Changing bearings does not change the baseline value.

The meter must meet the original baseline with the new bearings installed.

Inspection
1. Check As-Found rotor spin time. Refer to Testing Out of Line within this Practice.

2. Ensure the bearings are lubricated. If an external lubricator is used, ensure it is functioning properly.

3. Verify output of preamp is within manufacturer’s specifications using an oscilloscope.

Spin Time Test

054 Turbine Meter Maintenance
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NOTE
Follow Gas Operations Safety  as necessary.Practice 08, Lockout/ Tagout (LOTO)

Testing In Line
1. Isolate and depressurize the meter run. Control the rate of depressurization of the run to not exceed 60 psig per minute.

2. Determine the current meter in line spin time.

If gas is used for testing, estimate the amount of gas blown through the meter and report for LAUF per Gas Operations Field
Leader Guide .Practice 08, Tracking and Reporting of Vented Gas

Conduct three spin time trials:

Spin the rotor by venting gas from the inlet spin time testing valve through the outlet spin time testing valve. An
oscilloscope may be used to determine spinning start and stop times.

Adjust the flow of gas to spin the rotor steadily. Adjust the rate equal to, or slightly greater than, the in line spin time
rate for the meter (see ).Figure 1

Close the inlet spin time testing valve and measure the rotor spin time from the start rate to stop.

Calculate the current in line spin time as the average of the results of the three trials.

START RATE FOR IN LINE SPIN TESTS

Meter Size (inches) In Line Spin Time Rate (% Rated Capacity)

2 and 3 45

4 and 6 25

8–12 10

FIGURE 1

3. Compare the current in line spin time with the baseline.

Baseline is the initial spin time test performed when the meter is installed in the piping system.

If a baseline was not established when the meter was new, use the manufacturer’s spin time as the baseline.

4. Clean/repair meter bearings or module if the as found freestanding spin time is not at least 90% of the manufacturer’s specified
spin time.

5. Purge and pressurize the meter run.

NOTE
Control the rate of pressurization to prevent damage to the primary device and to avoid creating an excessive differential
pressure across the turbine meter.

Testing Out of Line
1. Isolate and depressurize the meter run.

2. Control the rate of depressurization of the run to not exceed 60 psig per minute.

3. Remove the meter module from the meter run.

4. Place the meter module with the axis horizontal and in an environment free of drafts.

5. Perform an “as found” spin time test.

Conduct three spin time trials:

Spin the rotor in the direction of normal rotation per manufacturer’s recommendation.

Measure the elapsed time until the rotor comes to a stop.

Calculate the “as found” freestanding spin time as the average of the results of the three trials.

Compare the “as found” freestanding spin time with the manufacturer’s specified spin time.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_08
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_08
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Clean/repair the meter’s bearings or module if the “as found” freestanding spin time is not at least 90% of the
manufacturer’s specified spin time.

Replacement of a dual rotor module requires a change in the standard electronic readout programmable read only
memory (PROM).

6. Perform an “as left” spin time test if the “as found” spin time test required corrective action.

7. Compare the “as left” freestanding spin time with the manufacturer’s specified spin time.

NOTE
After corrective action has been taken, replace the meter module if the “as left” time is less than 90% of the
manufacturer’s time.

8. Reinstall the meter module in the meter run.

9. Purge and pressurize the meter run.

NOTE
Control the rate of pressurization to prevent damage to the primary device and to avoid creating an excessive differential
pressure across the turbine meter.

Forms
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 Form 2781FIGURE 2
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Revised 07/01/2019

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for ensuring that rotary and other positive displacement meters are functioning properly at City Gate station heater
installations.

Rotary meters may be temperature compensated (TC), non-TC models, or EVC type.

If the meter is a TC or EVC model, the head must also be inspected.

The Electronically Corrected Meter (ECM) and Electronic Volume Corrected (EVC) models have a battery that needs periodic
replacement (see  for battery replacement schedules).Figure 1

Reporting
Form 657 ( ) or Form 1671 ( ) may be used to document inspections (optional).Figure 2 Figure 5

Diaphragm (Positive Displacement) Meter Procedures
Perform routine exchange as follows:

425 and smaller: At least every 10 years

Larger than 425: At least every 7 years

Rotary Meter Procedures
Inspection Schedule

Rotary meters should be inspected within 90 days of initial use.

Inspect rotary meters at least every 24 months.

Observe Meter Installation Piping
Ensure bypass valve(s) are closed and locked.

Verify that other valves are in normal operating positions.

Clock the Meter to Determine Gas Flow
A gas flow of at least 10% of the meter capacity is recommended during the test.

If the flow is less than 1 0%, consider rescheduling the inspection. 
EXAMPLE: A 5M is rated at 5,000 ACFH (actual cubic feet per hour). The minimum flow needed is 500 ACFH (5,000 x 10% = 500).

TC/EVC Head Test
Replace electronic TC/ECM/EVC head battery.

Use a certified working test standards during the testing.

If possible, make a full 10-count test. Less than 10-count test is acceptable (5-count minimum) if gas flow stopped during test.

Monitor the gas temperature during the test.

055 Rotary/Positive Displacement Meter Inspection (T&S)
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NOTE
If temperature varies more than +/- 2°F, repeat test when temperature becomes steady if the heater can be operated
long enough, otherwise the tolerance can be expanded to +/- 10°F.

Meter Inspection
1. Check meter number.

2. When a steady gas flow is occurring, determine the flow rate and measure the differential pressure.

3. Refer to the Differential Chart for the Meter Configuration and determine the expected differential for the flow rate.

4. If the actual differential is 50% or more than expected, perform Meter Exchange (see Meter Exchange section within this Practice).

5. Observe condition of oil.

Replace oil if it is discolored or contaminated.

Add oil if level is low. DO NOT overfill.

6. On older meters with grease fittings, grease with lithium wheel bearing grease.

7. On older meters with packing glands, check for leaks and binds around packing. Oil the counters where applicable.

EXPECTED BATTERY LIFE

Manufacturer Model Function Firmware Version Battery Life

Romet TC TC F & J 18 months

Romet TC TC All Others 24 months

Mercury Mini Max AT TC 24 months

Mercury Mini Max AT PTZ 24 months

FIGURE 1

Meter Exchange
If meter exchange is required:

Attach a completed Form 698, C&I Gas Equipment ( ) to the existing meter and send to the Meter Technology Center.Figure 3

Complete Form 10, Notice of Meter/Instrument Exchange ( ), and submit to Field Leader.Figure 4

Forms
Form 657
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 Form 657, Page 1FIGURE 1
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 Form 657, Page 2FIGURE 2

Form 698
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 Form 698FIGURE 3

Form 10

 Form 10FIGURE 4

Form 1671
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 Form 1671FIGURE 5
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for set-up and inspections on ultrasonic (UT) primary metering device(s). Pressure and temperature transducers are
not covered.

Responsibilities
Gas Measurement Department is responsible for reviewing log data.

Reporting
Send all hard and/or electronic copies of reports to Gas Measurement Designee (refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide, 

) for analysis.
Practice 09,

Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

Frequency
Initial Check — Perform when meter is placed in service. Routine Inspection — Complete twice per year.

Procedures
Ultrasonic meter health is monitored using the RTU/SCADA system. The Multipath meter continuously performs self-tests to check the
validity of the data it receives. If no alarms are received, the meter is considered to be accurate to its designed parameters.

Initial Check
1. Refer to the manufacturer’s manual for the UT startup instructions for each unit.

2. Upload a copy of the meter’s configuration to laptop.

3. Upload the log files to laptop.

4. Complete the checkout documents included in manufacturer’s documentation.

Routine Inspection
Perform the following according to each manufacturer’s recommendations:

1. Check the speed of sound (SOS).

2. Check transducer gains.

3. Upload the configuration file. Compare it with the previous version.

4. Upload the log files.

5. Obtain a chromatograph analysis of the gas if a chromatograph is installed on site.

056 Ultrasonic Meters (T&S)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
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Revised 07/01/2018

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Procedure provides for inspection on Daniel’s Senior Sonic Ultrasonic primary metering device(s) (USM). Pressure and temperature
transducers are not covered.

Responsibilities
Gas Measurement Department — Review log data.

Reporting
Inspection Report Summary — Send electronic file of reports to the Gas Measurement Designee (refer to Gas Operations Field Leader
Guide ).Practice 09, Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

Discussion
This document is a guideline for periodic checks of the USM and its functions.

Since the meter has no moving parts or protrusions into the gas stream, there are no periodic prescribed maintenance procedures.

Most of the registers and values listed below can be remotely (or locally) monitored by a SCADA system or Daniel’s Meterlink USM
software.

Because some of the steps in this procedure present a risk of malfunction to the meter & SCADA equipment, someone should be on
site when possible. The equipment should also undergo regular visual inspections (see Step 13).

NOTE
Ideally, the meter should be experiencing a flow rate greater than 5’ per second in order to obtain all the information.
Manipulate run valves, as needed, to force flow through each meter at the station.

Procedures
1. Establish communication with the USM using the Daniel’s MeterLink USM software.

2. Under Tools, Edit/Compare Configuration window, read the configuration data from the meter.

3. Save a copy of the configuration to a file.

4. Click Compare to open a previously saved configuration file. MeterLink will show any differences between the two configuration
files.

This comparison may be performed in the office if a previous configuration file is unavailable in the field.

Any differences must be noted and corrective action taken as determined by the Gas Measurement Designee.

5. Using the RTU display (or an extra PC connected to the IPM):

Look at the live Measuring Pressure and Measuring Temperature values compared to the vales indicated on the MeterLink
monitor screen.

Use the meter’s Analog Inputs Calibration Wizard (if needed, see ) to make the meter’s values closely match the
RTU values. (Rosemount loop test might be necessary; RTU in manual mode.)

Figure 1

057 Daniel Senior Sonic (T&S)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
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 Analog Inputs Wizard Menu OptionFIGURE 1

6. Under Logs/Reports, Maintenance/Logs and Reports, load and save the “Maintenance Logs and Reports” Excel files. The default
view is “Engineer.”

7. If a gas analysis report is available, enter the composition, “pressure and temperature,” then compute the SOS values. If an
analysis is not available, click “Cancel” for SOS.

8. Under Logs/Reports, Meter Archive Logs, load and save under “Collect Event Log: Alarm/audit.”

Use the “collect all” option.

Be sure the “Log meter configuration” and “Microsoft Excel” format are checked.

Make sure the “daily,” “hourly,” “alarm,” “audit,” and “system” boxes are checked.

9. Check and analyze the following data:

Speed of sound values are within 1% of each other.

Cord performance is 100%.

Cord Status code is 0000.

Check the event/alarm log for errors during the past year.

10. For Mark III meters, erase the Meter Logs:

Make sure that Step 8 has been completed first.

Save a copy of the Archive Log on the local thumb drive.

Be aware that the meter will reboot after the logs are cleared.

The Gas Measurement Department can provide a job aid if needed.

11. Check the meter firmware version. Update as needed. The Gas Measurement Department can provide copies of the current
firmware files and a job aid, if needed.

12. The MeterLink program log will provide the Inspection Report Summary (see ). Fill in applicable fields (name, date, and any
comments).

Figure 2

13. For inspections done during dry conditions, when the meter is accessible:

Open the wiring terminations end of the electronics enclosure.

Visually inspect for dirt, moisture, corrosion, loose connections, etc.

Correct/report any issues.

14. Report any serious performance issue(s) to the Gas Measurement Designee.

Forms
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 Form – Inspection Report SummaryFIGURE 2
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Orifice Meter Annual Inspection and Test
This Practice describes the steps for the annual inspection and test of pressure recording orifice meters.

Pens
Check that all pens are in good working order and have the proper color.

Replace if needed. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, , for pen colors.Procedure 12-13, Chart Inspection and Changing Procedure

Zero Differential Test Under Pressure
Under normal conditions, Valves 1 and 2 are open, while Valves 3, 4, and 5 are closed.

Refer to  for a visual reference.Figure 1

To Test:
1. Verify Valve 5 is closed.

2. Open Valves 3 and 4.

3. Close Valve 2.

4. The differential pen should register zero.

5. If there is pulsation, close Valve 1.

058 Orifice Meters Annual Inspection and Test—Distribution

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-13
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DAMPING
VALVE3 4

5

1 2

FIGURE 1

Pressure Pen Time Lag
Types of Adjustments

Adjust the differential pen only to follow the arc.

Adjust the pressure pen for a 15-minute time lag at zero on a 24- hour chart. 
ADJUSTMENT: To adjust, bend the pen shank.

“As-Found” Pressure and Differential Readings
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Verify the actual static pressure with a deadweight tester.

Verify the differential read with a digital pressure gauge.

Report the “As-Found” readings as variation (Hi/Lo) at actual pressure from deadweight tester.

EXAMPLE: “Found 10 psig, Hi @ 510 psig.”

FIGURE 2

Friction Test
1. Verify Valve 5 is closed.

2. Open Valves 3, and 4.

3. Close Valves 1 and 2.

4. Verify the pen is on zero.

5. Close Valve 3.

6. Slightly open Valve 5 until the differential pen starts to move.

7. Close Valve 5.

8. Open Valve 3.

9. The pen should return to the same zero setting. If it does not, High Zero friction exists.

10. Close Valve 4.

11. Slightly open Valve 5 until the differential pen starts to move below zero.

12. Close Valve 5.

13. Open Valve 4.

14. If the pen does not return to the same zero setting, Low Zero friction exists.

Pen Arc
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This test shows if the differential pen follows the printed time line over the full range of the chart span. This test may be done
immediately after the “zero test.”

A controlled air tool, such as an aspirator bulb, may be used for this test.

Steps
1. Close Valve 3.

2. Open Valve 4.

3. Slowly open Valve 5. The differential pen should go to the upper chart limit.

4. Close Valve 5.

5. Rotate the test chart to the new time line.

6. Open Valve 3. The pen should return to zero.

7. To correct an error, bend the pen shank.

Calibration
A controlled air tool, such as an aspirator bulb, may be used for this test.

When testing with pressure from the line, use a constant bleed.

Steps
1. Close Valve 5.

2. Open Valves 3 and 4.

3. Close Valves 1 and 2.

4. Open Valve 5 to bleed pressure from the meter.

5. Connect the digital pressure gauge to the high-side chamber, and remove the plug from the low chamber.

6. Close Valve 4.

7. With Valve 5 open, a small flow goes through Valve 1.

8. To set the differential pressure, throttle Valve 5.

9. Take readings at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% up and down the scale.

10. Compare the digital pressure gauge level with the pointer on the chart.

Differential Levels
Keep a steady increase and decrease in differential levels to watch movement for drag or binding.

For decreasing scale differential reads, slowly open Valve 5.

Leak Test
To check for a leak in gauge lines or manifold:

1. Close the tap valves at the orifice fitting. Keep manifold valves in their normal position.

2. If the differential pen moves up or down in 60 seconds, it shows if a leak is on the high or low side. If the leak is big enough, the
static pressure decreases.

3. Locate and repair the leak by soap test.

Records
On Field Device, record the:

Results of the inspection under “Original Inspection.”
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Necessary repair information if corrective maintenance is needed.

“As-Found” pressure measurements at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%.

“As-Left” pressuremeasurementsat0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and100% if the recorder is adjusted and the “As-Found” pressure
measurements are changed.

NOTE
Follow the recommendations of the manufacturer for all meter maintenance.
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice describes how to calculate the flow rate through an orifice fitting.

Flow Rate Equation

Correct the Flow calculation by multiplying FlowMCFH by % of Plate.

NOTE

059 Orifice Fitting Flow Rate Calculation
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Orifice Size (inches)
Size of Piping Run

2” 3” 4” 6” 8” 10”

0.250 0.017 0.017 0.017

0.500 0.067 0.066 0.066 0.066

0.750 0.152 0.150 0.149 0.149

1.000 0.277 0.269 0.267 0.265 0.265

1.250 0.456 0.425 0.419 0.415 0.414 0.413

1.500 0.716 0.624 0.608 0.600 0.598 0.596

1.750 0.876 0.837 0.820 0.815 0.813

2.000 1.196 1.112 1.075 1.067 1.064

2.250 1.615 1.439 1.368 1.354 1.348

2.500 1.831 1.700 1.676 1.668

2.750 2.306 2.075 2.035 2.022

3.000 2.897 2.497 2.432 2.412

3.250 2.971 2.868 2.837

3.500 3.504 3.346 3.300

3.750 4.107 3.869 3.801

4.000 4.789 4.439 4.342

4.250 5.566 5.061 4.924

4.500 6.469 5.741 5.549

4.750 6.484 6.221

5.000 7.299 6.941

5.250 8.194 7.714

5.500 9.179 8.543

5.750 10.267 9.434

6.000 11.493 10.392

6.250 11.424

6.500 12.537

6.750 13.740

7.000 15.040

7.250 16.456

7.500 18.026

FIGURE 1A
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Orifice Size (inches)
Size of Piping Run

12” 16” 18” 20” 24” 26”

1.250 0.413

1.500 0.595

1.750 0.812

2.000 1.061 1.059 1.058 1.058 1.056

2.250 1.345

2.500 1.663 1.659 1.657 1.656 1.653 1.653

2.750 2.015

3.000 2.401 2.394 2.390 2.388 2.384 2.393

3.250 2.823

3.500 3.280 3.265 3.259 3.256 3.250 3.247

3.750 3.772

4.000 4.301 4.275 4.265 4.259 4.250 4.247

4.250 4.868

4.500 5.472 5.425 5.410 5.400 5.386 5.381

4.750 6.116

5.000 6.801 6.719 6.719 6.679 6.659 6.652

5.250 7.528

5.500 8.300 8.162 8.122 8.098 8.069 8.059

5.750 9.118

6.000 9.985 9.760 9.698 9.660 9.617 9.604

6.250 10.904

6.500 11.878 11.521 11.425 11.368 11.306 11.287

6.750 12.912

FIGURE 1B
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Orifice Size (inches)
Size of Piping Run

12” 16” 18” 20” 24” 26”

7.000 14.009 13.456 13.311 13.226 13.136 13.110

7.250 15.175

7.500 16.413 15.580 15.365 15.241 15.111 15.074

7.750 17.732

8.000 19.137 17.907 17.594 17.416 17.234 17.184

8.250 20.636

8.500 22.235 20.461 20.015 19.762 19.508 19.440

8.750 23.955

9.000 25.826 23.269 22.639 22.288 21.938 21.845

9.500 26.359 25.488 25.005 24.528 24.404

10.000 29.773 28.583 27.927 27.287 27.122

10.500 33.549 31.952 31.070 30.221 30.004

11.000 37.752 35.624 34.457 33.339 33.054

11.500 39.636 38.108 36.651 36.283

12.000 48.185 44.026 42.050 40.166 39.696

12.500 48.862 46.311 43.902 43.305

13.000 54.296 50.927 47.872 47.119

13.500 55.935 52.096 51.150

14.000 61.410 56.594 55.415

14.500 61.387 59.928

15.000 66.499 64.709

15.500 71.957 69.775

16.000 77.794 75.149

16.500 84.044 80.855

17.000 90.805 86.919

17.500 93.370

18.000 100.249

18.500 107.654

19.000 115.689

FIGURE 1C

Calculation Examples
Flow Meter — Determine Flow Rate
Given:

3” orifice

8” run

Static pressure pen reading = 260 psig (275 psia)

Differential pressure pen reading = 125” WC

Calculation:
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From the table, the orifice factor “C” = 2.432

Flow Transmitter — Determine Flow Rate
It is important to determine if the flow transmitter has pressure compensation because the % of plate reading is different for each one if
the flow is the same.

Example 1 Given:

Flow transmitter is non-pressure compensated

2-3/4” orifice

10” run

Pressure compensation = none (not used in calculation)

Static pressure = 320 psig = (335 psia)

Transmitter differential range = 0”–200” WC

Differential pen reading = 180” WC

% of plate pen reading = 95%

Example 1 Calculation:

From the table, the orifice factor “C” = 2.022

Flow rate at 100% of plate:

Flow rate at 95% of plate:

Example 2 Given:

Flow transmitter is pressure compensated

2-3/4” orifice

10” run

Transmitter pressure compensation = 800 psig (815 psia)

Static pressure = 320 psig (335 psia, not used in calculation)

Transmitter differential pressure range = 0”–200” WC

Differential pen reading = 180” WC

% of plate pen reading = 61%
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Example 2 Calculation:

From the table, the orifice factor “C” = 2.022

Flow rate at 100% of plate:

Flow rate at 61% of plate:
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Fluid Condition
Indefinite Life
The fluid in heaters has an indefinite life if properly maintained according to the following limits.

Glycol Level
Maintain the mixtures in the following table for freeze protection and efficient heat transfer:

Efficiency Level Dowtherm SR-1 Soft Water

Best 30%–40% 60%–70%

Low limit 30% 70%

High limit 50%–60% 40%–60%

FIGURE 1

Glycol-Water Mixture Characteristics
% by Volume

Dowtherm SR-1 Freeze Point °F Heat Transfer
(Btu/Hr ft)

20 15 0.315

30 2 0.280

40 -14 0.260

50 -36 0.235

60 -60 0.215

100 8 0.145

FIGURE 2

Rust Inhibitor (Reserve Alkalinity)
For rust protection, keep Dowtherm SR-1 Inhibitor above 10%.

The Glycol-Water Mixture
Should be pink color with little or no particles.

If brown, the solution is likely overheated.

Dowtherm SR-1 Glycol and/or Inhibitor
Order from CHEMCENTRAL. Telephone Contact:

Detroit: (800) 879-8550

Grand Rapids: (800) 348-0212

The glycol is delivered with the initial correct concentration of rust inhibitor.

060 Heater Fluid Testing — Distribution
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Fluid Sample Procedure
NOTE
Annually (before winter operations) take a one-pint heater fluid sample as described within this section, for laboratory analysis
to determine its condition.

SAFETY WARNING

Avoid prolonged skin contact. Prolonged contact may cause skin irritation.

Wash skin and rinse after contact.

Follow the handling precautions described in CSM , Chemical/Flammable Liquids.230-3

1. Check the fluid level in the heater. If the level is low, bring it to the proper level with an appropriate water/glycol mixture.

2. Start up the heater, and bring it to normal operating temperature.

3. Operate the heater 12 hours before taking the sample.

4. Clean the sample bottles.

5. Take the one-pint sample.

6. Drain the connection or access port on the heater.

7. Place the stopper in the bottle, and seal it with tape.

8. Identify the bottle with:

Name of person who collected sample

Field Headquarters

Station name

Sample taken

Date

9. Send the sample to:

General Laboratory — Chemical 
Consumers Energy Company 
Jackson, Michigan

10. Replenish the fluid in the heater with an appropriate water/glycol mixture.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/csm/csm.pdf#csm_230-3
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Revised 12/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
The person in charge of the repair must be familiar with the instructions within this Practice and communicate them to all
personnel involved in the repair crew.

The Plidco Split+Sleeve can be used as a permanent repair for applications if working pressures do not exceed 1000 psig.

Check the seal expiration date on the Plidco Split+Sleeve. DO NOT use after the expiration date.

SAFETY WARNING
Improper selection or use of the Plidco Split+Sleeve can result in explosion, fire, death, personal injury, property
damage, and harm to the environment.

Plidco Split + Sleeve

FIGURE 1

Materials
For a list of standard materials for the construction of the Plidco Split+Sleeve, see .Figure 2

 can be used to determine the appropriate welding procedure when applying a Plidco Split+Sleeve to a specific API grade
pipeline.
Figure 2

When welding the sleeve to the pipe, choose the welding procedure that is designed for the material (sleeve or pipe) with the higher
yield strength. Contact Welding Operations if questions arise on which Welding Procedure is appropriate for the work.

For a list of Plidco Split+Sleeve dimensions according to the API Pipe Size application, see .Figure 3

061 PLIDCO Split+Sleeve Repair Method
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STANDARD REPAIR SLEEVE MATERIALS

Material Type Grade Minimum Yield Strength (psi)

Body ASTM A106 C 40,000

Body ASTM A216 WCC 40,000

Body ASTM A516 70 38,000

Bolting ASTM A193 B7 -

Nuts ASTM A194 2H -

FIGURE 2

Safety Checklist
Read carefully and follow all safety instructions as well as any applicable codes and standards. When repairing an active leak, take extreme
care to guard personnel. Severe injury or death could result.

PLIDCO SPLIT+SLEEVE DIMENSIONS

API Pipe Size* Overall Length Material No.

1-1/4” 8” 10088395

2” 8” 10088397

2” 24” 10088425

3” 8” 10088399

4” 8” 10088401

4” 24” 10088428

6” 9” 10088423

6” 24” 10088430

6” 36” 10088487

8” 24” 10088452

8” 36” 10088489

10” 24” 10088454

12” 24” 10088456

*For API pipe size greater than or equal to 14", contact Gas Distribution Engineering.

FIGURE 3

Pipe Preparation
1. Remove all coatings, rust, and scale from the pipe surface where the circumferential seals of the Plidco Split+Sleeve will contact

the pipe.

2. The seal can tolerate minor surface irregularities of up to ±1/32” (0.8mm).

3. Ensure the pipe is round where the circumferential Plidco Split+Sleeve seals will contact the pipe. If necessary, reposition the
sleeve or use a different length sleeve.

Safety Precautions
Careless handling can damage the seals and GirderRings.

DO NOT allow lifting devices such as chains, cables, or lift truck forks to contact the seals or GirderRings.

Contact can result in the seals being pulled from their grooves.

Approved Seals and Lubricants
 contains approved seal materials and lubricants to be used with the seals when installing the sleeve.Figure 4
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During welding operations, the seal materials can be damaged by excessive temperatures.

The temperature of the sleeve adjacent to the seal material should not exceed the temperature limit indicated in .Figure 4

SLEEVE TEMPERATURE LIMITS

Seal Material Lubricant
Temperature Limit

°F °C

Buna — N A or B 225° F 107° C

Silicone A or B 300° F 149° C

FIGURE 4

Sleeve Installation
Figures 5 and 6 provide a schematic reference for the Plidco Split+Sleeve components and how the sleeve will appear when fully bolted up.

 is a cross-section of the pipe illustrating the side bar gaps and the orientation of the nuts and studbolts once the
Split+Sleeve is in place.
Figure 5

 is a side-view that shows the orientation of the six bolt holes, including the position of the GirderRing and seals.Figure 6

Matching yellow ends

Nut

Studbolt

Side bar
1/8” (3.2 mm) gap

FIGURE 5
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Seals

GirderRing

FIGURE 6

1. Coat all exposed surfaces of the seals with a lubricant.

The two lubricants approved for Company applications are:

Glycerin based lubricant.

Superlube Grease (a product of Synco Chemical Corporation).

The customer must determine if the lubricant is compatible with the product in the pipeline.

2. Clean and lubricate all studbolts and nuts. Ensure free and easy running prior to the sleeve installation.

3. Assemble the Plidco Split+Sleeve around the pipe.

Ensure the yellow painted ends are matched.

Ensure the fitting is centered over the leak or damaged area as much as possible.

Sometimes it is helpful to loosely assemble the Plidco Split+Sleeve to one side of the leak, then reposition it centered over
the leak.

4. All studbolts and nuts should be uniformly torqued as indicated in .Figure 9

The best results are obtained by maintaining an equal gap all around and between side bars while tightening the studbolts.

Ensure a minimum of 1/4” (6.4 mm) of the studbolt extends beyond the nut.

5. An increase in torque on one studbolt can cause a decrease in torque on neighboring studbolts. To complete assembly, recheck all
studbolts at the recommended torque (refer to ).Figure 9

6. Visually inspect the gap between side bars to confirm that the installation was completed correctly. The gaps will be approximately
1/8” (3.2mm) when the Plidco Split+Sleeve is fully tightened, as shown in .Figure 5

Pressure Applications
For pipe at less than 20% SMYS — Leak (Soap) Test

For pipe at 20% SMYS and above — Refer to .GOWM Procedure 1-12, In-Service Welding

Field Welding Instructions
When welding the sleeve onto the pipe, the pipeline must be under flow. Perform the following steps when welding in the field.

1. Strive for a concave faced fillet weld, with streamlined blending into both members.

Avoid notches and undercuts.

The smoother and more streamlined the weld, the greater the resistance to fatigue failure.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_1-12
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The worst possible shape would be a heavy reinforced convex weld with an undercut.

SAFETY WARNING
Improper weld shape can lead to rapid fatigue failure, which can cause leakage, rupture or an explosion with
serious consequences.

2. Recommended: Use a small torch, such as a cutting torch. DO NOT use a large torch, which is commonly called a rosebud.

Be careful not to aim the flame directly into the gap between the Plidco Split+Sleeve and the pipe towards the seals.

The flame from a preheat torch is helpful to burn off oils and other contaminants.

3. Monitor the heat generated by welding or preheating, particularly the sleeve body temperature near the seals.

Monitor the heat using temperature crayons or pyrometers.

For temperature limits during welding, refer to .Figure 4

If the heat generated approaches the temperature limit of the seal material, do one of the following:

Discontinue welding.

Sequence (move) to another part of the fitting so that the affected area has a chance to cool.

Field Welding Sequence
 illustrates the location of the fillet welds and longitudinal welds at the side openings.Figure 7

Split+sleeve

Fillet weld

Pipe wall

Seal

FIGURE 7

 illustrates the location of the side openings with respect to a cross-section of pipe.Figure 8
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Side 
openings

FIGURE 8

1. Be careful that welding does not overheat the seals. Sequence the welding so that the heat is not concentrated in one area.

2. Re-torque the studbolts and nuts periodically, because weld contraction causes them to loosen.

3. Using a low hydrogen welding process, seal weld the studs and nuts to the bottom half before field installation. This can be done in
the weld shop prior to field installation.

4. Preheat each stud to between 300°F and 500°F prior to welding.

5. Weld longitudinal seams at side openings, alternating passes from each side according to applicable In-Service welding procedure.

6. Fillet weld one end completely.

7. Complete the opposite end according to applicable In-Service Welding Procedure.

8. Re-torque studbolts to torque chart values using .Figure 9

9. Using a low hydrogen welding process, seal weld studs and nuts on the top side.

10. Preheat each stud to between 300°F and 500°F prior to welding.

11. Using a low hydrogen welding process, seal weld vent plug (if present).

Storage Instructions
Plidco Seal+Sleeves should be stored in a dry environment to prevent the unpainted surfaces from rusting.

Storage temperatures should not exceed 120°F (49°C).

Cover the sleeves with dark polyethylene to keep out direct sunlight. It is best to prevent exposure to contamination, light, ozones,
and radiation.

Improperly storing Plidco Seal+Sleeves can cause the seal material to become cracked and brittle and lose its ability to seal.

Traceability
Plidco Seal+Sleeves, as with most Plidco products, have a unique serial number for tracking the fitting.
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All elastomer seals have a unique batch number for tracking the seal material.

Torque Values
Only ASTM A193 Grade B7 Studs and ASTM A194 Grade 2H Nuts shall be used unless otherwise specified by Gas Distribution Engineering
or Plidco.

Cf = Coefficient of Friction.

The torque values provided in  are intended to result in a 25,000 psi Pre-Stress.Figure 9

If a bolt tensioner is required, contact Engineering.

PLIDCO TORQUE VALUES

Nominal Diameter of Studbolt* Threads per inch Wrench Opening across Flats

Torque Values (ft-lbs)

Lubricant Type

High-Grade
Graphite-oil
Thread Lube

(0.08 Cf )

Light Weight
Machine Oil or

Superlube
(0.15 Cf )

5/8” 11 1-1/16” 33 56

3/4” 10 1-1/4” 57 98

7/8” 9 1-7/16” 91 156

1” 8 1-5/8” 135 233

1-1/8” 8 1-13/16” 197 342

1-1/4” 8 2” 274 480

1-3/8” 8 2-3/16” 370 651

1-1/2” 8 2-3/8” 485 857

1-5/8” 8 2-9/16” 617 1096

1-3/4” 8 2-3/4” 782 1394

1-7/8” 8 2-15/16” 968 1730

2” 8 3-1/8” 1180 2116

*For applications with studs greater than 2", contact Gas Distribution Engineering or Plidco.

FIGURE 9
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Revised 04/01/2018

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Comprehensive Illustration of Boiler Parts
The following illustration of a compact boiler ( ) contains labels indicating locations to be tested/ inspected as a part of
the Compact Boiler Annual Test and Inspection procedure.

Figure 1A

Following the illustration corresponds to a table ( ) that defines the labels and links to the appropriate inspection
procedure within this Practice.

Figure 1B

Refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for the specific unit being worked on.

FILL-TROL/

EXPANSION

TANK

AMERICAN
AIR

PURGER

3A

3B

3C
3

18

3D

17

11 10 12

1

1C

1A

1B

1D

6

2

3

5

5A

8

9

FROM GAS 
METER

7

15

16

15

14

13

4

POWER
SUPPLY

110 V

LEGEND
FLOW DIRECTION (GAS)

FLOW DIRECTION (GLYCOL MIX)

FIGURE 1A

062 Compact Boiler Annual Test and Inspection
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BOILER LABEL DESCRIPTIONS

Label Description Label Description

1 Boiler assembly 5A Switch, single pole, 120V, fused

1A Temperature limit controls (operating limit) 6 Wire, electrical

1B Temperature limit controls (high limit) 7 Heat exchanger

1C Copper-fin heat exchanger 8 Boiler outlet pipe

1D Stainless steel burners 9 Boiler inlet pipe

2 Flow switch 10 Inlet glycol temperature test point

3 Example of Fill-Trol system 11 Outlet glycol temperature test point

3A Air vent 12 Gauge, boiler pressure, 0–30 psig

3B Air purger 13 Outlet gas temperature test point

3C Fill-Trol reducing valve 15 Station inlet pipe, natural gas

3D Fill-Trol/expansion tank 16 Station outlet pipe, natural gas

4 Gas temperature control switch 17 Glycol reservoir tank

5 In-line circulating pump 18 Gas control valve

FIGURE 1B

Stainless Steel Burners
For location in compact boiler, see , Label 1D.Figure 1A

Check to ensure the burners are as follows:

Properly assembled

Free of foreign material that can block combustion air

Copper-Fin Heat Exchanger
For location in compact boiler, see , Label 1C.Figure 1A

Scale
To ensure scale is not collecting, remove the burner inspection covers, inspect the tubes, and clean any scale deposits.

Soot Deposits
External sides of copper tubes should be free of any soot deposits.

A slight black smudge is normal.

Remove any abnormal deposit and check for the cause:

Insufficient air supply (clean the draft hood)

Inadequate venting (clean the draft hood)

Abnormally high gas pressure in the burner manifold (over 10” WC)

Blockage of secondary air supply (keep in open air)

Incorrect gas orifice

Relief Valve Operation
1. Verify that the relief valve is a 30-lb relief valve.

2. Exercise the release lever to open and close the relief valve in order to verify that it is operational.
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Fill-Trol/Reducing Valve
For the Fill-Trol/reducing valve location in a compact boiler, see , Label 3.Figure 1A

For an illustration of Fill-Trol/reducing valve, see .Figure 2A

Fill-Trol Unit Contents
The following are contents of Fill-Trol unit, and can be found by their respective labels in :Figure 1A

Air vent (Label 3A)

Air purger (Label 3B)

Fill-Trol/reducing valve (Label 3C)

Fill-Trol tank — diaphragm-type expansion tank (Label 3D)

Filling Procedure
1. For the first filling, use gravity fill Location C in .Figure 2A

Fill-Trol/
Expansion

Tank

FIGURE 2A

FILL-TROL SYSTEM LOCATION DESCRIPTIONS

Location Description

A Reservoir tank, pressurized to 25 psig

B Pressure gauge

C Gravity fill location

D Level indicator

E Fill-Trol valve (set at 12 psig)

FIGURE 2B

2. Pressurize the system to 12 psig through the Fill-Trol valve ( , Label 3C). The pressure will allow the reservoir tank to
replace any amount of air that may be present in the piping system.

Figure 1A
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Glycol Reservoir Tank
The reservoir tank provides makeup glycol mixture to prevent a low level condition which will damage the heat exchanger.

For location in compact boiler, see , Label 17.Figure 1A

For location with respect to the Fill-Trol system, see , Location A.Figure 2A

Check that the liquid level is:

In the middle of the sightglass on the reservoir tank, AND

○ Pressurized to 25 psig

Gas Temperature Control Switch (If Present)
The switch is located on the station outlet gas piping.

For location in compact boiler, see , Label 4.Figure 1A

Allen Bradley Temperature Switch
Factory settings:

The temperature requirements for this switch are factory set.

DO NOT change them.

Temperature range:

The switch controls the regulator station outlet gas temperature at a range from 28°F–35°F.

Check the setting limits by monitoring the temperature recorder during winter operations.

Omega Temperature Switch
Temperature range:

The switch controls the regulator station outlet gas temperature from 32°F–34°F.

Check the setting limits by monitoring the digital display during winter operations.

Setting adjustment:

Depress and hold the “*” button.

Set point can be adjusted with the “л” or “v” buttons.

The set point would normally be set at 34°F.

This would cause the boiler to come on at a gas temperature of 32°F and off at 34°F.

Flow Switch
For location in compact boiler, see , Label 2.Figure 1A

For an illustration of a flow switch, see .Figure 4

Factory Set/Location
The switch is factory set for minimum flow velocities.

It is located on the outlet boiler piping.

Checking Position
Use a voltmeter to check the switch position in relation to the flow (see  and ).Figure 3 Figure 4
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SWITCH POSITIONS BASED ON FLOW

Situation Flow Switch Position Should be Pump Should Be Boiler Should Be Terminal 1 to Terminal 2 Inside Flow Switch Should Show

Flow Closed On On 0 volts

No Flow Open On Off 120 volts

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

Temperature Limit Controls
For locations in compact boiler, see : Label 1A and Label 1B.Figure 1A

Check that these controls respond as expected:

1. Install a thermometer on the inlet and outlet pipes of the boiler ( : Label 10 and Label 11).Figure 1A

2. Turn on the power and cycle the boiler.

3. Note the existing setting as shown in .Figure 5

BOILER SETTINGS BASED ON LIMIT

Limit Type Temperature Setting Should Be

High Limit 160°F–200°F

Operating Limit 140°F–180°F

FIGURE 5
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SAFETY WARNING
The boiler outlet temperature should not exceed 190°F ( , Label 11).Figure 1A

4. Note the operating temperature reading ( , Label 1A) as the burner shuts down or cycles off.Figure 1A

5. Compare the setting on the operating limit ( , 1A) to the thermometer reading on the boiler inlet ( , Label 10)
when the burner shuts down.

Figure 1A Figure 1A

6. The difference in the setting compared to the actual temperature should be between 5°F and 10°F. If out of parameters, have it
replaced by a trained individual.

Pump
For location in compact boiler, see , Label 5.Figure 1A

Check Pump
Check for the following:

The pump runs properly

The pump motor runs in the proper direction:

Install a thermometer on the boiler inlet and outlet pipes ( , Label 10 and Label 11).Figure 1A

If the inlet temperature (Label 10) shows a lower temperature than the outlet temperature (Label 11), the pump is running
in the proper direction.

Pump Operation
Pump must run continuously whether the boiler is “on” or “off” to ensure a constant flow and continuous boiler temperature
monitoring for close temperature control.

During summer months, the pump does not have to operate.

Records
On the Field Device, record the following:

Results of the inspection under “Original Inspection”.

Necessary repair information if corrective maintenance is needed.
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice provides guidance for safe and reliable operation, inspection, and maintenance of indirect throughput heaters at
Transmission and Distribution facilities.

Documentation/Reporting
Transmission: Report annual inspections on the Field Device or Form 2784 — Indirect Heater Maintenance Checklist

Distribution: Report inspection/maintenance activities on Field Devices

Discussion
Indirect heaters are self-contained heaters where gas is heated (indirectly) by flowing gas through coils immersed in a glycol-water
bath.

The glycol-water bath is heated by a burner tube which passes through the glycol-water bath separately.

References
Construction Field Practice 060, Heater Fluid Testing

Construction Field Practice 093, Bath Heater Controls Monthly Inspection

Construction Field Practice 094, Heater Shutdown

Construction Field Practice 095, Heater Lighting

Construction Field Practice 55, Rotary Meter Inspection

Exterior Maintenance
Appearance
Verify the appearance of the following (conforming to Gas T&S housekeeping standards):

Heater covering

Fuel line piping

Stack

General heater

Condition
If the shell jacketing is cracked, seal it with silicone caulking.

If the shell jacketing is missing, replace it with matching aluminum jacketing.

If the insulation is damaged and needs replacing, send a sample to Laboratory Services for asbestos testing before replacing it
(refer to Gas Operations Safety ).Practice 27, Asbestos Abatement

063 Bath Heater Annual Inspection

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_27
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Fuel System Maintenance
Regulator and Relief Valve
Overhaul:

Inspect/overhaul main burner fuel regulators (Fisher 627 rebuild SAP# 10126811) and relief valves according to the following Gas
Operations Manual Procedures:

Procedure 12-8, Regulator Inspection

Label regulator with set pressure, or post on yellow Operating Sign

Procedure 12-9, Relief Valve Annual Inspection

Label relief valve with set pressure, or post on yellow Operating Sign

Inspect the pilot burner regulators and replace them if necessary. (Fisher 67CFR SAP# 10125937).

Regulator/Relief Set Point Guidelines

Main Burner: 5-10 psig

Pilot: 3-5 psig

Metering and Controls: 15-20 psig

Metering and Controls Relief Valve Set Pressure: 30 psig

Control Valves:

Rebuild Kit for 2” Invalco (415 series) MPN 80106871

Main Spring for 2” Invalco (415 series) MPN 45008406 SAP# 10229834

Rebuild Kit for 1” INvalco (468 series) MPN 80106880 SAP # 10190982

Overhaul — Clean and replace damaged internal parts.

Adjust variable orifice (snubber) to control main burner turn on rate as necessary

System Valves
Check the fuel system isolation valve for condition and proper shutoff.

Replace if required.

Controls Maintenance
Thermostat (Process Controlling) if present
Rebuild Kimray thermostat

Run heater to thermostat set point and verify proper operation. See Temperature Settings Operation section for set point.

Weekly — Review Citect output of station gas temperatures to ensure proper temperature settings and operation.

Thermostat (Bath Controlling/Backup Controlling)
Rebuild Kimray thermostat

Run heater to Thermostat (Controlling) set point – Generally 150 degrees F for backup bath control units. Verify proper operation.

If necessary, set point can be adjusted up to 180 degrees F for bath control units.

Reference Temperature Settings Operation section

Adjust Kimray indicator to align indicator to set point temperature on dial face.

Ensure proper control of main burner at set point.

Thermostat (Bath High Temp Limit)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-8
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-9
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Rebuild Kimray thermostat.

Run heater bath to Thermostat (High Temp Limit) set point – Generally 180 degrees F bath temperature – and ensure it shuts down
the main burner and pilot.

If necessary, set point can be adjusted up to 210 degrees F.

Adjust Kimray indicator to align indictor to set point temperature on dial face.

NOTE
Kimray thermostat rebuild kit RXX SAP# 10186913. Kimray Snap Acting Pilot BBYAG SAP # 10229835.

Heater Control Solenoid (If Equipped)
Inspect for proper operation.

Replace if necessary.

Temperature Settings Operation
1. Set control points so that the outlet temperature of gas leaving a station is at least 35°F.

a. Heater bath temperature should be maintained at 100°F or higher

NOTE
Controllers have dead bands which should be considered. Avoid close set points to prevent interference.

2. Hi-Low variance should be about 5ºF (but not more than 10ºF in a 24-hour period) when controlling the heater gas temperature.

a. Heater should be set to cycle at least 3 times per hour.

NOTE
When control is ahead of regulation, Inlet pressure changes affect outlet temperature.

3. If the heater control is upstream of regulation, calculate the required temperature setting using the following equation:

 

 Where:
 TS = Temperature setting (°F)

 TO = Desired outlet temperature (normally 35°F)

 PI = Highest expected pressure (psig) at thermostat

 PO = Final outlet pressure (after all regulations)

Pilot Shutdown Systems
1. Verify proper voltage output of the unit under operating conditions.

2. Perform all voltage readings with the thermocouple lead connected to the solenoid relay valve.

Voltage checks should show little change under normal operating conditions (main burner on and off).

For proper operation, the thermocouples must:

Be positioned properly relative to pilot and main burner

Be operated with proper output (not too hot)

Be handled properly to prevent an insulation break
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Have flame from pilot properly directed at ½” of the thermocouple’s tip, (not at the back part of the thermocouple or
its lead)

NOTE
Do not bend thermocouple leads within 2” of either end connection.

3. To help hold in place and protect the thermocouple unit, use protectors for the front and back end of the unit. These may be
purchased (Pilot Tip SAP# 10128088) or can be made from tubing.

4. Verify the integrity of the thermocouple/control relay solenoid valve system.

NOTE
The pilot must be lit during Steps 5–7.

5. An adaptor, such as the Robertshaw model 10-038 (SAP# 10133593), is recommended for testing. Connect the adaptor between
the thermocouple and the solenoid valve.

6. Connect multimeter test leads to the adaptor. The ideal reading should be 8–12 mV with the pilot flame only.

7. Disconnect the thermocouple from the Baso/solenoid valve:

The pilot and main burner (if on) should go out after a few seconds.

If it fails to go out, the thermocouple (24” SAP# 10134730, 48” SAP# 10134731, 72” SAP# 10134752) and solenoid valve
system (Baso H19 SAP# 10117409) require repair.

Pilot Relight Systems (if equipped)
Verify relighter system operation.

Inspect the solenoid valves and replace if not operating.

Heater Burner/Flame Arrestor Maintenance
Clean

Inspect and clean the pilot and burner heads.

Set up more frequent inspections if needed.

Overhaul
1. Overhaul the burner and pilot assembly before startup for winter operation.

2. Inspect the flame arrestor for correct alignment with no air gaps.

3. Clean the flame arrestor with compressed air.

4. Start the heater and adjust the burner to provide the most efficient and reliable flame and operation.

a. Main burner flame should be blue approximately 1/3 to 3/4 of its length, with orange tips

b. Main burner should sound smooth, without pulsing/chugging/rumbling

5. Verify all heater controls.

Heater/Stack Burner Tube Maintenance
Heater Stack

1. Visually inspect for corrosion and external appearance.
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2. Visually inspect the interior of the stack through the stack cleanout for corrosion and scale/carbon buildup. Clean out any buildup
with compressed air or by scraping.

3. Check the condition of the stack drain (if present):

Look for residual fluids.

Remove any fluids into an approved container.

4. When the heater is operating, for any indications of improper combustion, such as the appearance of the stack plume, soot
accumulation, or melted mesh on equalizing stack cap.

a. Consider using a stack analyzer (e.g. Testo 300 Pro) when making adjustments.

b. Be aware of ambient temperature’s effects on combustion. Colder air is more dense, resulting in a leaner burn than warmer
air conditions.

5. Check the condition of the burner sight glass:

Make sure it is clean.

Replace it if damaged.

Burner Tube (Internal)
1. Remove the burner and flame arrestor.

2. Visually inspect the tube internals.

3. Use an approved flashlight (if needed).

4. Clean the tube with compressed air and jet nozzle.
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Revised 04/01/2017

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Selection
Use the following table to select the proper equipment for aboveground and belowground locations:

ABOVEGROUND LOCATION

Equipment Description Material
Number Comments

Pipe

3/8” tubing, stainless, Type 304,
0.035” wall 10084591 For all above ground control lines and instrument piping, use extra heavy rigid steel pipe or tubing.

Tubing is preferred.

1/2” tubing, stainless, type 304,
0.035” wall 10084806 For Standard Pressure when controlling regulation pressures 2 psig or less

Fittings Tubing adapters See Figure 6
Use stainless steel Parker Hannifin CPI or equivalent.

DO NOT use flare-type or rubber gasket-type fittings.

Valves

1/4” Jamesbury 10090015 Use 1/4-turn ball valves on
control lines.

1/2” Jamesbury 10090046 Use 1/4-turn ball valves on
control lines.

1/4” Barstock 10089995 Prefer needle valves on
gauge lines.

1/2” Barstock 10089997 Prefer needle valves on
gauge lines.

BELOWGROUND LOCATION

Pipe 3/4” extra heavy, coated 10084781 -

Fittings Forged steel 3,000 lbs. - Socket welded for all fittings.

FIGURE 1

Installation
Control Line Valves

1. Install control line valves near the takeoff or connection points where practical.

2. Use an appropriate length extra heavy nipple.

3. If installing a control line valve in the center of a steel tubing run, give the valve extra support.

Tampering
When tampering is possible (such as outside meter or regulator installations):

Remove the control line valve handles or equip valves with locking devices.

Lock open all valves on control lines of relief valves or tripouts.

Piping Fabrication
To bend tubing, use a guided tubing bender.

064 Control Line Piping
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Protection
Anticipated Damages
Protect regulator control lines from possible damage sources.

Minimum Requirements for All Installations
Rigidly support and protect control lines from possible damage in normal operation and maintenance.

Always attach horizontal control lines to a rigid support at intervals not over 6’.

Position control line valves to minimize accidental opening or closing. If this is not practical, remove or secure the valve handles.

In pits, locate control lines to avoid breaking upon entering.

Constructing New or Rebuilding Old Installations
Provide protection that exceeds the minimum requirements (see Minimum Requirement for All Installations section within this
Practice).

Run control lines vertically down and bury as soon as possible. If this is not practical, install the lines under major piping.

Existing Buildings with Concrete Roofs
This does not apply to nonmonitor, Medium Pressure installations with an alternate source of supply and relief valve at another
location.

A heavy concrete roof could possibly damage control lines in an explosion:

Protect control lines from falling objects in buildings having concrete roofs to prevent losing supply or over-pressuring.

The requirements for new or rebuilt installations (see Minimum Requirements for All Installations section within this
Practice) also apply to control lines in existing buildings with concrete roofs.

If it is impractical to protect control lines as required for new installations, use the protection shown in Control Line Support
Detail or Control Line Protective Housing sections within this Practice.

Control Line Support Detail
STAUFF PIPE CLIP

For Material Number

3/8” tubing 10096200

1/2” tubing 10096213

1/2” pipe 10096214

FIGURE 3

NOTE

Use at least 1 Stauff pipe clip for protection over 3’

Use at least 2 Stauff pipe clips for protection over 6’
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Weld
Tubing

2” x 2” Angle

FIGURE 3

Field Determine

For details see Figure 5

FIGURE 4
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See Note

Flange

2”

7/8”

FIGURE 5

NOTES:

Install protection over the exposed regulator and relief valve control lines.

Mount the angle on the top 2 bolts of a convenient flange and alter as needed to fit the flange’s curvature.

Never weld protection housing to pressure piping.

Flanges:

Are shown in generalized locations.

May be on the same or different elevation.

May be as shown or rotated 90 degrees.

Use shields in buildings with poured concrete roofs only.

NOTE

Parker CPI stainless steel tubing fittings are stocked.

DO NOT use other Parker fittings on the gas system.
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STOCKING TUBE ADAPTERS

Description Material Number

Male Connector

3/8” T x 1/8” NPT 10037431

3/8” T x 1/4” NPT 10037453

3/8” T x 3/8” NPT 10037455

3/8” T x 1/2” NPT 10037457

1/2” T x 1/2” NPT 10037083

1/2” T x 1/4” NPT 10037085

Female Connector

3/8” T x 1/8” NPT 10037547

3/8” T x 1/4” NPT 10037549

3/8” T x 3/8” NPT 10037551

3/8” T x 1/2” NPT 10037573

1/2” T x 1/2” NPT 10037084

Male Bulkhead Connector

3/8” T x 1/4” NPT 10096029

Female Bulkhead Connector

3/8” T x 1/4” NPT 10096033

Replacement Ferrules

3/8” T 10037952

1/2” T 10037954

Male Elbow

3/8” T x 1/4” NPT 10037697

3/8” T x 3/8” NPT 10037699

3/8” T x 1/2” NPT 10037701

1/2” T x 1/2” NPT 10037089

Female Elbow

3/8” T x 1/4” NPT 10037780

3/8” T x 3/8” NPT 10037802

1/2” T x 1/2” NPT 10037808

Union Tee

3/8” T x 3/8” T x 3/8” T 10037898

1/2” T x 1/2” T x 1/2” T 10037087

Union

3/8” T x 3/8” T 10037641

1/2” T x 1/2” T 10037088

Replacement Parker Ultra Seal O-Ring for Welded Tubing Fittings

3/8” T Nonstock

Pt. No. 6Q0-SS Silver Plated 321 Stainless

1/2” T Nonstock

Pt. No. 8Q0 SS Silver Plated 321 Stainless

FIGURE 6
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice describes the preferred pilot and regulator installation practices.

Procedures
1. Each regulator or pilot must have its own tap for each sense line, supply line, or bleed port. This ensures that a blockage or break in

a line will not create a problem for more than one regulator.

2. Each regulator must have:

Separate tap points for each regulator or pilot port to ensure an unpredictable pressure drop is not generated in the lines.

Pilot and control lines run in a fashion such that a single incident will not render two regulators at a single station to operate
improperly:

Separate by distance and/or barrier.

This ensures that a single, relatively minor incident does not cause a failure of a station to feed a distribution system
or to protect a system from an over pressure condition.

NOTE
DO NOT fasten control lines or their supports to metal buildings.

3. Slope all lines away from the pilot or regulator:

DO NOT build natural traps or low spots into the control system.

The lowest point on the control line system is normally the tap location on the main through-put piping.

This ensures that liquids do not enter the control system.

If they do get into the control system, they will have an opportunity to flow back to the pipeline rather than into the
pilot/regulator control system.

NOTE
Always attach horizontal control lines to a rigid support at intervals not to exceed 6’.

4. Each primary run regulator pilot must have its own catalytic heater trained on a multiple pass of the supply line ahead of the pilot:

Back pan heat collectors (such as a pie tin) help retain this heat.

The standby regulator will have its own:catalytic heater or

filter/dryer (e.g. Welker F-19 with silica gel).

This helps prevent freezing by keeping the pilot gas warm and/or dry, and prevents the pilot diaphragms from getting too hot
on warm days and during low loads.

5. Use only full opening valves in control lines. This helps eliminate:

Pressure drop restrictions

Small cross section areas which promote hydrate formation and plugging

065 Regulator and Pilot Installation Guidelines
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6. All catalytic heaters must remain on for all parts of the year when freezing in the lines is of a high potential (as determined by Field
Operations):

This will keep hydrates from forming.

During warm weather, heaters may cause damage to the pilot if left on.

7. Use approximately 2,500 BTU catalytic heaters when new units are required. These heaters use less fuel than 4,000 BTU units, yet
appear to be just as effective.

8. The low temperature shutdown must be in-service, and the explosion- proof startup connections will be installed on all catalytic
heaters. This ensures safety during the heater startup operation.
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Revised 04/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
Pressure test all new gas piping at a regulator installation or odorizer before placing in service.

DO NOT test the following:

Regulators

Overpressure protection devices

Outlet relief stacks

Refer to Construction & Field , “Proof Testing Not Required” section for when
proof testing may not be required on station pipe projects.

Practice 002, Proof Testing Requirements (T&S)

For the purposes of pressure testing requirements, the delineation between odorizer piping and the adjacent transmission or
distribution piping is a valve that isolates the supply or injection piping from the throughput piping. Unless specified differently on
the design drawings, this valve should be the first accessible and operable valve.

INS

Odorant Injection Tap

Odorizer Piping

066 Pressure Test Piping
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Rough Grade

 Odorant Injection Line DetailFIGURE 1
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INS

INS

M3

M1

INS

To Vent Heater

Odor Supply Tap

Odorizer Piping

Grade

 Odorant Supply Tap DetailFIGURE 2

Records
Certify all pressure tests — Use the records outlined in .Figure 3

PRESSURE TEST RECORDS

Situation Records Needed

Maintenance Form 1007, O&M Order ( )Figure 66

Standard and Medium Pressure* Form 957, Certification of Pressure Test ( )Figure 65

High Pressure* Form 957, Certification of Pressure Test ( )*Figure 6

*Plant work

FIGURE 3

Attach Form 957, Certification of Pressure Test ( ) to the work order:Figure 6

If tested in segments, each segment requires a Certification of Pressure Test.
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Document the location of any leaks or failures and their disposition.

All records are to be filed for the life of the facility with a copy going to the operating headquarters and the original to Gas T&S —
M&R in Jackson.

NOTE
For odorizer supply and/or injection piping, a Form 957 or Form 1359 may be completed to document the pressure test.

TESTING METHODS

Pressure Category psig
Test Details

Test Medium Pressure Duration

High (Consult Gas Asset Management Before
Testing 16” or Larger Pipe and Tanks)

60–
400
MAOP

Air or water —
Hydrostatic
test is
required for
pressures
exceeding
40%
SMYS
Inert gas — if
test
connections
are above
grade
DO NOT
hydrostatically

test station
piping in

place

At least
150% of
MAOP

1. Pressurize to a minimum of 100 psig, and hold for 10 minutes.
If a leak is found: repair the leak, and restart the procedure.

2. Increase pressure to final test pressure.

3. Use the Pressure Test Duration Calculator.

Medium and Standard 0–60 Air or gas 90 psig
minimum Use the Pressure Test Duration Calculator.

Tie-ins Pressure test welds, threads and mechanical joints is not required. Soap test at normal operating pressures.

Instrument and Control Lines Pressurize to 100 psig or operating pressure, whichever is lower, for 10 minutes. Soap all connections.

FIGURE 4

Calculate Pressure Test Duration
Use the Pressure Test Duration Calculator. This method will reduce potential calculation errors.  allows users to manually calculate
the test duration.

Figure 5

NOTE
Pressure Test with durations exceeding 4 hours must
be conducted using a Pressure Recording Gauge.

Test Recording Equipment
Any recording pressure gauge, digital gauge, analog chart recorder, or similar device used to record pressures during the test must be
calibrated at least once per year (pressure gauges are excluded from this requirement). See Gas Operating Manual, 

 for use and inspection.
Reference 7-C,

Pressure Gauges

APPLET Pressure Test Duration Calculator

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-c
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PRESSURE TEST DURATIONS

Piping Length (L) Duration

High Pressure Applications: Less Than 30% SMYS*

6” or smaller All lengths At least 1 hour

8” L ≤ 437’ At least 1 hour

8” L > 437’ At least 4 hours

10” L ≤ 260’ At least 1 hour

10” L > 260’ At least 4 hours

12" L ≤ 180’ At least 1 hour

12" L > 180’ At least 4 hours

High Pressure Applications: 30% SMYS or More*

Test for 8 hours.

If a post installation test is impractical, fabricated units and short sections of pipe may be tested for 4 hours.

Medium and Standard Pressure Applications

2" or smaller All lengths 30 minutes

4” L ≤ 400’ 30 minutes

4” 400' < L ≤ 850’ 1 hour

4” L>850′ 0.0012 x L**

6” L ≤ 150’ 30 minutes

6” 150' < L ≤ 325’ 1 hour

6” L > 325’ 0.003 x L**

8” L ≤ 80’ 30 minutes

8” 80' < L ≤ 187’ 1 hour

8” L > 187’ 0.0052 x L**

10” L ≤ 50’ 30 minutes

10” 50' < L ≤ 112’ 1 hour

10” L > 112’ 0.009 x L**

12” L ≤ 35’ 30 minutes

12” 35' < L ≤ 85’ 1 hour

12” L > 85’ 0.012 x L**

16” L ≤ 25’ 30 minutes

16” 25' < L ≤ 42’ 1 hour

16” L > 42’ 0.021 x L**

Use the Pressure Test Duration Calculator to reduce errors. These calculations are NOT for testing mains. For test duration for mains, refer to 
.

Practice 001, Pressure
Testing — Mains
* Leak test the line at >100 psig and <20% SMYS before pressure test. Document leak test pressure and results on form.
** Rounded up to the next 1/4 hour

FIGURE 5
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 Form 957 - Certification of Pressure TestFIGURE 6
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 Form 1007 – Operation and Maintenance OrderFIGURE 7
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Revised 10/01/2019

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Series 15 and Series 30
SERIES 15

Pipe Size No. Bolts Per Flange Bolt Size Diameter x Length Stud Bold Material Number Flange Gasket Material Number

1” 4 1/2” x 2-1/2” — 10098315

1-1/4” 4 1/2” x 3” 10097081 —

2”* 4 5/8” x 3-1/2” 10097103 10098319

3” 4 5/8” x 4” 10097104 10098333

4” 8 5/8” x 4” 10097104 10098337

6” 8 3/4” x 4-1/2” 10097107 10098341

8” 8 3/4” x 4-1/2” 10097107 10098355

10” 12 7/8” x 5” 10097109 10098360

12” 12 7/8” x 5” 10097109 10098372

*Where insulating flanges are installed (flange to flange), use 5/8” x 4” stud bolts

FIGURE 1

NOTE
If the flanges are both steel, refer to Construction & Field .Practice 074, Joining Steel Pipe Flanges

SERIES 30

Pipe Size No. Bolts Per Flange Bolt Size Diameter x Length Stud Bold Material Number Flange Gasket Material Number

1” 4 5/8” x 3” — 10098317

2” 8 5/8” x 4” 10097104 10098321

3” 8 3/4” x 4-1/2” 10097107 10098335

4”* 8 3/4” x 4-1/2” 10097107 10098339

6” 12 3/4” x 5-1/2” 10097108 10098353

8”* 12 7/8” x 5-3/4” 10097110 10098357

10”* 16 1” x 6-1/2” 10097132 —

12”* 16 1-1/8” x 7” 10097134 —

*When an insulating flange is connected to a flanged valve, use the following stud bolts:

8” — 7/8” x 6-1/2” 10097111 —

10” — 1” x 7” 10097133 —

12” — 1-1/8” x 7-1/2” 10097135 —

FIGURE 2

067 Stud Bolts and Flange Gaskets for Use on Cast Iron Flanges
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Summary
This Practice provides for making the proper notifications and properly preparing Gas T&S facilities to accept the gas in quantities, at the
quality and pressure as required.

Documentation/Reporting
Prior to turning on any new facility which affects the Consumers Energy Company System, notify Gas Control at least 24 hours in
advance.

Document initial checkout inspection following the requirements associated with the equipment.

Before a Facility is Turned on
Confirm the facilities have been constructed and tested in accordance with the Michigan Gas Safety Standards (MGSS).

Complete applicable inspection forms contained in the Procedures, Work Methods, and Practices indicated in .Figure 1

Ensure the local headquarters has a copy of all inspection forms, regardless of who completes the inspections.

Steps
1. Perform pressure test (see )Practice 002, Proof Testing Requirements (T&S)

NOTE
Confirm odorizer personnel on site to operate odorizer equipment.

2. Check for proper operation:

Check Operation Reference

All valves Work Method 72, Valve Commissioning and Storage

Heaters Practice 063, Indirect Heaters — Transmission

Relief valves Gas Operations Manual, Procedure 12-9, Relief Valve Annual Inspection

Regulators Gas Operations Manual, Procedure 12-8, Regulator Inspection

Controllers Practice 049, Limit Controllers (T&S)

Meter fittings

Practice 053, Orifice Plate, Run, and Vane Inspection

Practice 054, Turbine Meter Maintenance

Practice 055, Rotary/Positive Displacement Meter Inspection (T&S)

Practice 056, Ultrasonic Meters (T&S)

FIGURE 1

1. Calibrate all equipment as required (see ).Figure 2

068 New Facility Turn-On

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-72
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-9
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-8
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Calibrate Equipment Reference

SCADA RTU and Practice 048, SCADA Transducer Calibration (T&S)

Transducers Procedure 9-3, Water (H20) Content Testing and Analysis — Transmission Operations

H2O monitors Gas Operations Manual, Work Method 176, Hydrogen
Sulfide (H2S) Testing

H2S monitors Electronics Handbook, Practice 02, Chromatographs

Sulfide (H2S) Testing
Work Method 78, M&R City Gate Bypass Valve Inspection and Maintenance

Practice 051, Orifice Meter Chart Recorders

Chromatographs Electronics Handbook, Practice 03, On-Site Computer Verification

FIGURE 2

2. An in service procedure must be written per Gas Operations Manual, 
and must include:

Procedure 1-5, Project Outage Procedures for T&S Facilities

Purging instructions, including:

Valve positions

Valve operations

Piping pressurizing instructions, including:

Valve positions

Valve operations

Verification of all important operations

Final valve positions

3. Purge all piping of the following (refer to ):Procedure 7-5, Air to Gas Purge of Gas Transmission Pipeline Systems

Air

Water

Other foreign material (100% gas)

4. Leak check all gas piping for leaks after pressured up.

5. Ensure emergency by-pass and shut down plan is available at the site.

At Purchase Transport or Sell Meter Locations
Complete applicable inspection forms contained in the referenced Procedures.

Forward copy of all inspection forms to local headquarters if project was completed by a contractor.

Additional
The following precautions must also be observed:

Check on gas compatibility with normal pipeline gas (refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
).

Procedure 9-1, Gas Sampling —
Transmission Operations

State permit to sell gas by producer if required.

Gas Control is aware of purchase.

Check H2O content immediately.

Check H2S content immediately.

After several hours of operation, check BTU and gravity.

Run sample on calorimeter, gravitometer, or chromatograph instrument.

Take sample for laboratory analysis. Ask for extended analysis to C12.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_9-3
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-176
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-176
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_02
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-78
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_03
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_1-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7-5
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_9-1
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Summary
This Practice outlines maintenance required for flooded lead acid, gel, and absorbed glass matt (AGM) batteries on auxiliary generators at
Gas T&S compressor stations and other select T&S applications.

Documentation/Reporting
Form 2775 — Battery Maintenance Log ( )Figure 1

Document Flooded Lead Acid (FLA) battery inspection results on local battery log sheet.

Maintain log sheet until superseded 3 times (current batteries, plus 2 previous battery sets).

Frequency
Flooded Lead Acid (FLA)
Perform battery maintenance monthly.

Gel and Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM)
Perform battery maintenance annually

Generally not exceeding 15 months

RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) Batteries
Perform battery maintenance during routine inspections

Refer to Electronics Handbook, .Practice 04, RTU/LTU Inspection and Maintenance

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)
Perform manufacturer recommended maintenance annually

Generally not exceeding 15 months

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
An eyewash station and/or safety shower is required when:

Checking or adding battery fluids

Removing FLA batteries from equipment for charging

Refer to Gas Operations Safety  for requirements.Practice 02, Emergency Response/ First Aid

069 Battery Maintenance

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_04
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_02
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SAFETY WARNING
Follow CSM , Batteries, when servicing batteries. This may include requirements for the following PPE:240-12

Goggles or safety glasses with side shields

Face shield

Rubber gloves

Impervious apron

Procedures
Servicing Batteries

1. Put on all required PPE before entering battery area.

2. When entering the battery area, visually inspect the batteries for any bulges or other issues.

3. Check to see if the area smells of sulfur or if the batteries are extremely hot. If either condition exists, complete the following and
then exit the area until smell has cleared and batteries have cooled:

Disconnect power from the battery charger and all other nearby ignition sources.

Disable the backup generator (if applicable).

Open all windows and doors to fully ventilate the area.

4. Verify batteries have not exceeded the service life rating. Replace as needed (see Battery Replacement section within this Practice).

5. This step is for FLA ONLY — Check specific gravity of each cell in every battery using a gravitometer:

Record the specific gravity on Form 2775 ( ).Figure 1

If the specific gravity of any cell is below 1.15, replace the batteries (see Battery Replacement section within this Practice).

If specific gravity varies more than 0.05 between any 2 cells, perform battery equalization.

6. This step is for FLA ONLY — Visually check electrolyte level of each cell:

Fill with distilled water to top of case using a graduated squirt bottle, if needed.

Record the volume of distilled water added on Form 2775 ( ).Figure 1

Review amount of water added in past months. If excessive water added (for example: plates were exposed), contact
Engineering.

7. This step is for all types:

Load test each battery per tester manufacturer’s instructions.

Replace batteries if load test fails (see Battery Replacement section).

8. This step is for FLA ONLY — Record test dates and test information on Form 2775 ( ).Figure 1

9. This step is for all other types — Label battery with test date.

Battery Replacement
Replace batteries with identical:

Voltage

Type

CCA

Reserve capacity

Amp-hr rating

Contact Engineering when identical replacements are not available to determine appropriate course of action.

Replace all batteries at the same time, even if only 1 battery is failing.

EXCEPTION: A battery has been in service for less than 1 year, does not need to be replaced.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/csm/csm.pdf#csm_240-12
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Place a sticker on each new battery identifying: date installed, and a battery number (to differentiate if system has multiple
batteries).

Contact Engineering if batteries are consistently replaced sooner than expected per manufacturer’s documentation.

Replace batteries at the end of their rated life.

FLA Only — Battery Maintenance Log (Form 2775)
Create a separate log for each battery (may be hard copy or electronic).

Start a new log when the battery is replaced.

Note date installed, type, and any other information for new battery in log.

Note on battery when battery was installed and last date of test.

For an example form, see .Figure 1

Forms

 Form 2775FIGURE 1
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides a guide for fabricating, routinely inspecting, and (when required) hydrostatically testing field fabricated bottles.

Reporting
Form 2787, Inspection and/or Testing Report for Field Fabricated Bottles ( )Figure 1

Complete for initial tests after fabrication and when periodic inspection and testing is performed.

Retain test information for the life of the equipment.

Keep the most recent test information at the Operating Headquarters.

Frequency
Annually

Visually inspect in-service bottles and associated piping at intervals not exceeding 15 months and at least once each calendar year.
Correct any unsatisfactory conditions observed.

Inspect and hydrostatically test at intervals not exceeding 15 months and at least once each calendar year.

Requirements
Newly Constructed Bottles
Before placing field fabricated bottles into service, ensure:

Bottles meet the design pressure requirements for their intended purpose.

All welds on pipe 3” or larger in diameter are radiographically inspected.

Bottles are hydrostatically tested.

Bottles Taken Out-Of-Service
Before placing back in service:

Visually inspect the bottles and associated piping for external corrosion or damage.

NOTE
Correct all unsatisfactory conditions before placing the bottle back into service.

Ensure bottle meets design criteria for its service.

Perform hydrostatic test.

Procedures

070 Field Fabricated Bottles
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Hydrostatic Test
Test at 1.5 times the maximum expected operating pressure for at least 4 hours.

Identification
Attach a metal tag to each bottle indicating:

Date of last inspection

Date of last hydrostatic test

Test pressure and maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP)

Forms

 Form 2787FIGURE 1
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Revised 07/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Handling
4” and Larger Coated Pipe

Use mechanical equipment (such as a forklift with forks in the widest possible position or a boom truck) with nylon slings, padded
jaws, forks covered with nylon sleeves, hooks in the end of the pipe, or vacuum devices.

DO NOT overload the forklift or slings.

2” and Smaller Bundled Pipe (Not to Exceed Three Tons)
Use mechanical equipment (such as boom truck or forklift) with nylon slings, padded jaws, forks covered with nylon sleeves, choker,
or basket hitch.

DO NOT overload the forklift or slings.

NOTE

Controlled rolling of pipe down skids from the carrier is allowed.

DO NOT let pipes bang against each other.

DO NOT handle coated pipe with wire rope, chains, or other metal-faced equipment that may damage the
coating.

DO NOT drag, drop, or scrape a pipe against another pipe or unpadded objects while handling it.

Inspect Delivered Pipe for Damages
Pipe Manufacturer’s Identification Markings
The following are required markings:

Manufacturer

API or ASTM grade of pipe

Diameter and wall thickness

Heat treat or lot number

The markings may also include type of seam or seamless, weight per foot, and date of manufacture.

NOTE
DO NOT use pipe or fittings if the markings are not legible.

Coating Gouges
If bare metal is exposed, coat with Petro-Wrap 200A wax tape (Material Number 10099805) before storing.

If bare metal is not exposed, repair wrapping when installing.

Report excessive damages to your supervisor.

071 Handling and Storing C&W Pipe
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Coating Gashes
Examine all coating gashes before repairing the coating to see if the pipe surface has been damaged.

Repair coating in the same manner as gouges (see Coating Gouges section within this Practice).

Dents
Report any damage repair to the Supervisor.

Before storing, cut out as a cylinder:

Any dent containing a scratch, gouge, groove, or arc burn.

All dents that:

Exceed twice the wall thickness, OR

Affect the curvature of the pipe at the longitudinal weld or at any circumferential weld

Yard Storage
Store the pipe off the ground.

Store the pipe pyramid style or planking style with wood chocks to prevent rolling.

Be cautious when stacking pipe. If stacked too high, it may become unstable or present a risk of pipe falling off or rolling off.

Store 2” and smaller bundled pipe on racks. DO NOT exceed a height of two bundles.
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Revised 12/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Inspection
The Material Services Department visually inspects incoming plastic for shipping damages.

Handling
Handling 4” and Larger Stick Pipe by Hand

1. Utilize equipment and machinery in order to limit the amount of time spent moving pipe by hand.

2. Park the trailer as close to the staging area as possible.

3. Check the unloading area for any objects that could cut or gouge the pipe. Eliminate or mitigate the risk, when possible. For
example, when rolling pipe during unloading, consider using timbers to mitigate the risk of the pipes hitting sharp objects such as
gravel.

Side unloading —

While unloading pipe off the side of the trailer, restrain the pipe if needed (either with equipment or straps) and
remove the stanchions.

If stanchions are bound, use mechanized equipment (if available) to push against the loaded trailer (pipe) to release
the pressure.

Whenever possible, roll the pipe off the trailer and to the staging area rather than carry it.

Rear unloading —

Consider using a trailer for the staging area for the pipe.

Consider removing the pipe from the rear of the trailer and onto rollers that are in line with the fusing machine.

Handling by Hand
When handling the pipe by hand, consider the weight of the pipe (see ) before moving pipe, to determine whether a team
lift is needed.

Figure 1

See  for the weight per foot to help calculate the weight of cut off pieces.Figure 1

For team carrying guidelines and pre-arranged drop signals, refer to Corporate Safety Manual 210-4.

Whenever possible, move pipe with equipment in order to limit the amount of time handling by hand.

Always check the ground for unevenness and anything that could cause slips, trips, and falls.

When handling unbundled pipe, use wedges/chocks in order to stop the pipe from rolling when on un-even grade. Refer to Gas
Operations .Safety Practice 18, Pipe Handling

072 Handling and Storing Plastic Pipe and Tubing

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/csm/csm.pdf#csm_210-4
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_18
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PLASTIC PIPE LOAD WEIGHT: POUNDS PER LENGTH (FEET)

Pipe (inches) Load (lbs) Length (feet) Pounds per foot (lb/ft)

1-1/4” 6.6 20’ 0.33

2” 12.6 20’ 0.63

3” 54.8 40’ 1.37

4” 90.4 40’ 2.26

6” 196 40’ 4.90

8” 332 40’ 8.30

FIGURE 1

Straight Lengths of Plastic Pipe
Use slings (refer to Gas Operations Safety ) in tandem to avoid excessive drooping of the pipe.Practice 19, Hoisting

It is also acceptable to use forklifts:

Operate with forks in the widest possible position.

Lift with the center of the pipe at the center of the forks.

To prevent damage to the pipe, cover the forks with nylon sleeves.

DO NOT overload the sling or forklift.

Use  to determine the weight of the load (pounds per feet) based on pipe size.Figure 1

Tubing Coils
When loading a second full roll of 1-1/4” and larger coiled plastic pipe onto a non tilt pipe trailer use mechanical assistance and
get help.

Use slings (refer to Gas Operations Safety ).Practice 19, Hoisting

It is acceptable to use forklifts.

DO NOT dig forks into the coils.

NOTE
250’ coils of 1-1/8” PE are available (10223734).

TUBING COILS LOAD WEIGHT

Diameter (500’ coil) Load (lbs)

5/8” 35

1-1/8” 70

1-1/8” (250’ coil) 35

2” 315

4” 1125

6” 2445

FIGURE 2

NOTE

DO NOT use wire rope, chains, pinch bars, or other material that could damage the plastic pipe and tubing.

DO NOT load other material on plastic pipe and tubing.

DO NOT drag, drop, or scrape pipe/tubing against unpadded objects.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_19
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_19
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Transporting Plastic Pipe/Tubing
TRANSPORTING PLASTIC PIPE/TUBING

Type of Material Transportation Method

Bound bundles of straight length pipe Stack bundles so bindings do not rest directly on the pipe from one tier to the next, or use padded 2 x 4s between tiers.

Unbound straight lengths of pipe Stack on clean trailer bed and fasten with nylon straps to prevent movement.

Coiled Pipe and tubing Place on the clean bed of a trailer or truck, on a pipe trailer, or on reels designed for the specific size involved.

FIGURE 3

NOTE
DO NOT place material, equipment, or tools where they can contact the pipe or tubing.

Yard Storage
Use Oldest Stock First Whenever Possible

Check the pipe and tubing for the manufacture date.

If pipe or tubing is more than one year old, notify the supervisor in charge so the stock can be rotated to avoid unnecessary
exposure to ultraviolet rays.

Maximum amount of time for storage of MDPE (yellow)pipe and fittings is three years from the manufactured date. Refer to
 for limits on plastic pipe temporarily installed above ground.Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

Maximum amount of time for storage of HDPE (black) pipe and fittings is ten years from the manufactured date.

Bundled Straight Lengths
Keep pipe stored on supports on dry and level surface (preferably asphalt or concrete), free from objects that could cut or gouge
the pipe.

Minimum supports recommended under bundles are 4” x 4” cribbing spaced approximately 7’ apart to eliminate sagging.

DO NOT store pipe more than five bundles high.

If bindings do not rest directly on each other, use a 2” x 4” (or equivalent) to prevent the bindings from contacting the pipe.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_19
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Storage of 2″ and larger
Polyethylene Pipe

Total Width as required
(4′ 0″ Increments only)

7′

 Bundled Straight Lengths of PipeFIGURE 4

Unbundled Straight Lengths
Use a cantilever rack or similar rack system to separate and store all loose pieces of pipe.

 Unbundled Straight Lengths of PipeFIGURE 5
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Coils
Store coiled tubing horizontally on pallets.

Keep pallets free from protruding nails, staples, and other sharp objects that could damage the plastic.

Stack the coils of tubing no higher than the quantity shown in .Figure 6

MAXIMUM COIL STACKING

Size (inches) Maximum
number of coils

5/8” 18

1-1/8” 7

1-1/4” 8

2” 7

FIGURE 6

Inspection
Before installing, inspect the pipe and tubing for the following defects:

Cuts

Scrapes

Gouges

Kinks

If defects are found, take the following action:

1-1/8” and smaller tubing ― Cut out the entire damaged portion.

1-1/4” and larger pipe ― Cut out damages that exceed 10% of the wall thickness (refer to table in Gas Operations
Construction & Field ).Practice 008, Plastic Main Construction

Reporting Damages
Report any excessive pipe damages to supervisor.
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice establishes requirements for the use of unidentified steel pipe and used steel pipe in repairing or rebuilding existing facilities
or in constructing new facilities. The requirements cover all gas lines in the Gas T&S system other than power gas lines, fuel gas lines,
control lines, or other similar lines.

Reporting
Written Report— Report on applicable items in the General Requirements section.

Send information to Gas T&S Engineering Designee.

Retain information for the life of the facility.

Inspection and Qualification
Adhere to the following to ensure substandard materials are not used in any part of any facility within the system:

If removing and re-using existing pipe in applications where the line is operating at the same or lower pressure, see Inspection,
Surface Defects, and Testing sections within this Practice.

If re-using bent pipe, ensure:

The pipe has its longitudinal weld seam near the neutral axis of the bend.

The pipe does not deflect more than 1-1/2º in any length along the pipe axis equal to the diameter of the pipe.

No bend creates a difference between the maximum and minimum outside diameters over 2-1/2% of the actual outside
diameter of the pipe.

Bends show no buckling, cracking, or mechanical damage.

If specifications of used pipe are known, install according to Inspection, Wall Thickness, Longitudinal Joint Factor, Surface Defects,
and Testing sections within this Practice.

If specifications of new and used pipe are unknown, use only for emergencies and follow all General Requirements.

If Pipe is not obtained by Gas T & S Engineering, get Gas T&S Engineering approval prior to use.

General Requirements
Inspection
Clean inside and outside the pipe if necessary and visually inspect to:

Ensure it is reasonably round and straight.

Find any defects (pits, gouges, grooves, dents, arc burns, etc.) that might impair its strength or thickness.

Bending Properties
Nominal Diameter of Pipe 2” or Less — Cold bend enough pipe through 90º around a cylindrical mandrel with a diameter 12 times
the nominal diameter of the pipe without developing cracks or opening the weld.

073 Unidentified and Used Steel Pipe
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Nominal Diameter of Pipe Greater Than 2” — Perform flattening tests according to ASTM A-53-65 to ensure the pipe meets
applicable requirements. For the number of flattening tests required, see Figure 1.

NOMINAL DIAMETER OF PIPE GREATER THAN 2” —
REQUIRED FLATTENING TESTS

No. of Pipe Lengths 1 Set of Tests From Each

1–10 Length

11–100 5 lengths but not less than 10

Over 100 10 lengths but not less than 20

NOTE: Randomly select all test specimens.

FIGURE 1

Wall Thickness
Unless the nominal wall thickness is known, find the wall thickness by measuring the thickness at quarter points on one end of each length
of pipe.

Nominal wall thickness is the next commercial wall thickness below the average of all wall thickness measurements taken.

It should never be more than 1.1 times the least thickness measurement taken.

Longitudinal Joint Factor
If the type of longitudinal joint can be documented, use the corresponding longitudinal joint factor shown in MGSS 192.113.

Otherwise, use a factor of 0.60.

Weldability
Use a qualified welder to make a test girth weld on the pipe. Test and qualify according to the following Gas Operations Welding
Standards:

Section 8, Inspection and Testing of Joint Preparation and Welds

Section 9, Acceptance Standards for Non-Destructive Testing

Large Lot Testing — Do at least one test weld and qualification for each 100 lengths of pipe.

Surface Defects
Examine all pipe for gouges, grooves, dents, and arc burns (qualify according to Gas Operations Manual, 

).
Procedure 2-10, Pipe Surface

Defects and Remediation Criteria on Transmission Pipelines

Yield Strength
If unknown, establish values either by tensile testing required by API Standard 5L or by accepting a maximum SMYS of 24,000 psig
without testing.

If SMYS is established by testing, see  for the minimum number of tests required for Nominal Diameter greater than 2”.Figure 1

NOTE
DO NOT use the pipe if the yield tensile ratio exceeds 0.85.

S Value
If the yield strength is unknown, use 24,000 psig in the Steel Pipe Design Formula (see MGSS 192.105) or determine as follows:

Determine average value of all yield strength tests for a uniform lot.

Take the lesser of the following:

80% of the average value of the yield strength tests

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_2-1
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The minimum value of any yield strength test

NOTE
DO NOT use a value over 52,000 psig.

Testing
Hydrostatically retest all pipe in individual lengths or field test as a system after installation and before placing in service. See 

, for Hydrostatic Test information.
Practice

002, Proof Testing Requirements

Follow the procedure for a new pipeline (if one was constructed at that location).

If testing the pipe in individual lengths, radiographically inspect all girth welds.

If testing as a unit, provisions of field weld inspection must govern (see Gas Operations Welding Standards, 
).

Section 6,
Qualification of Welders

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gowm/gowm.pdf#gowm_6
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Revised 12/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for joining steel pipe flanges. It should not be used for joining cast iron flanges to either steel flanges or cast iron
flanges. Use  for joining cast iron flanges. The bolt torques
shown in  are target values acceptable for providing leak free joints using spiral wound gaskets. These may be used with other
gaskets.

Practice 067, Stud Bolts and Flange Gaskets for Use on Cast Iron Flanges
Figure 2

Materials
Flanges, Bolts, and Nuts

Flanges shall be per ASME B16.5 or MSS SP-44.

For API 5L X grades, MSS SP-44 flanges are preferred.

Bolts must be ASTM A 193, Grade B7.

Nuts must be ASTM A194, Class 2H, Heavy Hex.

NOTE

DO NOT connect steel flanges to cast iron flanges using this Practice. Refer to 
.

Practice 067, Stud Bolts and Flange
Gasket

Cast iron flanges can be broken if bolts are torqued using .Figure 2

NOTE
PTFE (Teflon) coatings may be used for any application, but should be avoided in flanges that are frequently separated.

NOTE
When connecting flanges without gaskets, such as valve operators, coat both joining surfaces in anti-seize compound.

Gaskets
Spiral wound metal with inner ring is preferred for use in meter runs.

Inner ring-style gaskets may be used in applications not otherwise requiring inner rings.

When cathodic protection isolation is necessary, an insulating kit should be used for the type of flange and class of flange being
isolated (RF, FF, RTD, Class 150-900 lb.)

Insulating kit bolt sleeves and washers should be separate items (no one-piece combination sleeve/washers will be used).

The insulating bolt sleeve, insulating washer, and insulating gasket should all be G-10 material.

Other insulating materials must be approved by Corrosion Control Designee.

074 Joining Steel Pipe Flanges

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/undefined
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NOTE

Gaskets should not be reused.

Other insulating materials must be approved by the Corrosion Control Designee.

Flange Type ASME Rating Gasket Type

Raised Face

≤ 300
Fiber composite such as Garlock 3000 or 5500 or non-asbestos, synthetic fiber with nitrile binder such as Klingersil C4300

Spiral wound metal

≥ 300
Spiral wound metal (in other words, Garlock Flex Seal RW)

Fiber composite such as Garlock 9850 or 9900

≥ 900 or
> 24” NPS Spiral wound metal with inner ring (in other words, Garlock Flex Seal RWI)

Flat Face

Flat face steel flanges are not normally used except for special situations, ie bolting steel flange to cast iron flange or for rotary meters.

They must be special ordered and are used only when bolting a steel flange to a cast iron flange.

Do not use this practice for bolting to cast iron flanges.

Ring-Type Joint 150–900 Standard RTJ gasket

Insulating All Type F, GPT “Linebacker” G-10 gasket with viton or nitrile seal

FIGURE 1

Installation Procedure
Prepare Flange, Bolts, and Nuts — All Gasket Types

NOTE
On insulating flanges, remove excess paint buildup on the flange(s) in the washer area so that the washer will sit flat on the
flange.

Ensure flange face is clean and free of dirt and foreign material.

If practical, use new gaskets and insulating sleeves.

Check that the flange stud bolts are of proper grade. Look for “B7” on one end of the bolt.

Check that the nuts are of proper grade. Look for “2H” on each nut

Clean the bolts and nuts, if necessary, to remove any debris from the threads.

DO NOT use PTFE coated bolts and lubricated bolts on the same flange.

If they are not PTFE (Teflon) coated, apply a coating of SANCHEM NO-OX-ID “A-SPECIAL” grease, Trenton Innercoat Wax, or
Rectorseal No. 5 for the full length of the bolts.

NOTE

If a nut will not screw on the entire bolt thread length, the bolt has yielded and it is not safe to reuse.

Otherwise, the bolt and nuts may be reused.

Installing Regular Gaskets
1. Insert gasket between flange faces.

2. Place all bolts in the bolt holes.

3. Place one 2H Heavy Hex nut on each side of each bolt.

4. Turn the nuts so they are snug enough to require a wrench to tighten further.
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5. Tighten all flange stud bolts in equal 20% increments, starting at no more than 40% of final torque (see ), in the bolting
sequence as shown in . Only torque wrenches calibrated per a sub-set of ISO 6789-2:2017 may be used for torque
increments and final torque measurements.

Figure 2
Figure 1

6. Do a final torque check of all bolts after Step 5 in a clockwise sequence.

Installing Insulating Gaskets
1. Decide which side of the flanged joint to tighten the nuts. Do not put insulating washers on this side of the joint.

2. Insert the insulating gasket between the flange faces.

3. Place all insulating bolt sleeves in the bolt holes and all bolts in the sleeves. Use caution to prevent tearing the insulating sleeves.

4. Place one insulating washer over the end of each bolt on the side of the flange on which the nuts will not be turned.

5. Place one steel washer on each end of the bolt. Steel washers help keep insulating sleeves from being damaged.

6. Place one 2H Heavy Hex nut on each end of each bolt.

7. Hand tighten the nuts so they are snug enough to require a wrench to tighten further.

8. Before using the wrench, ensure that nut threads on the end with the insulating washers are fully engaged with bolt threads. At
least one full thread must extend beyond the nut face.

9. Tighten all flange stud bolts in equal 20% increments, starting at no more than 40% of final torque recommended by the insulating
gasket manufacturer. Use the bolting sequence shown in . Do not exceed the torque values in . Do a final torque
check of all bolts in a clockwise sequence.

Figure 1 Figure 2

10. Ensure that nut threads are fully engaged with bolt threads. At least one full thread must extend beyond the nut face.

NOTE

Below grade insulating flanges — Install a test station Type C per Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Procedure 11-2,
Corrosion Control Test Stations

Insulating flanges — Test flange to determine electrical isolation between pipeline segments.

NOTE
Torque wrenches are to be calibrated to a minimum of the below listed sub-set of the requirements listed in standard
ISO 6789-2:2017 ‘Assembly tools for screws and nuts — Hand torque tools — Part 2: Requirements for calibration and
determination of measurement uncertainty’.

The torque wrench is to be calibrated, at a minimum, at the test points of 20%, 60% and 100% of the device’s
rated full scale, in the clockwise direction. If the manufacturer specifies that the device may also be used in the
counter-clockwise direction, those same test points must also be taken in the counter-clockwise direction.

At each test point, a minimum of 3 measurements are to be taken. Each reading is to be listed on the calibration
report along with the average of the readings. Each measurement and the average of the measurements must
meet the device’s accuracy specification.

Measurement uncertainty must be calculated and reported per measurement. The measurement uncertainty
may not be larger than the device’s accuracy specification at that test point (minimum Test Uncertainty Ratio of
1:1).

All calibration measurements must be traceable to the International System of Units through the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or other national measurement institute.

Bolt Torque Sequence

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/undefined
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TARGET BOLT TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS

Nominal Bolt Diameter (inches) PTFE (Teflon) Coated ft-lbs Well Lubricated (greased) ft-lbs

1/2 35 59

5/8 68 115

3/4 118 200

7/8 188 319

1-0 279 474

1-1/8 395 669

1-1/4 546 932

1-3/8 720 1,224

1-1/2 941 1,609

1-5/8 1,193 2,039

1-3/4 1,484 2,532

1-7/8 1,834 3,144

2-0 2,214 3,785

2-1/4 3,177 5,475

2-1/2 4,345 7,481

2-3/4 5,262 9,114

3-0 6,861 11,945

3-1/2 10,962 19,248

The values in this table are based on API 6A, Annex D.

FIGURE 3

NOTE
For insulating gasket/kits, use the manufacturer’s recommended torque values. Do not exceed the torque values in .Figure 3

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 150

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 150

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

1/2 1/2 2-1/4 10 7/8 4-3/4

3/4 1/2 2-1/4 12 7/8 4-3/4

1 1/2 2-1/2 14 1 5-1/4

1-1/4 1/2 2-1/2 16 1 5-1/2

1-1/2 1/2 2-3/4 18 1-1/8 6

2 5/8 3-1/4 20 1-1/8 6-1/4

2-1/2 5/8 3-1/2 24 1-1/4 7

3 5/8 3-1/2 26 1-1/4 -

3-1/2 5/8 3-1/2 30 1-1/4 -

4 5/8 3-1/2 34 1-1/2 -

6 3/4 4 42 1-1/2 -

8 3/4 4-1/4

The lengths in this table are for reference only. They only apply to raised face flanges with no washers. Longer bolts are needed for ring joint flanges and when washers
are needed, and for flange insulating kits.

FIGURE 4
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Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 300

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 300

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

1/2 1/2 2-1/2 10 1 6-1/4

3/4 5/8 3 12 1-1/8 6-3/4

1 5/8 3 14 1-1/8 7

1-1/4 5/8 3-1/4 16 1-1/4 7-1/2

1-1/2 5/8 3-1/2 18 1-1/4 7-3/4

2  5/8 3-1/2 20 1-1/4 8-1/4

2-1/2 3/4 4 24 1-1/2 9-1/4

3 3/4 4-1/4 26 1-5/8 -

3-1/2 3/4 4-1/4 30 1-3/4 -

4 3/4 4-1/2 34 1-7/8 -

6 3/4 4-3/4 42 2 -

8 7/8 5-1/2

The lengths in this table are for reference only. They only apply to raised face flanges with no washers. Longer bolts are needed for ring joint flanges and when washers
are needed, and for insulating flange kits.

FIGURE 5

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 400

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 400

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

1/2 1/2 3 10 1-1/8 7-1/2

3/4 5/8 3-1/2 12 1-1/4 8

1 5/8 3-1/2 14 1-1/4 8-1/4

1-1/4 5/8 3-3/4 16 1-3/8 8-3/4

1-1/2 3/4 4-1/4 18 1-3/8 9

2 5/8 4-1/4 20 1-1/2 9-3/4

2-1/2 3/4 4-3/4 24 1-3/4 10-3/4

3 3/4 5 26 1-3/4 -

3-1/2 7/8 5-1/2 30 2 -

4 7/8 5-1/2 34 2 -

6 7/8 6 42 2-1/2 -

8 1 6-3/4

The lengths in this table are for reference only. They only apply to raised face flanges with no washers. Longer bolts are needed for ring joint flanges and when washers
are needed, and for flange insulating kits.

FIGURE 6
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Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 600

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 600

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

1/2 1/2 3 10 1-1/4 8-1/2

3/4 5/8 3-1/2 12 1-1/4 8-3/4

1 5/8 3-1/2 14 1-3/8 9-1/4

1-1/4 5/8 3-3/4 16 1-1/2 10

1-1/2 3/4 4-1/4 18 1-5/8 10-3/4

2 5/8 4-1/4 20 1-5/8 11-1/2

2-1/2 3/4 4-3/4 24 1-7/8 13

3 3/4 5 26 1-7/8 -

3-1/2 7/8 5-1/2 30 2 -

4 7/8 5-3/4 34 2-1/4 -

6 1 6-3/4 42 2-3/4 -

8 1-1/8 7-3/4

The lengths in this table are for reference only. They only apply to raised face flanges with no washers. Longer bolts are needed for ring joint flanges and when washers
are needed, and for  insulating kits. flange

FIGURE 7

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 900

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 900

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

1/2 3/4 4-1/4 6 1-1/8 7-3/4

3/4 3/4 4-1/2 8 1-3/8 8-3/4

1 7/8 5 10 1-3/8 9-1/4

1-1/4 7/8 5 12 1-3/8 10

1-1/2 1 5-1/2 14 1-1/2 10-3/4

2 7/8 5-3/4 16 1-5/8 11-1/4

2-1/2 1 6-1/4 18 1-7/8 13

3 7/8 5-3/4 20 2 13-3/4

4 1-1/8 6-3/4 24 2-1/2 17-1/4

The lengths in this table are for reference only. They only apply to raised face flanges with no washers. Longer bolts are needed for ring joint flanges and when washers
are needed, and for insulatingkits.flange 

FIGURE 8

Nominal Pipe Size (inches)

Class 1500

Diameter
of Bolts (inches)

Length
of Bolts (inches)

1/2 3/4 4-1/4

3/4 3/4 4-1/2

1 7/8 5

1-1/4 7/8 5

1-1/2 1 5-1/2

2 7/8 5-3/4

2-1/2 1 6-1/4

The lengths in this table are for reference only. They only apply to raised face flanges with no washers. Longer bolts are needed for ring joint flanges and when washers
are needed and for flange insulation kits.

FIGURE 9
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Information
Consumers Energy’s pipelines do not operate above 1800 psig.

ASME B16.5 Class 900 steel flanges have a working pressure of 2200 psig at 100°F and 1900 psig at 400°F.

Class 900 flanges smaller than NPS 3 have the same dimensions as Class 1500.

Flanges marked 1500 can be substituted for Class 900.
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Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices
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Use the following links to quickly navigate to the appropriate section of Drawings and Map Symbols within this Practice.
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Joint Trench Main — 
Existing Main
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2''P-MP J/ETC
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MAIN SEGMENTS

Abandoned Main
95 - 15345

25' of 6'' S-MP
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Distribution Main Segment
High Pressure ― Existing Main
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High Pressure― Proposed Main
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Medium Pressure ― Existing Main
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Distribution Main Segment
Medium Pressure ― Proposed Main
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2'' P-SP

Distribution Main Segment
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Foreign Gas MainWOLVERINE PIPELINE CO.

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

FIGURE 1A
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Joint Trench Main —
Proposed Main

9'

PROP. 2'' P-MP J/ETC

Bell Joint Clamped Main Segment
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'

6'' CI-SP

CL
52

Fluid Sealed Main Segment

10
'

6'' CI-SP

FS
53

Welded Sleeved Main Segment

13
'

2'' S-MP

WS
72

Joint Trench Main Segment

17
'

2'' P-MP J/ETC

Customer Owned Fuel LineF/L

5'

Inserted Main Segment —
Inserted Inside a Casing
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'

12''- 60'

Inserted Main Segment —
Inserted Inside a Retired Main
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'

2'' P-MP (4''S)

MAIN SEGMENTS

Distribution Main Segment
Medium Pressure — Existing Main
Downstream of a Central Meter installation
owned and operated by Consumers Energy

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
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FIGURE 1B
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DISTRIBUTION REGULATION FACILITIES

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

City Gate12'' S-HP

8'' S-HP

6'' S-MP

12'' S-SP

CG

OdorizerCG

Regulator Pit
8'' S-HP

6'' S-MP

P 17
7

Regulator Station or Vault
12'' S-HP

6'' S-MP13
5

Regulator Stand
  * A = Above Grade
  * B = Buried
  * V = Below Grade

6'' S-MP6'' S-HP

#217

*

Relief Valve ―R

Trip Out
Over-Pressure Protection

Over-Pressure Protection

T ―

FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3A
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FITTINGS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

90°°Elbow

Cap

Elbow ─Down

Elbow ─Up

Flange ─ Insulating (Slip-On Type)

Flange ─ Orifice

Fitting ─ Insulated Joint

Fitting ─Insulated

  * T = Transition Fitting
  * M = Mechanical Fitting
  * W = Welded Fitting
  * C = Compression Fitting

(   )

FIGURE 3B
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FITTINGS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Main End ─ Welded Flat Plate

Reducer

Sleeve ─ Insulating

Sleeve ─ Insulated Tapping

Tee ─ Branch Saddle

Tee ─ Inline Cross

Tee ─ Inline

Main End ─ Blind Flange or
Cast Iron Plug

FIGURE 3C
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FITTINGS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Tee ─Valve (High Pressure Lateral)
  * MVT = Mueller Valve Tee  
  * V = Valve Tee, unknown type  

  Put the text (V or MVT) in parenthesis.  (   )

Union─Flanged

Union─Screwed or Socket Welded

Fitting─Alloy

Sleeve─Non-insulating

Weight ─ Pipe

Plidco
Sleeve─Reinforcing, Pumpkin, or

Tee

Put the text (BST, MFT, MST, or PST) in 
parenthesis. If the type of service tee is
unknown, put an (S).

─ Service

  * BST = Brass Service Tee
  * MFT = Mueller Flanged Tee
  * MST = Mueller Service Tee
  * PST = Plastic Service Tee

(   )

FIGURE 3D
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METERS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Centrally Metered Apartment

C   M
   A

Central Meter

CM

FIGURE 4

OPERATING CONNECTIONS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Blowdown or Test Stand
  * B = Blowdown (Cell Name:  BLOW)
  * D = Disc System Test Point

  * P = Pressure Tap
  * T = Test Stand
  ** Stand Size

Drip

Liquid Seal Relief

(   )

(         )

LS

#2737

(Cell Name: DISC)

FIGURE 5
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GAS SERVICES

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Gas Service Regulator Stand:
 

        * A = Above Grade
        * B = Buried
        * V = Below Grade

6'' S-HP 6'' S-MP

#217

*

5/8" P

5/8" P  J/ETC

5/8" P

5/8" P  J/ETC

Gas Service — Existing

Gas Service — Existing Joint Trench

Gas Service — Proposed

Gas Service — Proposed Joint Trench

Gas Service — Inserted Service

Gas Service — Split Service

5/8” P (1-1/4”S)

75’

5/8”P (1/2”CU)

75’

FIGURE 6
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WORK ORDER INFORMATION

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Abandoned Main Work Order Balloon

Work Order Break

95 - 15345
25' of 6'' S-MP

20
'

65
W

69
358

FIGURE 7
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WORK ORDER BALLOONS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

XX

XX
XXX

XX
XXXX

XX
XXXXX

XX
XXXXXX

XX
W

XX
XXXXXX

CAP

XX
XXXXX

AEP

XX
XXX

M

CL
XX

FS
XX

WS
XX

Year of installation of the main

Year of installation of the main

• Year of installation of the main
• The last 3 digits of the work order number

• Year maintenance was performed on the main
• The last 3 digits of the O&M (operation and   
    maintenance) order

• Year of installation of the main
• The last 4 digits of the work order number

• Year of installation of the main
• The last 5 digits of the work order number

• Area expansion program year of installation  
   of the main
• The last 5 digits of the work order number

• Year of installation of the main
• The last 6 digits of the work order number

• Area expansion program year of installation 
   of the main
• The last 6 digits of the work order number

Bell joint clamped section of gas main segment

Fluid sealed section of gas main segment

Welded sealed section of gas main segment

FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9
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CATHODIC INSTALLATION

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Anode Bed1

Anode bed length:

Anode bed type (S/D):
# of Anodes:6'

' S
-M

P

Anode Bed

Anode bed length:

Anode bed type (S/D):
# of Anodes:4'

' S
-M

P

Ground Bed
R

Rectifier
Anode bed length:

Anode bed type (S/D):
# of Anodes:4'

' S
-M

P R

Foreign Bond
6'' S-MP

PEPL
B

Anode

• A = Anode attached directly to main
• AL = Anode lead wire brought up in 
the lead wire box directly to main

A L- A
( X )

X
X X

Ground Bed1

Test lead or locate2

Wire size:

• No. 14 read
• No. 10 bond
• No. 12 locate

1. Text field for anode bed type:
S = Surface
D = Deep well

2. See Figure 10 for Insulator 
Wire and Non-Insulator 
Wire description.

FIGURE 10
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Symbol Description

Insulator Wire

N North

S South

E East

W West

Non-Insulator Wire

T Pipe test

C Casing test

A Anode lead

P Plastic locate

FIGURE 11

MISCELLANEOUS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Bridge

Pipeline Marker

Building Corner

Marker Ball

27456

M15'

FIGURE 12
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FOREIGN UTILITIES

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Cable Box (Plan View)

Electric Manhole (Plan View)

Electric Box (Plan View)

Miscellaneous Manhole (Plan View)

Miscellaneous Pipe (Detail Cut-View)

15'
C

15'
E

15'
E

15'

5'
5'

2'

FIGURE 13A
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FOREIGN UTILITIES

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Sanitary or Storm Sewer Manhole
(Plan View)

Storm Sewer Catch Basin (Plan View)

Street Light (Plan View)

Telephone Manhole (Plan View)

Telephone Box (Plan View)

Utility Pole (Plan View)

Water Gate (Plan View)

Water Hydrant (Plan View)

Water Manhole (Plan View)

15'
S

15'
T

15'

15'

15'

15'
W

15'
T

15'

15'

FIGURE 13B
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GRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR LAND

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

es

County and/or township line

Street, road, and highway lin

Property line

Railroad track

Center lines of streets, roads, 
and highways

Section line

Corporation limits of cities 
and villages

CITY LIMITS

River, stream, or county drain

Lake

Buildings

Easements

FIGURE 14
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MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Tile line

Culvert

Match lineA A

Fence lineX X X

Main depthMAIN 8' DEEP

Cut

Fill

Tree

Hedge or tree line

Guardrail

Concrete, asphalt, pavement,
gravel, or soil surface

Concrete or Asphalt/
Gravel or Soil

Property line iron, right -of-way marker,PL or monument

FIGURE 15
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Revised 07/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

M

T

NYC  RR

Monument

Property tee iron or 
right-of-way marker

Railroad Track

FIGURE 1

076 Obsolete Map Symbols
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CATHODIC PROTECTION

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Anode (without lead wires)
for individual, isolated anodes

Anode (with lead wires)

Lead wire

72
0165 (*)

L

AL

12

A

Ground bed with year of 
installation and last four digits
of serial number

FIGURE 2
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IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF MAINS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

2″  S–MP–T

8″  CI–SP–MJ

M
72

031

CL
52

46 42

FS
53

Distribution main 
(2″ steel ― Medium pressure ―
Threaded and coupled)

Distribution main 
(8″ cast iron ― Standard pressure
― Mechanical joint)

Panhandle Eastern Pipeline (PEPL)

Year maintenance performed on main
Last three digits of the O&M order number 
(for main replacement less than 50′)

Year of installation of main (bare pipe)

Section of main which has been
bell joint clamped (arrowhead points
toward clamped section)

Section of main which has been
fluid sealed (arrowhead points
toward the fluid sealed section)

PEPL CO.

FIGURE 3
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FITTINGS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

M T Fitting, pressure control 
(Mueller flanged tee)

Pressure Control Fitting
These fitting type descriptions 
are no longer used for Pressure 
Control Fittings:
* TM = Thinwall Mueller
* TMB = Thinwall Bottom Tap
* WS = Williamson Side Out
* MT = Mueller Flanged

Main end — Blind flange or 
cast iron plug

Main end — Welded flat plate

Insulating joint

Valve tee

Insulating sleeve

Insulating tapping sleeve

FIGURE 4A
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LS

S

(S)

(LR)

FITTINGS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Squeeze reinforcement on 3″
or larger plastic main

Flanged union

Screwed or socket welded union

Gate valve

Liquid seal relief

Plastic leak repair sleeve

Plastic squeeze 
reinforcement sleeve

Emergency sectionalizing point
SP

FIGURE 4B
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides for proper layout, cutting, and make-up of threaded connections, including 

. Which can be installed using the Milwaukee MegaPress.
Viega Fittings manufacturer's

installation instructions

Procedure
Before Assembling Piping
Check that all pipe, fittings, valves, regulators, controls, and other equipment being installed have a pressure rating at least equal to the
proposed Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) of the system to which they will be connected.

Care of Pipe and Fittings:

All fittings, valves, etc, must be kept under cover to prevent rusting.

Threaded pipe must be handled with sufficient care to prevent damage to threads.

NOTE
DO NOT use pipe with damaged threads (stripped, chipped, corroded, etc.)

Before assembling pipe, tubing, and fittings, be sure they are free of burrs and harmful defects.

Thoroughly brush threads, removing all dirt, chips and scale.

Pipe Joint Compound
Approved pipe joint compound (pipe dope) is used primarily to lubricate the threads. It also seals small clearances between the
threads.

Apply pipe joint compound to male threads only unless otherwise specified by manufacturer, example Dresser Service Tee. Pipe
joint compound applied to female threads would be pushed ahead of the male threads, forming a ring inside the female threads
and reducing the effective size of the pipe.

The pipe joint compound may also be carried along by the gas and clog control valves and orifices downstream.

Wipe pipe joint compound from the first 2 threads when used on devices such as valves, regulators, and safety controls. This helps
keep pipe joint compound from entering the device.

PTFE (Teflon) Tape
PTFE tape may be used in place of pipe joint compound provided that the application is compliant with the tape manufacturer’s
specifications. Specification considerations include:

Pressure

Pipe Diameter/tape width

Number of turns

Direction of wrap

Fitting Measurements

077 Threaded Pipe Connections and MegaPress Fittings

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/assets/viega-megapress.pdf
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When laying out piping systems, allowances must be made for fittings.

Many fittings are standardized so that the make-up distance is the same for each, including tees, elbows (ells), and street elbows
(see ).Figure 1

“A” Dimension is the distance from the face of the fitting to the center of
the opening.

FIGURE 1

“Make-up”
The distance a standard male pipe thread will screw in to the female thread, as shown in .Figure 2

The make-up distance is the same for all fittings of a given size. The make-up distance may vary slightly in fittings that have been
tightened before as the thread may stretch.

 lists the normal make-up distance of common sizes.Figure 3

Keep in mind that the make-up distance is lost in the over-all length of the pipe and fittings.

“Fitting Allowance”
The distance from the end of the pipe to the center of the fitting opening.

The fitting allowance is the “A” dimension minus the make-up distance.

 lists the normal fitting allowance of common sizes.Figure 3

NOTE

Other fittings, such as unions, couplings, and valves are not standardized.

It is necessary to subtract the length of the pipe threads screwed into the fitting (make-up) from the actual
length of the fitting to arrive at the proper fitting allowance.
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FIGURE 2
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STANDARD FITTING MEASUREMENTS

Pipe Size “A” Make-Up Fitting Allowance Ells-St Ells-Tee

2000 Pound Fittings and Below

1/2” 1-1/8” 1/2” 5/8”

3/4” 1-3/8” 5/8” 3/4”

1-0” 1-1/2” 3/4” 3/4”

1-1/4” 1-3/4” 3/4” 1-0”

1-1/2” 2-0” 3/4” 1-1/4”

2-0” 2-3/8” 3/4” 1-5/8”

3000 Pound Fittings

1/2” 1-5/16” 1/2” 13/16”

3/4” 1-1/2” 5/8” 7/8”

1-0” 1-3/4” 3/4” 1-0”

1-1/4” 2-0” 3/4” 1-1/4”

1-1/2” 2-3/8” 3/4” 1-5/8”

2-0” 2-1/2” 3/4” 1-3/4”

6000 Pound Fittings

1/2” 1-1/2” 1/2” 1-0”

3/4” 1-3/4” 5/8” 1-1/8”

1-0” 2-0” 3/4” 1-1/4”

1-1/4” 2-3/8” 3/4” 1-5/8”

1-1/2” 2-1/2” 3/4” 1-3/4”

2-0” 3-1/4” 3/4” 2-1/2”

FIGURE 3

Pipe Measurements
“End-To-End” Measurements
The actual length of a piece of pipe (see ).Figure 4
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FIGURE 4

“End-To-Center” Measurement
The distance between the end of a pipe and the center of the attached fitting opening (see ).Figure 5

FIGURE 5

To cut a piece of pipe to the proper length for an end-to-center measurement, subtract the fitting allowance from the desired end-
to-center.

EXAMPLE: To obtain a 1/2” black pipe with 21” end-to-center of a tee, cut and thread the pipe to 20-3/8”. The fitting allowance
(5/8” for a 1/2” tee per ) is subtracted from the end-to-center distance.Figure 3
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NOTE
ALTERNATE — Start with the tee attached to one end of the pipe. Measure and cut the pipe 21” from the center of the
tee opening.

“Center-To-Center” Measurement
The distance between the center of the openings of fittings on each end of a piece of pipe (see ).Figure 6

FIGURE 6

To cut a piece of pipe to the proper length for a center-to-center measurement, subtract the fitting allowance(s) from the desired
center-to-center measurement.

EXAMPLE: To obtain a 3/4” black pipe with 27” center-to-center of elbows, cut and thread the pipe to 25-1/2”. The fitting allowance
for each elbow (3/4” for a 3/4” elbow per ) is subtracted from the center-to-center measurement.Figure 3

NOTE
ALTERNATE — Start with an elbow attached to one end of the pipe. Measure and cut the pipe 26-1/4” from the center of
the elbow opening. Note that one make-up distance (from ) is subtracted from the center-to-center
measurement.

Figure 3

Equipment Use
Pipe Cutter

1. Inspect the pipe cutter before and during use.

If the cutting wheels do not track properly, the frame may be misaligned.

Replace cutting wheels when they become dull or chipped.

Replace roller wheels when excessive wear is observed. Look for ridges opposite the cutting wheel.

2. Mark the pipe in at the desired cutting point.

3. Set up the pipe cutter on the mark where the pipe is to be cut.

Open the pipe cutter enough to slip it over the pipe.

DO NOT slide the pipe cutter along the pipe as this may chip or dull the cutting wheel.

Adjust pipe cutter to fit the pipe.
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4. Apply thread cutting oil on the cutting area, reducing friction and wear on the cutting wheels.

5. Make light cuts:

Ensure the cut is made all the way around the pipe before turning in the feed screw for a deeper cut.

Rotate the cutter slightly while adjusting for a deeper cut until complete.

Continue the process until the pipe cut is complete.

DO NOT twist or pry the pipe cutter in an attempt to complete the cut by breaking off the pipe. This may damage the cutting
wheels or cutter frame.

NOTE
Cutting wheels, roller pins, and the feed screw should be kept oiled.

Pipe Reamer
Pipe reamers (see ) are used to remove the lip on the inside of a pipe caused by the pipe cutters (before threading).Figure 7

The lip reduces the internal diameter of the pipe, which may restrict gas flow or catch any dirt moving through the pipe.

FIGURE 7

1. Insert the cutting head into the end of the pipe.

2. Apply thread cutting oil at the cutting area, reducing friction and wear.

3. Hold the reamer in line with the pipe such that the inside lip will be cut away. DO NOT hold the reamer at an angle to the pipe.

4. Rotate the cutting head clockwise, keeping a sight pressure toward the pipe, until the lip is removed.

5. Store the pipe reamer in such a way as to prevent damage to the cutting edges. Consider wrapping the head in a cloth to protect
the cutting edges.
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Ratchet Stock and Die
Stock — The part of the pipe threading tool that holds the dies in position. The stock provides a guide that keeps the pipe and dies aligned
to cut straight threads.

Die — The part of the pipe threading tool that machines male threads. Each die assembly has 4 sets of cutting edges that must be
mounted in the proper sequence, with the pipe entering the larger end first. The dies must be positioned properly so each will track in the
same thread path.

NOTE
Each time a different size pipe is to be threaded, the die block assembly must be replaced with the proper die block assembly.

FIGURE 8

Replacing Dies
1. Remove the cover plate and 4 holding screws. The cover plate may have to be carefully pried off as it usually fits tight.

2. Change cutting edges one at a time to assure the new cutting edges are installed in the proper position.

Each of the 4 sets of cutting edges are numbered.

Clean the area with a cloth before installing each new cutting edge.

3. Replace the cover plate and 4 cover plate screws leaving the screws a little loose.

4. Insert a 6” long nipple or a piece of pipe with a good thread in the die and tighten it in with a wrench. This spaces the cutting edges
properly.

5. Tighten the cover plate screws and remove the nipple or pipe.

Cutting Threads
American Standard Pipe Threads have a taper of 3/4 inches per foot (see ).Figure 9

Normally, 1/2”, 3/4”, and 1” pipe should have about 10 complete threads (11 threads on 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, and 2” pipe).

Standard thread should allow a fitting to be screwed on the pipe about 4 turns by hand.

After proper wrench tightening, approximately 8 threads should be used, leaving approximately 2 threads protruding beyond the
fitting.
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FIGURE 9

To Cut Male Threads on Pipe:
1. Align ratchet stock and die on pipe end.

2. Apply a few drops of oil to the pipe to lubricate the stock guide.

3. Apply pressure on the die, attempting to force it farther on to the pipe, while turning the ratchet stock and die clockwise.

4. Apply additional cutting oil (as needed) to the threading area as soon as the die is started on the pipe to ease cutting and to reduce
wear on the dies.

5. Run the die (clockwise) on to the pipe until the end of the pipe is even with (or protrudes about 2 threads beyond) the back of the
die.

6. Remove the die by unscrewing it from the pipe. Never spin the stock and die off the pipe.

7. Clear the dies and pipe threads of chips and excess oils as soon as the die is backed off from the pipe.

NOTE
Crooked Threads — Threads that are cut at an angle; the pipe will not be properly aligned when the fitting is attached.

Crooked threads may occur in fittings due to manufacturing defects.

Normally, pipe or fittings with crooked threads must be replaced.

Loosening Threaded Pipe Connections
Threaded pipe connection can seize up and be difficult to loosen, especially outdoor connections. Some suggested methods to
loosen the connection are:

Use the largest pipe wrenches possible that can be handled in a safe manner. Common choices are 18” and 14” pipe
wrenches.

Be positioned in as safe a work position as possible, with at least one foot braced against a solid surface in the direction of
the breaking force. Try to maintain good balance, being aware that the pipe may move suddenly.

If pipe or nut will not budge, use a rust-busting solvent (WD-40, liquid wrench, etc.) on the thread.

Meter connection nuts, unions, and the top connection on a lockwing valve have straight threads. When the fitting breaks loose, it
may rotate easily through a partial turn. This sudden movement may cause an unexpected body motion or exertion.

RM and Metris meters present a special concern because the union on the top of the locking is under or behind the meter
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Use a small hammer to tap on the union nut to try to loosen it.

Use a rust-busting solvent (WD-40, liquid wrench, etc.) on the thread.

If customer is at the site awaiting job completion, see if another employee is available to help.

NOTE
Before connecting any union threads or meter nuts, apply an anti-seize lubricant to the threads to facilitate
future removal.
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Revised 10/01/2015

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice outlines the process for using the Tank Truck and identifies maintenance requirements unique to the equipment.

The tank pump is designed to pump various types of fluids.

A power take-off driven vacuum pump removes air from the tank vessel, creating a partial vacuum in the tank.

Opening the inlet valve then allows fluid to flow through the inlet hose and into the tank.

A float operated shutoff valve at the top of the tank prevents fluids from entering the pump, therefore only air enters the pump.

The contents of the tank may be discharged by gravity or by using pump pressure.

Reference
, Vehicles & Heavy EquipmentCSM 270

Gas Operations Manual, Procedure 1-3, Prevention of Accidental Ignition at Gas Facilities

Frequency
Top Shut-off Valve — Clean and check approximately every 6 months.

Surge Tank — Clean and check float valve approximately every 6 months.

Relief Valves — Test annually.

Procedures
Suction

1. Engage power take-off with engine at idle speed.

2. Place selection lever in vacuum position. Connect one end of suction hose to rear suction valve and other end to tank or pit to be
emptied.

3. Confirm vacuum pressure on tank truck. Open suction valve and evacuate contents of tank or pit.

4. When tank truck is full, empty the hose before pump is disengaged:

Tanks — Close valve on tank being emptied. Allow suction to empty hose before continuing (may have to loosen tank
connection to empty hose).

Pits — Remove hose from pit. Allow suction to empty hose before continuing.

5. Close suction valve on tank.

6. Disconnect hose, disengage pump.

7. Place proper placard for travel on roads.

8. Install plugs in valves and hose ends.

9. Record the type of fluid, from where it came, and where it is going in the truck log book before leaving the site.

Discharge

079 Tank Truck Operation and Maintenance

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/csm/csm.pdf#index#270vehicleandheavyequipment
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1. Engage power take-off with engine at idle speed.

2. Place selection lever in pressure position. Connect discharge hose to rear discharge valve and to the other end of tank to be filled.

3. Open discharge valve and tank valve. Discharge contents of truck.

4. When truck tank is empty, close valve on tank being filled.

5. Put selection lever in neutral position until there is zero pressure on tank truck. Close discharge valve.

6. Put selection lever in vacuum position. With vacuum pressure on tank, disconnect hose at tank hook up and remove liquids in hose.

7. Close suction valve on truck. Install plugs and caps as needed.

8. Return hose for storage.

Maintenance
Vacuum Pump

Keep pump exterior clean for proper cooling.

Ensure proper pump lubrication — Check lubricator and oil drippers every time unit is used.

Oil drippers should be adjusted to 30 to 60 drops per minute each, at 15”–18” Hg vacuum.

Keep lubricator tank full and use only rotary compressor type oil as shown in the manufacturer’s pump manual.

SAFETY WARNING

DO NOT leave pressure or vacuum in tank when not in use.

The differential pressure on the lubricator tank will flood the pump with oil, through the drippers, possibly
emptying the lubricator tank.

De-Mister Muffler
The DE-MISTER muffler traps the lubricating oil which has gone through the pump.

The muffler should be drained daily and every time the lubricator is filled.

Top Shut-Off Valve
The float operated shut-off valve is located at the top front of the tank.

It is designed to shut-off and prevent the flow of liquid into the vacuum pump when the tank becomes full.

Surge Tank
The surge tank is a secondary trap and float valve unit, designed to give added protection for the vacuum pump in case the top
shut-off valve should fail. It separates out foam that may get past the top shut-off valve.

Should be drained after every day’s use.

Hoses
Inspect hose and connections for cuts, breaks, and leaks prior to use.

Relief Valves
Test at 30 psig maximum pressure, 20” Hg maximum vacuum.
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice covers the naming and numbering of pipelines, valve sites, city gate stations, junctions and interchanges, storage areas, and
compression facilities.

Consumers Energy and Michigan Gas Storage (MGS) combined in 2002.

It is acceptable for MGS naming and numbering to remain in place.

When modifications are made, however, the appropriate Gas T&S Engineering Designee is responsible for determining whether
Consumers Energy or MGS naming and numbering will be used.

Responsibilities
Field Leader

Place identification numbers on valves, including field-assigned numbers on minor valves.

Blowdown valves associated with emergency valves generally should be tagged to indicate numbering.

Gas T&S Engineering Designee
Name and number major facilities using this Practice.

Pipelines
Consumers Energy
Pipelines are numbered in series that are multiples of 100, starting with Line 1100:

If the same number is assigned to more than one line, a suffix letter is added.

“A” denotes the first line.

“B” designates the second line, etc.

EXAMPLE:

Line 1200A — 26” Michigan-Indiana border to White Pigeon

Line 1200B — 36” White Pigeon to Hackman Rd

Line 1200C — 30” Michigan-Indiana border to White Pigeon

Lateral and Spur
Pipelines are numbered in a four-digit series:

The second number is always “0”

The third/fourth numbers will be a multiple of 10

EXAMPLE: Line 1020 — South Lyon to Northville

Former Michigan Gas Storage

080 Naming and Numbering Gas Facilities
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Pipelines were numbered with three digits in multiples of 100.

Laterals were numbered with two digits in multiples of 10.

EXAMPLES:

Line 100 — Main line from Freedom to Muskegon River

Line 10 — Lateral from Laingsburg Valve Site to Lansing City Gate, Dewitt Road

Interchanges and Junctions
Interchange — Designates an interconnection or metering between Consumers Energy and other companies, including subsidiaries and
affiliates.

Junction — Designated an interconnection or metering facility between the former MGS and companies other than Consumers Energy.

City Gates
Inlet Valves
Designate:

Primary run as A-1

Secondary as A-2

Tertiary as A-3

Quaternary as A-4, etc.

Outlet Valves
Designate:

Primary run as B-1

Secondary as B-2, etc.

Stations With Multiple Drips, Scrubbers, etc.
Require special handling

To develop the numbering system, work with:

The Manager, OR

Gas T&S Engineering, OR

Designee

City Gate
Denotes a Gas T&S meter and regulator station (the name designates the area served or the area in which it is located).

You can use an additional suffix to further clarify a location.

EXAMPLES:

Pontiac CG-Adams Rd

Pontiac CG-Walton Rd

Transport Meter Station (TMS)
A station that may meter gas, monitor gas quality, and control pressure where locally produced gas is delivered to or from Consumers
Energy’s system for transport to end users or other pipelines.
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Pressure Limiting Device (PLD)
Name all mainline block valves by adding the following suffixes to designate the worker and monitor valves in a PLD installation:

“WO” — PLD Worker valve

“MO” — PLD Monitor valve

“ESD” — PLD Emergency Shutdown Device valve

EXAMPLE:

Valve 305-12WO — Worker valve

Valve 305-12MO — Monitor valve

Valve 305-12ESD — Emergency Shutdown Device valve

Heaters
Number all heaters starting with a serial number (heater size) followed by gross BTU/HR (input).

Contact the M&R Senior Field Leader for available numbers.

EXAMPLES:

1-90M — First 90 MBTU/HR heater

2-90M — Second 90 MBTU/HR heater

1-200M — First 200 MBTU/HR heater

Numbering Regulator Emergency Valves and Equipment
With parallel meter and regulator runs, designate the regulators as follows:

Primary (P):

First Stage Primary Regulators — P1 and P2

Second Stage Primary Regulators — P3 and P4

Third Stage Primary Regulators — P5 and P6

Secondary (S):

First Stage Secondary Regulators — S1 and S2

Second Stage Secondary Regulators — S3 and S4

Third Stage Secondary Regulators — S5 and S6

EXCEPTION: If the primary run of any stage has an ESD Valve as the overpressure device it should be designated as P1-
ESD, P3-ESD or P5-ESD dependent on which stage of regulation it is in.

With regulators stacked one above the other, designate the regulators as follows:

Lower run as the primary (P)

Upper run as the secondary (S)

Emergency valving — Designate as follows:

Inlet valves as “A”

Outlet valves as “B”

Bypass valves as “C” and “D” (“C” valve located closest to the outlet pressure)

NOTE

If multiple valves are present, contact the M&R Engineering Designee.

Refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide, 
for valve designations.

Practice 09, Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
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Equipment
Designate using numbers and letter prefixes as follows:

Prefix separator (including filter-separators) valve numbers with an “SF”

SF-1 for the inlet

SF-2 for the outlet

SF-3 for the bypass (if multiple filter separators are present, identify valve in second unit as SF-4, SF-5, and SF-6, etc.)

Designate relief valves:

RV-1, RV-3, etc. for primary runs

RV-2, RV-4, etc. for secondary runs (beginning at the first regulation stage)

Designate the corresponding shutoff valves below the relief valves R-1, R-3, R-2, and R-4, respectively

Number pressure regulating block valves, including any miscellaneous valves:

Number consecutively from the station inlet to the station outlet.

The primary runs should be odd numbers only and the secondary runs should be even numbers only.

Prefix heater valve numbers with an “H”:

H-1 for the inlet

H-2 for the outlet

H-3 for the bypass (if multiple heaters are present, identify valve in second unit as H-4, H-5 and H-6, etc.)

Prefix fuel line valves using the letter “F”:

Number consecutively from the tap location.

Fuel regulators, relief valves, and relief shutoff valves are labeled similarly to the main station, but are prefixed by the letter
“F.”

EXAMPLE: FP1, FRV3, FR2

Prefix meter run valves with an “M”:

Number consecutively where inlet valves are odd numbered and outlet valves are even numbered. EXAMPLE:

Primary meter inlet block valve “M1”

Primary meter outlet block valve “M2”

Secondary meter inlet valve “M3”

Secondary meter outlet valve “M4”

Tertiary meter inlet valve “M5”

Tertiary meter outlet “M6”

Quaternary meter outlet valve “m7”

Quaternary meter outlet valve “M8”

NOTE
For a single meter run with a bypass, number the bypass valve “M3”.

Distribution Regulator Stations
See  for labeling conventions for valves at distribution regulator stations.Figure 1
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LABELING CONVENTIONS FOR VALVES AT DISTRIBUTION REGULATOR STATIONS

Item Valve Label Item Valve Label

HP Inlet G HP-MP or HP-H1 or HP-IP Relief RVA

MP Outlet H IP-MP or H1-MP Relief RVB

SP Outlet F MP-SP Relief RVC

Filter Inlet SF1 HP-MP or HP-H1 or HP-IP Relief Gate Valve X

Filter Outlet SF2 IP-MP or H1-MP Relief Gate Valve Y

Filter Bypass SF3 MP-SP Relief Gate Valve Z

Heater Inlet H1 HP-IP or HP-MP Regulator Primary 1/1A

Heater Outlet H2 HP-IP or HP-MP Regulator Auxiliary 2/2A

Heater Bypass H3 IP-MP Regulator Primary 3

HP-MP or H1-MP Primary Reg Inlet Valve S IP-MP Regulator Auxiliary 4

HP-MP or H1-MP Primary Reg Outlet Valve T IP-SP or MP-SP Regulator Primary 5

HP-MP or H1-MP Auxiliary Reg Inlet Valve U IP-SP or MP-SP Regulator Auxiliary 6

HP-MP or H1-MP Auxiliary Reg Outlet Valve V HP-MP or HP-SP Bypass Valves, Inlet J

HP-H1 or MP-SP Primary Reg Inlet Valve SS HP-MP or HP-SP Bypass Valves, Outlet K

HP-H1 or MP-SP Primary Reg Outlet Valve TT HP-MP or HP-SP Bypass Valves, Throttle valve L

HP-H1 or MP-SP Auxiliary Reg Inlet Valve UU MP-SP Bypass Inlet M

HP-H1 or MP-SP Auxiliary Reg Outlet Valve VV MP-SP Bypass Outlet N

FIGURE 1

Valve Sites
Used to designate the block valves along pipelines.

EXAMPLES:

Rochester Valve Site

Herrick Road Valve Site

Valves
Launcher/Receivers
Identify with valve size, use, and sequential number for the site as follows:

Gas Supply Valves (GSV) — EXAMPLE: 8GSV3 would be the third 8” gas supply valve

Equalizing Valves (EQV) — EXAMPLE: 2EQV1 would be the first 2” equalizing valve

Consumers Energy
Mainline Block Valve Numbering — Start at the point of origin and sequentially assign four-digit numbers that denote:

Consumers Energy owned or operated

Primary line number

Number of counties from the beginning of the line

Approximate location of the valve in tenths of a mile

Fourth digit numbers are even for main line valves and odd for tap valves.

EXAMPLE: Valve 1124, where:

1___ = Consumers Energy, Gas T&S (8___ = Operated for third-party)
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11__ = Overisel to Laingsburg Line

112_ = Second county from start of line

1124 = Approximately 0.4 across county

Blowdown Valve Numbering — Assign number the same as the associated valve with suffixes “BD” and a direction indicator. EXAMPLE:
Valve 1124-NBD, where:

1124 = Pipeline valve number

NBD = North blowdown of pipeline valve

Bypass Valve Numbering – Assign number the same as the associated valve with suffix “BPV”. Example: Valve 1628-BPV, where:

1628 = Pipeline valve number

BPV= Bypass of pipeline valve

Former Michigan Gas Storage Company
Numbering — Indicated by a hyphenated suffix number for a main line valve. For examples, see Figure 2

VALVE NUMBERING

Number Source

Main Line Valve 118-22

118-22 Line 100 — from Freedom to Muskegon River

118-22 18th valve from source

118-22 22” valve

Tap Valve 116 T6S

116 T6S Line 100

116 T6S 16th valve from source

116 T6S Tap valve

116 T6S 6” size

116 T6S On south side of main line valve

Crossover Valve 118X16N

118X16N Line 100

118X16N 18th valve from source

118X16N Crossover

118X16N Size 16”

118X16N North of main line valve

FIGURE 2

A “T” number for a tap valve

An “X” number for a crossover valve between two parallel lines.

A single letter was added for a tap valve or crossover valve to indicate its direction from the main line valve.

Check Valves
Check that valves have the same name as the valve immediately adjacent to it followed by “CHK”.

EXAMPLE: The check valve next to 1124 is 1124CHK.

Storage Areas
Producing Wells
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Identification is based on the drilling application and is kept until the field is converted to storage.

Upon Conversion to Storage
Marion — For Winterfield, Cranberry, and Riverside: Wells numbered sequentially, starting with 100 with each well, regardless of the field
having a unique number.

All Other Fields Numbered Before 1993
FIELDS NUMBERED BEFORE 1993

Series Description

100 Original producing wells converted to storage

200 First wells drilled by Consumers Energy since acquisition

300 Each succeeding year a new series is started

400 Etc.

FIGURE 3

Since 1993
Wells are numbered sequentially in each storage field.

NOTE
When required, the original producing well number may be used to eliminate confusion with existing well numbers in an
area.

The first deviated or horizontal well in a storage field may start in the next series of numbers.

Well Numbers
Prefixed by capital letters designating the field, as shown in Figure 4

WELL PREFIXES

Prefix Location Prefix Location

O Overisel I Ira

S Salem L Lenox

W Winterfield H Hessen

C Cranberry SC Swan Creek

RV Riverside N Northville

FC Four Corners * Lyon 34

R Ray * Lyon 29

P Puttygut

*New Wells in Lyon 29 and 34 should use their storage field name
Followed by the next sequential number: Lyon 29-X or Lyon 34-X.

FIGURE 4

NOTE
If several fields are located in the same township, the section name and number may be required to designate the field.

Letter Prefixes
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Before 1993: The following was used to identify well locations. Start the sequence from the northwest corner of field, and go west
to east and north to south.

EXAMPLES:

S-101

S-102

S-103

S-104

Since 1993: Wells are numbered sequentially, regardless of location.

Well Signage
Permanent, weatherproof signage shall be installed in a conspicuous place and not more than 20 feet from the well.

The lettering shall be not less than 1-1/2 inches high and legible at a distance 25 feet.

The signage shall contain the following information:

Permit number, well name, and number

Storage facility and operator name

Well location (quarter section, township, range)

Emergency contact number

Valves Associated With Storage Field Transmission Lines
Main line:

Start at either end, and number in sequence.

Preferred starting point is the compressor station.

Lateral: Start at main line and number in sequence to the end.

Well line: Lateral shutoff at lateral/ main line.

EXAMPLE: Number 10N — 10 indicates a 10” valve on the number 10 north lateral.

EXAMPLE: L-101-LV, where:

L-Lenox Storage Field

101-Associated well line

LV-well line valve

Follow same launcher/receivers naming mentioned under Pipelines section.

Follow same blowdown valve naming (except for well lines) mentioned under Pipelines section.

For well line valve blowdowns, mention “BDV after the well line number.”

EXAMPLE: L-101-BDV, where:

L-Lenox Storage Field

101-Associated well line

BDV-blow down valve

Compression Facilities
Existing Installations
Once assigned, numbers remain in effect since emergency and normal operating plans reference these identifiers. The valve numbering
system is generally:
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EXISTING VALVE NUMBERING

Series Component

100 Suction/Inlet

200 Discharge

300 Bypass/check

400/500 Gas conditioning equipment and measurement

600 Fire Gate — Blowdown

800 Miscellaneous

FG Fuel gas

FIGURE 5

Future Installations
Designate valves in new installations as shown in .Figure 6

VALVE NUMBERING IN NEW INSTALLATIONS

Series Component

100 Suction/Inlet

200 Discharge

300 Bypass

400 Measurement

500 Gas conditioning

600 Fire gate

700 Blowdown

800 Miscellaneous

FG0 Fuel gas

FIGURE 6

Connecting to Existing Facilities
Where future installations tie in to existing installations, the existing installation scheme may be used at the discretion of the Compression
Engineering Designee (refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide, ).Practice 09, Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

Compressors
If multiple plants are involved, the plant number is the first number, followed by a hyphenated number that designates the installation
order. EXAMPLES:

First unit in Plant 1 is 1–1.

Fourth unit in Plant 2 is 2–4.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
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Revised 10/01/2019

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice outlines the process to follow when requesting engineering review and approval of facility design changes by field personnel
on any existing infrastructure, component(s), and/or system in Gas T&S.

Responsibilities
Field Leader/Maintenance Coordinator/Field Engineer

Request design review from Engineering when desiring changes to existing infrastructure, components, and/or system.

Perform necessary testing as designated by Engineering

When design drawing changes are not required, the Field Leader/ Maintenance Coordinator/Field Engineer shall submit Form 300
GT&D and Form 500-CS to the Asset Reliability Team.

Field Operations (Field Leader)
Make any necessary procedure updates, obtain necessary approvals, and review with workforce.

T&S Engineering Designee (Usually the Team Lead)
Respond to Form 1300, Field Change Review ( ) requests by performing technical review and approval and completing final design.Figure 1

Make and issue any necessary design drawing changes for permanent record

Specify necessary test requirements (e.g. pressure test, radiographic inspection)

When design drawing changes are requested, the T&S Engineering Designee shall submit Form 300 GT&D and Form 500-CS to the
Asset Reliability Team.

Reporting
Form 1300 — Gas T&S Engineering Review ( )Figure 1

Complete for each change request and submit to T&S Engineering Designee.

Keep records locally for the life of the facility.

Procedures
When a potential change affecting an engineered system or component is identified, the responsible Field Leader must have the
change approved by Engineering before implementing it.

Request proposed modifications to existing infrastructure, components, and/or system using Form 1300 ( ).Figure 1

Include reasons why the change is being requested.

Identify if the requested change requires submission of Form 300 GT&D or Form 500-CS.

Attachments may be used as needed to clearly explain the request.

Submit Form 1300 ( ) to the appropriate Senior Field Leader for approval and routing.Figure 1

081 Field Changes and Engineering Review
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The Field Representative (Field Leader or Maintenance Coordinator):

Complete Form 1300 ( ).Figure 1

Forward it to the Senior Field Leader and Asset Manager who must review and approve the proposal.

After Form 1300 ( ) has been routed through Operations, it will be submitted to the appropriate T&S Engineering Designee
(refer to Gas Operations Field Leader Guide, ) for review and approval.

Figure 1
Practice 09, Record Keeping, Retention, and Distribution

T&S Engineering is responsible for completing the Engineering Comments on Form 1300 ( ).Figure 1

Upon completion:

The Engineering Team Lead must Sign off on Form 1300 ( ) which will validate the analysis, comments, and any
resulting changes.

Figure 1

If the Team Lead is not available for final approval, another Engineer may act in their place.

The engineer should include the following in the review comments when applicable:

Technical adequacy of the change described.

How change is being incorporated in engineering documents. (such as prints)

Route a copy of finished Form 1300 ( ) to the appropriate Field Representative.Figure 1

Keep the original to be filed with Engineering (Work Process & Business Management Gas & Electric Records Support) for history
and reference (regardless of approval or rejection of request).

Form 300 GT&D and/or Form 500-CS may need to be submitted to the Asset Reliability Team as a result of requested change. If the
change requested is approved and Form 300 GT&D and/or Form 500-CS are applicable, complete, and submit the forms to the
Asset Reliability Team.

Issue associated drawings and specifications for construction once the field’s request has been approved.

After work completion, redlines and as-builts must be completed according to TSEM 10-15.

Issue revised drawings or specifications to document and confirm field requests that were made per TSEM 1-300.

Forward appropriate documentation (such as Form 1300, ) to the Asset Reliability Team, Work Process & Business
Management Gas & Electric Records Support as well as other organizations as necessary (Refer to Gas Operations Field Leaders
Guide, ).

Figure 1

Practice 09, Record Keeping, Retention and Distribution

NOTE

Capital funding must be approved through one of the following:

The Gas Asset Management Strategic Plan process

The annual Budget process

The change log process

O&M funding must be approved by the appropriate Asset Manager.

Only field changes that affect engineered designs require review and approval by T&S Engineering Designees. Examples of changes
that do not need review are:

Consumables

Wear parts

Forms

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/goflg/goflg.pdf#goflg_09
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 Form 1300FIGURE 1
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Revised 06/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

To Place into Service
Solar Panel Installation (T10016, T10177, T10107)

1. Secure solar panel to metal tower.

2. Connect to front of trailer.

3. Plug in power cord.

Solar Panel Installation (T10128, T10118, T10220)
1. Confirm solar batteries are hooked up.

2. For longer term projects, tilt and spin the roof solar panels to point south.

3. Open the electrical box and turn to the correct power source.

1 for solar input

2 for on site power

4. Turn on the switches as needed.

Connecting Gas Supply and Injection Tubing
1. Verify the following valves are closed:

B1

B2

V18

V19

V20

V21

V22

V23

V24

V25

V26

V8

V8A

V8B

V15A

V15

V13

V13B

V11

F1

082 Odorant Trailer Operating Checklist
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NOTE
M&R Gas Mechanics are not responsible for valves on pipeline save-a-valves on pickling projects. 

2. Connect gas supply Teflon braided tubing from exterior trailer connection to gas supply inlet valve.

6300 — Connect 1/4” tube for 6300 pump to injection connection on exterior of trailer and connect to V25 on injection tee.

8300 — Connect 3/8” tube for 8300 pump to injection connection on exterior of trailer and connect to V24 on injection tee.

3. Verify bulk tank is connected to regulation panel.

4. Verify remaining trailer tubing is all connected.

Pressurize Bulk Tank
1. Verify gas supply is open and supplying gas to R1.

2. Adjust R3 to 30-35 psig.

3. Open V13B and V13 to pressurize tank, gas should flow through regulation into tank.

4. Follow guide on interior of pump cabinet and set pump actuation pressure based on pipeline pressure.

Pressurize Expansion Tank and Fill the Verometer
1. To supply cabinet with odorant:

Open V15

Open V15A

2. Open V17 (inside cabinet) to show bulk tank pressure inside cabinet, Close V17.

3. Verify V8, V8A, and V8B are closed.

4. Close valves V2, V3, V5. Confirm V16 is open.

5. Open Valve V4 until gauge reads 25 psig and then close to pressurize the expansion tank.

6. Open V17.

7. Place the NJEX system in Standby mode by pressing the Standby key on the front of the N-300 controller. The Standby LED indicator
will begin to flash on and off.

8. Scroll to the Meter Level display on the N-300 controller and select *Fill.

9. Press the Standby key to reactivate normal operation. The Verometer will begin to fill.

Prime and Start the NJEX System
1. Place unit in the Standby mode by pressing the Standby key located on the front of the N-300 controller. The Standby LED will begin

the flash on and off.

2. Verify that valves V8, V8A, and V8B are closed.

3. Open valve V3.

4. Press the Standby key one more time remove the system from the Standby mode. The Standby Mode should stop flashing on and
off, and remain off.

5. Manually stroke the pump 15-20 times to drop the verometer and prime the pump to remove air.

6. Close valve V3.

7. Open V26 and V8:

For the 6300: Open Valves V8A, V19, V25

For the 8300: Open Valves V8B, V18, V24

8. Manually or time set to stroke the pump until several small drips are seen in the sight glass. Close V8.

9. The system is ready to go into service.
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Begin Pumping
1. Use NJEX controller to set pump proportional to time or flow based on project instruction.

2. Confirm gas is flowing by injection line, and open V8.

3. Using the N300 controller, scroll to the pump displacement screen and set it equal to the average actual pump displacement to
prevent over pump or under pump alarms.

NOTE
If verometer is not dropping when stroking, an air lock is in place and the pump cannot overcome it, forward purge to
push odorant from verometer to tank, then refill system. DO NOT empty verometer completely. 

4. The Trailer is now in service.

To Remove From Service
Conduct a Forward Purge to Flush Odorant from Cabinet to Tank

1. Place the NJEX system in Standby mode by pressing the Standby key on the N-300 controller.

2. Close valves V6, V8, and V26.

3. Open valve V4 until pressure reached 50-60psi in the expansion tank, then close valve V4.

4. Scroll to the Meter Level display on the N-300 controller.

5. Open V2 until:

Empty is indicated in the Meter Level display AND

Gas bubbling in the bulk odorant tank becomes audible

6. Close V17, Close V15A.

Flush Odorant From Injection Line
1. Add pressure gauge to V11, open V11.

2. Verify B1 and B2 are closed. Close V13.

6300: Open V20, V21, verify V22, V23 are closed

8300: Open V22, V23, verify V20, V21 are closed

3. Connect source of gas supply to injection tee:

6300: connect to V24

8300: connect to V25

4. Slowly supply gas to injection tee. Open V24 and V25 while monitoring tank pressure at V11.

5. Continue until bubbling in bulk tank becomes audible or tank pressure begins to rise.

6. Close:

Valve V24

Valve V25

Valve V18 (8300)

Valve V19 (6300)

Valve V15

Valve V20 (6300)

Valve V21 (6300)

Valve V22 (8300)

Valve V23 (8300)

7. Verify the following valves are closed:
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B1

B2

V26

V8

V8A

V8B

V15A

V15

V13

V13B

V11

F1

Flare off Bulk Tank
1. Place flare burner as far as possible away from trailer and any pipelines.

2. Connect flare burner gas supply to Valve F1.

3. Connect V11 to Flare burner odorant line.

4. Open gas supply valve F1 to supply gas to flare burner, light flare burner.

5. Open V11 and flare until tank pressure reads zero.

6. Close V11, F1.

7. Disconnect Gas Supply line from injection tee, slowly open F1 to depressurize regulation panel, close F1.

8. Verify pipe gauges read zero.

9. Disconnect injection line and tee from injection point and store in pelican cases inside the trailer.

Disconnect Lines and Complete Demobilization
1. Disconnect flare lines and return to trailer.

2. Return flare to storage locations inside trailer.

3. Store solar panels.

4. Open NJEX 300 controller and flip switch to down position to turn controller off.

5. Confirm all hoses have been removed from exterior of trailer, secure interior, lock cabinets, and remove trailer from site.

Odorizer Schematics
For further information, refer to the area-specific Odorizer Schematics in the Distribution Regulation Operation Schematics.
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Revised 01/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice provides general guidelines for installing full bore threaded outlets on gas piping where instrumentation, such as probes and
temperature wells, will be inserted into the pipeline.

Regulatory References
ASME B1.20.1, ASME B31.8, and MSS SP-97

General
Full bore instrumentation needs to be inserted into gas flow within the pipeline. Because the instrumentation passes through the pipe wall
it is necessary to ensure the hole bored in the pipe wall is properly sized before and after a threaded outlet is welded on to the pipeline.

Types of Threaded Outlets
Reducing size threaded outlet – Installing threaded outlets that are smaller than the size of the header pipe.

EXAMPLE: Installing 3/4” threaded outlet on a 1” pipe would be a reducing size threaded outlet.

Size-on-size threaded outlet – Installing threaded outlets that are the same size of the pipe.

EXAMPLE: Installing 3/4” threaded outlet on a 3/4” line would be size on size.

The smallest size-on-size threaded outlet is 1/2”.

Specifications for Threaded Outlets
Threaded outlets should be ordered based on SMYS calculations, wall thickness, class, and/or schedule. The threaded outlet has to
be greater than or equal to SMYS of the header pipe.

NPS pipe threads shall comply with ASME B1.20.1.

This included threads/inch, length of threads, pitch diameter, etc.

Threaded outlet branch end opening that will connect to header pipe need to be around the basic minor diameter per ASME
B1.20.1.

Height of threaded outlet per MSS SP-97

Max threaded outlet size allowed is 2”

All outlets shall be manufactured by Bonney Forge (preferred), Penn Machine, or WFI

ASME B31.8 SMYS area replacement calculations must be provided.

Preferred supplier is Bonney Forge because of the relief cut on the root of the fitting

If Penn Machine or WFI are used the bore will have to be more precise and a die grinder will need to be used to provide
clearance for instrumentation after welding.

Boring Sizing

083 Full Bore Threaded Outlet
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The preferred method of determining bore size is to physically measure the inner diameter (I.D.) of the threaded outlet on the surface that
will mate to the pipe header. This measurement should be done on site at the time of install. Determining bore size depends on which type
of threaded outlet is being used.

Size on Size threaded outlets have an ovular I.D. As shown in the , dimensions “C” and “D” will be different. The bore size
should match dimension “D”

Figure 1

A

B

D

CRoot gap

FIGURE 1

Reducing threaded outlets have a circular I.D. and the bore hole is determined directly by dimension “C”
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A

B

C

Root gap

FIGURE 2

 contains typical threaded outlet dimensions for reference. All measurements should be field verified at the time of
install.
Appendix A

Bore Drilling
The preferred boring method is to use a magdrill. If a magdrill is not available, a hand drill or torch may be used followed by reaming
out the hole with a die grinder to ensure the bore hole is straight and there is no interference with the instrumentation.

After drilling, the bore hole should be field measured to verify it is the proper size. The walls of the hole should be straight and free
of any sharp edges that could cause interference with the instrumentation to be installed.

If the hole is either too small or has sharp edges use a die grinder to ream out the hole as needed to ensure proper size.

Threaded Outlet Welding
For welding the threaded outlet on the header pipe, refer to the Welding Standards Manual.

After welding, the bore hole should again be inspected for any weld penetration that may cause interference with the
instrumentation. A die grinder should be used to clear any interference.

Appendix A: Typical T Dimensions (may vary from
manufacturer)
Reducing Threaded Outlet Dimensions
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A

B

C

Run Pipe

Outlet 
Branch

X

FIGURE 3

NOTE
X is the root gap that will be outlined in welding procedure.
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REDUCING THREADED OUTLET DIMENSIONS

Outlet Size (Inches)
Dimensions

A (in) B (in) C (in)

CL3000

1/8 3/4 1 5/8

1/4 3/4 1 5/8

3/8 13/16 1-1/4 3/4

1/2 1 1-13/32 15/16

3/4 1-1/16 1-13/32 1- 5/32

1 1-5/16 2 1-7/16

1-1/4 1-5/16 2-9/16 1-3/4

1-1/2 1-3/8 2-27/32 2

2 1-1/2 3-15/32 2-9/16

CL6000

1/4 1-1/8 1-11/32 9/16

3/8 1-1/8 1-11/32 9/16

1/2 1-1/4 1-23/32 3/4

3/4 1-7/16 1-61/64 1

1 1-9/16 2-7/16 1-5/16

1-1/4 1-5/8 2-23/32 1-1/2

1-1/2 1-11/16 3-1/4 1-15/16

2 2-1/6 4-1/32 2-3/4

FIGURE 4

Size-on-Size Threaded Outlet Dimensions
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D

Run Pipe

Outlet 
Branch

FIGURE 5

SIZE-ON-SIZE THREADED OUTLET DIMENSIONS

Outlet Size (Inches)
Dimensions

A (in) B (in) C (in) D (in)

CL6000

1/2 1 1-3/8 15/16 5/8

3/4 1-1/16 1-5/8 1-3/16 13/16

1 1-5/16 2 1-7/16 1-1/16

1-1/4 1-5/16 2-3/8 1-3/4 1-3/8

1-1/2 1-3/8 2-7/8 2 1-5/8

2 1-1/2 3-1/2 2-9/16 2-1/16

FIGURE 6
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Summary
This Practice describes the minimum fire safety requirements to be followed when performing:

Cutting,

Welding,

Brazing,

Other forms of hot work including use of portable heating devices on Company property such as:

City Gate

Service Centers

Regulation Stations.

Safety
Consumers Energy Fire Protection Standards — FPS-22, Welding, Cutting and Hot Work

Refer to , for additional safety considerations when working
around pressurized or escaping gas.

Procedure 1-3, Prevention of Accidental Ignition at Gas Facilities

Responsibilities
Field Leader

Determine if extended fire watch is necessary based on conditions/hazards.

Approve Hot Work Permits.

Person in Charge
Obtain Hot Work Permit after surveying the work area for possible hazards.

Insure that a fire watch is assigned and understands the duties and responsibilities of the assignment.

Reporting
Form 2788, Hot Work Permit ( )Figure 1

Complete when performing hot work inside of, or within 50’ of a building (other than designated welding areas).

Keep records locally for 1 year using an indexed filing system that ensures the information is readily available for retrieval by
employees.

Definitions
Fire Watch — An individual(s) assigned to watch for unwanted fires caused by hot work while the work is being performed and for 30
minutes after the work is completed. Refer to .Safety Practice 46, Fire Watch Responsibilities

084 Hot Work (T&S)

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_1-3
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_46
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Hot Work — Activities that:

Involve cutting, welding, grinding, brazing, portable heaters, or other activities involving the use of an open flame.

Produce sparks, glowing embers, or hot slag that may leave the immediate work area.

Extended Fire Watch — An optional check of the hot work area after the 30 minute fire watch has ended.

The check occurs every hour for up to 4 hours after the hot work has been completed.

The work area is checked to determine if there are smoldering fires or any other potential for fire.

Portable Heaters — A portable device used to supply temporary heat to a specific location.

The devices typically use LP gas, kerosene, or other gas or liquid and use an open flame or catalytic bed to produce heat.

High wattage (above 1500 watts) electric heaters are also included in this definition.

Prepare for Hot Work
1. Clear a 35’ radius of all combustibles, flammable/combustible liquid containers/tanks, and compressed gas cylinders not directly

needed for the work.

NOTE
 Consider all alternatives to hot work in planning phase of job.

Use fire-resistant coverings to protect equipment, flammable/ combustible liquid storage tanks or compressed gas
cylinders, and other combustibles that cannot be moved.

NOTE
Properly constructed welding tents meet this requirement. See Exceptions section within this Practice.

Sweep floors clean of combustible materials and debris.

Cover floors made of combustible material with a fire-resistant tarpaulins or other noncombustible materials. Damp sand
works well to absorb sparks and protect floors.

Spread fire-resistant tarpaulins under hot work that is to be conducted near the ceiling or elevated overhead.

Cover all floor or wall openings. Cover gratings with a fire resistant tarpaulin, or provide an additional fire watch on the floor
below in addition to moving or covering equipment and combustibles below.

Cover or guard any air duct openings that may be in the path of sparks with fine mesh metal screening so that ventilation
may continue

Seal openings or gaps below doors in the area. If the gap cannot be sealed, clear at least a 2’ area from the gap on the side
away from the hot work.

Isolate piping systems from any tanks or other flammable/ combustible gas/liquid sources.

2. Assign person to perform fire watch.

3. Stage fire extinguishing equipment (minimum 20-lb ABC, or 2-1/2 gallon water type fire extinguisher) appropriate for the work being
performed and the area the work is in.

4. Test operate the nearest portable radio or telephone to be used by the fire watch.

5. Check the atmosphere for flammable gases.

SAFETY WARNING
DO NOT perform hot work when there is 10% LEL or greater flammable gas.

6. Deactivate or protect (for example, cover with fire blanket) detection devices in the vicinity of the hot work if smoke, heat or fumes
generated may activate the detection equipment.

7. Obtain Hot Work Permit from the Field Leader. The Field Leader may determine if a Hot Work Permit is required for a specific job.
Hazardous areas normally require a permit.
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Exceptions
Clearing a 35’ Zone
An exception to clearing a 35’ zone around the hot work area is to completely screen the work area (use welding tents) such that sparks,
etc. will be totally contained within the screened area.

The screen/tenting material must be a fire-resistant or noncombustible substantial material.

Thin plastic sheeting is not acceptable.

Hot Work Permit
Hot work permits are not required in weld shops, machine shops, other designated welding areas (For example, A&E shops) or outside 50’
or more away from a building provided that all other precautions are followed.

Fire Watch
For hot work performed out-of-doors (more than 50’ from a building), the assignment of a fire watch is at the discretion of the Field Leader
based on the potential for fires.

Coverings
Items directly required for the hot work operation may be left uncovered provided it is appropriately placed.

Position any necessary machines/equipment, flammable/ combustible liquid containers/tanks, and compressed gas cylinders to
eliminate the potential for unintended ignition.

Fire Watch
Designated fire watch personnel must:

Know the procedure for reporting emergencies.

Know the location of the nearest Company radio and/or phone and emergency phone number.

Know how to operate all of the available firefighting equipment.

Remain in hot work area during and 30 minutes after hot work is complete. DO NOT leave the hot work area if performing other
minor duties until the fire watch is complete.

Watch for ignition of materials near the work area, including where sparks may travel and floor below grating. Immediately attempt
to extinguish all unwanted fires.

Monitor work area, atmosphere, and equipment operating conditions. Stop the job if potentially hazardous conditions develop.

Report all fires to the Field Leader.

Submit completed Form 2788, Hot Work Permit ( ) to the Field Leader as needed.Figure 1

Forms
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 Form 2788FIGURE 1
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Revised 03/01/2022

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Summary
This Practice provides guidance for the inspection and maintenance of horizontal filter/separators and associated sumps at transmission
facilities that receive pipeline quality gas.

This Practice does not include the inspection of relief valves on filter/ separators vessel. Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Procedure 12-9,
Annual Relief Valve Inspection

Routine Inspection and Maintenance
ROUTINE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

Inspection Activity Approx. Monthly (feet) Annually (not to exceed 15 months)

Liquid Level (sight glass) X

Pressure Differential X

Sight Glass X

Differential Transducer X

Liquid Level Switch X

Filter Housing X

Filter Elements X

Sump Vessel X*

*Inspection of Stage 1 sumps will be performed on “odd” years with inspection of Stage 2 sumps will be performed on “even” years.

FIGURE 1

Documentation
Complete Form 1354, Pipe and Coating Inspection Report (  and ).Figure 4A Figure 4B

Complete one form for the inspection of both the filter section and the sump sections.

Check the “Separator/Scrubber/Vessel” box under the “Internal Pipe Surface” section and complete the “Location Other” section.

In the “Location Other” section, provide enough details under the “Description” section so it is clear what was inspected (for
example, filter vessel and sump sections inspected”).

Complete Form 1142, Transducer Test Report ( ).Figure 5

Filter Vessel — Inspection and Maintenance
Pre-Job Check
Verify that all spare parts are on hand to complete filter element change before scheduling or starting filter/separator outage. Spare parts
include:

Full set of associated filter elements with rubber grommets (grommet should be included with each filter element)

Replacement O-ring seal for filter vessel end access cover

085 Filter/Separator Inspection and Maintenance — Transmission
Operations

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12-9
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Seals/gaskets for sump

Check all liquid level sight glasses to determine if liquids will need to be removed. If needed, remove liquids before performing
maintenance.

Lock Out/Tag Out
1. Notify Gas Control that the filter/separator is being taken out of service.

2. Implement filter/separator outage and lock out/tag out procedures. Refer to Gas Operation Safety 
.

Practice 08, Lockout Tagout
(LOTO)

3. Open bypass valve (SF3)

4. Close, lock, and tag inlet valve (SF1)

5. Close, lock, and tag outlet valve (SF2)

6. Blow down the filter/separator vessel (and underground drip log, if present). Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Work Method 79,
Blowing Down Gas Transmission Systems

7. Verify that all pressure has been vented from the vessel and all piping connections are isolated.

Filter Maintenance
1. Open the filter section (1st Stage) of the vessel end cover. If needed, refer to the manufacturer’s recommended procedure.

2. Visually inspect filter elements in place. If necessary, replace filter elements. Remember to consider differential pressure.

3. Dispose of filters, deposits, and/or liquids by one or more of the following methods:

Headquarters Hazardous waste dumpster (Waste Management 1-800-323-9626)

Storage drum or barrel

Other acceptable methods – contact Field Environmental Coordinator

SAFETY WARNING

Spontaneous combustion of iron sulfide is formed by the conversion of iron oxide (rust) in an oxygen free
atmosphere where hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) is present.

When pyrophoric iron sulfide particles are exposed to air, they are oxidized back to iron oxide, generating
a considerable amount of heat.

So much heat is produced that the particles can

burn, igniting nearby flammable hydrocarbon gases.

Fires and explosions caused by pyrophoric materials can occur during shutdowns when tanks, vessels, or
equipment and piping are emptied.

Clean Filter Vessel
1. Remove any dirt or other foreign material that may have accumulated and/or coated the vessel interior(s).

2. Collect scales/solids and/or liquids samples (if present). Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Work Method 118, Pipe and Coating
Inspections — T&S Facilities Including Distribution Mains Operating at ≥20% SMYS

Inspect the Vessel
1. Inspect the interior surfaces of the filter vessel, filter cover, and vessel drain line for corrosion, erosion and other indications of

damage or deterioration. If visible, include gas inlet baffle plate in inspection.

Document on Form 1354 (  and ).Figure 4A Figure 4B

Report any damage found for follow-up repair maintenance work.

For defects exceeding 20% of the wall thickness Complete Form 797 ( ) per Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Figure 6 Work Method
118, Pipe and Coating Inspections — T&S Facilities Including Distribution Mains Operating at ≥20% SMYS

2. Install the new set of filter elements by reversing the element removal procedure.

3. Clean and inspect the vessel cover O-ring seals and sealing surfaces. Replace O-rings if necessary.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_08
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_7w-79
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-118
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-118
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Sump Chambers (1st & 2nd Stage) — Inspection and
Maintenance
Pre-Job Check
Verify that all spare parts are on hand to complete filter element change before scheduling or starting filter/separator outage. Spare parts
include: Replacement O-ring seals or flange gaskets for sump end access covers.

Sump Inspection
1. Open sump closure(s). If needed, refer to the manufacturer’s recommended procedure (i.e. MODCO sump closures).

2. Remove any dirt or other foreign material that may have accumulated and/or coated the interior of the sump chamber(s).

3. Collect scales, solids, and/or liquids samples (if present). Refer to Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Work Method 118, Pipe and Coating
Inspections — T&S Facilities Including Distribution Mains Operating at ≥20% SMYS

4. Inspect the interior surfaces of the sump chamber(s) and sump end closure for corrosion, erosion and other indications of damage
or deterioration.

Document on Form 1354 ( ).Figure 4A

Report any damage found for follow-up repair maintenance work.

For defects exceeding 20% of the wall thickness Complete Form 797 ( ) per Gas Operations Manual, 
.

Figure 6 Work Method
118, Pipe and Coating Inspections — T&S Facilities Including Distribution Mains Operating at ≥20% SMYS

5. Clean and inspect the sump end closure(s) and replace seal(s).

6. Reinstall and secure sump end closure(s).

Inspect/Clean Sight Glasses
Clean as needed to provide clear view. Use a sight glass brush as necessary

Shut in lower sight glass valve

Fill sight glass with appropriate fluid (RV antifreeze or diesel fuel), from the top

Open lower sight glass valve, verifying free flow of liquids

Liquid Level Switches and Alarm System Inspections (1st & 2nd Stage)
1. Verify that liquid level switches and alarm systems are operating correctly after return to service.

2. Verify that floats move freely.

3. Test liquid level switches, if present, and verify that Gas Control receives alarm, if applicable.

Physical test: Isolate device from sump; fill with appropriate fluid (RV antifreeze or diesel fuel) until alarm is received in Gas
Control.

Verify alarm triggered at acceptable level.

Return filter/separator and sump to service
Outlet Valve (SF2) - Remove lock and tag

Inlet Valve (SF1) - Remove lock and tag

1. Purge unit through vessel blowdown following 7-5 Air to Gas Purge of Gas Transmission Pipeline Systems.

2. Re-pressurize unit.

Slowly open inlet valve (SF1)

Slowly open outlet valve (SF2)

Verify that all end covers and closures seal completely as unit is pressurized

Close bypass valve (SF3)

3. Verify that pressure differential across filters is reasonable based on flow conditions.

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-118
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_11w-118
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Testing at SCADA Alarm Point Pressures
Test at SCADA Alarm point pressures and verify Gas Control receives indicated alarms:

COMMON ALARM POINT EXAMPLE

Test Points 0.0 High High/High

PSIG 0.00 5.0 7.0

*+/- 1.0 psi is acceptable tolerance

FIGURE 2

Complete Form 1142 ( ) Transducer Test Report for DP Indicator (transducers, mercury switches, etc.)Figure 5

NOTE
DP Alarm Response: If High/High DP alarm is received, trend pressure looking for indications of filter integrity. Filters
may collapse at DP greater than 25 psi.

STAGE 1 STAGE 2

Fill Fill

FIGURE 3

Forms
Form 1354
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 Form 1354, Page 1FIGURE 4A
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 Form 1354, Page 2FIGURE 4B

Form 1142
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 Form 1142FIGURE 5

Form 797
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 Form 797FIGURE 6
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Revised 07/01/2019

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides guidelines for operating the TN-017 No-Blow Tapping Tool. The features of this tool include the following:

High Volume Tapping Tee

O-rings

Pre-Operation Review
Review the following prior to operating the tool:

Read and understand all manufacturer operating instructions prior to using them.

Wear all required PPE while operating the tool.

The installer should demonstrate their ability to make electrofusion joints through destructive testing.

Ensure work is not occurring in area where a person could be engulfed by gas.

Inspect the tee before proceeding with the tapping operation.

Operation Instructions
1. Inspect the tapping tool to ensure that parts move freely and are not damaged.

086 Electrofusion — TN-017 No-Blow Tapping Tool
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Depth stop

Cap

Seal Head

Safety Retainer Nut
Seal Head O-ring

 Tapping ToolFIGURE 1

2. Inspect the seal head to ensure that the O-ring is in place and that it is in good condition.

This O-ring must be in place and sealed at all times or the punch seal O-ring will be displaced and will not seal in the final
steps.

If the seal head O-ring is missing, the O-ring from the fitting cap is the same size and can be used during tapping

3. Once the fusion is completed, adequately cooled, and pressure tested, remove the cap in order to expose the tapping tee punch.
Turn the cap counter-clockwise to remove it (as shown in ).Figure 2
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 Cap RemovalFIGURE 2

4. Using the tapping tool hex wrench, move the punch (cutter) to the top of the fitting as shown in . The punch is located in
the center of the outlet bore to allow for unrestricted flow during pressure testing.

Figure 3
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 Tapping Tool Positioned Above TeeFIGURE 3

5. Rotate the punch counter-clockwise until it is firmly seated against the O-ring inside the tapping tee. Be careful — do not pinch or
deform the O-ring.

6. Install the safety retainer nut from the tapping tool into the threads on the top of the punch. See  for the location of the
safety nut installation.

Figure 4
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Install safety nut

 Safety Retainer Nut InstallationFIGURE 4

7. Slide the seal head and cap down.

8. Thread the cap onto the fitting.

9. Tighten the cap firmly by hand.

10. Optional: Prior to tapping operation, add a reference mark using a marker on the tapping tool shaft (as shown in ) that
indicates the position of the cutter when it is against the O-ring.

Figure 5

Take a measurement with a tape measure from the reference mark to stopping ring. Measurement with tape measure is a
reference since marks made with a marker may wear off during the tapping process.

It should be approximately 5-3/8”. This measurement will be the same for 2” high flow tees on 2, 4, and 6 inch mains.
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Reference Mark

5-3/8”

 Reference Mark on Tapping Tool ShaftFIGURE 5

11. Rotate the tapping tool clockwise ( ) until it contacts the depth stop ring ( ).Figure 6 Figure 7

Re-tighten the cap as needed after the first several revolutions.

Make sure the cap remains tight throughout the tapping process.

If gas is heard escaping through the cap, re-tighten the cap.

Once the depth stop has been reached, the punch is at its maximum depth and the main has been tapped.
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 Rotate Tapping Tool ClockwiseFIGURE 6

SAFETY WARNING
Keep your head, face, and body to the side while tapping in order to prevent the possibility of injury if the cutter
is backed out too far.
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 Tapping Tool Contacting the Depth Stop RingFIGURE 7

12. Rotate the tapping tool counter-clockwise (as shown in ) to raise the cutter back to the top of the fitting.Figure 8

Continue to check the cap to ensure that it is tight as the cutter is raised.

Rotate the tool until it reaches the stop or until the reference mark made in Step 10 ( ) is visible.Figure 5

Take a measurement with a tape measure from the reference mark to stopping ring. Measurement with tape measure is a
reference since marks made with a marker may wear off during the tapping process.

It should be approximately 5-3/8”. This measurement will be the same for 2” high flow tees on 2, 4, and 6 inch mains.
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 Rotate Tapping Tool Counter-ClockwiseFIGURE 8

13. Remove the tapping tool.

14. Inspect the O-ring seal against the punch to make sure it is in place and sealed.

For examples of good quality and poor quality O-rings, see the O-ring Seal Quality section in this Practice.

If the O-ring is pinched, see the Correct a Pinched O-ring section within this Practice.

15. Replace the tapping tee cap and hand tighten it clockwise.

Do not use wrenches.

Check for leaks.
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 Hand-Tighten CapFIGURE 9

O-ring Seal Quality
For an example of an O-ring successfully seated against the punch, see .Figure 10A

For an example of a pinched and displaced O-ring, see .Figure 10B
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 O-ring: Properly Seated Against PunchFIGURE 10A
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 O-ring: Pinched and DisplacedFIGURE 10B

Causes of O-ring Failure
Attempts to seal the cutter against the internal O-ring while under pressure will fail if the seal head O-ring is missing or the seal
head is leaking (even a small amount) when the punch makes initial contact with the O-ring.

If any leakage is present, the O-ring will extrude out of the groove and become pinched between the punch and fitting chimney (as
shown in ).Figure 10B

Correct a Pinched O-ring
To correct a pinched O-ring, perform the following steps.

1. Back the punch down until the O-ring can be reset into the groove.

2. Reinstall the seal head.

3. Return the punch to contact with the O-ring.
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Revised 04/01/2019

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice describes the requirements for pickling a steel main. For more information on the science of pickling, refer to the AGA
Odorization Manual.

SAFETY WARNING
Odorant is extremely concentrated and provides a distinctive, intense and unpleasant odor and should be treated with caution
to avoid receiving leak calls. Liquid alive and masking agents should be on hand during all odorization work.

Pickling Reviews
When both of the following criteria are met, a pickling review is required:

Length greater than 1000’, AND

Diameter of 4” or greater

Pickling reviews are performed by M&R. If M&R determines pickling is required, it should be added to the complex operating
procedure.

Requirements for Pickling
NOTE

The main MUST be purged to 100% gas prior to pickling.

When performed under flowing conditions (the preferred method), the pickling procedure can take up to three months.

Pickling Valves
If M&R determines that pickling is required, three Mueller save-a-valves (either 3/4” or 2”) are required to be welded and tapped at
locations indicated by the M&R Engineer:

One for the gas supply line to the odorizer trailer

One for the odorant injection line

One for a monitoring point

Flowing Conditions Meter
A clamp-on meter may be required if indicated by a pickling engineer. To provide the proper amount of odorant based on the flow, clamp an
ultrasonic meter onto the main that is going to be pickled.

The M&R pickling Engineer will coordinate with EI&C to install the meter.

The meter installation requires the following conditions:

There should be 10 times the diameter of the pipe upstream and 5 times the diameter of the pipe downstream of clean,
straight, uninterrupted pipe

12” of cleared space surrounding the main

Dry conditions and provisions for dewatering the excavation area

087 Pickling Steel Mains
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The meter can be placed between the gas supply point and the injection point.

Abnormal Operating Conditions
In the event of an adverse operating condition, Gas Distribution personnel will contact their Field Leader and/or the pickling engineer and
discuss how to proceed.

If neither is available, consult the operating manual, proportional to time tables and procedures, and react conservatively until Field Leader
and/or engineer can be reached.
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Revised 01/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This Practice provides guidelines for the service line splitting process for installing gas services. All service line splitting equipment must be
inspected prior to each use.

Verification
Ensure the cover depth conforms to the blanket permit specifications or meets our minimum depth requirements, if not stated in work
packet. Refer to .Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

Inspection
Cable
The cable must be from an approved cable manufacturer with the proper rating. Approved equipment is listed in .Figure 1

1. Inspect the cable for signs of fatigue and wear, such as frays, kinks, and bird caging/untwisting.

2. If any of these concerns are discovered, the cable must be tagged with Form 350,  (refer to Safety 
), so it does not get used again by mistake before it is properly disposed of or replaced.

Figure 6 Practice 40, Defective
Equipment Tagging

Cable Grip
1. Inspect the cable grip for signs of wear, such as cracking, missing pins, or worn jaws.

2. If any of these concerns are discovered, the cable grip must be tagged with Form 350,  (refer to Safety 
), so it does not get used again by mistake before it can be properly disposed of or replaced.

Figure 6 Practice 40,
Defective Equipment Tagging

Splitter Assembly
1. Inspect the splitter assembly for defects, such as broken or worn blades.

2. If any of these concerns are discovered, the splitter body needs to be tagged with Form 350,  (refer to Safety 
), as out of service so it does not get used again by mistake before it can be properly disposed of or

replaced.

Figure 6 Practice 40,
Defective Equipment Tagging

Pulling Equipment
All pulling equipment must be rated greater than or equal to the tensile strength of the splitting cable. For approved pulling equipment, see

.Figure 1

Splitting
1. Prior to performing service line splitting, expose and retire the service tee according to Gas Operations Manual, 

.
Procedure 3-5

Retiring Gas Services

2. Shut off gas services and purge the line through the lockwing.

088 Service Line Splitting

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gocfp/undefined
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_40
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_40
file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gosp/gosp.pdf#gosp_40
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PULLING EQUIPMENT PARTS

Part Description OEM part number Material Number

Clevis 8.5-ton Working Load Limit (WLL), 7/8” diameter — 10217545

Rigging Cable 7.7-ton vertical WLL, 7/8” diameter, 3’ length — 10217573

Pulling Lube Hydra-lube 20000215 10217574

Cable Grip Max 8,000-pound, 0.218”–0.55” 1684-74 10217575

Pulling Finger 5/8” 0.75”–0.99” 3305005 10217576

Pulling Finger 1-1/8” 1.00”–1.24” 3305006 10217577

Cable, pulling

5/16” diameter, 60’ length, 8,800-pound SS air craft 156101 10217578

5/16” diameter, 80’ length, 8,800-pound SS air craft 156101 10220062

5/16” diameter, 100’ length, 8,800-pound SS air craft 156101 10220063

Splitter, cutter 2” blade, 1.25” diameter, 0.406” width — 10217579

Quick Link, 1/4” 1/4” link 7027325 10217580

Jaw Cable grip inside pulling housing 1798 10217581

Pulling Eye Puller 1.37” diameter 900098 10217582

Wrench Removal tool MT80004 10217583

Expander 1.375” diameter 900020 10217584

FIGURE 1

3. Expose the host pipe on the entrance and exit side (for the section of pipe that is being split). Cutter not required if intent is to pull
old service line out of the ground.

4. Lubricate the inside of the vacated/retired service line at the entrance with leak soap or conduit lube in order to reduce friction and
wear.

5. Insert a pulling cable through the vacated/retired service line.

6. Attach the new service pipe to the splitting cable at the entrance side using a cable grip pulling finger. For an example of how to
attach the splitter to the new service line being installed (on the entrance side), see .Figure 2

 Service Line with Splitter on Entrance SideFIGURE 2

7. Prepare for the pulling process. Equipment requirements:

Approved equipment for pulling process: excavators spec 80 and smaller or a backhoe.

Equipment must remain stationary during the pulling process (no driving).

Rigging cable can only be attached to a manufacturer approved lifting point.
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For safety clearance zones, see .Figure 3

Entrance Side Hole

Retired Service with 
Cable Inserted

6’ Safety Zone6’ Safety Zone 3’ 3’

Exit Side Hole

Mini Excavator/Backhoe

Equipment 
Operating Zone
(EOZ)

 Safety Clearance ZonesFIGURE 3

8. Pull all extra slack in the cable until the splitter makes contact with the vacated/retired service line.

9. Attach the exit side of the pulling cable to the equipment being used to make the pull with clevises. For an example of how to attach
the cable grip to the cable (on the exit side), see Figure 4.
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 Cable Grip Attached to Service Line on Exit SideFIGURE 4

SAFETY WARNING
Equipment Operating Zone (EOZ): Be sure the equipment being attached is off or in a locked position.

10. Before applying tension to the cable, all employees must leave the exit side. Employees must remain at least 3’ away from the cable
(as shown in ), and away from the line of influence.Figure 3

11. Apply tension to the cable.

SAFETY WARNING

At no time can the cable make contact with hard surfaces (such as curbs, road plates, and road surfaces) or any
surface that could damage the cable during pulling operations.

Only perform steady, continuous pulls (no jerking motions). Keep the pulling and rigging cables as close to the
ground as possible.

12. When the new service line enters the exit side, pull enough piping through to adequately inspect for cuts, gouges, or deep
scratches.

Follow the insertion guidelines in Construction & Field .Practice 026, Gas Service Insertion

If there are cuts or gouges, expose and replace the entire damaged portion on 1-1/8” and smaller services according to
Construction & Field .Practice 022, Gas Service Construction

For an example of rigging cable attached to the cable grip while the excavator is pulling the splitter cable (on the exit side),
see .Figure 5
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 Excavator Assembly on Exit SideFIGURE 5

Forms
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 Form 350 – Caution TagFIGURE 6
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
This practice describes typical main conversion from SP to MP. The following practice should be referenced in conjunction with the required
site specific Written Operating Procedure, . A conversion only applies if the
segments of pipe being converted have a segment MAOP of 60 psig or greater.

Procedure 1-4, Complex Gas Operations (Involving Mains)

A long stretch of main with many services may be broken into several segments to be converted individually. Repeat this process, as
needed, in order to convert a long segment of main with many services from SP to MP.

NOTE
SP to MP conversions are not done with cast iron SP systems. However, a steel or plastic SP main can be converted to MP.

General Practice
Conduct a safety tail board conference and complete the required Job Safety Analyses, per Gas Operations Safety 

.
Practice 01,

Tailboard Conference

Contact Gas System Planning On-Call at (517)-740-8205 to confirm if Standard Pressure distribution system is operating on set
point control or low point control and document in the site specific Written Operating Procedure.

Verify that the main is constructed and pressure tested and that the required service replacements are completed according to the
design plans and Gas Operation Manual standards.

Verify that a pre-construction Leak Survey of all mains and services has been completed.

Verify that repairs or replacements have been completed for all leaks found on the pipe that is to be converted to Medium Pressure.
All other leaks are to be classified, tracked, and repaired accordingly. For leaking services, follow the service replacement process
outlined in Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 3-3, Repair/Replace Guidelines for Gas Services

Install all required gauges, blowdowns, etc. per the following:

Gas Operations , ANDWork Method 52, SP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Gas Operations , ANDWork Method 51, MP and HP Gas Mains Pressure Control

, ANDReference 7-C, Pressure Gauges

Contact Dispatch to notify them of purging operations. See  for a list of local Dispatch phone numbers.Figure 1

Isolate the main segment and services that are being converted from any adjacent segment.

Close and lock all lockwings or below grade service entrance fittings.

Disconnect the risers/fittings from the meter and plug the riser/ fitting ends.

Tag risers/fittings with an MP green fluorescent wire-tie label

Monitor gauges at the current operating line pressure for 15 minutes to check for unknown loads. If there is a decrease in pressure:

Find the source of the unknown load and isolate it.

Repeat previous step for an additional 15 minutes before proceeding.

Decrease the isolated line pressure to 4” WC.

Monitor the gauges for at least 15 minutes.

If there is an increase in pressure:

Contact System Engineer/DPE Design Lead.

089 Converting Standard Pressure to Medium Pressure — Mains
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Repeat Step previous step for an additional 15 minutes before proceeding.

If there is a decrease in pressure:

Find the source of the unknown load and isolate it.

Repeat previous step for an additional 15 minutes before proceeding.

If there is no change in the pressure, proceed to the next step.

Increase the line pressure to the new operating pressure in one step.

Contact Dispatch to notify them that purging operations have been completed. See  for a list of local Dispatch phone
numbers.

Figure 1

NOTE
The following may be completed concurrently, if necessary.

1. Retire all required gauges, blowdowns, etc., per the following:

Gas Operations , ANDWork Method 52, SP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Gas Operations , ANDWork Method 51, MP and HP Gas Mains Pressure Control

Install Medium Pressure meters/regulators and test the outlet pressure for each service.

Perform a post-construction Leak Survey of all mains and services that have been converted.

Verify that repairs or replacements have been completed for all for all leaks found on the pipe that is to be converted to Medium
Pressure. All other leaks are to be classified, tracked, and repaired accordingly.. For leaking services, follow the service
replacement process outlined in Gas Operations Manual, .Procedure 3-3, Repair/Replace Guidelines for Gas Services

DISPATCH CONTACT INFORMATION

Royal Oak WMC

Royal Oak (248) 433-5768

Macomb (248) 433-5777

Howell & Livonia (248) 433-5774

Dispatch Emergency Cell (248) 234-1503

Jackson WMC

Lansing & Greenville (517) 768-3386

Jackson & Adrian (517) 768-3387

Kalamazoo, Hastings, & Marshall (517) 768-3389

Owosso & Lansing Distribution (517) 768-3427

Dispatch Emergency Cell (517) 262-8180

Saginaw WMC

Flint (989) 791-5591

Flint & Groveland Distribution (989) 791-5596

Groveland Service (989) 791-5997

Bay Central (989) 791-5998

Dispatch Emergency Cell (989) 245-8584

FIGURE 1
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Revised 10/01/2020

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practice

USM Diagnostics/Troubleshooting Guide
Contained in this document:

Purpose of this Guide

Summary of Standard Diagnostic Limits/Ranges

Expected Accuracy of USMs and Effects of Flow Rate

Problems Causing Issues with USM Measurement

Pictures of Diagnostic Reports Showing Normal and Abnormal Conditions

Purpose of this Guide
The purpose of this document is to provide examples of common issues that occur which may affect the performance of ultrasonic
meters. The underlying causes will be explained, and there will also be an explanation of how the diagnostics given by the meter
can be used to determine what the potential problem is (and that there is a problem in the first place).

Anybody referencing this guide should be able to recognize abnormalities in the diagnostic reports pulled from ultrasonic meters
and then utilize the information gained from the report to determine the likely cause of the abnormality.

Also provided is a summary of standard set point ranges for all the diagnostics to be able to quickly analyze whether current values
are within expected ranges or not.

Summary of Standard Diagnostic Limits/Ranges
Summary of Standard Diagnostic Limits/Ranges

Diagnostic Standard Range

Gain <81 dB (Baseline value will be established for each setup during calibration/commissioning)

SNR >31 dB (Baseline value will be established for each setup during calibration/commissioning)

Performance >95%

SoS Per path SoS: <1.5 fps from average 
Average SoS: <0.2% variation from AGA 10 calculation

Profile Factor Baseline: 1.17 +/- 0.03 
Deviation from Baseline: +/- 0.05

Swirl Angle Baseline: 0 degrees +/- 2 degrees 
Deviation from Baseline: +/- 2 degrees

Symmetry Baseline: 1.00 +/- 0.03 
Deviation from Baseline: +/- 0.05

Cross Flow Baseline: 1.00 +/- 0.02 
Deviation from Baseline: +/- 0.03

Turbulence (two outer paths) Baseline: 3-4% + 1-2% 
Deviation from Baseline: +4%

Turbulence (two inner paths) Baseline: 2% + 1-2% 
Deviation from Baseline: +2%

FIGURE 1

090 USM Diagnostics/Troubleshooting Guide
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 Transducer Path ConfigurationsFIGURE 2

 shows the typical transducer path configurations for Daniel and SICK ultrasonic meters.Figure 2

Expected Accuracy of USMs and Effects of Flow Rate
The accuracy of an ultrasonic meter is dependent on whether or not the flow conditions are within certain ranges, particularly gas
velocity.

For each meter, the manufacturer will specify specific values for:

Qmin (minimum measurable flow rate)

Qt (transition flow rate; the flow rate below which meter accuracy decreases)

Qmax (maximum measurable flow rate) based on the size and type of meter.

Typical values that may be expected are Qmin of about 0.3fps, Qt of 3-5fps, and Qmax of anywhere from 100-200fps.

When the gas stream is flowing below Qmin, the meter reads zero flow. Flowing above Qmax the meter will either read the maximum
value or will return a measurement invalid fault. In these scenarios the accuracy of the meter is unknown.

The accuracy of the meter depends on the size, type, and manufacturer. Usually between Qmin and Qt the meter’s error bound will
be ±0.5% of reading after flow calibration.

From Qt to Qmax, the meter’s error bound is expected to be ±0.1% of reading after flow calibration.

When the measured velocity approaches the upper limit of the meter, there will likely be noticeable changes in some diagnostic
parameters (when compared to their baseline values for the specific setup in question). This includes gain levels rising slightly, SNR
levels dropping slightly, and performance dropping slightly.

This does not lead to any significant changes in meter accuracy unless there is another issue with the gas flow or meter as well.

When the measured velocity approaches the lower limits of the meter, there are some potential issues that can arise which will
impact meter diagnostic parameters and meter accuracy.

At gas velocities less than 4.5fps, the turbulence, profile factor, and symmetry diagnostics are no longer relevant. This is because
the low flow rates cause the velocity profile of the gas in the pipe to become skewed.

Since these diagnostic parameters are heavily dependent on the velocity profile, they will naturally change when this occurs and
should therefore be ignored in this velocity range. The gain, SNR, and performance values are all still valid below 4.5fps, and can
still be considered when evaluating meter and pipe conditions.

Problems Causing Issues with USM Measurement
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Transducer Fouling or Deterioration (Failing or Damages)
Transducers may experience selective deposition on their face, which can make signal recognition more difficult. Transducers may also
experience deterioration over their lifetime for a variety of reasons, which can ultimately lead to failing of the transducer.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Performance (or Accepted Pulse) falling below 100% for any extended period of time (minimum values should never drop lower than
70-80%).

Gain level rising higher than normal or significantly different between the two transducers measuring each side of the gas stream
for a single path (normal levels are typically 35-55dB, but a baseline will be established for the specific setup); if a transducer fails
completely, the meter is often programmed to give a reading of the gain at its maximum possible value.

SNR decreasing below 30:1 or 30dB (SNR may be given either as a ratio or in terms of dB).

Per path Speed of Sound measurements differing from baseline (baseline will be specific to the setup in question).

 Diagnostic Report – Low PerformanceFIGURE 3

 Fouled TransducerFIGURE 4

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows low performance for two pathways, leading to the discovery of the fouled transducers,
shown in .

Figure 3
Figure 4
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 Diagnostic Report – Low PerformanceFIGURE 5

 Heavily Fouled TransducerFIGURE 6

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows extremely low performance for the fourth path, leading to the discovery of the heavily
fouled transducer, shown in .

Figure 5
Figure 6

FIGURE 7

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows very high gain and comparatively low SNR for path A, which is indicative of a transducer
failing.

Figure 7
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 Transducer or Electronics ProblemFIGURE 8

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows that for path three, there is no gas velocity reading, 0 performance, high gain, low SNR,
and there are no turbulence values for any path. The profile indication factor is also out of bounds. This suggests that there is an issue with
the transducers (particularly on path three), or that there may be an issue with the electronics.

Figure 8

Ultrasonic Noise Preventing Accurate Meter Readings
Ultrasonic noise can be present in the gas stream, and is usually caused by a control valve. This noise interferes with the ultrasonic signals
sent by the meter, leading to loss of signal recognition by the transducers.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Performance (or Accepted Pulse) falling below 100% for any extended period of time (minimum values should never drop lower than
70-80%).

SNR decreasing below 30:1 or 30dB (sometimes all the way down to 1:1 or lower).

Speed of Sound changing or fluctuating due to waveform peak skipping (can be observed in either average calculated Speed of
Sound or per path Speed of Sound).

Gain levels rising (compared to baseline for the specific setup).

Change in Operating Conditions, Such as Pressure, Temperature, or Composition
There are many factors that could lead to a change, and it is usually a problem when there is an issue with the gas chromatograph or
temperature transducer causing discrepancies between measured and actual data when it comes to composition, temperature, pressure,
etc. The same diagnostic indicators that point to this problem could also be due to incorrect input of this data during calibration.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Gain levels for all paths deviate similarly from normal (compared to baseline for the specific setup).

NOTE
When flow velocity approaches the rated upper limit (given by meter manufacturer), gain levels rising above their
established baseline is expected and does not indicate a problem with the meter.

Meter-corrected speed of sound different from AGA calculated speed of sound (generally, there is a problem when difference is
more than 0.3%).

Presence of CO2 in particular may weaken signal and cause low SNR (less than 30dB) and performance (sustained below 100%,
perhaps even lower than 70-80%).

High turbulence values and/or unsteady/abnormal flow profiles may be observed (depending on the conditions that have changed,
flow in the pipe may be affected in such a way that these indications are observed).
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 Pulsation – Meter Located Downstream of a Reciprocating CompressorFIGURE 9

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows that turbulence values for all paths is significantly higher than normal values. Upon
investigation, the cause was pulsation resulting from an upstream reciprocating compressor.

Figure 9

Disturbing Elements (E.G., Blind Tees, Out Of- And In-Plane Bends, Headers, and Meter Run
Blockage with Debris)
Ultrasonic meters must have a flow profile similar to that experienced by the meter at the time of calibration. If a profile is not maintained,
the meter factor calculated during calibration will be invalid, and all calculations for the flow measurement will have a larger degree of
error. Disturbing elements disrupt the flow of the fluid in the pipe, which causes changes in the flow profile that can lead to meter error.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Per Path Speed of Sound will differ from baseline values (baseline will be specific to the setup in question).

Disturbed flow profile may be observed in per path gas velocity measurements (compare to normal flow profile to determine if there
is any variation).

High turbulence values (greater than 6% in value or greater than baseline value +2%; e.g., if the baseline value is 2%, turbulence
values greater than 4% indicate a disturbance).

Profile and symmetry factors out of limits (diagnostic report will display chart showing whether these factors are within acceptable
limits).

Abnormal value of swirl angle (if so equipped; “normal” value will be specific to the setup).

FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 11

As can be seen in , the diagnostic report shows that the profile indication is out of the normal operating limits due to an
abnormal velocity profile. This was caused by swirl that resulted from having too many bends and tees in the pipeline in the vicinity of the
meter, see .

Figure 10

Figure 11

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows that the velocity profile is highly abnormal, performance for paths two and three is low,
turbulence is very high for all four paths, and profile indication is out of normal limits. This can indicate a blockage, confirmed after
inspection of the flow condition revealed debris lodged in it ( ).

Figure 12

Figure 13

Clock Failing to Keep Time Accurately
If there is a problem with the internal clock of the meter, it will invariably cause errors in measurement. This is because ultrasonic meters
rely on transit time measurements for the calculation of flow, and if the clock does not properly keep time it will cause inaccurate transit
time measurements.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Differences greater than +/- 0.25% between measured values for speed of sound and AGA calculated values (after verifying that
there is no error in compositional data).

Blockage/Fouling with Debris Adhering to the Walls in the Pipe or Flow Conditioner
If fouling occurs with debris adhering to the walls, it will cause a change in the cross-sectional area of the pipe. This can cause errors in the
calculation of flow (since flow rate is calculated as fluid velocity times cross-sectional area), and can also disrupt the flow profile of the gas
stream.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Disturbed flow profile observed in per path gas velocity measurements (be sure to compare flow profiles only for similar velocities,
as large changes in velocity can naturally lead to slight changes in flow profile).

High turbulence (greater than 6% in value or greater than baseline value +2%) is the best indicator of blockage in flow conditioner.

Symmetry and/or profile factors out of limits (diagnostic report will display chart showing whether these factors are within
acceptable limits).

Gas Stratification
When both gas velocity and ambient temperature are low, gas stratification may occur (separation of gas where heavier components drop
to the bottom of the pipeline while lighter components rise to the top). This separation leads to errors in profile and gas properties, which in
turn cause errors in meter calculations of speed of sound.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Average fluid velocity very low (generally <3 fps, but may depend on the particular meter setup).

Temperature readings low (below the normal operating limits for the particular site).
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Disagreement in per path SoS between measured and baseline values (determined for the specific meter setup).

Liquid Drop Out or Freeze Offs
When both gas velocity and ambient temperatures are low, heat exchange between the gas stream and the surroundings could occur at
high enough rates to allow some gas or water vapor in the pipeline to condense and “drop out,” possibly freezing. Freezing occurs with
water that may be present in the gas stream). This creates blockages and can interfere with signal recognition by the transducers.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

High turbulence (greater than 6%, or greater than 2% variation from established baseline values for the given meter).

Velocity profile shifts (should be compared to the normal velocity profile for the meter in question) or unsteady velocity profiles
(pulsation).

Increased gain (larger than the baseline values for the specific setup).

Performance (or Accepted Pulse) falling below 100% for any extended period of time (minimum values should never drop lower than
70-80%).

FIGURE 14

As seen in , the diagnostic report shows that for path four:Figure 14

There is no velocity reading

SOS has higher variation than the other paths

Performance is low

Gain is a little higher than the other paths

SNR is lower than the other paths

Turbulence is very high

The profile indication is out of normal limits caused by running down of liquids.

Electrical Interference/Electronics Drift
Over time or after a major incident involving some type of power surge, issues with the electronics of the meter may cause errors in the
meter performance.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Generally affects speed of sound (will be different from established baseline values or AGA calculated values) and is comparatively
rare.

Thermal Expansion/Pipe Work
Seasonal temperature changes or maintenance on the pipe near the meter location may cause slight variations in path length for the
transducer signals (which is used in the calculations for speed of sound and gas velocity). These have negligible effects on the meter
performance, but should be considered if no other causes for the shift in diagnostics can be identified.

Diagnostic indications of this problem may include:

Changes in per path speed of sound (will be different from established baseline values or AGA calculated values).
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Pictures of Diagnostic Reports Showing Normal and Abnormal
Conditions
Velocity Profiles

 Normal Velocity ProfileFIGURE 15

 Abnormal Velocity ProfileFIGURE 16

Performance
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 Normal PerformanceFIGURE 17

 Abnormal PerformanceFIGURE 18

Profile Indication
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 Normal Profile IndicationFIGURE 19

 Abnormal Profile IndicationFIGURE 20

SNR
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 Normal SNRFIGURE 21

 Abnormal SNRFIGURE 22

Speed of Sound (SoS)
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 Normal Speed of Sound (SoS)FIGURE 23

Abnormal SoS(not excessive, but noteworthy especially if other parameters out of limits):

 Abnormal Speed of Sound (SoS)FIGURE 24

Turbulence

 Normal TurbulenceFIGURE 25
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 Abnormal TurbulenceFIGURE 26
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

General
The purpose of this practice is to establish the required markings on each valve, fitting, length of pipe, and other component in accordance
with 192.63.

Responsibilities
Field Leader or Designee
Ensures all materials are properly marked and that only properly marked materials are used in the gas facility.

Anyone Ordering Material
Requests that materials are marked according to the Manufacturers’ Specification requirements.

Anyone Receiving Material
Verify that materials are marked according to the Manufacturers’ Specification requirements.

Pipe, Fittings, and Material Identification Markings
Material must have sufficient markings to match the installed material to engineering-approver Bill of Materials or shop papers
issues along with construction drawings.

If material markings cannot demonstrate a match with the Bill of Material or shop papers, they may not be used unless verified by
engineering.

DO NOT use pipe or fittings if the markings are not legible.

NOTE
For Steel Distribution Main only: Refer to the cathodic cell on the drawing for yield strength on existing pipe at tie in
locations. If welding on out of service pipe and the material is unknown.

Steel Main and Pipeline (Including greater or equal to 20%
SMYS pipeline (TOD))
Pipe Manufacturer’s Identifications according to API 5L:

Required

Name or Mark of Manufacturer of Pipe (X)

Specification (API SPEC 5L)

Specified Outside Diameter (20)

Specified wall thickness (0.500)

Material Grade (X52M)

Product Spec Level (PSL 2)

Type of Pipe (SAwL)

091 Steel Material Marking
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Optional

Identification number (z)

Mark of the Customers Inspection Rep (Y)

All markings on pipe must be legible until the time of installation

Example: X API Spec 5L 20 0.500 X52M PSL 2 SAWL YZ

NOTE
When pipe is cut and all the required markings are not on a segment of pipe:

Transfer the required markings (see steel main and pipeline section) to the cut segment, or

Transfer at a minimum the heat number (heat number must match Mill Test Report (MTR)). MTR should be
accessible. If distribution asset also include the Purchase order number for tracking the MTR.

Other pipe information, such as grade, size, wall thickness, and purchase order number should be considered in
addition to the heat number.

Fitting Manufacturer’s Identification Markings (Figure 1)
The following are markings that may be included on butt weld fittings (including elbows, inline tees, reducers, and end caps):

NOTE
All the markings listed may not be on all fittings used.

Nominal Size

Wall Thickness

Material Grade (such as WPHY52)

Heat Code

Manufacturer of Product

WELDBEND 12 STD WPB 442815 MADE IN USA
Manufacturer

Size

Wall Thickness

Heat Codes
Material
Specification

FIGURE 1

Flange Manufacturer’s Identification Markings (Figure 2)
The following are markings that may be included on Flanges:
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NOTE
All the markings listed may not be on all fittings used.

Manufacturer of Product

Nominal Size

Pressure Rating/class

Material Grade (such as WPHY52)

Heat Code

Dimensional specification wall thickness of matching pipe

Face designation (RF = raised face)

WELDBEND 6 150 XSB B16.5 A106/SA105 MOP MADE IN
USA

#

Manufacturer

Size
Class

Bore
(if applicable)

Heat Codes

Material
Specification

Dimensional 
Specification

Production Code
(Optional)

FIGURE 2

Other Steel Fittings Identification Markings
The following are possible markings included on other fittings (Steel Service Tees, Transitions, Steel Pins (see Reference 3A), and other
similar components):

Dimensions and Size

Wall Thickness

Material Grade

Heat Code – if applicable

Manufacturer of Product

NOTE
Steel Service Tees: “GMA Fillet” Weld Procedures in the Welding Manual shall be used when Welding Steel service tees
on steel main.
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose and Scope
Provide guidance for completing a point to point verification testing of instrument devices, limit switches, electrical systems, and remote
terminal unit programming to verify that Gas Control can see these devices correctly. Commissioning activities and programming should
already be completed.

Related Standard
Practice 048, SCADA Transducer Calibration (T&S)

Work Method 12W-161, Rosemount Smart Pressue Transmitter Calibration Check

CFP 068, New Facility Turn-On

Qualifications/Certifications
Instrument Mechanic – 9281, 9286, 9370

Gas Mechanic – 9339,9350,9331, 9332

Instrument Technicians – 80009350, 80009282, 80110642, 80110649

Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met before starting this procedure:

On-site computer verification is complete.

Gas is on system.

Gas Control SCADA screens have been completed.

Commissioning activities (transmitter calibration, valve inspections, etc.) are complete.

Cal mode/lock values switch (outside of panel)

Resource Requirements
Project Manager or lead engineer will create a conference call to invite key players which may include:

Gas Control

Gas System SCADA Developer

Field Instrument Technician

Instrument Mechanic

System Mechanic

Distribution Gas Mechanic

Tools/Equipment
Technician:

Computer

Hart Protocol Communicator Device / Signal Generator

Validation standard or testing analyzers for verification of other gas quality equipment

092 Point to Point SCADA Verification Testing

file:///C:/Distrib/CE%20Standard%20Work/doc/gom/gom.pdf#gom_12w-161
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Manufacturer’s equipment software for the gas quality units

Laptop with serial port or USB equivalent adapter (ability to change settings on the laptop. FEWSUPP, VMware, non-IT controlled
laptop.)

Gas Mechanic - Distribution
Portable Pressure Source – Nitrogen bottle and regulator (at this time, they may get different equipment)

Digital Volt Meter

Glycol to test level switches on separator

Calibration test bottle for Gas Detector (this should be purchased as part of the project and on site, if not on site it will need to be
collected from another site) - for stand-alone Odorizer Sites only

Instrument Mechanic- T&S, Pipeline & Storage
Portable Pressure Source – Ralston Nitro Pack, Amteck Dead Weight Tester

Nitrogen bottle and regulator

Digital Volt Meter

Hart Communication Protocal Device / Signal Generator

Glycol to test level switches on separator

Calibration test bottle for Gas Detector (this should be purchased as part of the project and on site, if not on site it will need to be
collected from another site)

Certified digital gauge (Hiese) as opposed to a pressure source

Measurement SME Calibration bottle for testing Gas chromatograph

Forms
Form 3935 Point to Point Checklist – Created by SCADA Developer and provided to Field Operations prior to the start of the Point to
Point Verification testing.

1142 Form – Transducer Calibration Form

Procedure Steps
1. Verify that all key members are in attendance.

2. Call Gas Control to let them know that the team is on-site to start Point to Point.

3. Verify Form 3935 has been filled out and available for reference.

4. Establish verbal connection with SCADA Developer on conference call meeting.

5. Complete calibration/ ranging of instruments as referenced in CFP 048.

6. Refer to GOM 12W-140, CFP 085, CFP 063 as needed.

7. Call Gas Control when you are leaving the site.

Records and Retention
Completed Form 3935 will be filled out and finalized by the SCADA Developer and submitted to Project Manager and Lead Engineer and
Document Control for final filing in ProjectWise under Reports. Form 3935 will be retained for record for life of RTU programming on site. All
commissioning documentation associated with equipment such as Form 1142 need to be distributed to Construction Manager.
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice provides guidance for safe and reliable operation, inspection, and maintenance of bath/indirect throughput heaters at
Transmission and Distribution facilities.

Frequency
Approximatetly monthly, while in operation.

Fuel System Maintenance
Regulator and Relief Valve
Inspection:

Visually inspect fuel system and verify appropriate pressures.

Ensure relief valve vents are plumbed outside of the building, and vent screens are present and clear.

Filters
Inspect fuel filters and strainers. Replace element and clean strainer if dirty.

Control Valves
Check operation (see Controls Maintenance section below).

Meter
Verify readout is rotating and is legible.

Pressure Gauges
Check the condition and accuracy.

Replace if required.

Controls Maintenance
Thermostat (Controlling)

Review Citect output of station gas temperatures to ensure proper temperature settings and operation.

If not controlling, adjust down to operating temperature, and ensure it shuts down the main burner.

Reset to the thermostat set point (generally 150 degrees F) after test.

Thermostat (High Temp Limit)
Adjust the high temp limit set point down to the operating temperature, and ensure it shuts down the main burner and pilot.

093 Bath Heater Controls Monthly Inspection
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Reset to the high temp limit set point (generally 180 degrees F) after test.

Relight heater. Refer to .Practice 095, Heater Lighting

Thermometers
Check the condition.

Pilot Relight Systems (if equipped)
Check relight counter for number of relight attempts.

If relight count is high, verify that the ignition system and burner settings are correct.

Check the battery voltage level.

Check the pilot flame sensor voltage.

Heater Burner/Flame Arrestor Maintenance
Inspection

During each visit (when operating), verify burner operation.

Adjust the burner if necessary.
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice provides guidance for safe and reliable operation, inspection, and maintenance of bath/indirect throughput heaters at
Transmission and Distribution facilities.

Frequency
As needed.

Heater Shutdown Operation
NOTE
If gas piping is to be vented in the area of the heater, let the burner cool for at least 30 minutes before starting the venting
operation.

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions if they are available. Otherwise, the following instructions should be used:

1. Close the main fuel gas valve (F1) at the source of the fuel gas supply.

2. Disconnect the power supply (battery/110 VAC automatic ignition system., etc.) from any automatic ignition system.

3. Verify that the fuel gas pressure has gone to zero in all fuel gas piping.

4. Close the valve immediately ahead of the main burner.

5. Visually verify that the main burner is no longer burning.

6. Close the valve immediately ahead of the pilot.

7. Visually verify that the pilot is no longer burning.

8. Open Heater Bypass Valve (H3)

9. Close Heater Inlet Valve (H1)

10. Verify Open Heater Outlet Valve (H2)

11. Notify Gas Control heater is shut in so alarm points can be adjusted, if needed

094 Heater Shutdown
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Revised 10/01/2021

Gas Operations Construction & Field Practices

Purpose
This Practice provides guidance for safe and reliable operation, inspection, and maintenance of bath/indirect throughput heaters at
Transmission and Distribution facilities.

Frequency
As needed

Heater Relighting and Adjustment Operation
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions when they are available. If they are unavailable, the following steps should be used.

1. Shut off any source of ignition in the fire box.

2. Close the isolation valves immediately upstream of the main burner and pilot.

3. Set the control and high limit thermostats to allow for the main burner valve(s) to open.

4. Wait 5 minutes for any gas which might have accumulated to vent.

5. Check the gauges on the fuel supply line(s) for proper pressure.

6. Remove the access cover and/or the flame arrestor from the burner front.

7. If air/fuel mix needs adjustment or reset, use locally documented settings or for adjustable orifices:

a. Tighten the mixer orifice needle of the main burner until it seats.

b. Open the needle 3 full turns counterclockwise.

c. If the mixer is equipped with an air register, open air register about 1 full turn.

8. Adjust above settings for proper main burner flame adjustment later.

9. Ignite the pilot.

a. For manual ignition, follow manual ignition steps.

b. For electronic ignition, follow electronic ignition steps.

NOTE
When working through an access hole, a face shield must be worn.

Manual Ignition
1. Open the bypass on the safety valve to temporarily allow gas up to the isolation valve.

2. Insert a lighted torch into the pilot access hole and place near the pilot tip.

3. Slowly open the pilot isolation valve until the pilot is lit.

4. If the pilot fails to ignite properly, remove the torch and close the isolation valve. Wait 5 minutes before retrying.

5. Remove and extinguish the torch once the pilot is lit.

6. Proceed to Step 11 in electronic ignition.

095 Heater Lighting
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Electronic Ignition
1. Verify the pilot and main burner valves are closed.

2. Start the heater ignition sequence and electronic igniter. Listen for sparking at the pilot.

3. Slowly open the pilot isolation valve, and listen for ignition.

4. If unable to establish pilot flame:

5. Close the valves nearest the main burner and pilot, and adjust the igniter into pilot gas.

6. Wait 5 minutes before retrying.

7. Ensure igniter stops sparking after pilot is lit.

8. Proceed to Step 12 below.

9. Observe the pilot flame to make sure it is burning properly.

10. Adjust combustion air if needed.

11. After the pilot has been burning properly for about 1 minute, and when the auto shutdown override button has been released, the
main burner valve can be opened slowly.

NOTE

DO NOT stand directly in front of the access hole.

SLOWLY open the main burner valve part way.

DO NOT fully open valve at this time.

12. Allow the heater stack to warm up.

13. Open the main burner valve fully and verify there is a good steady flame.

a. A good flame is blue from the burner half way down the flame and yellow at the tip.

b. If there is oscillation or an unsteady flame:

i. Close the main burner valve.

ii. Turn air/fuel mixer orifice needle clockwise about 1/2 turn.

iii. Repeat Steps 14 - 15.

14. Set the control thermostats to appropriate control points.

15. Allow the heater to complete at least one cycle before leaving the site in order to ensure proper operation.

Heater Shutdown Operation
NOTE
If gas piping is to be vented in the area of the heater, let the burner cool for at least 30 minutes before starting the venting
operation.

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions if they are available. Otherwise, the following instructions should be used:

1. Close the main fuel gas valve at the source of the fuel gas supply.

2. Verify that the fuel gas pressure has gone to zero in all fuel gas piping.

3. Close the valve immediately ahead of the main burner.

4. Visually verify that the main burner is no longer burning.

5. Close the valve immediately ahead of the pilot.

6. Visually verify that the pilot is no longer burning.

7. Turn main switch to Off on Spitfire/burner management system, if present.

8. Disconnect the power supply (battery/110 VAC automatic ignition system., etc.) from any automatic ignition system.

9. Disconnect power on a push button ignitors.
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